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NATURE OF ACTION 

In 2009, Plaintiffs, a proposed class of individuals living in or near the City of 

Park Ridge, Illinois sued the City of Park Ridge, the Metropolitan Water Reclamation 

District of Greater Chicago, and Maine Township (collectively the LPEs) and others for 

alleged overtopping of area waterways and sewer backup flooding into their homes 

during heavy rainfall between September 12, 2008 and September 14, 2008. (C 10, C 

3160.)1 Ultimately, Plaintiffs filed an Amended Fifth Amended Complaint Amending the 

Complaint only on its Face (the A5AC) alleging several claims against the LPEs 

including various forms of negligence, violations of the Illinois Local Governmental and 

Governmental Employees Tort Immunity Act, 745 ILCS 10/1-101, et seq. (West 2018) 

(the Tort Immunity Act), and a violation of Section 15 of Article I of the Illinois 

Constitution (the Taking claim). Ill. Const. 1970, art. I, § 15. (C 18, 19, 22, 27, 38, 55.) 

The LPEs moved to dismiss all claims against them under 735 ILCS 5/2-619.1 (West 

2018) arguing, among other things, that the public duty rule barred the claims. (C 3161, C 

56–58.) 

On April 3, 2015, the circuit court granted the LPEs’ Motions to Dismiss under 

Section 2-615 of the Code of Civil Procedure, 735 ILCS 5/2-615 (West 2018) (Section 2-

615), finding the alleged unlawful conduct of the LPEs was a “‘governmental service’ 

subject to the Public Duty Rule,” that the “Public Duty Rule applied to the allegations of 

 
1
 The record on appeal consists of a three-volume original common-law record and a one 

volume supplemental record on appeal (limited from the entire record) and one volume of 

transcripts comprising the Report of Proceedings. “C__” refers to the common-law 

record. “SUP C ___” refers to the supplemental common-law record. “R. __” refers to the 

Report of Proceedings. 
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the [LPEs’] conduct in the A5AC,” and that no special duty exception to the rule should 

be applied. (C 1885–1892.)  

While motions regarding the applicability of its decision to the Taking claim and 

the propriety of issuing Rule 304(a) language were pending in the circuit court, this Court 

abolished the public duty rule in Coleman v. East Joliet Fire Protection District, 2016 IL 

117952, on January 22, 2016. After the Coleman decision was issued, Plaintiffs moved to 

reconsider the dismissal. After initially granting Plaintiffs’ motion, the trial court 

ultimately determined that Coleman should not apply retroactively in this case based on 

the three-factor retroactivity test used in Aleckson v. Village of Round Lake Park, 176 Ill. 

2d 82, 87-88 (1997). Plaintiffs timely appealed to the Appellate Court, First District, 

Fourth Division (“the First District”).  

This appeal allowed by the Court under Illinois Supreme Court Rule 315 (eff. 

Oct. 1, 2019) arises from the First District’s finding that Coleman applied retroactively to 

this case; that Plaintiffs’ negligent nuisance, negligent trespass, and Taking claims in the 

A5AC were sufficient to withstand dismissal under Section 2-615, and that Tort 

Immunity Act did not provide an alternate basis for complete dismissal of those counts 

under Section 2-619 of the Code of Civil Procedure, 735 ILCS 5/2-619. 

ISSUES PRESENTED 

1. Whether this Court’s 2016 abolition of the decades-old “public duty rule” in 

Coleman applies retroactively to cases in which the public duty rule had been 

consistently asserted and which involve alleged government conduct between the 

1960s and 2008. 
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2. Whether the Illinois Constitution requires local governments to pay owners just 

compensation for taking their property when the owners allege that: (a) a private 

actor is at least partially to blame for the property intrusion; (b) the intrusion 

occurred due to inaction rather than affirmative governmental action, and (c) the 

intrusion occurred due to conduct for which local governments have been granted 

immunity under the Tort Immunity Act.  

STANDARD OF REVIEW 

As this appeal arises from a motion to dismiss under Sections 615 and 619 of the 

Illinois Code of Civil Procedure, it relates to the sufficiency of Plaintiffs’ complaint. 

Decisions regarding the sufficiency of complaints are reviewed by this Court utilizing a 

de novo standard. See, e.g., Simpkins v. CSX Transportation, Inc., 2012 IL 110662, ¶ 26.  

JURISDICTIONAL STATEMENT 

This Court has jurisdiction to hear this appeal under Illinois Supreme Court Rule 

315. (Ill. S. Ct. R. 315 (eff. Oct. 1, 2019))(Rule 315). On May 30, 2019, the First District 

issued an opinion affirming in part and reversing in part the trial court’s dismissal of 

Plaintiffs’ case against the LPEs. No timely petition for rehearing was filed. On July 3, 

2019, the LPEs filed their Petition for Leave to Appeal under Rule 315. This Court 

allowed the LPEs’ petition on September 25, 2019.  

CONSTITUTIONAL PROVISIONS/STATUTES INVOLVED 

Illinois Constitution of 1970, Article I, Section 15: 

Private property shall not be taken or damaged for public use without just compensation 

as provided by law. Such compensation shall be determined by a jury as provided by law. 
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745 ILCS 10/2-109:  

A local public entity is not liable for an injury resulting from an act or omission of its 

employee where the employee is not liable. 

745 ILCS 10/2-201:  

Except as otherwise provided by Statute, a public employee serving in a position 

involving the determination of policy or the exercise of discretion is not liable for an 

injury resulting from his act or omission in determining policy when acting in the 

exercise of such discretion even though abused. 

745 ILCS 10/2-104:  

A local public entity is not liable for an injury caused by the issuance, denial, suspension 

or revocation of, or by the failure or refusal to issue, deny, suspend or revoke, any permit, 

license, certificate, approval, order or similar authorization where the entity or its 

employee is authorized by enactment to determine whether or not such authorization 

should be issued, denied, suspended or revoked. 

745 ILCS 10/2-105:  

A local public entity is not liable for injury caused by its failure to make an inspection, or 

by reason of making an adequate or negligent inspection, of any property, other than its 

own, to determine whether the property complies with or violates any enactment or 

contains or constitutes a hazard to health or safety. 

STATEMENT OF FACTS 

Plaintiffs, a putative class of homeowners, filed their initial complaint on 

February 11, 2009 seeking compensation for damages incurred on September 13, 2008 
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during a heavy rain event.2 (C 10, C 3160.) After nearly three years of motion practice on 

amended complaints, Plaintiffs filed a document titled the “Amended Fifth Amended 

Class Action Complaint Amending the Complaint Only On Its Face” (the A5AC) on 

January 20, 2012, which became the operative pleading. (C 1135.)3  

Generally, Plaintiffs claim their properties in the Robin-Dee Community Area 

were invaded by storm and sewer water during and following a heavy rain event on 

September 13, 2008. (A5AC ¶¶ 17.3–17.4.) The water allegedly overflowed a drainage 

system referred to as the “Prairie Creek Stormwater System” or “PCSS.” The PCSS 

consists of (a) the central Main Drain that runs westbound through the Robin and Dee 

Neighborhoods, (b) the Ballard, Pavilion, and Dempster basins and their tributary sewers, 

and (c) tributary stormwater sewers “usually under the streets collect[ing] street 

stormwater runoff[,] which then drain to the Main Drain or its storage components.” 

(A5AC ¶ 26.)  

I. Early Pleadings and Motion Practice 

Plaintiffs filed an Amended Complaint on August 6, 2009 and a Second Amended 

Complaint on September 14, 2009. (C 18.) Plaintiffs added The Metropolitan Water 

Reclamation District (“District”), Maine Township, and the City of Park Ridge 

 
2  This matter, 2009 CH 6159, was consolidated for all purposes with the following 

cases in the Circuit Court of Cook County: 10 CH 38809, 11 CH 29586, 13 CH 

10423, and 14 CH 06755. Each consolidated matter was filed after a new flooding 

event. 
3  The A5AC is 299 pages long. Initially, it was not included in its entirety as part of the 

record on appeal. Eventually, the First District ordered that Plaintiffs supplement the 

record with a complete copy of the A5AC. A complete copy of the A5AC (without its 

exhibits) was made part of the record as page numbers SUP C 30 to SUP C 328 and is 

made a part of the appendix of this brief. Due to its length, the many repetitions of 

portions of it in the record and for ease of reference, any further citations to the 

A5AC are to the A5AC’s numbered paragraphs. 
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(collectively referred to as the “LPEs”) as Defendants (along with numerous other public 

and private entities) to either the Amended Complaint or the Second Amended 

Complaint. (C 185.) The LPEs were served in September 2009. (C 19.) 

Plaintiffs filed a Third Amended Complaint on January 8, 2010. (C 22.) In March 

2010, the LPEs filed Motions to Dismiss the Third Amended Complaint that raised the 

public duty rule, among other arguments. (C 3161; R. 14 at 24:4–18.) The circuit court 

granted a joint motion to dismiss the Third Amended Complaint, finding that the 

Plaintiffs failed to plead a legal duty for each Defendant related to ownership or control 

over the sewer system at issue. (C 202; R. 5–6.) 

Plaintiffs filed a Fourth Amended Complaint on September 2, 2010. (C 27.) The 

LPEs sought leave to file motions to dismiss the Fourth Amended Complaint, and 

advised the court and the Plaintiffs in open court on September 24, 2010 that the LPEs 

intended to raise the public duty rule again. (R. 14.) The LPEs filed motions to dismiss 

again raising the public duty rule. 

On March 3, 2011, the LPEs argued their motions to dismiss the Fourth Amended 

Complaint. The trial court limited the argument to the issue of the public duty rule and 

Tort Immunity Act. (R. 20–21 at 8:21–9:7.) After argument, instead of ruling on the 

public duty rule, the court observed that the Fourth Amended Complaint failed to comply 

with pleadings requirements of the Illinois Code of Civil Procedure. Specifically, the 

court observed that the Fourth Amended Complaint was 650 pages long (R. 29 at 42:14–

16), that Counts I and II improperly suggested that duty arises from the Tort Immunity 

Act (R. 29–30 at 43:16–45:5), that it was replete with legal argument (R. 30 at 45:10), 

that it contained footnotes (R. 30 at 46:16), and that it pled conclusions of law (R. 30 at 
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47:23). The court ordered Plaintiffs to file a Fifth Amended Complaint identifying the 

causal relationships between the defendant entities and the deficiencies and defects to the 

system that caused Plaintiffs’ damages. (R. 30 at 46:12–22.) 

Plaintiffs filed their Fifth Amended Complaint on April 18, 2011. (C 38.) All 

Defendants were allowed until June 6, 2011 to file motions to dismiss, and a briefing 

schedule was set on those motions. (C 217.) On October 24, 2011, the court observed that 

the Fifth Amended Complaint improperly contained allegations and counts that had been 

previously stricken, dismissed, or withdrawn as to all Defendants. (C 234; R. 48 at 57:1–

58:10.) The court had already promised to resolve pending motions to dismiss on 

threshold issues like the public duty rule before allowing a Sixth Amended Complaint (R. 

48 at p.57:10–18). So, the court ordered the Plaintiffs to file an “Amended Fifth 

Amended Complaint Only Amending on its Face” (the A5AC—which would become the 

operative complaint) that would strike-through the portions of the Fifth Amended 

Complaint that were previously stricken, dismissed, or withdrawn, and precluded the 

Plaintiffs from making any other changes to the Fifth Amended Complaint when 

preparing the A5AC. (C 239–240.) A “meet and confer” meeting was ordered regarding 

the proposed A5AC before it was filed. (C 239–240.) The parties then sought court 

intervention regarding several issues related to the A5AC on December 12, 2011 (C 241, 

242), January 13, 2012 (C 244–245), and January 20, 2012 (C 252–253). Plaintiffs filed 

the A5AC on January 20, 2012. (C 55.)  

II. Allegations in the A5AC. 

Around 1960, a developer constructed the Robin-Dee Community Area and 

obtained permits from Park Ridge and Cook County to do so. (A5AC ¶¶ 62, 64, 71, 72.) 

The development plan granted easements to “the District, Park Ridge, Maine Township, 
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Glenview and/or the County” to “construct, build, improve, maintain, clean and/or 

perform any other activity related to or arising out of the ownership” of the “main drain” 

component to the PCSS, the “tributary stormwater sewers” servicing the PCSS, and the 

sanitary sewers servicing the PCSS. (A5AC ¶¶ 66.3-66.4, 67.3-67.4, 68.1-68.2.) Plaintiffs 

allege that Cook County, the District, Park Ridge, Maine Township, and/or Glenview, 

collectively or alternatively, permitted further construction in the Robin-Dee Community 

Area over the decades that resulted in a complex, interrelated stormwater system known 

as the PCSS. (A5AC ¶¶ 82–88.3.) Prior to 1987, the following PCSS structures were 

constructed and approved by Park Ridge and Cook County: (a) the Robin Neighborhood 

Main Drain, (b) the twin 60” Robin Alley Culverts; (c) the 60” Robin Alley Stormwater 

Sewer; (d) the 120” Robin Court Culver; and (e) the 60” Howard Court Culvert, all of 

which contributed to the flooding. (A5AC ¶¶ 89–90.) 

Plaintiffs allege that Park Ridge constructed or caused to be constructed drainage 

tributaries to the north and south of the main drain. (A5AC ¶¶ 91–97.) Plaintiffs allege 

that “Cook County, the District, and/or Maine Township” own or operate the storm 

sewers tributary to the PCSS and upstream storm sewers. (A5AC ¶¶ 98–100.) 

In 1976, Advocate acquired and developed contiguous land to the north of the 

Robin-Dee Community Area, and changed the natural drainage patterns of the PCSS after 

gaining approval from Park Ridge, Cook County, and the District despite an Illinois 

Department of Transportation Flood Risk Report indicating that the proposed 

development would cause a flood risk. (A5AC ¶¶ 102–113.) 

In 1987, catastrophic flooding affected the Robin-Dee Community Area after 

which Park Ridge, Maine Township, and Glenview commissioned Harza Engineering 
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Services to investigate the flooding. Harza issued a report in 1990 identifying 

maintenance and design defects in the PCSS that Plaintiff alleges caused the flooding. 

(A5AC ¶¶ 114–118.) 

Between 1987 and 2002, Advocate and its engineer, Gewalt, continued 

developing Advocate’s contiguous property, and obtained permits related to that 

development from the District and Park Ridge. (A5AC ¶¶ 119–126.) 

In 2002, the Robin-Dee Community Area experienced again significant flooding. 

(A5AC ¶¶ 127–129.) At that time, the Illinois Department of Natural Resources 

conducted a study of the area and made recommendations to reduce the risk of flooding. 

(A5AC ¶ 131–134.4.) Thereafter, Advocate and Gewalt submitted plans for further 

development and those plans were approved by the District and Park Ridge, but they did 

not cure the flooding risk. (A5AC ¶¶ 132–139.3.) Specifically, Advocate’s plans did not 

remedy bottlenecks that insufficiently drain water from Advocate’s contiguous property, 

(A5AC ¶¶ 139.1–139.3), and Advocate failed to maintain its stormwater storage basins 

(A5AC ¶¶ 168.4.1.) 

Plaintiffs experienced another significant flood on September 13, 2008. (A5AC ¶¶ 

181.) Stormwater overflowed the retention basins on Advocate’s contiguous property, 

which were insufficient to retain the rainfall. (A5AC ¶¶ 209.1–209.1.2.) Culverts 

intended to discharge water from the basins into the PCSS were insufficient to do so 

because the discharge from the basins bottlenecked to a 60” culvert. (A5AC ¶¶ 209.2–

209.3.) Once the bottleneck reached capacity and the basins filled, water discharged over 

the top of the basins on Advocate’s property and flooded the subservient property in the 

Robin-Dee Community Area. (A5AC ¶¶ 209.4–209.5.) The stormwater drains in the 
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Robin-Dee Community Area were insufficient to drain water from the streets into the 

PCSS, and water invaded sanitary sewers. (A5AC ¶ 209.6.) 

A. Allegations Specific to the District. 

Plaintiffs allege that the District is the regional LPE charged with multi-

jurisdiction operation of stormwater management including portions of the PCSS 

expressly alleged to be owned and operated by Advocate and other LPEs (A5AC ¶¶ 968, 

969, 971.1, 978, 980, 981.) Plaintiffs allege that the District improperly approved the 

private entities’ designs. (A5AC ¶967.3.) In addition, Plaintiffs assert during the rain 

event, the District failed to pump sanitary sewers to tanker trucks, stormwater drains, 

rivers or other areas to create more capacity for stormwater. (A5AC ¶ 967.4.) Plaintiffs 

also allege that their residences were serviced by the District’s intercepting sewers that 

receive flow from either Glenview or Park Ridge’s local sewer systems, and transport 

that flow to one of the District’s treatment plants and that the interceptors were full which 

caused sewage backup into their homes. (A5AC ¶¶ 973-974.) 

B. Allegations Specific to Park Ridge. 

Plaintiffs allege that Park Ridge had “the most actual knowledge of Advocate 

flooding among the LPEs and [was] in the best position to make changes to the 

Advocate-Gewalt Plans given the serious repetitive flooding history.” (A5AC ¶ 1104.) 

Plaintiffs further contend “Park Ridge did not compel Advocate and Gewalt to revise 

their North and South Development Plans to provide more stormwater storage on the 

North Development or South Development.” (A5AC ¶ 1104.) Further, Plaintiffs allege 

Park Ridge “was well aware of the repetitive invasive flooding into the Robin-Dee 

Community Area because prior storms had generated sufficient stormwater to produce 

street flooding including street flooding on Dempster Road and Robin Alley,” and that 
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Park Ridge had previously deployed police and/or public safety personnel to the area 

during flood events. (A5AC ¶¶ 1105-1107.) Finally, Plaintiffs allege that Park Ridge, 

along with the other LPEs, owns, operates, and controls the Prairie Creek Main Drain and 

its various segments, the stormwater, and the real property for stormwater management. 

(A5AC ¶¶ 342–78.) 

C. Allegations Specific to Maine Township. 

Plaintiffs allege that Maine Township “mobilized and/or readied” trucks for sand 

delivery in anticipation of the flooding and sent those trucks to the Robin Dee 

Community, but that Maine Township sent the trucks with the sand and sandbags too 

late. (A5AC ¶ 1235.) Plaintiffs allege that “All PCSS Robin-Dee Community Segment 

Stormwater Improvements (including the Howard Court Culvert and Dee Neighborhood 

Stormwater Pipe (which was the Robin Dee Community Main Drain) and connected 

storm water structures and drains) are within the jurisdiction of Maine Township and are 

public improvements and properties as defined in TIA Article III, Sec. 3-101.” (A5AC ¶ 

1238.) Plaintiffs allege that Maine Township was responsible for storm water 

management because it supervised projects to public improvements such as the PCSS’s 

Robin Neighborhood Main Drain and Dee Neighborhood Main Drain. (A5AC ¶ 1239.) 

The A5AC states, “By its undertaking and/or exercise of control (by statute, ordinance or 

other act with the force of law besides actual control) and/or other acts of dominion, 

Maine owned, possessed and/or controlled the PCSS’s Howard Court, Dee Neighborhood 

Stormwater Pipe and other related real property and related estates and interests in the 

Prairie Creek Stormwater System stormwater improvements within Maine.” (A5AC ¶ 

1240.) Maine Township is alleged to have planned or caused to be planned the PCSS 

stormwater structures. (A5AC ¶¶ 1241–1242.) Plaintiffs simultaneously allege and 
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conclude that multiple Defendants, including Maine Township, own, operate, and control 

the Prairie Creek Main Drain and its various segments, the stormwater, and the real 

property for stormwater management. (A5AC ¶¶ 342–378, 686, 1023, 1161–1162, 1238, 

1468.) 

D. Claims Common to the LPEs in the A5AC. 

Although 15 or more counts were initially asserted against each LPE in the 

A5AC, many were dismissed prior to the final motion practice in this case. (See C 2135–

2136 for a summary of claims’ dispositions as they pertain to Maine Township. 

Corresponding claims against the District and Park Ridge were similarly dismissed.) As 

such, the only claims relevant to this appeal are: (1) Negligence: Dominant Estate 

Overburdening (Counts 25, 45, 64); (2) Negligent Nuisance (Counts 31, 52, 69); (3) 

Negligent Trespass (Counts 32, 53, 70); (4) Violation of Tort Immunity Act Article III, § 

3-102A Statutory Duty to Maintain Property (Counts 36, 57, 74); (5) Violation of Tort 

Immunity Act Article III, § 3-103; (6) Statutory Duty to Remedy a Dangerous Plan 

(Counts 37, 58, 75); (7) Violation of Illinois Constitution Article I, § 15: Taking of Real 

and Personal Property (Counts 39, 60, 76), and (8) Claim for Equitable Relief per Tort 

Immunity Act (Counts 42, 63, 79). (A5AC ¶¶ 1244–1339.)  

III. Summary of the Proceedings Related to the A5AC. 

The LPEs and all other Defendants including the private entity defendants Gewalt 

Hamilton Associates, Inc. (“Gewalt”) and Advocate Health and Hospitals Corp. 

(“Advocate”) filed motions to dismiss in February 2012. The LPEs’ motions again raised 

the public duty rule. (C 56–58.) On the court’s own motion, the argument and ruling on 

the motions were taken in stages, starting with the private entities. While the private 
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entities’ motions were briefed and argued, the LPEs’ motions to dismiss were continued 

without hearing. 

On December 20, 2013, the court initially ruled on the private entities’ motions. 

(C 1020, 1022–1046.) Thereafter, Plaintiffs, Gewalt, and Advocate briefed and argued 

motions for reconsideration and motions for Rule 304(a) findings, until final rulings were 

issued on July 25, 2014. (C 1058–1070.) Throughout this entire time, the LPEs’ motions 

to dismiss were continued. (C 1070.) 

On July 25, 2014, the court ordered the LPEs to file Amended Motions to Dismiss 

to update the case law, set a briefing schedule on the motions to dismiss, and set an oral 

argument on the issue of the public duty rule. (C 1070.) On August 15, 2014, the LPEs 

each filed their own comprehensive motion to dismiss. (Park Ridge at C 1071–1083, 

1099–1113; District C 1118–1484; Maine Township at C 1092–1094, 1486–1505.) 

Plaintiffs filed their response brief on October 22, 2014. (C 1513–1642.) Plaintiffs then 

filed a “supplemental response” to Park Ridge’s motion to dismiss on October 27 (C 

1647–1691), a supplemental response to Maine Township’s motion to dismiss on October 

31 (C 1692–1715), and a supplemental response to the District’s motion to dismiss on 

November 10 (C 1720–1743). On December 5, 2014, the LPEs filed replies in support of 

their motions to dismiss. (District at C 1744–1758; Maine Township at C 1759–1773; 

Park Ridge at C 1774–1783.) The issue of the public duty rule was argued on February 2, 

2015. (C 1849.)  

On April 3, 2015, more than five years after the LPEs first sought dismissal under 

rule, the court dismissed the LPEs on that basis. (C 1884–1892.) In particular, the circuit 

court granted the LPEs’ Section 2-615 motions to dismiss on the basis of Alexander v. 
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Consumers Illinois Water Co., 358 Ill. App. 3d 774 (3d Dist. 2005) and Harinek v. 161 

North Clark Street Ltd. Partnership, 181 Ill. 2d 335 (1998). The circuit court found that 

providing flood control management, including maintenance and improvement of the 

PCSS and other sewers, is a governmental service to benefit the public at large, and 

allegations that the LPEs failed to provide that service adequately triggered the public 

duty rule. (C 1887–1889.)4 In addition, the court found that the LPEs did not owe a 

“special duty” to the Plaintiffs which would exempt the claims from the public duty rule. 

(C 1890-92.) As such, the circuit court concluded that the public duty rule applied, that 

Plaintiffs had not alleged sufficient facts to impose a duty on the LPEs, and granted the 

LPEs’ motions to dismiss. (C 1892.) After that order, the LPEs moved for a Rule 304(a) 

finding. (C 1910–1921, C 2130–2162.) 

On June 5, 2015, the court requested briefing on the applicability of its April 3, 

2015 ruling on the Taking claim brought pursuant to Section 15 of Article 1 of the Illinois 

Constitution. (C 1924–1925.) That issue was argued on August 25, 2015, after which 

additional briefing concluded on September 3, 2015, and at which time the LPEs’ 

motions were under advisement. (C 2217.) 

On October 29, 2015, Maine Township moved for leave to cite additional 

authority in support of its motion for a Rule 304(a) finding and its motion to dismiss the 

Taking claim: Sorrells v. City of Macomb, 2015 IL App (3d) 140763. (C 2226–2241.) 

That motion was briefed, argued, and taken under advisement on January 11, 2016. (C 

2305.) 

 
4 The circuit court footnoted that the First District’s unreported decision in River City 

Facilities Management Co., LLC v. Metropolitan Water Reclamation District of Greater 

Chicago, 2012 IL App (1st) 120464-U, ¶ 25, held that the public duty rule was still viable 

and applied to a governmental unit’s provision of water management and collection. 
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On January 22, 2016, this Court issued Coleman and abolished the public duty 

rule. Plaintiffs then requested that the circuit court reconsider its April 3, 2015 order that 

granted the LPEs’ motions. (C 2307–2346.) Plaintiffs’ motion was briefed and argued 

and taken under advisement on March 25, 2016. (C 2477.) After the argument, the parties 

submitted supplemental briefing and additional argument occurred on August 18, 2016. 

(C 2678.) 

On August 18, 2016, the court granted Plaintiffs’ motion to reconsider and 

vacated its April 3, 2015 dismissal of the claims against the LPEs. (C 2698.) The LPEs 

requested the trial court certify questions for appeal related to whether Coleman’s 

abolition of the public duty rule applied to this case. (C 2700–2704.) That motion was 

briefed, and argument was heard on January 11, 2017. (C 3075.) Additional briefing was 

taken after the argument. (C 3075.) 

On February 1, 2017, the court vacated its August 18, 2016 order, and reinstated 

its decision dismissing the LPEs from the lawsuit based on the public duty rule. (C 3159–

3163.) In doing so, the circuit court held that the Coleman’s abolition of the public duty 

rule should not apply retroactively in this case based on the factors set out in Aleckson, 

176 Ill. 2d at 87-88. (C 3160-3163.) This decision applied to the Tzakis matter and all 

consolidated cases. (C 3164.) After the Rule 304(a) finding, the Plaintiffs filed a Notice 

of Appeal on April 4, 2017. (C 3203–3204.) 

On May 30, 2019, the First District affirmed the trial court’s ruling in part and 

reversed it in part. A 2. In its opinion, the First District evaluated the same retroactivity 

factors as the trial court, but found that Coleman applied retroactively to this case 

because “[i]n considering the three factors there is no clear-cut answer on either side *** 
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[T]he Aleckson factors do not tilt in any one direction.” A 30-31. The First District 

affirmed the trial court’s dismissal of certain counts on other grounds, but concluded that 

Plaintiffs’ claim for negligent nuisance, claim for negligent trespass, and the Taking 

claim were sufficient to withstand dismissal under Section 2-615, and that most of the 

LPEs’ claims of immunity under the Tort Immunity Act did not provide an alternate basis 

for complete dismissal of those counts under 735 ILCS 2-619. A 52. 

ARGUMENT 

The trial court correctly granted the LPEs’ motions to dismiss brought under 

Section 2-619.1 of the Illinois Code of Civil Procedure. The circuit court granted the 

motions to dismiss under Section 2-615 finding that the claims were barred under the 

public duty rule. The First District reversed that specific ruling and held that Coleman 

applied retroactively, but affirmed dismissal of several counts on alternative grounds. A 

34-38.  

This Court should affirm the trial court’s decision on retroactivity; reverse the 

appellate court and affirm the trial court’s dismissal of all of Plaintiffs’ claims against the 

LPEs under the public duty rule. In addition, the Court should hold that Plaintiffs’ A5AC 

does not state a claim under Section 15 of Article I of the Illinois Constitution (the 

Taking Clause) because local governments are not liable under that section for intrusions 

caused in whole or part by private parties, or intrusions allegedly caused by government 

inaction. Finally, this Court should hold that the Tort Immunity Act provides local 

governments immunity from claims brought under the Illinois Constitution, including 

claims under the Taking Clause. 
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I. Coleman Should Not Be Applied Retroactively to this Case, and the Public 

Duty Rule Bars the LPEs’ Liability for Plaintiffs’ Claims. 

This Court has the inherent power to limit retroactive application of its decisions. 

See, e.g., Deichmuller Construction Co. v. Industrial Comm’n, 151 Ill. 2d 413, 416 

(1992). For the past 60 years when deciding whether to use that power, the Court 

determines whether the decision announces a new principle of law which will cause 

hardship or inequity if applied retroactively. See, e.g., Molitor v. Kaneland Community 

Unit District, 18 Ill. 2d 11, 28-29 (1959). Accord Gilbert v. Sycamore Hospital, 156 Ill. 

2d 511, 529-30 (1993). The Court specifically adopted the three-factored analysis set out 

by the United States Supreme Court in Chevron Oil Co. v. Huson, 404 U.S. 97, 106–07 

(1971) to determine when a decision should apply prospectively. Aleckson, 176 Ill. 2d at 

87-88. Those factors are: (1) whether the decision establishes a new principle of law; (2) 

whether retroactive application will further the purpose or goal of the new rule, and (3) 

whether retroactive application would cause inequity or undue hardship. Exelon v. 

Department of Revenue, 234 Ill. 2d 266, 285 (2009). Whether the Court’s retroactivity 

analysis made specific reference to these factors or not, the results have been nearly 

uniform. 

If the Court undertakes a retroactivity analysis and finds that a decision alters the 

law, the Court nearly always orders that it apply only prospectively. See Molitor, 18 Ill. 

2d at 28-29; Bassi v. Langloss, 22 Ill. 2d 190, 195 (1961); Flynn v. Kucharski, 49 Ill. 2d 

7, 11 (1971); Renslow v. Mennonite Hospital, 67 Ill. 2d 348 (1977); Skinner v. Reed-

Prentice Division Package Machinery, 70 Ill. 2d 1 (1977); Kelsay v. Motorola, 74 Ill. 2d 

172 (1978); Alvis v. Ribar, 85 Ill. 2d 1, 28 (1981); Torres v. Walsh, 98 Ill. 2d 338 (1983); 

Bd. of Commissioners of Wood Dale Public Library District v. County of Du Page, 103 
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Ill. 2d 422 (1984); Brown v. Metzger, 104 Ill. 2d 30 (1984); Sunich v. Chicago & North 

Western Transportation Co., 106 Ill. 2d 538, 545 (1985); Elg v. Whittington, 119 Ill. 2d 

344 (1988); Gibellina v. Handley, 127 Ill. 2d 122 (1989); Deichmuller, 151 Ill. 2d at 416; 

Gilbert, 156 Ill. 2d at 529-30; Bogseth v. Emanuel, 166 Ill. 2d 507 (1995); Aleckson, 176 

Ill. 2d at 92; Exelon, 234 Ill. 2d at 285. It does so to avoid undue hardship or injustice. 

See, e.g., Molitor, 18 Ill. 2d at 28-29; Gilbert, 156 Ill. 2d at 529-30.  

On the other hand, when the Court has undertaken the same analysis and allowed 

a decision to apply retroactively, it did so almost always because no new principle of law 

was announced. Baier v. State Farm Insurance Co., 66 Ill. 2d 119, 125-26 (1977); 

Nabisco v. Korzen, 68 Ill. 2d 451, 463 (1977); Muskat v. Sternberg, 122 Ill. 2d 41 (1988); 

Martinez v. Erickson, 127 Ill. 2d 112 (1989); Castaneda v. Illinois Human Rights 

Comm’n, 132 Ill. 2d 304 (1989); Tosada v. Miller, 188 Ill. 2d 186 (1989); Heastie v. 

Roberts, 226 Ill. 2d 515, 536-37 (2007); Harris v. Thompson, 2012 IL 112525, ¶¶ 30-33. 

The few times that was not the reason given to allow retroactivity, a complete analysis 

was not undertaken. See Lannom v. Kosco, 158 Ill. 2d 535, 538-39 (1994)(previous court 

had been asked to consider retroactivity in petition for rehearing but denied petition 

without retroactivity analysis); John Carey Oil v. W.C.P Investments, 126 Ill. 2d 139, 

148-49 (1989) (without comment on whether new law was announced, court ordered 

retroactive application because no inequity). Notwithstanding these two decisions, all the 

remaining cases demonstrate the primary reason retroactive application is ordered is that 

no new principle of law was announced.  

So, the bedrock of the Court’s retroactivity analysis is whether the decision 

announces a new principle of law the retroactive application of which will cause hardship 
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or inequity. Gilbert, 156 Ill. 2d at 529-30. If it does, the decision is only applied 

prospectively. If it does not, the Court applies its decisions retroactively. A detailed look 

at several of the Court’s decisions confirms the importance of that inquiry. 

In Molitor, which presents the situation most analogous to Coleman’s abolition of 

the public duty rule, the Court ordered of its abandonment of local government sovereign 

immunity apply only prospectively. 18 Ill. 2d at 28-29. In limiting the application of that 

sweeping change, the Court focused on the governments’ “reliance upon an overruled 

precedent.” Id. The Court recognized its decision could cause “great hardship” to the 

local governments. Id. at 26. And it recognized that by relying on then existing law, the 

governments may have failed to obtain adequate insurance or failed to investigate earlier 

accidents. Id. at 28-29. To limit that hardship, the Court held that the abolition of 

sovereign immunity would “apply only to cases arising out of future occurrences.” Id. at 

26-27. 

Twenty years later, in Gilbert, the Court again focused on the reliance on existing 

precedent in ordering prospective only application. 156 Ill. 2d 511. In that case, the Court 

held a plaintiff’s settlement with an agent would also extinguish claims against the 

principal even if there was an express reservation of rights in the settlement agreement. 

Id. at 528-29. This overruled two prior decisions. Id. Recognizing that parties had relied 

on those earlier decisions, the Court found that its ruling should apply only prospectively. 

Id. at 530. It did so to “avert injustice and hardship” based on a justifiable reliance on 

those prior decisions. Id. 

In addition, the Court has ordered prospective only application of its decisions 

when there is a risk of inequity or hardship even if no precedent had been overruled. For 
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example, in Renslow, a plurality of this Court found a child could state a claim based on 

negligent acts committed against its mother before the child was conceived if those acts 

caused injuries to the child. Id. at 357-59. While this holding did not overturn existing 

precedent, the Court ordered it would only apply to “cases arising out of future conduct” 

because it “represents an extension of duty to a new class of plaintiffs.” Id. at 359.  

With nearly six decades of nearly uniform decisions supporting prospective only 

application of the abolition of the public duty rule announced in Coleman, the First 

District erred in finding it should apply retroactively. Not only did Coleman overturn 

decades of existing precedent relied upon by the LPEs, the First District recognized 

applying it retroactively would cause the LPEs hardship. A 27-28, ¶ 44. Similar findings 

have consistently been sufficient for this Court to order only prospective application. 

E.g., Molitor, 18 Ill. 2d at 27.  So, while this factor alone warrants applying the decision 

on a prospective only basis, a detailed analysis of the Chevron factors confirms that 

prospective only application of Coleman is the just result. 

A. Coleman’s Abolition of the Public Duty Rule Significantly Changed Illinois 

Law. 

Coleman’s abolition of the public duty rule changed Illinois law. This cannot be 

disputed. Each of the three Coleman opinions noted the significant change in law the 

decision represented. The lead opinion in Coleman explored the history of the public duty 

rule at length, recognizing that the rule survived the abolition of sovereign immunity and 

the passage of the Tort Immunity Act. Coleman, 2016 IL 117952, ¶¶ 45, 52. The 

concurring and dissenting justices noted that the court was abandoning or abolishing the 

rule. Id. ¶ 67(“the time has come for this Court to abandon the public duty rule and its 

special duty exception”)(Freeman, J., specially concurring, joined by Theis, J.) ¶ 80 (“the 
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court abandons these well-settled principles and abolishes the public duty rule”)(Thomas, 

J., dissenting, joined by Garman, C.J. and Karmeier, J.). Simply, Coleman established a 

new principle of Illinois law. 

It is therefore unsurprising that the First District found the Coleman decision 

represented a significant change in the law. A 21-24, ¶¶ 35-37. After rejecting several 

arguments raised by Plaintiffs, the Court stated “we find that, under the first factor, the 

Coleman court established a new principle of law by overruling clear past precedent on 

which litigants have relied.” A 23-24, ¶ 37. Based on both existing law and the clear 

language in each of the Coleman opinions, this holding was correct. And based on this 

Court’s 60 years of precedent related to retroactivity, this finding alone strongly supports 

applying Coleman only prospectively.  

B. Retroactive Application of the Abolition of the Public Duty Rule Does Not 

Further Any Purpose of the Coleman Decision. 

In evaluating the second Chevron factor, this Court focuses on whether retroactive 

application is necessary to further the purposes of the new rule. E.g., Deichmuller, 151 

Ill. 2d at 417-18 (“retroactive application * * * is not necessary to advance the purpose 

behind our holding”). Occasionally, it frames the inquiry to be whether prospective 

application would hinder the rule. E.g., Gilbert, 156 Ill. 2d at 529 (“the rule we announce 

today would not be thwarted by a prospective application”). Utilizing either form of the 

question, retroactive application is not warranted in this case. 

As the First District recognized, because of the two opinions in the Coleman 

majority, “it is difficult to glean any overarching ‘purpose and history of the new rule.’” 

A 24, ¶38. Coleman’s lead opinion identified three reasons for abolishing the rule. 

Coleman, 2016 IL 117952, ¶ 54. In particular, the lead justices explained that the rule 
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should be abolished because: (1) its application was muddled and inconsistent; (2) 

continued application of the rule was incompatible with the limited legislative grant of 

immunity for willful and wanton conduct; and (3) public policy is primarily the province 

of the legislature, and since the general assembly enacted statutory immunities the rule 

was obsolete. Id. On the other hand, the concurrence reasoned that the public duty rule 

could no longer be applied due to the 1970 Illinois Constitution’s abolition of sovereign 

immunity. Id. ¶ 68. These varied reasons do not identify any overarching purpose. Even if 

they did, none of the potential purposes would be furthered by retroactive application of 

Coleman. 

The appellate court incorrectly suggested that prospective application would 

hinder the purpose of Coleman by increasing uncertainty. The First District reached this 

conclusion because it believed that decision would conflict with the Second District’s 

opinion in Salvi v. Village of Lake Zurich, 2016 IL App (2d) 150249. A 26-27, ¶¶ 42-43. 

This was incorrect. Salvi did not undertake a retroactivity analysis at all. Salvi, 2016 IL 

App (2d) 150249, ¶ 37. Instead, the Second District simply noted that the public duty rule 

had been abolished and continued with its analysis of the Tort Immunity Act. Id. 

Coleman was issued on January 22, 2016. While Salvi was issued on October 31, 2019, it 

was argued on November 17, 2015. (audio available at: 

http://www.illinoiscourts.gov/Media/Appellate/2nd_District_2015.asp). As such, it would 

have been impossible for the parties in Salvi to address the retroactivity of a decision that 

would not be issued for another two months. Accordingly, applying Coleman 

prospectively could not have created uncertainty by conflicting with Salvi’s silence. 
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There would be no “increase in uncertainty” by limiting Coleman to prospective 

application.  

The Court’s abolition of the public duty rule is neither furthered by a retroactive 

application, nor thwarted by a prospective application. Deichmuller, 151 Ill. 2d at 417 

(“retroactive application of the holding in this case is not necessary to advance the 

purpose”); Gilbert 156 Ill. 2d at 529 (“the rule we announce today would not be thwarted 

by a prospective application”). Therefore, the second Chevron factor supports applying 

Coleman prospectively.  

C. The LPEs and Other Municipalities Relied on the Public Duty Rule for 

Decades and Allowing Them to be Held Liable for Actions Taken When the 

Rule Existed Would be Inequitable and Cause Them Hardship. 

Prior to this Court’s decision in Coleman, the public duty rule allowed 

municipalities to “provide needed services for their communities where the risk of 

potential liability” would otherwise have prevented them from doing so. Coleman, 2016 

IL 117952, ¶ 98 (Thomas, J. dissenting, joined by Garman, C.J., Karmeier, J.). Earlier, 

this Court explained that the rule protected municipalities undertaking action for the 

benefit of the general public from “tremendous exposure to liability” that “would 

certainly dissuade” them from doing so. Stigler v. City of Chicago, 48 Ill. 2d 20, 25 

(1971). These protections had been in place for decades. 

 From 1870 to 1959, municipalities were completely immune from civil damages. 

Molitor, 18 Ill. 2d at 16 (setting out history of municipal sovereign immunity in Illinois). 

After sovereign immunity was prospectively abolished in Molitor, this Court explicitly 

recognized the public duty rule. Huey v. Town of Cicero, 41 Ill. 2d 361, 363 (1968). In 

doing so, the Court found that the public duty rule was independent of either statutory or 

common-law concepts of sovereign immunity. Id. Shortly thereafter, the Court explained 
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that rule meant a municipality could not be held liable for injury related to a 

“governmental function” unless it had a “special duty to the plaintiff or to any particular 

person different from the public at large.” Stigler, 48 Ill. 2d at 25.  

More recently, the Court recognized the rule acted to prevent units of government 

“from being held liable for their failure to provide adequate governmental services.” 

Harinek, 181 Ill. 2d at 345. The Court explained this protection was premised on the fact 

“that the duty of the governmental entity to ‘preserve the well-being of the community is 

owed to the public at large rather than to specific members of the community.’” 

Zimmerman v. Village of Skokie, 183 Ill. 2d 30, 32 (1998) (quoting Schaffrath v. Village 

of Buffalo Grove, 160 Ill. App. 3d 999, 1003 (1987)). Thus, for over 130 years, 

municipalities have planned and taken actions to benefit the general public without fear 

that they would be liable for those acts.  

This case demonstrates how retroactive application of Coleman would create 

undue hardship for the LPEs and other municipalities that relied on the protection of the 

public duty rule. In this case, Plaintiffs seek to hold the LPEs responsible for decisions or 

actions that occurred between eight and 56 years before the public duty rule was 

abolished. Effectively, Plaintiffs seek to hold the LPEs liable for review, approval, 

permitting, construction, maintenance, and operation of stormwater and sanitary sewer 

systems from 1960 through 2008. (A5AC ¶¶ 62, 81-83, 88-89, 91-96, 119-139, 208-212.) 

So, at the time of any alleged event in the A5AC, the public duty rule existed.  

Importantly, Plaintiffs admit that the LPEs’ activities were not for the benefit of a 

particular person or group of persons but for the benefit of the general public. (A5AC ¶¶ 

172-177.) Because the public duty had been reaffirmed repeatedly in the preceding 
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decades, the LPEs and other municipalities could not have anticipated being held liable 

for providing insufficient government services of flood control, sewer service, or 

construction review and approval. Harinek, 181 Ill. 2d at 345. As the Court found in 

Molitor when it abolished sovereign immunity prospectively, municipalities likely did 

not procure adequate insurance. Molitor, 18 Ill. 2d at 28-29. And they cannot do so now. 

As was the case 60 years ago when sovereign immunity was abolished, allowing 

retroactive application of the public duty rule’s abolition would cause great hardship to 

the LPEs and any other municipality forced to defend potentially decades-old decisions.  

Beyond these broader inequities universal to all municipal entities, the specific 

procedural history of this case supports a prospective application of Coleman. As the 

circuit court found, the lengthy history of the case and the LPEs consistent reliance on the 

public duty rule supports a prospective application to these parties. (C 3160–3163.) In its 

February 1, 2017 order declining to apply Coleman retroactively, the Circuit Court 

considered the inequities on the LPEs and their taxpayers as well as: (1) the numerous 

complaints and motions to dismiss between February 11, 2009 and January 20, 2012; (2) 

the motion practice which had already resulted in two appeals and the case not having 

progressed beyond the pleadings stage; and (3) the fact the LPEs first raised the public 

duty rule in a motion to dismiss the Third Amended Complaint, and that the LPEs had 

continued to raise the public duty rule as a defense to every subsequent complaint. (C 

3160–3163.) The trial court was correct in this analysis.  

The delay in this case was caused by the Plaintiffs, and they now seek to take 

advantage of that delay by having Coleman apply to these earlier occurrences despite the 

LPEs’ constant assertion of their public duty rule defense. If not for the repeated delays 
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caused by Plaintiffs, the LPEs would have been dismissed in 2010. Instead, the LPEs 

endured nine years of litigation. By itself, Plaintiffs’ failure to file a competent pleading 

from the filing of the Third Amended Complaint to the filing of the A5AC took over two 

years. Once Plaintiffs finally filed the A5AC, other motion practice delayed the trial 

court’s ruling on the merits of the LPEs’ motions to dismiss until nearly five years after 

the LPEs first asserted the public duty rule. Allowing Plaintiffs to be rewarded for their 

non-compliance would not be fair to the LPEs. 

It would be particularly inequitable because, if they are forced to litigate this case, 

the LPEs will face potential liability without insurance. The LPEs are all self-insured 

entities for these claims. The hardship placed on the LPEs by this potential liability 

would be borne by their taxpayers, and that hardship outweighs any prejudice to the 

Plaintiffs who still have claims pending against private entities for the same alleged 

injuries. Simply, the LPEs should have been dismissed nine years ago, and the Plaintiffs’ 

conduct and delay has drained the LPEs’ resources long enough.  

For these reasons and in the interests of fairness, justice, and minimizing hardship 

to public entities and their taxpayers, this Court should order that Coleman applies only 

to acts or inactions that occur after it was issued. In doing so, the Court should reverse the 

First District’s holding to the contrary and affirm the circuit court’s dismissal of all 

claims against the LPEs based on the public duty rule as it existed prior to 2016. 

D. When Applied to This Case, the Public Duty Rule Bars Plaintiffs’ Claims 

Against the LPEs. 

The public duty rule precludes LPE liability in this case because the A5AC did 

not contain any factual allegations showing that the LPEs owed Plaintiffs an individual 

duty. Under the public duty rule, as it existed prior to Coleman―and as should be applied 
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to this case―a municipality could not be held liable for its failure to provide adequate 

governmental services. Harinek, 181 Ill. 2d at 345. As stated previously, the rationale for 

the rule was that the duty of a municipality to provide governmental services to the public 

at large takes precedence over any duty owed to a particular person. Id..  

As the First District noted, the public duty rule had long protected the LPEs and 

other municipal defendants from similar claims. See A 22-23 (citing two reported 

appellate court decisions, unreported decisions, and six trial court rulings). For example, 

in Town of Cicero v. Metropolitan Water Reclamation District of Greater Chicago, 2012 

IL App (1st) 112164, the First District noted “the ‘public duty rule’ would appear to bar” 

any tort claims for flooding from June and July 2010 heavy rain events. Id. ¶ 41 n.4.  

Similarly, in Alexander, 358 Ill. App. 3d 774, the Third District held that, under 

the public duty rule, a municipality had no duty to individual plaintiffs to require that 

sewer lines be maintained to prevent the backup of sewage into the plaintiffs’ homes. Id. 

at 779. There, the plaintiffs alleged that the Village of University Park should have 

required homeowners to keep their sewage lines cleared and maintained. By failing to 

issue such a mandate, even though it could have, the plaintiffs accused University Park of 

breaching a duty to the homeowners whose houses suffered sewage backup due to 

clogged lines. Id. at 777–78. The Court found that the public duty rule barred any liability 

against University Park for failing to prevent the sewer backups. Id. at 779.5 

 
5 As the First District referenced, several unreported cases also applied the public duty 

rule to bar claims arising from flood water or sewer management. E.g. River City 

Facilities Management Co. v. Metropolitan Water Reclamation District of Greater 

Chicago, 2012 IL App (1st) 120464-U, ¶¶ 25, 30, and Arezina v. City of Elmhurst, 2013 

IL App (2d) 120572-U, ¶ 24. 
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Here, Plaintiffs claim that the LPEs failed to manage and control stormwater, to 

maintain improvements, and to provide flood prevention and relief services. E.g. A5AC 

¶¶ 1247, 1285, 1290, 1315, 1321, and 1326. These claims are based solely on the 

performance of ordinary government functions for the benefit of the general public. Just 

like the District was not liable because of the public duty rule in Town of Cicero for 

failing to “implement and activate procedures of handling excess stormwater before 

backup flooding occurred,” the LPEs had no duty to implement and activate procedures 

for handling excess stormwater, including designing an adequate drainage system or 

providing sandbagging. Town of Cicero, 2012 IL App (1st) 112164, ¶¶ 39-41 n.4. 

Further, the LPEs did not have a duty to any individual to maintain or clear stormwater 

sewers during or before a rainfall, whether the LPEs ordinarily operate and maintain the 

sewers, or not. Alexander, 358 Ill. App. 3d at 779. 

Because all of the LPEs’ alleged acts or inactions are governmental services owed 

to the general public that took place prior to January 22, 2016, when this Court issued 

Coleman, the A5AC fails to state a claim against any of them. For that reason, the Court 

should reverse the First District and affirm the decision of the trial court which dismissed 

Plaintiffs’ claims against the LPEs in their entirety.  

E. Even if Coleman Applied Retroactively to This Case the A5AC Should Be 

Dismissed Because the LPEs Do Not Owe Plaintiffs a Duty under the 

Common Law. 

While the public duty rule bars Plaintiffs’ claims, they would also fail under this 

Court’s traditional duty analysis. The existence of a duty is a question of law to be 

determined by the Court. Bogenberger v. Pi Kappa Alpha Corporation, 2018 IL 120951, 

¶ 21. This analysis is shaped by public policy. Id. ¶ 22. In conducting the traditional duty 

inquiry, this Court emphasizes four factors: (1) the reasonable foreseeability of the injury; 
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(2) the likelihood of the injury; (3) the magnitude of the burden of guarding against the 

injury; and (4) the consequences of placing that burden on the defendant. Simpkins, 2012 

IL 110662, ¶ 18.  

The third and fourth factors alone strongly weigh against finding that the LPEs 

owed Plaintiffs any duty of care. The A5AC asserts that to meet the LPEs’ alleged duties, 

the LPE had to take actions that are nothing short of extraordinary. (A5AC ¶¶ 209-215, 

287-305, 306-310). Plaintiffs ask this Court to impose a duty on all municipalities 

throughout Illinois to “plan substantially before” any rain event so that they maximize 

stormwater storage and to pump excess stormwater away. (A5AC ¶ 287). In addition, the 

Plaintiffs ask this Court to order municipalities, including the LPEs, to deploy 

tremendous resources any time a predicted storm could overwhelm an existing system. 

The efforts Plaintiffs would have this Court require include, but are in no way limited to, 

the following: (1) making stormwater pumps available to pump water away from one 

property to another (A5AC ¶ 289); (2) mobilizing tanker trucks to receive extra 

stormwater (A5AC ¶ 291); (3) pump water out of storm basins prior to every major storm 

(A5AC ¶¶ 293, 297); (4) purchasing and using a system capable of producing 10,000 

sandbags an hour and retaining a workforce capable of creating a sandbag barrier (A5AC 

¶¶ 295.1, 296.1); (5) purchasing and making available other “temporary, rapid-erection 

stormwater barrier systems” (A5AC ¶ 295.2); (6) obtaining permits necessary to allow 

and actually pumping stormwater and sewage into other sewers and trucks6 to create 

 
6 Of note, this action would violate the Clean Water Act, 33 U.S.C. § 1301 et seq. (2018) 

which requires all publicly-owned treatment works who receive and treat sewage to meet 

limitations based on both primary and secondary treatment of the waste they receive. 33 

U.S.C. § 1311 (2019). Pumping sanitary sewers to stormwater systems or tanker trucks 
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additional capacity for additional rainfall (A5AC ¶¶ 310, 437, 967.4). Even if these steps 

would stop any possibility of water intrusion on any homeowner’s property at risk of 

flooding―which they could not―and it was physically possible to implement all of them 

before any rain event―which it is not―the cost to do so would be catastrophic for the 

LPEs and other municipalities.    

The cost of requiring municipalities like the LPEs to have everything necessary to 

meet these alleged duties for every potential major rain event cannot be overstated. See 

Bruns v. City of Centralia, 2014 IL 116998, ¶ 37 (recognizing imposition of burden on 

municipalities goes beyond instant case). As detailed above, the LPEs are all units of 

local government funded by their taxpayers. If the LPEs and other municipalities were 

forced to take all the Plaintiffs’ recommended actions to protect any area that could suffer 

from flooding before each and every rain event, they would lack resources to provide any 

other government service.  

Simply, the magnitude of the burden to predict, anticipate, and protect all areas 

subject to flooding against any rain event would be unimaginable, and the consequences 

of placing that massive burden on municipalities, like the LPEs, would be catastrophic to 

them and their taxpayers. For this additional reason, even if Coleman is applied 

retroactively, the Court should dismiss Plaintiffs’ complaint for failure to state a claim. 

II. Plaintiffs Fail to State A Taking Claim Under the Illinois Constitution. 

Whether Plaintiffs state a claim under the Taking Clause is a question of law that 

the Court reviews de novo. See, e.g., Hampton, 2016 IL 119861, ¶ 23. Applying that 

standard of review here requires reversal of the appellate court for a number of reasons: 

 

would not comply with this requirement unless expressly approved by the United States 

Environmental Protection Agency. 
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(1) a Taking claim under the Illinois Constitution requires government action be the only 

source of invasion; (2) following the limited lockstep approach, this Court should hold 

that to allege a Taking claim, Plaintiffs must assert affirmative action not simply inaction; 

and (3) the Tort Immunity Act bars Plaintiffs’ Taking claim.   

A. Plaintiffs’ Taking Claims Fail as a Matter of Law Because They Assert 

Private Entities Were Partially at Fault for the Intrusion on Their Property. 

To state a Taking claim, a plaintiff must allege among other elements that the 

taking was either an intentional or foreseeable result of an authorized government action. 

Hampton, 2016 IL 119861, ¶ 25 (citing Arkansas Game and Fish Comm’n v. U.S., 568 

U.S. 23, 38-39 (2012)). This means the complaint must allege “the asserted invasion is 

the ‘direct, natural, or probable result of an authorized activity and not the incidental or 

consequential injury inflicted by the action.’” Ridge Line, Inc. v. U.S., 346 F.3d 1346, 

1355 (Fed. Cir. 2003) (quoting Columbia Basin Orchard v. U.S., 132 Ct. Cl. 445, 132 F. 

Supp. 707, 709 (1955)). Importantly, plaintiffs must also allege the action caused “an 

appropriation of some interest in his property permanently to the use of the Government.” 

(Emphasis added) Hampton, 2016 IL 119861, ¶24 (quoting Hartwig v. United States, 485 

F.2d 615, 619 (Ct. Cl. 1973)). So, in order to state a Taking claim, Plaintiffs were 

required to allege that their property was taken for the LPEs’ use, due to the direct, 

natural, or probable result of the LPEs’ actions. Simply, the Taking claims against the 

LPEs cannot be premised on the actions of a private entity.  

Following this clear direction, the Third District reached the correct conclusion 

that private action cannot support a taking claim in Sorrells, 2015 IL App (3d) 140763. In 

Sorrells, the Third District held that for a property owner to prevail on taking claim, he 
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must allege the taking was solely the intended or foreseeable result of government 

actions. Id. ¶¶ 31-32.  

In that case, the plaintiffs were homeowners whose property was flooded when a 

private company developed the adjacent property into a subdivision and then dedicated 

the subdivision streets to the City of Macomb. Id. ¶ 1. After the streets were dedicated, 

plaintiffs filed a claim against the City of Macomb for inverse condemnation. Id. ¶ 18. 

Plaintiffs alleged that water from the development, including from the streets, was 

channeled and directed by the streets to unreasonably discharge from two stormwater 

detention basins onto their land. Id. ¶ 17. As a result, plaintiffs alleged that the City of 

Macomb discharged surface water from the streets and other locations onto their land that 

“would not normally flow upon plaintiffs’ lands.” (Internal quotation marks omitted) Id. 

¶ 18. The homeowners appealed after the trial court dismissed the claim against Macomb 

pursuant to Section 2-615 and granted Rule 304(a) language (since the developer 

remained as a defendant). Id. ¶ 19. The Third District found the taking claim failed 

because the homeowners had alleged “the private development as a whole caused the 

alleged unreasonable amount of surface water to drain onto their land from the detention 

and drainage basins.” Id. ¶ 30. As such, “the flooding as alleged in this case was induced 

by the private developers, not government action” Id. ¶ 31. 

The Third District also noted that the plaintiffs’ complaint failed to allege that the 

water intrusion on their land “was the intended or foreseeable result, in whole or in part, 

of the City’s actions rather than that of the development.” Id. ¶ 32. It sustained the 

dismissal in part because “condemnation cases traditionally arise from government action 

alone; not from multiple causes that would include actions of private actors, as in this 
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case where the water was from the whole development flowing into detention basins.” Id. 

¶ 33.  

Instead of following the clear implication of this Court’s language in Hampton or 

adhering to the reasoning of the Third District, the First District incorrectly determined 

the Taking claim allegations in the A5AC were sufficient because Plaintiffs “allege much 

more hands-on involvement and ongoing responsibility from” the LPEs. A 44, ¶85. The 

First District was also persuaded because Plaintiffs allege the LPEs were aware of the 

risk of flooding and “were allegedly negligent, including through the use of undersized 

drains.” A 44-45, ¶85. 

Contrary to the First District’s holding, flooding cannot constitute a taking by a 

government if other entities (whether private or public) contribute to it. Cf. St. Bernard 

Parish Government v. U.S., 887 F.3d 1354, 1362 (Fed. Cir. 2018), cert. denied, 139 S. Ct. 

796 (2019)(holding causation for a taking claim requires proof of what would have 

occurred absent government action). It is simply not enough that the LPEs are alleged to 

have been “more hands-on” or “knew of the increased risk of flooding” or even that they 

were “negligent.” A 44-45, ¶85. These factors are irrelevant to the critical question of 

whether the LPEs’ actions were the sole cause of the alleged intrusion. Sorrells, 2015 IL 

App (3d) 140763, ¶ 18. If they were, a Taking claim could survive. If not, the claim fails. 

Despite the First District’s confusion, the A5AC’s allegations make clear Plaintiffs do not 

allege the LPEs’ actions were the sole cause, and as such their Taking claims insufficient 

as a matter of law. 

In this case, as in Sorrells, Plaintiffs allege that the flooding was induced, at least 

in part, by private development. Compare A5AC ¶¶ 620-641, 701-713, 718-723, 725-733 
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with Sorrells, 2015 IL App (3d) 140763, ¶ 31. Specifically, Plaintiffs allege that 

Advocate developed the property over the course of a few decades, changed the natural 

drainage patterns, and built insufficient detention basins. (A5AC ¶¶ 102-114, 119-126, 

132-139.) The Plaintiffs allege that the flooding initiated from those privately held 

detention basins and then overwhelmed the entire system. (A5AC ¶¶ 620-641.) Further, 

like in Sorrells, the Plaintiffs here asserted that the original PCSS drainage improvements 

were constructed by a developer. (A5AC ¶62-83.) Clearly, Plaintiffs assert the flooding 

that they claim took their properties was caused, at least in part, by private actors. As 

such, their Taking claims cannot survive. 

Accordingly, this Court should reverse the First District’s holding and order the 

Plaintiffs’ Taking claims be dismissed for failure to state a claim under Section 2-615 of 

the Illinois Code of Civil Procedure. 

B. Plaintiffs’ Taking claims Also Fail Because They are Premised on 

Government Inaction. 

As stated previously, this Court adheres to the limited lockstep approach in 

interpreting similar provisions of the Illinois and U.S. Constitutions. Hampton, 2016 IL 

119861, ¶ 10 (citing People v. Caballes, 221 Ill. 2d 282, 289 (2006)). Under this 

approach, if a provision of the Illinois Constitution is similar to a provision of the U.S. 

Constitution, federal authority on the provision prevails unless something in the debates 

or reports of the state’s constitution suggests it was intended to be construed differently. 

Id. In Hampton, this Court found that the slight differences in the Illinois Taking Clause 

did not warrant a departure from federal law with respect to whether a taking has 

occurred. Id. ¶ 13. Federal courts, including the U.S. Supreme Court, have uniformly held 
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that government inaction cannot support a taking claim under the U.S. Constitution. 

Under its limited lockstep approach, this Court should hold the same. 

Nearly 80 years ago, the Supreme Court found that government inaction to 

prevent flooding could not constitute a taking. U.S. v. Sponenbarger, 308 U.S. 256, 265 

(1939). In that case, plaintiffs sought to hold the government liable for anticipated 

flooding of their property in the alluvial valley of the Mississippi River. Id. at 260. In 

reaction to a major flood along the River in 1927, Congress authorized a major flood 

control project. Id. at 261-62. Ultimately, the Army Engineers decided that to avoid 

unpredictable general flooding, they would provide predetermined points for floodwater 

to escape. Id. Plaintiff’s property was in the area of one of the escape routes. In denying 

her claim, the Court suggested that the government cannot be held liable for flooding that 

“would occur had the Government undertaken no work of any kind.” Id. at 265. To do so 

would require the Government “to compensate a private property owner for flood 

damages which it in no way caused.” Id. Ultimately, the Court remarked “[w]hen 

undertaking to safeguard a large area from existing flood hazards, the Government does 

not owe compensation under the Fifth Amendment to every landowner which it fails to or 

cannot protect.” Id. Subsequent decisions by other federal courts have reaffirmed this 

principle.  

For example, in St. Bernard Parish Gov't, 887 F.3d at 1357-59, the Federal 

Circuit found that the federal government cannot be held liable for flooding in the New 

Orleans area following Hurricane Katrina. Importantly, although the federal government 

had undertaken a number of acts, the plaintiffs’ claims were premised on an alleged 

failure to maintain or modify a flood protection system. Id. at 1360. The court there noted 
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that “both Supreme Court precedent and our own precedent have uniformly based 

potential takings claims on affirmative government acts.” Id. at 1361 (collecting cases). 

Therefore, based on this Court’s limited lockstep approach, Plaintiffs’ Taking claims can 

only survive if they are premised on affirmative government action, not inaction. Because 

they are not, Plaintiffs’ Taking claims fail. 

In this case, Plaintiffs specifically assert the LPEs are liable for numerous alleged 

failures to act. For example, Plaintiffs allege the LPEs failed to use proper models, failed 

to alter or amend plans to address known flooding risks, and failed to take corrective 

actions to avoid flooding. (A5AC ¶¶ 137-139, 208-215.) Under the Taking claims, the 

Plaintiffs assert the LPEs are liable for “actions and/or inactions” and more pointedly that 

their damages were caused as a result of the LPEs’ “failing to redesign its PCSS 

Properties” and “failing to sand bag a barrier” to protect their homes. (A5AC ¶¶ 588. 

1092, 1223, 1327.) Like the claim rejected in Sponenbarger, the “actions” Plaintiffs 

allege amount to nothing more than an alleged failing to protect every property from 

flooding. As the Supreme Court said, the LPEs do not owe compensation to every 

landowner “which it fails to or cannot protect.” Sponenbarger, 308 U.S. at 265. 

Accordingly, Plaintiffs’ Taking claims must be dismissed. 

C. The Tort Immunity Act Bars Plaintiffs’ Taking claims. 

The purpose of the Tort Immunity Act is to protect local public entities and public 

employees from liability arising from the operation of government. 745 ILCS 10/1-101.1. 

The Tort Immunity Act defines “Injury” as “death, injury to a person, or damage to or 

loss of property * * * alleged in a civil action, whether based upon the Constitution of the 

United States or the Constitution of the State of Illinois, and the statutes or common law 

of Illinois or of the United States.” (emphasis added) 745 ILCS 10/1-204. This definition 
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was added to the Tort Immunity Act in 1986 to explicitly include, within the scope of the 

Tort Immunity Act, injuries arising from violations of the Illinois Constitution, 

abrogating a series of earlier cases that held that the Tort Immunity Act did not apply to 

constitutional violations. Public Act 84-1431, Art. 1, § 2(eff. Nov. 25, 1986)(amending 

745 ILCS 10/1-204). 

Based in part on that language and the intent of the General Assembly it 

evidences, the Second District has previously held that the Tort Immunity Act bars claims 

for damages arising from alleged violations of the Illinois Constitution. Rozsavolgyi v. 

City of Aurora, 2016 IL App (2d) 150493, ¶ 112 (“Having determined that plaintiff’s 

claims are constitutionally grounded, we next address whether the City may assert 

immunity as to plaintiff’s claims for damages. We answer that question in the 

affirmative.”), vacated on other grounds, 2017 IL 121048. Although the decision was 

vacated on jurisdictional grounds, the appellate court’s reasoning demonstrates that the 

Tort Immunity Act bars claims for damages arising under the Illinois Constitution that 

fall within its protections.  

In reaching that conclusion, the Second District relied on this Court’s decision in 

Raintree Homes, Inc. v. Village of Long Grove, 209 Ill. 2d 248 (2004). In Raintree 

Homes, this Court declined to “adopt or approve the appellate court’s reasoning that the 

Tort Immunity Act categorically excludes actions that do not sound in tort[.]” Raintree 

Homes, 209 Ill. 2d at 261. See also Pleasant Hill Cemetery Ass’n. v. Morefield, 2013 IL 

App (4th) 120645, ¶ 23 (“Plaintiffs quote the appellate court’s reasoning in [Raintree 

Homes], that ‘the Tort Immunity Act * * * applies only to action in tort.’ That case, 
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however, went to the supreme court, and the supreme court was unconvinced by the 

appellate court’s reasoning that the Tort Immunity Act applied only to tort actions.”).  

Based on the plain language of the Tort Immunity Act, it protects municipalities 

like the LPEs from claims brought under the Illinois Constitution. So, to the extent they 

are encompassed by any of the enumerated provisions of the Tort Immunity Act, the 

LPEs are immune from liability on Plaintiffs’ Taking claims under Section 15 of Article I 

of the Illinois Constitution. 

In particular, the Tort Immunity Act immunizes the LPEs for any injuries caused 

by their discretionary acts, inspection or lack thereof, and any permits they may have 

issued. Section 2-109 of the Tort Immunity Act immunizes a municipality from liability 

if its employees would not be liable. 745 ILCS 10/2-109. Section 2-201 immunizes 

government employees from liability from any injury caused by an act or omission in 

determining policy when exercising discretion. 745 ILCS 10/2-201. Municipalities and 

units of government are also immune from liability for any improper or inadequate 

inspection of any property they do not own. 745 ILCS 10/2-105. Finally, the LPEs are 

also immune from any injury caused by their issuance of any permit. 745 ILCS 10/2-104. 

Plaintiffs’ complaint is replete with allegations that clearly fall within these protections. 

Inter alia, A5AC ¶¶ 71, 80-82, 88.3, 90, 93, 96, 104.2.2, 106, 124-125, 136-137, 

(permitting/approval of plans); 162-168, 218, 277, 320, 347, 358 (inspections); 208-212 

(discretionary acts).  

Because claims brought under the Illinois Constitution are subject to the Tort 

Immunity Act, and the LPEs cannot be held liable for injuries caused by their 
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discretionary acts, inspection or lack thereof, and any permits they may have issued, the 

LPEs are immune from liability on Plaintiffs’ Taking claims.  

CONCLUSION 

For all of the foregoing reasons, the LPEs, Maine Township, City of Park Ridge, 

and the Metropolitan Water Reclamation District of Greater Chicago pray that this Court 

reverse the Illinois Appellate Court, First District, Fourth Division’s decision that this 

Court’s holding in Coleman v. East Joliet Fire Protection District, 2016 IL 117952, 

should be applied retroactively and affirm the decision of the Circuit Court of Cook 

County, Illinois dismissing Plaintiffs’ claims against the LPEs. In addition, LPEs pray 

that this Court reverse the Illinois Appellate Court’s holding that the Amended Fifth 

Amended Complaint Amending the Complaint Only on Its Face only properly stated a 

claim for a taking under Section 15 of Article I of the Illinois Constitution. 
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No. 1-17-0859

Fourth Division
May 30, 2019

IN THE
APPELLATE COURT OF ILLINOIS

FIRST DISTRICT

DENNIS TZAKIS, ZENON GIL, CATHY PONCE,

ZAIA GILIANA, JULIA CABRALES, and JUAN SOLIS,

on Behalf of Themselves and All Other Persons Similarly

Situated, a Proposed Class Action,

V.

Appeal from the Circuit Court
of Cook County.

Nos. 2009 CH6159
10 CH 38809
11 CH29586
13 CH 10423
14 CH 6755

The Honorable
Sophia H. Hall,

) Judge Presiding.

)
BERGER EXCAVATING CONTRACTORS, INC.; )
ADVOCATE HEALTH AND HOSPITALS )
CORPORATION dlb/a Advocate Lutheran General )
Hospital; COOK COUNTY; GEWALT HAMILTON )
ASSOCIATES, INC.; THE VILLAGE OF GLENVIEW; )
MMNE-TOWIPTHE-METROPOLITANW-ATER )
RECLAMATION DISTRICT OF GREATER CHICAGO;)

THE VILLAGE OF NILES; and THE CITY OF PARK )
RIDGE, )

(The Metropolitan Water Reclamation District of Greater

Chicago, The City of Park Ridge, and Maine Township,

)
)
)
)
)
)

¶1

JUSTICE GORDON delivered the judgment of the court, with opinion.

Presiding Justice McBride and Justice Reyes concurred in the judgment and opinion.

OPINION

The instant appeal arises from a lawsuit filed by plaintiffs concerning property damage to

Plaintiffs-Appellants,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Defendants

Defendants-Appellees).

their homes resulting from storm water flooding. Plaintiffs, who reside in Maine Township,
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allege that defendant, Advocate Health and Hospitals Corporation (Advocate), which

operates a hospital adjacent to plaintiffs’ neighborhood, constructed its hospital in such a way

that the hospital’s storm water drainage system discharged onto plaintiffs’ properties and

caused flooding. Plaintiffs further allege that the local public entities, namely, the Village of

Glenview (Glenview), Maine Township, the Metropolitan Water Reclamation District of

Greater Chicago (District), the Village of Niles (Niles), and the City of Park Ridge (Park

Ridge),’ breached a variety of duties owed to the homeowners with respect to the drainage

system. The defendants participating in the instant appeal—Park Ridge, the District, and

Maine Township—sought dismissal of the complaint on the basis of the public duty rule,

claiming that they did not owe a duty to any individual plaintiff but only to the community at

large. In 2015, the trial court dismissed the complaint pursuant to section 2-615 of the Code

of Civil Procedure (Code) (735 ILCS 5/2-615(West 2014)), finding that the public duty rule

applied. However, in 2016, the Illinois Supreme Court abolished the public duty rule in

Coleman v. East Joliet Fire Protection District, 2016 IL 117952, and the trial court granted

plaintiffs’ motion to reconsider. Six months later, however, the trial court vacated its order

and reinstated the dismissal. Plaintiffs now appeal, arguing that the supreme court’s decision

should be applied retroactively and the public duty rule is not available to defendants, and

further arguing that no other basis existed for dismissing their complaint. For the reasons that

follow, we affirm in part and reverse in part.

1Cook County was also named as a defendant, but plaintiffs voluntarily dismissed the counts
aimed at the county without prejudice on April 25, 2013. Glenview was voluntarily dismissed from
the case with prejudice on December 12, 2014. Niles is not a party to the instant appeal, but the trial
court’s dismissal expressly encompassed Niles, as well.

2
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¶2 BACKGROUND

¶ 3 We considered the complaint with respect to defendant Advocate in Tzakis v. Advocate

Health & Hospitals Corp., 2015 IL App (1st) 142285-U. As it is the same complaint at issue

in both appeals—plaintiffs’ “amended fifth amended complaint”—we incorporate our prior

description of the allegations where applicable in the instant appeal.

¶ 4 Plaintiffs filed their amended fifth amended complaint on January 20, 2012. According to

the complaint, Park Ridge, Cook County, Maine Township, and the District, “among other

local public entities,” in coordination with private partners, developed the Prairie Creek

Stormwater System, which was a manmade storm water system of drains, retention basins,

and storm water sewers, and the local public entities controlled the development of the

system beginning with the original 1960 plat approvals. The Prairie Creek Stormwater

System received most of the storm water runoff within the Prairie Creek Watershed, a

watershed of over one mile, extending upstream from plaintiffs’ homes. Advocate acquired a

parcel of real property adjacent to plaintiffs’ neighborhood some time prior to 1976, which

was also located within the watershed; as one of the parties admitted in oral argument, the

property was on a flood plain. In 1976, Advocate submitted a development plan to Park

Ridge that proposed modifications to Advocate’s drainage system. Park Ridge approved the

plans and they were subsequently implemented. In October 1976, the Illinois Department of

Transportation issued a report stating that “a large portion of the subdivision set out in

[Advocate’s development plan],” including plaintiffs’ neighborhood, “was and is subject to

flood risks.”

¶ 5 According to the complaint, in 1987, plaintiffs’ neighborhood sustained catastrophic

flooding, in response to which Park Ridge, Maine Township, and Glenview, “along with

3
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other entities,” hired Harza Engineering Services (Harza) to investigate the flooding. In 1990,

Harza issued a report that identified design and maintenance defects in Advocate’s drainage

system, including the portions adjacent to plaintiffs’ properties. The report indicated that

these defects impaired the system’s drainage capacity to a level “substantially below any

reasonably safe standard.” Plaintiffs allege that Harza’ s report placed Park Ridge, Maine

Township, and Glenview and “possibly other [defendants]” on actual or constructive

knowledge of the flood risk to plaintiffs’ homes.

¶ 6 The complaint alleges that sometime after 1987 but before 2002, Advocate hired Gewalt

Hamilton Associates, Inc. (Gewalt), an engineering firm, to draft and implement a

development plan for the hospital property that included modifications to the drainage system

and topography that altered the property’s “natural drainage areas.” In August 2002, a

rainstorm caused storm water to accumulate within the hospital’s drainage system. Plaintiffs

allege that an “undersized” discharge component caused water to build up and

“catastrophically overflow” the drainage system, again flooding plaintiffs’ homes.

¶ 7 The complaint alleges that in 2002 or 2003, the Illinois Department of Natural Resources

conducted a study in response to the 2002 flooding in conjunction with local municipal

authorities, including Park Ridge, Maine Township, and Glenview. The study found

“numerous bottlenecks and obstructions to flow as the causes of the invasive flooding.” The

study also detailed potential remedies, including specific improvements to Advocate’s

drainage system. After 2002 but before September 13, 2008, Advocate and Gewalt developed

plans to modify the hospital property’s drainage system, including components identified as

problematic in the 2002 study. However, plaintiffs allege that, on information and belief,

Advocate’s plan did not include modifications to three undersized components of the

4
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drainage system, despite Advocate’s knowledge of the flood risk these components posed to

plaintiffs. On September 13, 2008, storm water overwhelmed the hospital’s drainage system

and caused the flooding in plaintiffs’ homes and property, leading to the instant lawsuit.2

¶ 8 With respect to the District, the complaint alleged that the District was the regional local

public entity charged with multijurisdiction operation of storm water management and “owns

and/or controls all drains, basins, structures, components and other stormwater

improvements” within the Prairie Creek Stormwater System. The complaint further alleged

that the District owned and operated the interceptors that received sewage from local sanitary

sewers owned and controlled by Glenview and Park Ridge and transported it for treatment to

one of the District’s wastewater treatment plants. With respect to Park Ridge, the complaint

alleged that Park Ridge had the most actual knowledge of Advocate flooding and was in the

best position to make changes to Advocate’s plans for its drainage system but failed to

demand that Advocate make the necessary changes. The complaint further alleged that Park

Ridi ILriI se The Di ret of the flooding problems and that Park Ridge deployed its

police and/or department of public safety to the area during instances of flooding. With

respect to Maine Township, the complaint alleged that the Maine Township Highway

Department had mobilized and readied trucks for sand delivery to plaintiffs’ neighborhood in

anticipation of the September 13, 2008, flooding and had provided sandbags “[ojn many

prior occasions” when there had been catastrophic flooding. The complaint further alleged

that Maine Township was responsible for storm water management within its jurisdiction and

supervised all storm water management projects and that, through its exercise of control,

2While the lawsuit at issue in the instant appeal is limited to the September 13, 2008, flooding,
four other lawsuits were filed after subsequent flooding events; these four lawsuits were consolidated
for all purposes with the instant lawsuit, and the trial court’s dismissal expressly applied to all of the
lawsuits.

5
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Maine Township “owned possessed and/or controlled” the portions of the Prairie Creek

Stormwater System within its jurisdiction.

¶ 9 The complaint alleged similar causes of action against all three defendants.3 Counts XXV

(against the District), XLV (against Park Ridge), and LXIV (against Maine Township) were

for “negligence: dominant estate overburdening stormwater” and alleged that defendants

knew or should have known of the foreseeable harm of invasive flooding into plaintiffs’

neighborhood given the history of flooding, and that defendants owed nondelegable duties to

properly manage the storm water so as to prevent harm to plaintiffs from excess storm water

overburdening the drainage system. Counts XXXI (against the District), LII (against Park

Ridge), and LXIX (against Maine Township) were for “negligent nuisance” and alleged that

defendants negligently caused an accumulation of water from the drainage system to invade

and interfere with plaintiffs’ property. Counts XXX1I (against the District), LIII (against Park

Ridge), and LXX (against Maine Township) were for “negligent trespass” and alleged that,

due to defendants’ failure to properly manage the storm water systems, water invaded

plaintiffs’ property. Counts XXXVI (against the District), LVII (against Park Ridge), and

LXXIV (against Maine Township) were for “statutory duty to maintain property” and alleged

that section 3-102(a) of the Local Governmental and Governmental Employees Tort

Immunity Act (Tort Immunity Act) (745 ILCS 10/3-102(a) (West 2012)) set forth a duty for

a local public entity to exercise ordinary care to maintain its property in a reasonably safe

condition, which defendants did not do. Counts XXXVII (against the District), LVIII (against

Park Ridge), and LXXV (against Maine Township) were for “duty to remedy dangerous

plan” and alleged that section 3-103 of the Tort Immunity Act (745 ILCS 10/3-103 (West

3The complaint also contained a number of additional counts against defendants, but plaintiffs
voluntarily dismissed several of them and, in response to defendants’ motions to dismiss, indicated
that they would be “proceeding only upon” the counts we discuss herein.

6.
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2012)) set forth a duty for a local public entity to correct known unsafe conditions related to

the design and/or engineering of an approved plan, which defendants did not do. Counts

XXXIX (against the District), LX (against Park Ridge), and LXXVI (against Maine

Township) were for “taking real and personal property” and were based on article I, section

15, of the Illinois Constitution (Ill. Const. 1970, art. I, § 15), which prohibited the taking of

private property for public use without the payment ofjust compensation.

¶ 10 On August 15, 2014, Park Ridge, the District, and Maine Township each filed motions to

dismiss plaintiffs’ amended fifth amended complaint.4 Each of the motions to dismiss

claimed that the complaint should be dismissed under section 2-615 of the Code because

plaintiffs’ claims were barred under the public duty rule and plaintiffs had failed to allege the

existence of any duties owed to them. Each of the motions to dismiss further claimed that the

complaint should be dismissed under section 2-619 of the Code because defendants were

immune from liability pursuant to several sections of the Tort Immunity Act.

¶ 11 On April 3, 2015, the trial court granted defendants’ motion to dismiss pursuant to

section 2-615 based on the public duty rule. The court found that the public duty rule applied

to all of defendants’ alleged conduct, and that no special duty exception applied.

Accordingly, the court found that plaintiffs had not alleged sufficient facts to infer the

existence of an actionable duty on the part of defendants and granted the motions to dismiss.

¶ 12 On May 4, 2015, defendants filed a motion for a finding that there was no just reason to

delay enforcement or appeal from the trial court’s April 3, 2015, order. In response, plaintiffs

4The District and Maine Township each filed a combined motion to dismiss pursuant to section 2-
619.1 of the Code (735 ILCS 5/2-619.1 (West 2012)), while Park Ridge filed two separate motions to
dismiss, one based on section 2-615(735 ILCS 5/2-615 (West 2012)) and one based on section 2-619
(735 ILCS 5/2-6 19 (West 2012)).

7
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claimed that the trial court’s order did not encompass its counts concerning the takings

clause, and the parties engaged in briefing and oral argument on the issue.

¶ 13 On January 22, 2016, the Illinois Supreme Court issued a decision in Coleman, 2016 IL

117952, in which it abolished the public duty rule. On February 8, 2016, plaintiffs filed a

motion for reconsideration of the dismissal of the complaint based on Coleman. Plaintiffs

claimed that, as an interlocutory order, the trial court was permitted to review, modify, or

vacate such an order at any time. In response, defendants argued that the new law established

in Coleman should not be applied retroactively.

¶ 14 On August 18, 2016, the trial court granted plaintiffs’ motion for reconsideration and

vacated its April 3, 2015, order. Defendants filed a motion requesting that the trial court

certify the issue for interlocutory appeal. On February 1, 2017, in its order on that motion, the

trial court “on its own motion, reconsider[ed] its order of August 18, 2016.” The court noted

that, in their briefing on the issue of certification, defendants included arguments that had not

been presented in the briefing on plaintiffs’ motion to reconsider and found that “[t]hose

additional arguments have persuaded this Court to vacate paragraph I of the August 18, 2016

order and reinstate its decision of April 3, 2015 dismissing [defendants].” The court found

that the new law set forth in Coleman should not be retroactively applied to the instant case.

The court noted that defendants had been raising the public duty rule since their initial

motion to dismiss in 2010 and continued to raise the issue in subsequent motions to dismiss

and found that retroactive application of the law would involve substantially more litigation

preparation than could have been predicted. The court found that “[tihis is a hardship on the

[defendants] and their taxpayers considering the unpredictable and unexpected reversal of

longstanding law, the complexity of the case, and the passage of time.”

8
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¶ 15 On February 14, 2017, defendants filed a motion for a finding pursuant to Illinois

Supreme Court Rule 304(a) (eff. Mar. 8, 2016) that there was no just reason for delaying

enforcement or appeal of the February 1, 2017, order reinstating the dismissal of plaintiffs’

complaint with respect to defendants; this motion was granted on March 10, 2017. Plaintiffs

filed a notice of appeal on April 4, 2017, and this appeal follows.

¶ 16 ANALYSIS

¶ 17 On appeal, plaintiffs claim that the trial court erred in finding that Coleman should not

apply retroactively to their claims. Additionally, plaintiffs claim that, in the absence of the

public duty rule, there was no alternate basis for dismissing their complaint.

¶ 18 I. Standard of Review

¶ 19 The trial court’s dismissal of plaintiffs’ complaint was based on section 2-615 of the

Code. A motion to dismiss under section 2-615 of the Code challenges the legal sufficiency

oLthe_compIaintbyalleging4efects on-its face-Young v Bryco Arms, -2-1-3 IIL---2d 433, 440

(2004); Wakulich v. Mraz, 203 Ill. 2d 223, 228 (2003). The critical inquiry is whether the

allegations in the complaint are sufficient to state a cause of action upon which relief may be

granted. Wakulich, 203 111. 2d at 228. A cause of action will not be dismissed on the

pleadings unless it clearly appears that the plaintiff cannot prove any set of facts that will

entitle it to relief. Board of Directors of BloomfIeld Club Recreation Ass ‘n v. The Hoffman

Group, Inc., 186 III. 2d 419, 424 (1999). In making this determination, all well-pleaded facts

in the complaint and all reasonable inferences that may be drawn from those facts are taken

as true. Young, 213 Ill. 2d at 441. In addition, we construe the allegations in the complaint in

the light most favorable to the plaintiff. Young, 213 III. 2d at 441. We review de novo an

order granting a section 2-615 motion to dismiss. Young, 213 Ill. 2d at 440; Wakulich, 203

9
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Ill. 2d at 228. De novo consideration means we perform the same analysis that a trial judge

would perform. Khan v. BDO Seidman, LLP, 408 111. App. 3d 564, 578 (2011). Additionally,

even if the trial court dismissed on an improper ground, a reviewing court may affirm the

dismissal if the record supports a proper ground for dismissal. See Raintree Homes, Inc. v.

Village of Long Grove, 209 Ill. 2d 248, 261 (2004) (we can affirm “on any basis present in

the record”); In re Marriage of Gary, 384 Iii. App. 3d 979, 987 (2008) (“we may affirm on

any basis supported by the record, regardless of whether the trial court based its decision on

the proper ground”).

¶ 20 Additionally, each defendant also filed a motion to dismiss the amended fifth amended

complaint pursuant to section 2-6 19 of the Code. A motion to dismiss under section 2-619

admits the legal sufficiency of all well-pleaded facts but allows for the dismissal of claims

barred by an affirmative matter defeating those claims or avoiding their legal effect. Janda v.

United States Cellular Corp., 2011 IL App (1st) 103552, ¶ 83 (citing DeLuna v. Burciaga,

223 Ill. 2d 49, 59 (2006)). When reviewing a motion to dismiss under section 2-619, “a court

must accept as true all well-pleaded facts in plaintiffs’ complaint and all inferences that can

reasonably be drawn in plaintiffs’ favor.” Morr-Fitz, Inc. v. Blagojevich, 231111. 2d 474, 488

(2008). Additionally, a cause of action should not be dismissed under section 2-619 unless it

is clearly apparent that no set of facts can be proved that would entitle the plaintiff to relief.

Feltmeier v. Feltmeier, 207 Ill. 2d 263, 277-78 (2003). For a section 2-619 dismissal, our

standard of review is de novo. Solaia Technology, LLC v. Specialty Publishing Co., 221111.

2d 558, 579 (2006); Morr-Fitz, Inc., 231 Ill. 2d at 488. As noted, de novo consideration

means we perform the same analysis that a trial judge would perform. Khan, 408 III. App. 3d

at 578.

10
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¶ 21 II. Public Duty Rule

¶ 22 In the case at bar, as noted, the trial court’s dismissal was based on its finding that

defendants owed no duties to plaintiffs due to the public duty rule. Accordingly, it is helpful

to begin with an overview of the public duty rule and the impact of the supreme court’s 2016

decision in Coleman. The common law public duty rule provides that local governmental

entities do not owe any duty to individual members of the general public to provide adequate

governmental services, such as police and fire protection. Coleman, 2016 IL 117952, ¶ 37.

“The long-standing public duty rule is grounded in the principle that the duty of the

governmental entity to preserve the well-being of the community is owed to the public at

large rather than to specific members of the community.” (Internal quotation marks omitted.)

Coleman, 2016 IL 117952, ¶ 38. An exception to this rule is the “special duty exception,”

where the local governmental entity owes a special duty of care to a particular individual that

is different from the duty it owes to the general public. Colernan,20 16 IL 1±7952, ¶41.

¶ 23 In its analysis, the Coleman court traced the origins of the public duty rule to either an

1855 United States Supreme Court case or to an 1880 treatise on tort law. Coleman, 2016 IL

117952, ¶J 39, 40. The court further noted that the doctrine “was widely accepted in most

jurisdictions.” Coleman, 2016 IL 117952, ¶ 41. The Coleman court noted that the Illinois

Supreme Court first acknowledged the public duty rule and its special duty exception in

1968. Coleman, 2016 IL 117952, ¶ 42. The court further noted that the public duty rule

“existed ‘[i]ndependent[ly] of statutory or common-law concepts of sovereign immunity.’”

Coleman, 2016 IL 117952, ¶ 44 (quoting Huey v. Town of Cicero, 41111. 2d 361, 363

(1968)). The court, thus, noted that “[w]e have consistently held that the public duty rule

survived the abolition of sovereign immunity and passage of the Tort Immunity Act.”

11
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Coleman, 2016 IL 117952, ¶ 52. Nevertheless, the Coleman court held that “the time has

come to abandon the public duty rule and its special duty exception.”5 Coleman, 2016 IL

117952, ¶ 52. Accordingly, the court held that “in cases where the legislature has not

provided immunity for certain governmental activities, traditional tort principles apply.”

Coleman, 2016 IL 117952, ¶1 61.

¶ 24 As an initial matter, in the case at bar, plaintiffs present shifting arguments concerning

the applicability of the public duty rule to the creation and operation of municipal sewer and

drainage systems. We note that most of these arguments are raised for the first time in

plaintiffs’ reply brief and, in some cases, at oral argument. It is well settled that points not

argued in the appellant’s brief are forfeited. Lebron v. Gottlieb Memorial Hospital, 237 Ill.

2d 217, 253 (2010); Ill. S. Ct. R. 34l(h)(7) (eff. May 25, 2018) (“Points not argued [in the

appellant’s brief] are forfeited and shall not be raised in the reply brief, in oral argument, or

on petition for rehearing.”). Accordingly, any arguments not raised in plaintiffs’ initial brief

are not properly before this court. Nevertheless, we will briefly address some of those

arguments below.

¶ 25 In their briefs, plaintiffs argue that the public duty rule is inapplicable because it is

preempted by the Tort Immunity Act. However, our supreme court has repeatedly maintained

that the public duty rule and the Tort Immunity Act may properly coexist. See, e.g.,

Coleman, 2016 IL 117952, ¶ 52; Zimmerman v. Village ofSkokie, 183 Ill. 2d 30, 45(1998);

Harinek v. 161 North Clark Street Ltd. Partnership, 181111. 2d 335, 346 (1998); Huey, 41111.

5While we refer to the “Coleman court,” the decision in Coleman was a split one, with no
majority opinion. Four justices concurred in thejudgment, agreeing to abolish the public duty rule.
However, the lead opinion was joined by the author and another justice, with two other justices
joining in a special concurrence. Three justices dissented, believing that the public duty rule should
not be abolished. For purposes of this appeal, however, the only relevant fact is that the public duty
rule has been abolished.
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2d at 363. Additionally, in their reply brief, plaintiffs argue that the public duty rule has

“never been applied to [a local public entity] which actually owned the sewer or drain.”

(Emphases omitted.)6 Even assuming arguendo that plaintiffs are correct, plaintiffs fail to

explain the relevance of defendants’ ownership of the pipes. We note that our supreme court

has found that the distinction between a governmental unit’s governmental and proprietary

functions was abandoned upon the abolishment of sovereign immunity. In re Chicago Flood

Litigation, 176 Ill. 2d 179, 192 (1997). Accordingly, we cannot find that the ownership of the

pipes would have any impact on the applicability of the public duty rule.7 Plaintiffs then

argue that operation of storm water sewer systems is not considered” ‘flood prevention’ or

‘flood relief’ services.” Again, even assuming arguendo that plaintiffs are correct, it is

irrelevant to the question of whether the public duty rule applies, as the rule is not limited to

flood prevention or flood relief services. See, e.g., Harinek, 181 Ill. 2d at 345 (“the public

duty rule *** prevents [governmental] units from being held liable for their failure to provide

adequate governmental services”).

¶ 26 In their reply brief, plaintiffs next claim that the 1897 supreme court case of City of

Chicago v. Seben, 165 Ill. 371 (1897), provides that “a [local public entity] acts ministerial

without immunity when constructing, maintaining and operating sewers in executing its

plan.” However, whether a governmental entity’s action is discretionary or ministerial is an

issue with respect to application of the Tort Immunity Act, as plaintiffs themselves implicitly

6 In their opening brief, plaintiffs also argue that the supreme court has never applied the public
duty rule to “trespassory water invasion” as part of their argument for retroactive application of
Coleman. We discuss that argument later in our analysis on the retroactivity issue.

We note that our supreme court has suggested that an exception to the public duty rule may
apply where the government is acting in a private, as opposed to a governmental, capacity. Burdine v.
Village of Glendale Heights, 139 III. 2d 501, 508 (1990), overruled in part on other grounds, McCuen
v. Peoria Park District, 163 Ill. 2d 125 (1994). However, plaintiffs do not claim that defendants in the
case at bar were acting in a private capacity.
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recognize through their reference to “immunity.” Our supreme court has made clear that

“[t]he existence of a duty and the existence of an immunity ‘‘‘ are separate issues.” Village

ofBloomingdale v. CDG Enterprises, Inc., 196 Iii. 2d 484, 490 (2001); see also Van Meter v.

Darien Park District, 207 Iii. 2d 359, 370 (2003); Harinek, 181 III. 2d at 346; Zimmerman,

183 Iii. 2d at 46. The court first determines whether a duty exists, then addresses whether the

governmental entity is immune from liability for a breach of that duty. Village of

Bloomingdale, 196 Iii. 2d at 490; Harinek, 181111. 2d at 346 (“the question of whether the

City owed plaintiff a duty under the special duty doctrine has no bearing on the separate

question of whether the [Tort Immunity] Act immunizes the City from liability for plaintiff’s

injuries”); Zimmerman, 183 111. 2d at 46 (“The distinction between an immunity and a duty is

crucial, because only if a duty is found is the issue of whether an immunity or defense is

available to the governmental entity considered ***.). Thus, whether an action is

discretionary or ministerial has no impact on whether a duty exists in the first instance.

¶ 27 Moreover, plaintiffs’ reliance on Seben shifted during oral argument. There, plaintiffs’

counsel stated that “the public duty rule has been rejected by the supreme court explicitly in

Seben in 1898 [sic] when they rejected the Michigan rule.” As noted, points not argued in the

appellant’s brief are forfeited. Lebron, 237 Ill. 2d at 253; Ill. S. Ct. R. 341(h)(7) (eff. May 25,

2018) (“Points not argued [in the appellant’s brief] are forfeited and shall not be raised in the

reply brief, in oral argument, or on petition for rehearing.”). Consequently, the argument

plaintiffs raised for the first time at oral argument is not properly before this court.

Furthermore, plaintiffs’ counsel vastly overstated the Seben court’s findings. In that case, the

supreme court affirmed the trial court’s refusal to give jury instructions providing that the

City of Chicago could not be held liable for an injury caused by the plaintiff’s stepping into a
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sewer inlet where the sewer was constructed as part of a plan that was devised through no

error in judgment. Seben, 165 Ill, at 383. The court found that the proposed jury instructions

focused on only the initial construction of the sewer, and not on whether it was properly

maintained. Seben, 165 Ill, at 383. In its discussion, the supreme court rejected the city’s

reliance on the “Michigan doctrine,” which provided that where an injury was caused by the

implementation of a plan that would render the work dangerous when completed, the fault

lay with the legislature and that a “suit grounded upon it is grounded upon a wrong

attributable to the legislative body itself.” Seben, 165 Ill, at 380. The court further noted that

Michigan had adopted the public duty rule—although it did not use that term—and did not

draw a distinction between the liability of cities and the liability of towns and counties.

Seben, 165 Ill, at 380.

¶ 28 The Seben court’s discussion of these latter two points highlights the flaws with

plaintiffs’ characterization of the case at oral argument. As noted, Seben was decided in

time was significantly different than it is today. As the

Coleman court explained, the public duty rule originated in either 1855 or 1880, and our

supreme court first expressly recognized the rule in 1968. Coleman, 2016 IL 117952, ¶J 39-

40, 42. Thus, at the time that the Seben court issued its decision, the public duty rule itself

was comparatively recent law, and the supreme court had never discussed it, much less

“rejected” it “explicitly,” as plaintiffs’ counsel suggested at oral argument. Additionally, at

that time, Illinois still retained local governmental tort immunity, which remained the state of

the law until it was abolished in 1959. See Coleman, 2016 IL 117952, ¶J 30-33 (discussing

the history of local governmental tort immunity). Thus, the liability of a local governmental

entity established by the State differed from the liability of a municipality. Coleman, 2016 IL
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117952, ¶J 338 In its analysis, the Seben court appropriately made note of these differences

from Michigan law, which recognized the public duty rule and did not maintain local

governmental tort immunity, in determining that the appellant’s arguments advocating for the

“Michigan doctrine” were not persuasive. Seben, 165 Ill. at 380. This in no way suggests,

however, that the Seben court was considering the issue of the public duty rule—or local

governmental tort immunity, for that matter—and “reject[ing]” it. Furthermore, even if the

case could be interpreted in that way, any “reject[ion]” of the public duty rule would have

only lasted until 1968, when the supreme court expressly recognized the rule in Huey v.

Town ofCicero, 41111. 2d 361, 363 (1968).

¶ 29 Finally, plaintiffs’ counsel at oral argument also claimed that the public duty rule has

never been applied to a “public improvement.” Again, as this argument was first raised at

oral argument, it is not properly before this court. Moreover, as we noted with respect to

plaintiffs’ earlier arguments, plaintiffs’ focus on whether a particular category of

governmental service has or has not been considered with respect to the application of the

public duty rule is not dispositive of the issue. Our supreme court has made clear that “[tjhe

public duty rule is a long-standing precept which establishes that a governmental entity and

its employees owe no duty of care to individual members of the general public to provide

governmental services, such as police and fire protection.” Zimmerman, 183 Ill. 2d at 32.

Courts have applied this rule to a variety of “governmental services.” See DeSmet v. County

ofRock Island, 219 Ill. 2d 497, 508 (2006) (noting that the rule has been applied “in various

contexts” (citing Sims-Hearn v. Office ofthe Medical Examiner, 359 111. App. 3d 439, 443-46

The Coleman court suggested that the existence of local governmental tort immunity explained
the lack of earlier cases discussing the public duty rule—while the immunity existed, the public duty
rule “remained in abeyance,” since the immunity stood as an absolute bar to the enforcement of any
civil liability arising from a breach of any duty. Coleman, 2016 IL 117952, ¶ 42.
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(2005), and Alexander v. Consumers Illinois Water Co., 358 Ill. App. 3d 774 (2005))). For

instance, the public duty rule has been applied to bar liability for “a general duty to the public

to prevent sewer back-ups” (Alexander, 358 Ill. App. 3d at 779), for performance of

autopsies (Sims-Hearn, 359 Iii. App. 3d at 445), for administration of a 911 emergency

telephone system (Donovan v. Village of Ohio, 397 111. App. 3d 844, 850 (2010)), for failure

to administer a vaccine (Taylor v. Bi-County Health Department, 2011 IL App (5th) 090475,

¶ 36), and for failure to properly inspect a porch that subsequently collapsed (Ware v. City of

Chicago, 375 Iii. App. 3d 574, 581 (2007)). Thus, it is apparent that the public duty rule has

been found applicable to a wide variety of governmental services. -

¶ 30 Nevertheless, based on our research, plaintiffs’ counsel appears to be correct in the claim

that the public duty rule has not been considered in the context of a public improvement. The

closest analogue would be in Alexander, where the court applied the public duty rule in the

context of the village’s duty to prevent sewer back-ups. Alexander, 358 III. App. 3d at 779.

We also note that the Seventh Circuit, applying Illinois law, has observed in dicta that there

is no duty to provide uninterrupted water service for firefighting purposes. Remet Corp. V.

City of Chicago, 509 F.3d 816, 820 (7th Cir, 2007). Thus, there are arguments to be made

concerning whether the public duty rule is appropriate in considering the governmental

entity’s duty with respect to such improvements, given the lack of case law on the issue, and

the issue could have been further developed by both parties had plaintiffs properly raised it

on appeal. However, we have no need to reach an answer to the question of the applicability

of the public duty rule because our conclusion on the issue of retroactivity is dispositive. We

turn, then, to consideration of that question.
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¶ 31 We note that this appears to be a case of first impression, as we have discovered no case

law expressly considering the retroactive applicability of Coleman. There is one case,

involving storm water runoff and flooding, in which the public duty rule has been raised

post-Coleman. See Salvi v. Village ofLake Zurich, 2016 IL App (2d) 150249. However, after

noting that the defendant village had invoked the public duty rule, the court in that case

simply noted that “our supreme court has recently abolished the public duty rule” and

proceeded to consider the defendant’s arguments under the Tort Immunity Act without any

discussion of whether the new law should apply retroactively. Salvi, 2016 IL App (2d)

150249, ¶ 37. Thus, from our research, we are the first court to consider whether Coleman

should apply retroactively.

¶ 32 Generally, when a court issues an opinion, its decision is presumed to apply both

retroactively and prospectively. Tosado v. Miller, 188 111. 2d 186, 196 (1999). However, our

supreme court has set forth two ways for that presumption to be overcome. Aleck.son v.

Village of Round Lake Park, 176 Ill. 2d 82, 86 (1997). First, the presumption is overcome

when a court expressly states that its decision will be applied prospectively only. Tosado, 188

Ill. 2d at 196-97. Second, “a later court may, under certain circumstances, override the

presumption by declining to give the previous opinion retroactive effect, at least with respect

to the parties appearing before the later court.” Aleckson, 176 Iii. 2d at 86. This authority is

not limited to the supreme court; an appellate court has the authority to determine whether a

previous decision should be applied prospectively with respect to a case before it. Aleckson,

176 Ill. 2d at 91; see also Aleckson, 176 Ill. 2d at 89 (noting that the supreme court had

previously implicitly recognized this authority when it cited an appellate court’s prospective

application of Illinois Supreme Court and United States Supreme Court case law).
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¶ 33 Our supreme court has identified three factors in determining the question of prospective

application:

“(1) whether the decision to be applied nonretroactively established a new principle

of law, either by overruling clear past precedent on which litigants may have relied or

by deciding an issue of first impression whose resolution was not clearly

foreshadowed; (2) whether, given the purpose and history of the new rule, its

operation will be retarded or promoted by prospective application; and (3) whether

substantial inequitable results would be produced if the former decision is applied

retroactively.” Tosado, 188 Ill. 2d at 197 (citing Aleclcson, 176 Ill. 2d at 92-94).

¶ 34 In the case at bar, the Coleman court did not expressly address whether its decision would

be prospective only. Plaintiffs claim that, because the Coleman dissent made reference to a

case in which the court considered the retroactive application of a statutory amendment, the

fact that the Coleman court did not specifically address the prospective application of the

new
law “buttresses the conclusion that the Coleman Court intentionally chose not to give

prospective only effect.” We find this argument unpersuasive. First, the case was one of nine

cases cited in a string cite to support the dissenting justice’s argument that the supreme court

routinely engaged in an “‘even if’ approach to decisionmaking” by deciding dispositive

issues first in the interests of judicial expediency. Coleman, 2016 IL 117952, ¶ 85 (Thomas,

J., dissenting, joined by Garman, C.J., and Karmeier, J.). Additionally, the case cited by the

dissent concerned the retroactive effect of a statute, not a court decision, which is subject to

an entirely different analysis. See, e.g., People v. Hunter, 2017 IL 121306 (discussing

standards to be applied in determining retroactive effect of statutory amendment). Thus, we

cannot find that the mere use of the words “prospectively” and “retroactively” in a
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parenthetical in this string cite in any way indicates that “certainly bells went off in the minds

of the seven justices as to whether prospective only application of Coleman should be given.”

The court was silent on the issue. All that this silence indicates is that the presumption of

retroactivity has not been overcome by an express statement by the court.

¶ 35 Thus, we must consider whether the factors set forth in Aleck.son lead us to give the law

announced in Coleman retroactive effect. As noted, the first factor is whether the decision

established a new principle of law, either by overruling clear past precedent on which

litigants have relied or by deciding an issue of first impression whose resolution was not

clearly foreshadowed. Aleckson, 176 Ill. 2d at 92. We agree with defendants that Coleman

clearly established a new principle of law. The court was explicit in the fact that it was doing

so and was overruling past precedent; the lead opinion contains a discussion of stare decisis

and the dissent also focuses its analysis on that issue. See Coleman, 2016 IL 117952, ¶IJ 53-

54 (lead opinion); Coleman, 2016 IL 117952, ¶J 84-96 (Thomas, J., dissenting, joined by

Garman, C.J., and Karmeier, J.). Most clearly, all three opinions in that case refer to the

outcome as “abandon[ing]” or “abolish[ingj” the public duty rule. See Coleman, 2016 IL

117952, ¶ 52 (lead opinion) (“the time has come to abandon the public duty rule and its

special duty exception”); Coleman, 2016 IL 117952, ¶ 54 (“We believe that departing from

stare decisis and abandoning the public duty rule and its special duty exception is justified

for three reasons ***.); Coleman, 2016 IL 117952, ¶ 61 (“we hereby abolish the public duty

rule and its special duty exception”); Coleman, 2016 IL 117952, ¶ 64 (“We abolish the public

duty rule and its special duty exception.”); Coleman, 2016 IL 117952, ¶ 67 (Freeman, J.,

specially concurring, joined by Theis, J.) (“the time has come for this court to abandon the

public duty rule and its special duty exception”); Coleman, 2016 IL 117952, ¶ 77 (“I agree
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that the public duty rule and its special duty exception must be abolished”); Coleman, 2016

IL 117952, ¶ 80 (Thomas, J., dissenting, joined by Garman, C.J., and Karmeier, J.) (“Today

the court abandons these well-settled principles and abolishes the public duty rule.”);

Coleman, 2016 IL 117952, ¶ 96 (“I find no compelling legal rationale to overrule this

precedent and abolish the public duty rule.”) There is no way to read Coleman without

concluding that the supreme court was making new law by overturning longstanding

precedent.

¶ 36 Plaintiffs argue that Coleman did not announce a new rule because the supreme court had

never previously applied the public duty rule to water-damage litigation and because the

supreme court in Coleman described the jurisprudence concerning the rule to be “muddled

and inconsistent,” meaning that the past precedent was not “clear.” We do not find these

arguments persuasive. First, the question we must answer is not whether Coleman established

a new principle of law in the specific context of water-damage litigaIQn; thequestion is

whether Coleman established a new principle of law, period. As noted, the Coleman court

clearly and expressly overruled what it termed “a long-standing common-law rule”

(Coleman, 2016 IL 117952, ¶ 42 (lead opinion)). Additionally, the fact that the supreme court

has not spoken on a particular issue does not mean that litigants are acting in a vacuum;

appellate court and trial court decisions can provide guidance as to the current state of the

law even in the absence of a supreme court ruling on a particular factual scenario. For

instance, in the case at bar, several appellate court cases, both reported and unreported,9

supported defendants’ claim that the public duty rule would apply to water-damage litigation.

9WhiIe, of course, unreported decisions cannot be cited by the parties and have no precedential
value, even unreported cases are publicly available and their existence can guide attorneys seeking to
draft the best arguments to advance their clients’ positions and permits them to view analysis found
persuasive by other courts.
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See, e.g., Town of Cicero v. Metropolitan Water Reclamation District of Greater Chicago,

2012 IL App (1st) 112164, ¶ 41 n.4 (suggesting without deciding that the public duty rule

would appear to bar claims concerning adequacy of storm management against the District);

Alexander, 358 Iii. App. 3d at 779 (finding that the public duty rule would bar village’s

liability for sewage system back-ups); Remet Corp., 509 F.3d at 820 (in dicta, observing that

the public duty rule meant that the city had no duty to provide uninterrupted water service for

firefighting purposes). Additionally, in support of its motion to dismiss, the District attached

six trial court decisions in storm management and sewer-backup cases in which it had been a

defendant, all of which dismissed the plaintiffs’ claims against the District due to the public

duty rule. Thus, it was eminently reasonable for defendants to rely on the public duty rule in

challenging plaintiffs’ claims against them, and there is no basis for claiming that Coleman

did not represent a change in law by “overruling clear past precedent on which litigants have

relied.” Aleckson, 176 Iii. 2d at 92.

¶ 37 We are also unpersuaded by plaintiffs’ argument that past precedent was not “clear”

because the primary opinion in Coleman referred to the jurisprudence concerning the public

duty rule as “muddled and inconsistent.” First, we note that the opinion in which this

language appears was joined by only one justice in addition to the author, meaning that it

does not carry the weight of a majority—or even a plurality—opinion. Additionally, the

reason the opinion characterized the jurisprudence in that way was based on the interaction

between the public duty rule and statutory immunities. See Coleman, 2016 IL 117952, ¶J 55-

57. The opinion did not indicate that the existence of the public duty rule itself was not
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“clear.” Accordingly, we find that, under the first factor, the Coleman court established a new

principle of law by overruling clear past precedent on which litigants have relied.10

¶ 38 The second factor we must consider is “whether, given the purpose and history of the

new rule, its operation will be retarded or promoted by prospective application.” Tosado, 188

Ill. 2d at 197. As noted, the ultimate holding of Coleman—the abolition of the public duty

rule—was the result of two opinions, each of which was joined by two justices. Thus, it is

difficult to glean any overarching “purpose and history of the new rule” (Tosado, 188 Ill. 2d

at 197). The primary opinion provided three reasons for abolishing the public duty rule:

“(1) the jurisprudence has been muddled and inconsistent in the recognition and

application of the public duty rule and its special duty exception; (2) application of

the public duty rule is incompatible with the legislature’s grant of limited immunity in

cases of willful and wanton misconduct; and (3) determination of public policy is

primarily a iegislative function and the legislature’s enactment-- of statutory

immunities has rendered the public duty rule obsolete.” Coleman, 2016 IL 117952,

¶ 54.

By contrast, the specially concurring opinion reasoned that the public duty rule should be

abolished because it was predicated on the same basis as the concepts underlying local

governmental immunity and, when the constitution was amended to abolish all forms of

‘°Plaintiffs also argue that Coleman did not establish new law because the Tort Immunity Act
“foreshadowed the abolition” of the public duty rule. Leaving aside the fact that Coleman court
expressly recognized that “[w]e have consistently held that the public duty rule survived the abolition
of sovereign immunity and passage of the Tort Immunity Act” (Coleman, 2016 IL 117952, ¶ 52), we
have no need to address this argument. The first factor asks whether the new decision established a
new principle of law “either by overruling clear past precedent on which litigants have relied or by
deciding an issue of first impression whose resolution was not clearly foreshadowed.” (Emphases
added.) Aleckson, 176 Ill. 2d at 92. As noted, we have determined that the first applies—the court
overruled clear past precedent on which litigants had relied—and so we have no need to discuss the
second, other than to observe that it would appear almost impossible for something to be “an issue of
first impression” when it is expressly overruling long-standing law.
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nonstatutory governmental immunity, “the judiciary’s power to apply the public duty

doctrine ceased to exist as a means of assessing municipal tort liability.” Coleman, 2016 IL

117952, ¶ 68 (Freeman, J., specially concurring, joined by Theis, J.).

¶ 39 In the case at bar, defendants argue that, under the facts of the instant case, a prospective

application of the new law set forth in Coleman would not frustrate the concerns set forth by

the Coleman court. First, they note that the litigation history of this case renders it unique—

the flooding occurred in 2008, and defendants first asserted the application of the public duty

rule in 2010 and continued asserting it through the filing of a number of amended complaints,

culminating in the amended fifth amended complaint. They finally obtained a dismissal on

that basis on April 3, 2015, five years after they first asserted the applicability of the public

duty rule. Had they obtained a dismissal when they first sought it in 2010, the judgment

would have been final and appealable well prior to the supreme court’s January 22, 2016,

decision in Coleman and we would not be considering the applicability of the public duty

rule today.”

¶ 40 Our supreme court in Aleckson found that where the court below “noted that it was

applying [the new law] prospectively to the parties because the facts of the instant case and

its timing vis a vis [the case establishing the new law] are so unique” that “the nonretroactive

application was expressly limited to the facts of the case and could not have ‘retarded’ the

future operation of” the new case. (Internal quotation marks omitted.) Aleckson, 176 Ill. 2d at

93. Similarly, in the case at bar, the facts of the instant case and its timing vis-à-vis Coleman

is unique; it is only through an accident of timing that Coleman was decided while this case

“However, we note that a decision normally has retroactive application to any causes pending at
the time the decision is announced, including cases on appeal in the appellate court. Heastie v.
Roberts, 226 III. 2d 515, 535 (2007). Thus, if the case had been pending on appeal, plaintiffs could
have conceivably raised the retroactivity issue at that point.
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was still active before the trial court. This would weigh in favor of a nonretroactive

application of Coleman.

¶41 Defendants further argue that a nónretroactive application of Coleman in the instant case

would also have limited impact due to the statute of limitations. Under the Tort Immunity

Act, any civil action against a local governmental entity must be commenced within one year

from the date that the cause of action accrued.’2 745 ILCS 10/8-101(a) (West 2016). Thus,

any claim against a local governmental entity that is filed subsequent to our opinion must

have accrued no earlier than May 2018. By May 2018, Coleman and its abolition of the

public duty rule was settled law. A finding that the new law does not apply to the instant

action would have no impact on such a lawsuit, which would be filed well after the date the

law had changed. Thus, the only impact a nonretroactive finding could have would be upon

cases that are currently pending before the trial or appellate courts, which would be a small

subset of cases at most, if any.

¶42 Hôëiimãiiirote the existence of Salvi, in which the Second District applied

the new law set forth in Coleman retroactively. Salvi, 2016 IL App (2d) 150249, ¶ 37. There,

the flooding at issue occurred in 2013 (Salvi, 2016 IL App (2d) 150249, ¶ 13), the plaintiff’s

amended complaint was filed in 2014 (Salvi, 2016 IL App (2d) 150249, ¶ 3), and the

defendant village raised the issue of the public duty rule in a motion to dismiss (Salvi, 2016

IL App (2d) 150249, ¶ 20). Thus, as in the case at bar, the flooding, the lawsuit, and the

motion to dismiss based on the public duty rule all predated Coleman.’3 Despite these facts,

‘2The exception is for actions for damages based on injury or death arising out of patient care,
which have a two-year statute of limitations. 745 [LCS 10/8-101(b) (West 2016).

‘3Afthough the opinion does not indicate the date of the defendant village’s motion to dismiss, we
know that the motion was also filed prior to the 2016 Coleman decision because the appeal in Salvi
was filed in 2015, as evidenced by the appeal number. Thus, Coleman would have been decided while
the Salvi appeal was pending.
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the Salvi court applied the new law retroactively. Salvi, 2016 IL App (2d) 150249, ¶ 37. As

noted, the Salvi court did not engage in a discussion of whether the law should be applied

retroactively or prospectively; thus, we have no way of knowing what arguments were raised

before it by the defendant village. Nevertheless, the fact remains that the Salvi court did

expressly apply Coleman to the case before it. Salvi, 2016 IL App (2d) 150249, ¶ 37 (“[O]ur

supreme court has recently abolished the public duty rule. [Citation.] Thus, we will proceed

to the Tort Immunity Act.”).

¶ 43 The existence of Salvi is relevant to the instant discussion because a prospective

application of Coleman to the instant case would mean that two cases with similar facts

would be applying two different versions of the law. We are not obligated to follow the Salvi

court’s decision if we disagree with it. See Deutsche Bank National Trust Co. v. Iordanov,

2016 IL App (1st) 152656, ¶ 44. However, in considering the second factor of the

retroactivity analysis, reaching a decision that would lead to conflicting case law would

appear to feed into the “muddled and inconsistent” jurisprudence surrounding the public duty

rule that was of concern to several justices in deciding Coleman. See Coleman, 2016 IL

117952, ¶ 54. Thus, while it would not hinder the operation of the new law, a prospective

application of Coleman in the instant case would certainly not promote the operation of the

new law and could even lead to an increase in the uncertainty surrounding the application of

the rule.

¶ 44 The final factor to be considered is “whether substantial inequitable results would be

produced if the former decision is applied retroactively.” Aleckson, 176 Ill. 2d at 93. In the

case at bar, the trial court found that “[t}he retroactive application of the Coleman decision

dramatically changes the considerations concerning the possible course of litigation of the
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instant case in the future.” On appeal, defendants focus on similar considerations in arguing

that the equities favor a prospective application of the new law. Defendants claim that they

have “endured nine years of litigation and risk exposure, waiting patiently for their time to be

heard on the Public Duty Rule, and now must contend with the Supreme Court’s abolishment

of the Public Duty Rule altogether,” which they argue is “not fair.” Defendants further claim

that if Coleman applies retroactively, they will be forced to reevaluate defense and indemnity

exposure and will endure significant litigation costs and time commitments that they

otherwise would not have needed to endure. Certainly, if Coleman is applied to their case,

defendants will undergo significant hardship. Any additional litigation necessarily involves

additional time and expense. This additional expense is especially fraught when dealing with

a governmental entity, as it is taxpayers, not a private party, who are responsible for the

expenses. As the trial court noted:

“The consequence to the [defendants] of the abolition of the Public Duty Ruleas a

defense is financial. Every public entity has a responsibility to its taxpayers to

estimate budgets and to tax its citizens reasonably. Predicting legal expenses is

difficult because the entity does not know whether litigation will be filed. Once filed,

the entity then must budget for the potential expenses of the litigation based on a

prediction of the legal and factual issues which might be involved. Legal issues, to be

determined based on facts alleged in pleadings taken as true, such as the application

of the Public Duty Rule, involve different legal expenses than the expenses necessary

to prepare for class certification, prove the availability of immunities under the Tort

Immunity Act, and defend against assertions of wrongdoing.”
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¶ 45 In the case at bar, at the time of the flooding, at the time of the filing of the complaint,

and at the time of dismissal of the amended fifth amended complaint, defendants were

operating in a legal universe that included the availability of the public duty rule and

governed their actions accordingly. Then, the supreme court overruled long-standing

precedent—which it had expressly reaffirmed as recently as 1 998—and abolished that rule,

shifting the legal ground on which defendants stood. “Local government officials, like other

people, are entitled to rely on [existing law] when ‘making decisions and in shaping their

conduct.’ “Board of Commissioners of the Wood Dale Public Library District v. County of

Du Page, 103 Ill. 2d 422, 429 (1984) (quoting Lemon v. Kurtzman, 411 U.s. 192, 199

(1973)). By applying the new law retroactively, defendants and their taxpayers would be

forced to incur additional unexpected expenses in litigating this case, which could prove

substantial, as it has been pending for 10 years to date and has yet to proceed beyond the

pleading stage.

¶ 46 However, we note that these additional expenses and time commitments are not

necessarily predicated solely on Coleman. Defendants’ argument presupposes that their

actions were, in fact, covered by the public duty rule. Under defendants’ argument, in the

absence of Coleman, the public duty rule would apply, marking the end of litigation.

However, that overlooks the fact that it is not beyond dispute that the public duty rule would,

in fact, apply. Plaintiffs likely would have appealed the trial court’s April 3, 2015, dismissal

even in the absence of Coleman, and we would have been asked to determine whether the

public duty rule applies to the circumstances present in the case at bar. As discussed earlier in

our analysis, this is not a question that has been considered by our supreme court, nor is it an

area that has a clear answer at the appellate level. If plaintiffs had prevailed in that appeal,
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defendants would find themselves in exactly the same position as they are now—forced to

litigate the remainder of the case. Thus, while we recognize defendants’ understandable

frustration at the unexpected change in the legal universe, the additional expenses that would

be incurred by continuing to litigate the instant case should not have been entirely

unexpected, as defendants should have been prepared for the contingency of a loss on appeal.

¶ 47 Plaintiffs, by contrast, argue that a prospective application of Coleman would be

inequitable to them because they would lose the ability to have their day in court. We note

that, unlike in the case relied on by plaintiffs, Oak Grove Jubilee Center, Inc. v. City of

Genoa, 347 Iii. App. 3d 973 (2004), this is not a case in which the plaintiff had a viable cause

of action that would be lost by retroactive application of the new law. Here, plaintiffs had a

cause of action that had already been dismissed, which would be revived by the retroactive

application of the new law. In either case, though, the question is the same: applying the new

law one way results in an active lawsuit, while applying it the other way results in thern

termination of that lawsuit. Thus, our decision has very real consequences to plaintiffs, as

well as to defendants. We also note that, in some respects, plaintiffs are a victim of timing in

much the same way as defendants are—if the supreme court had abolished the public duty

rule earlier, defendants would not have been able to raise the rule in response to plaintiffs’

complaint and the complaint would not have been dismissed on that basis. Thus, there are

equitable arguments to be made on both sides of the equation.

¶ 48 In considering the three factors, there is no clear-cut answer on either side. The only clear

answer is with respect to the first factor: Coleman made new law by abolishing the public

duty rule. With respect to the second factor, prospective application of the new rule would

have minimal impact on the rule’s future applicability, as the unique facts of the instant case
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and the Tort Immunity Act’s statute of limitations necessarily limit the scope of our holding.

However, prospective application would result in a direct conflict with the Second District,

given its retroactive application of Coleman in Salvi, which would further muddy the

jurisprudence concerning the applicability of the public duty rule. Finally, with respect to the

third factor, retroactive application of the new law would cause hardship to defendants and

their taxpayers, as defendants relied on the long-standing law concerning the existence of the

public duty rule and their taxpayers would be forced to absorb the additional litigation costs.

On the other hand, such additional litigation costs should not be entirely unexpected, as

defendants should have been prepared for the contingency of a loss on appeal even if the

public duty rule remained in effect. By contrast, prospective application of the new law

would result in plaintiffs being prevented from pursuing their claims against defendants.

Thus, there are equitable considerations in favor of both parties.

¶ 49 As noted, when a court issues an opinion, its decision is presumed to apply both

retroactively and prospectively, unless that presumption is overcome by either an express

statement by the court or through the consideration of the factors set forth in Aleckson.

Tosado, 188 Ill. 2d at 196-97. Here, there is no express statement by the supreme court and

the Aleckson factors do not tilt in any one direction. Consequently, we cannot find that the

presumption of retroactivity has been overcome, and therefore, the new law set forth in

Coleman should have been applied retroactively to the instant case. Accordingly, the trial

court erred in limiting the new law set forth in Coleman to apply only prospectively to the

instant case, and we must reverse the trial court’s dismissal of plaintiffs’ complaint based on

the public duty rule.
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¶ 50 III. Alternate Bases

¶ 51 Our decision concerning the public duty rule does not end our analysis, however, because

we may affirm the trial court’s dismissal on any basis supported by the record, even if the

trial court did not base its decision on that ground. See Raintree Homes, 209 Iii. 2d at 261

(we can affirm “on any basis present in the record”); In re Marriage ofGary, 384 III. App. 3d

at 987 (“we may affirm on any basis supported by the record, regardless of whether the trial

court based its decision on the proper ground”). In the case at bar, plaintiffs alleged causes of

action based on the Tort Immunity Act, based on the common law, and based on the Illinois

Constitution. We consider each of these counts in turn, discussing whether they should have

been dismissed under section 2-615 of the Code. If any of these counts should have survived

dismissal based on section 2-615, we then consider whether they should have been dismissed

under section 2-6 19.

¶ 52
- As an initial rnatter, f smak anoverarchingargumentconcerning all of

plaintiffs’ counts that are based on negligence—they claim that plaintiffs failed to plead that

defendants’ conduct proximately caused plaintiffs’ damages. Since this argument applies to

many of plaintiffs’ causes of action, we address it first. “To recover damages based upon a

defendant’s alleged negligence, a plaintiff must allege and prove that the defendant owed a

duty to the plaintiff, that defendant breached that duty, and that the breacl was the proximate

cause of the plaintiff’s injuries.” First Springfield Bank & Trust v. Galman, 188 Ill. 2d 252,

256 (1999) (citing Thompson v. County of Cook, 154 Iii. 2d 374, 382 (1993)). Our supreme

court has explained the proximate cause element as follows:

“The proximate cause element is a factual question for the jury to decide and has

two components: cause in fact and legal cause. [Citations.j ‘Cause in fact’ is
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established where there is reasonable certainty that the injury would not have

occurred ‘but for’ the defendant’s conduct or where a defendant’s conduct was a

‘substantial factor’ in bringing about the harm. [Citation.] Legal cause, however, is

essentially a question of policy, i.e., ‘How far should a defendant’s legal

responsibility extend fOr conduct that did, in fact, cause the harm?’ (Internal quotation

marks omitted.) [Citation.] Legal cause, therefore, is established only when it can be

said that the injury was reasonably foreseeable. [Citations.]” Stanphill v. Ortberg,

2018 IL 122974,1134.

¶ 53 In the case at bar, defendants claim that plaintiffs failed to allege the “cause in fact”

component of proximate cause. In support, they point to the trial court’s dismissal of a

negligence count against Gewalt, the engineering firm that worked with Advocate to develop

a drainage plan in 2002; in that dismissal, the court found that plaintiffs had not alleged that

Gewalt’s conduct after 2002 was a cause in fact in bringing about the September 2008

flooding. However, Gewalt’s position in the litigation differs quite significantly from

defendants’ position. Indeed, in its dismissal, the trial court specifically pointed to the fact

that “plaintiffs alleged a host of other components of the [Prairie Creek Stormwater System]

that contributed to the 2008 flooding, all of which existed prior to Gewalt’s post-2002

designs on the Dempster Basin.” Plaintiffs’ allegations against defendants go far beyond the

2002 allegations against Gewalt. They allege that plaintiffs were involved in approving the

drainage and sewer systems as far back as the 1 960s and were aware of the undersized

drainage capacity of certain portions of the systems. They further allege that defendants

approved of Advocate’s flawed plans for its drainage system and that defendants nevertheless

approved them. Finally, they allege that defendants were aware of the serious design and
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maintenance defects with the Prairie Creek Stormwater System based on the persistent

flooding and failed to remedy those defects or to take measures to prevent the flooding. Thus,

we cannot agree with defendants that plaintiffs have failed to allege sufficient facts that

defendants’ conduct was a “cause in fact” of plaintiffs’ damages. Instead, at least at this stage

of the proceedings, plaintiffs’ allegations are sufficient to withstand a motion to dismiss. We

turn, then, to consideration of each of plaintiffs’ causes of action individually.

¶54 A. Tort Immunity Act Counts

¶ 55 With respect to the Tort Immunity Act, plaintiffs set forth causes of action for statutory

duties pursuant to sections 3-102(a) and 3-103 of the Tort Immunity Act. Plaintiffs alleged

that defendants breached a duty to maintain their property in a reasonably safe condition

pursuant to section 3-102(a) and that defendants breached their duty to correct known unsafe

conditions relating to the design of the Prairie Creek Stormwater System pursuant to section

3-103 by not compelling Advocate to redesign its drainage plans.

¶ 56 -
1. Section 3-102(a)

¶ 57 Section 3-102(a) of the Tort Immunity Act provides:

“Except as otherwise provided in this Article, a local public entity has the duty to

exercise ordinary care to maintain its property in a reasonably safe condition for the

use in the exercise of ordinary care of people whom the entity intended and permitted

to use the property in a manner in which and at such times as it was reasonably

foreseeable that it would be used, and shall not be liable for injury unless it is proven

that it has actual or constructive notice of the existence of such a condition that is not

reasonably safe in reasonably adequate time prior to an injury to have taken measures

to remedy or protect against such condition.” 745 ILCS 10/3-102(a) (West 2012).
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In counts XXXVI (against the District), LVII (against Park Ridge), and LXXIV (against

Maine Township), plaintiffs alleged that defendants breached a “statutory duty to maintain

property” pursuant to this section. Defendants argue that these counts were properly

dismissed because there is no such “statutory duty to maintain property.”

¶ 58 Defendants are correct that the Tort Immunity Act does not create any new duties. Our

supreme court has made clear that “[tjhe Tort Immunity Act grants only immunities and

defenses; it does not create duties.” Village of Bloomingdale, 196 Iii. 2d at 490; see also

Barnett v. Zion Park District, 171 Ill. 2d 378, 386 (1996) (“It is settled that the Tort

Immunity Act does not impose on a municipality any new duties.”). Instead, “the [Tort

Immunity] Act merely codifies those duties existing at common law, to which the

subsequently delineated immunities apply.” Barnett, 171 Iii. 2d at 386; Monson v. City of

Danville, 2018 IL 122486, ¶ 24 (“the courts of this state have uniformly held that section 3-

102(a) merely codifies the common-law duty of a local public entity to maintain its property

in a reasonably safe condition”). Thus, a court must look to the common law and other

statutes to determine whether the defendant owes the plaintiff a duty. Barnett, 171111. 2d at

386. Once the court determines that a duty exists, then it examines whether the Tort

Immunity Act provides immunity for a breach of that duty. Village ofBloomingdale, 196 Ill.

2d at 490. “In other words, because the Act implicitly recognizes duties which already exist

at common law, we may refer to the common law to determine the duties a local public entity

holds. But to determine whether that entity is liable for the breach of a duty, we look to the

Tort Immunity Act, not the common law.” Village ofBloomingdale, 196 Ill. 2d at 490.

¶ 59 In the case at bar, plaintiffs have styled these counts as arising under a “statutory duty to

maintain property,” which suggests that the basis of the duty is the statute, not the common
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law. It is on this basis that defendants argue that the counts should be dismissed. However,

our supreme court “has emphasized that ‘the character of the pleading should be determined

from its content, not its label.’ “ In re Parentage of Scarlett Z-D., 2015 IL 117904, ¶ 64

(quoting In re Haley D., 2011 IL 110886, ¶ 67). Thus, the title of the count does not control

over the substance of its claim. Papadakis v. Fitness 19 IL 116, LLC, 2018 IL App (1st)

170388, ¶ 32. Here, the substance of these counts of the complaint can be interpreted as

alleging negligence based on a breach of defendants’ common-law duty to maintain their

property in a reasonably safe condition.

¶ 60 However, plaintiffs have foreclosed this interpretation by making it clear in their reply

brief that they are asserting a “separate, independent, stand-alone cause-of-action imposing

[a] duty owing to individual citizens for [a local public entity] to maintain its property.”

Plaintiffs further claim that “[c]odified duty is still enforceable, individual duty separate from

common law.” Thus, plaintiffs have expressly stated that they beiicye that there aretwo

separate, independent, duties: a common-law duty and a statutory duty. This is simply not the

case. Even Wagner v. City of Chicago, 166 111. 2d 144, 150 (1995), a case relied on by

plaintiffs, makes this clear: “ ‘Th[ej limitation on the scope of the duty in section 3-102(a) is

in keeping with the scope of that duty as it existed at common law. The Tort Immunity Act

creates no new duties but merely codifies those existing at common law. [Citations.] At

common law, a municipality had a duty to maintain its property in a safe condition ‘‘‘.‘ “

(quoting West v. Kirkham, 147 Ill. 2d 1, 14 (1992)). The statutory duty is the common-law

duty, simply published in statutory form. Plaintiffs’ insistence otherwise requires us to affirm

the trial court’s dismissal of these counts.
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¶ 61 2. Section 3-103

¶ 62 Similarly, counts XXXVII (against the District), LVIII (against Park Ridge), and LXXV

(against Maine Township) were for “duty to remedy [a] dangerous plan” and allege that

section 3-103 of the Tort Immunity Act set forth a duty for a local public entity to correct

known unsafe conditions related to the design and/or engineering of an approved plan, which

defendants did not do. Section 3-103(a) provides:

“A local public entity is not liable under this Article for an injury caused by the

adoption of a plan or design of a construction of, or an improvement to public

property where the plan or design has been approved in advance of the construction

or improvement by the legislative body of such entity or by some other body or

employee exercising discretionary authority to give such approval or where such plan

or design is prepared in conformity with standards previously so approved. The local

public entity is liable, however, if after the execution of such plan or design it appears

from its use that it has created a condition that it is not reasonably safe.” 745 ILCS

10/3-103(a) (West 2012).

¶ 63 Again, as with section 3-102(a), section 3-103(a) “codifies [the] common-law duty of

care in the making of public improvements.” Salvi, 2016 IL App (2d) 150249, ¶43; see also

O’Brien v. City of Chicago, 285 Ill. App. 3d 864, 871 (1996) (“Sections 3-102(a) and 3-

103(a) codify [common law] duties but do not impose any new obligations on local

governments.”); Horrell v. City ofChicago, 145 Ill. App. 3d 428, 435 (1986) (“[Tjhe ‘duties’

‘“‘ that are found in section 3-103(a) regarding the execution of a plan[] are derived from

the basic common law duty articulated in section 3-102.”). At common law, a municipality

had a duty to maintain its property in a safe condition, but this duty did not extend to creating
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or erecting public improvements. West v. Kirkham, 147 Iii. 2d 1, 14 (1992). Once a public

improvement was actually constructed, however, the municipality has a duty to maintain it in

a reasonably safe condition. West, 147 111. 2d at 14.

¶ 64 In the case at bar, again, while the substance of these counts could be interpreted as

alleging negligence based on a breach of defendants’ common-law duty in the making of

public improvements, plaintiffs have foreclosed this interpretation in their reply brief by

making clear that they are alleging that section 3-103(a) “declare[s] [a] separate and

independent dut[yj” and that this “statutory dut[y] [is a] separate and independent, individual

dut[y] from the common law.” Accordingly, we must affirm the trial court’s dismissal of

these counts.

¶65 B. Common Law Counts

¶ 66 Next, plaintiffs alleged several counts based on common law negligence.

¶ 67 1. Dominant Estate Overburdening

¶ 68 Counts XXV (against the District), XLV (against Park Ridge), and LXIV (against Maine

Township) were for “negligence: dominant estate overburdening stormwater” and alleged

that defendants knew or should have known of the foreseeable harm of invasive flooding into

plaintiffs’ neighborhood given the history of flooding and that defendants owed nondelegable

duties to properly manage the storm water so as to prevent harm .to plaintiffs from excess

storm water overburdening the drainage system. On appeal, plaintiffs “abandon their

Dominant Estate Overburdening claim” but argue that the facts alleged in these counts give

rise to an “adjacent property owner” claim.

¶ 69 Generally, a landowner owes no duty to adjoining landowners for dangerous natural

conditions present on the land, but may owe a duty if the condition is artificial or where a
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natural condition is aggravated by the owner’s use of the area. See Dealers Service & Supply

Co. v. St. Louis National Stockyards Co., 155 Iii. App. 3d 1075, 1079 (1987); Choi v.

Commonwealth Edison Co., 217 Ill. App. 3d 952, 957 (1991). Additionally, a local public

entity bears a common law duty not to increase the natural flow of surface water onto the

property of an adjacent landowner. Van Meter v, Darien Park District, 207 Iii. 2d 359, 369

(2003). Defendants claim that, because they were not “adjacent landowners,” these counts

should be dismissed. We agree.

¶ 70 In the case at bar, plaintiffs have not alleged that defendants are landowners, much less

landowners adjacent to plaintiffs’ property. Plaintiffs have alleged that defendants own the

sewers and the drains, but have not alleged that defendants own the real property under

which those sewers and drains run. Instead, they allege that defendants were the holders of

easements for the purpose of drainage and sewers, which ran through plaintiffs’

neighborhood, and that it was these systems that overflowed and damaged plaintiffs’

property. The only adjacent landowner plaintiffs identify in their complaint is Advocate.

¶ 71 Given the status of defendants as easement holders, not landowners, the appropriate cause

of action would be for the overburdening of their easement. However, plaintiffs have

expressly abandoned that claim on appeal. In the absence of that legal framework, we find no

basis for applying “adjacent property owner” liability to defendants; plaintiffs have cited no

authority applying such a duty without first establishing that the defendant was actually a

landowner. Accordingly, we must affirm the dismissal of these counts.

¶ 72 2. Negligent Nuisance

¶ 73 Counts XXXI (against the District), LII (against Park Ridge), and LXIX (against Maine

Township) were for “negligent nuisance” and alleged that defendants negligently caused an
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accumulation of water from the drainage system to invade and interfere with plaintiffs’

property. “A private nuisance is a substantial invasion of another’s interest in the use and

enjoyment of his or her land. The invasion must be: substantial, either intentional or

negligent, and unreasonable.” In re Chicago Flood Litigation, 176 Iii. 2d at 204. The

standard for determining if particular conduct constitutes a nuisance is its effect on a

reasonable person. In re Chicago Flood Litigation, 176 Ill. 2d at 204. Our supreme court has

explained the difference between the type of invasion that nuisance protects as compared to

the type of invasion that trespass protects:

“‘A trespass is an invasion of the interest in the exclusive possession of land, as by

entry upon it. * * * A nuisance is an interference with the interest in the private use and

enjoyment of the land, and does not require interference with the possession.’ “In re

Chicago Flood Litigation, 176 Iii. 2d at 204 (quoting Restatement (Second) of Torts

§ 821D cmt. d, at 101 (1979)).

¶ 14 In the case at bar, the complaint alleges that defendants negligently permitted an

accumulation of storm water runoff in their drainage and sewage systems due to their

management of the systems, which caused flood water to invade and interfere with plaintiffs’

property on September 13, 2008. The complaint further alleges that such interference was

substantial and unreasonable. These allegations are sufficient to state a cause of action for

negligent nuisance so as to withstand dismissal pursuant to section 2-6 15.

¶ 75 3. Negligent Trespass

¶ 76 Counts XXXII (against the District), LIII (against Park Ridge), and LXX (against Maine

Township) were for “negligent trespass” and alleged that, due to defendants’ failure to

properly manage the storm water systems, water invaded plaintiffs’ property. A trespass is an
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invasion in the exclusive possession and physical condition of real property. Millers Mutual

Insurance Ass’n ofIllinois v. Graham Oil Co., 282 Iii. App. 3d 129, 139 (1996). “[Ojne can

be liable under present-day trespass for causing a thing or a third person to enter the land of

another either through a negligent act or an intentional act.” Dial v. City of 0 ‘Fallon, 81111.

2d 548, 556-57 (1980).

¶ 77 In oux prior decision concerning Advocate, we found that the complaint adequately

alleged that Advocate could be liable for intentional trespass based on its conduct with

respect to its drainage system. See Tzakis, 2015 IL App (1st) 142285-U, ¶ 74. We found:

“Taken as a whole, [plaintiffs’] allegations are far from mere conclusory

allegations. Plaintiffs identify numerous examples that suggest [Advocate] was aware

of the flooding problem, and knowingly took inadequate measures to correct it.

Plaintiffs’ allegations identify specific components of [Advocate’s] drainage system

as deficient, and demonstrate multiple instances where [Advocate] had occasion to

address the problems and failed to do so adequately. As with the examples of piling

sand adjacent to another’s property, or erecting a dam to alter the flow of a stream,

plaintiffs’ allegations regarding [Advocate’s] conduct are sufficient to show that

[Advocate] acted with a high degree of certainty that its modifications to the drainage

system would cause or fail to prevent flooding to plaintiffs’ homes.” Tzakis, 2015 IL

App (1st) 142285-U, ¶ 74.

¶ 78 In the case at bar, plaintiffs are not alleging intentional trespass as they did against

Advocate.’4 Thus, they are not required to allege the high degree of certainty required by an

intentional trespass claim. However, the allegations against Advocate, which we found

‘4We note that plaintiffs did, in fact, originally include counts for intentional trespass, but those
counts were voluntarily dismissed and are not at issue on appeal.
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satisfied such a high bar, also apply in large part to defendants, as they are alleged to have

approved all of Advocate’s plans. Thus, our prior decision is certainly instructive to the

analysis in the instant appeal. In the case at bar, plaintiffs have alleged that there was an

invasion in their properties due to the excess storm water runoff. Plaintiffs have further

alleged that this invasion was caused by defendants’ negligent design and operation of their

drainage and sewer systems. These allegations adequately set forth causes of action for

negligent trespass against defendants so as to withstand a section 2-6 15 motion to dismiss.’5

¶79 C. Takings Clause

¶ 80 Finally, plaintiffs claimed that the flooding of their property was an unconstitutional

taking that violated the Illinois Constitution. The takings clause of the Illinois Constitution

provides that “[p]rivate property shall not be taken or damaged for public use without just

compensation as provided by law. Such compensation shall be determined by a jury as

provided by law.” Ill. Const. 1970, art. I, § 15. Our supreme court has defined a “taking” as

-

“ the radical interference with a private property

owner’s use and enjoyment of the property.” Hampton v. Metropolitan Water Reclamation

District, 2016 IL 119861, ¶ 24. The supreme court has further indicated that “a taking occurs

when real estate is physically invaded ‘by superinduced additions of water * * * so as to

effectually destroy or impair its usefulness.’ “Hampton, 2016 IL 119861, ¶ 24 (quoting Horn

v. City of Chicago, 403 III. 549, 554 (1949)). Our supreme court has recently made explicit

that a temporary flooding may constitute a taking. Hampton, 2016 IL 119861, ¶ 22; see also

15At the end of their brief, plaintiffs include a brief paragraph concerning “equitable relief.” It is
not apparent what argument they are attempting to make, and plaintiffs do not tie this request into any
particular cause of action. As it has not been properly developed, we do not consider this argument.
See Lebron, 237 III. 2d at 253; III. S. Ct. R. 341(h)(7) (eff. May 25, 2018) (“Points not argued [in the
appellant’s brief] are forfeited and shall not be raised in the reply brief, in oral argument, or on
petition for rehearing.”).
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Pineschi v. Rock River Water Reclamation District, 346 Iii. App. 3d 719, 727 (2004)

(temporary flooding caused by backup of sewer system may constitute a taking).

¶ 81 Our supreme court has also found instructive additional factors set forth by the United

States Supreme Court in determining whether a temporary flooding constitutes a taking;

“[tjhese factors include the time and duration of the flooding, whether the invasion of the

property was intentional or whether it was a foreseeable result of an authorized government

action, and the character of the land and the owner’s reasonable investment-backed

expectations regarding the land’s use.” Hampton, 2016 IL 119861, ¶ 25 (citing Arkansas

Game & Fish Comm ‘n v. United States, 568 U.S. 23, 38-39 (2012)).

¶ 82 In the case at bar, defendants claim that plaintiffs’ takings clause claims must fail because

the water overflow was the result of Advocate’s conduct, not theirs. “To constitute a

government taking or compensable government action, the water overflow must be the result

of a structure or action imposed by the governmental entity ‘“‘.“ Sorrells v. City ofMacomb,

2015 IL App (3d) 140763, ¶ 33. In Sorrells, the plaintiff homeowners filed suit against a

developer who was developing adjacent property in a way that the plaintiffs alleged altered

the natural drainage of surface waters and caused an increase of water drainage onto their

property. Sorrells, 2015 IL App (3d) 140763, ¶ 4. The plaintiffs also included an inverse

condemnation claim against the defendant city, which the plaintiffs alleged had approved the

construction and design of the developer’s plans, and to whom the streets and drainage

system had been dedicated. Sorrells, 2015 IL App (3d) 140763, ¶J 17-18. The plaintiffs

alleged that the city’s actions constituted a taking under the takings clause of the Illinois

Constitution. Sorrells, 2015 IL App (3d) 140763, ¶ 18.
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¶ 83 On appeal, the Sorrelis court affirmed the trial court’s dismissal of the counts aimed at

the city. The court first noted that the plaintiffs alleged that the private development as a

whole caused the allegedly unreasonable surface water drainage, not the streets that belonged

to the city. Sorrells, 2015 IL App (3d) 140763, ¶ 30. The court found that the complaint

“makes clear that the water allegedly invading the plaintiffs’ property was drainage from two

[private] storm water detention basins or other drainage basins.” Sorrells, 2015 IL App (3d)

140763, ¶ 31. The court further found that the plaintiffs failed to allege that this unreasonable

water draining from the development onto their land “was the intended or foreseeable result,

in whole or in part, of the City’s actions rather than that of the development.” Sorrells, 2015

IL App (3d) 140763, ¶ 32.

¶ 84 The Sorrells court also noted that condemnation cases “traditionally arise from

government action alone; not from multiple causes that would include actions of private

actors, as in this case where the water was from the whole development flowing into

detention basins.” Sorrells, 2015 IL App (3d) 140763, ¶ 33. In the case before it, the court

found that “the alleged flooding of the plaintiffs’ land was from the overflow of drainage and

detention basins, not from the City’s actions.” Sorrells, 2015 IL App (3d) 140763, ¶ 33.

Consequently, the court affirmed the dismissal of the inverse condemnation claim.

¶ 85 In the case at bar, contrary to defendants’ claim, we cannot agree that the sitiation is

analogous to that present in Sorrells. The instant case is not one in which Advocate

developed its property, then later dedicated the streets and drainage system to defendants.

Instead, plaintiffs allege much more hands-on involvement and ongoing responsibility from

defendants. Additionally, plaintiffs allege a history of flooding prior to the 2008 flooding at

issue, indicating that defendants knew of the increased risk of flooding. Finally, plaintiffs
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point to numerous areas in which defendants were allegedly negligent, including through the

use of undersized drains. We note that we are not asked to determine whether plaintiffs will

be successful in ultimately proving their takings claim—at this stage of the proceedings, a

cause of action will not be dismissed on the pleadings unless it clearly appears that the

plaintiff carmot prove any set of facts that will entitle it to relief. Board of Directors of

BloomJIeld Club Recreation Ass ‘n, 186 Ill. 2d at 424. Under the facts as alleged by plaintiffs,

their claims under the takings clause are sufficient to satisfy this hurdle.

¶ 86 D. Section 2-6 19 Motions to Dismiss

¶ 87 As explained above, we have determined that the counts concerning negligent nuisance,

negligent trespass, and the takings clause (1) should not have been barred by the public duty

rule and (2) are sufficient to withstand dismissal under section 2-615 of the Code. However,

these counts were also subject to motions to dismiss pursuant to section 2-619 of the Code.

Thus, we must consider whether they should have been dismissed under that section in order

to determine whether there remains an alternate basis for affirming the trial court’s judgment.

¶ 88 On appeal, defendants claim that plaintiffs’ causes of action against them should have

been dismissed pursuant to several sections of the Tort Immunity Act. The Tort Immunity

Act was enacted in 1965 in response to the supreme court’s abolition of sovereign immunity.

Monson, 2018 IL 122486, ¶ 15. It protects local public entities and their employees from

liability arising from government operations. Monson, 2018 IL 122486, ¶ 15; 745 ILCS 10/1 -

101.1(a) (West 2006). The purpose of the Tort Immunity Act “is to prevent the dissipation of

public funds on damage awards in tort cases.” Monson, 2018 IL 122486, ¶ 15. “Since the

[Tort Immunity] Act was enacted in derogation of the common law, it must be strictly

construed.” Van Meter, 207 Ill. 2d at 368; Monson, 2018 IL 122486, ¶ 15. “Unless an
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immunity provision applies, municipalities are liable in tort to the same extent as private

parties.” Van Meter, 207 Ill. 2d at 368-69; Monson, 2018 IL 122486, ¶ 15. “Because the

immunities afforded to governmental entities operate as an affirmative defense, those entities

bear the burden of properly raising and proving their immunity under the [Tort frnmunityl

Act. It is only when the governmental entities have met this burden that a plaintiff’s right to

recovery is barred.” Van Meter, 207 Ill. 2d at 370.

¶ 89 1. Sections 2-109 and 2-201

¶ 90 Defendants first rely on sections 2-109 and 2-201 of the Tort Immunity Act. Section 2-

109 provides:

“A local public entity is not liable for any injury resulting from an act or omission of

its employee where the employee is not liable.” 745 ILCS 10/2-109 (West 2006).

Section 2-20 1 provides:

Statute, a public employee serving ina position

involving the determination of policy or the exercise of discretion is not liable for an

injury resulting from his act or omission in determining policy when acting in the

exercise of such discretion even though abused.” 745 ILCS 10/2-201 (West 2006).

Our supreme court has observed that “[s]ection 2-20 1 extends the most significant protection

afforded to public employees under the [Tort Immunity] Act.” Van Meter, 207 Ill. 2d at 370.

Read together, sections 2-109 and 2-201 immunize a public entity from liability for the

discretionary acts or omissions of its employees. Monson, 2018 IL 122486, ¶ 16.

¶ 91 In order for immunity to attach, a court must conduct a dual-prong inquiry. See

Van Meter, 207 Ill. 2d at 373. First, a defendant claiming immunity under section 2-20 1 must

establish that its employee held either a position involving the determination of policy or a
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position involving the exercise of discretion. Monson, 2018 IL 122486, ¶ 29. Additionally,

“immunity will not attach unles the plaintiff’s injury results from an act performed or

omitted by the employee in determining policy and in exercising discretion.” (Emphasis in

original.) Harinek, 181 Ill. 2d at 341 (1998). Thus, while under the statute, the employee’s

position may be one which involves either determining policy or exercising discretion, in

order for immunity to apply, the act or omission itself must be both a determination of policy

and an exercise of discretion. Harinek, 181 111. 2d at 341.

¶ 92 Our supreme court has defined “ ‘policy decisions made by a municipality’ “as “‘those

decisions which require the municipality to balance competing interests and to make a

judgment call as to what solution will best serve each of those interests.’ “Harinek, 181 Ill.

2d at 342 (quoting West, 147 Ill. 2d at 11). With respect to discretionary decisions, “the

distinction between discretionary and ministerial functions resists precise formulation, and

* * * the determination whether acts are discretionary or ministerial must be made on a case-

by-case basis.” Snyder v. Curran Township, 167 Ill. 2d 466, 474 (1995). Our supreme court

has defined the terms as follows:

“[D]iscretionary acts are those which are unique to a particular public office, while

ministerial acts are those which a person performs on a given state of facts in a

prescribed manner, in obedience to the mandate of legal authority, and without

reference to the official’s discretion as to the propriety of the act.” Snyder, 167 Ill. 2d

at 474.

Additionally, discretionary decisions “‘involve the exercise of personal deliberation and

judgment in deciding whether to perform a particular act, or how and in what manner that act
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should be performed.’ “Monson, 2018 IL 122486, ¶ 30 (quoting Wrobel v. City of Chicago,

318 Iii. App. 3d 390, 395 (2000)).

¶ 93 In the case at bar, plaintiffs have alleged a number of actions and omissions that they

claim subject defendants to liability. While defendants are undoubtedly correct that at least

some of these actions would fall under the purview Of section 2-201 immunity, we cannot

agree with their position that they are wholly immune from liability such that dismissal is

warranted.

¶ 94 For instance, one of the allegations against defendants is that the drainage and sewer

systems represented a dangerous condition and that defendants failed to correct that condition

by, inter alia, not pumping down the retention basins prior to the September 2008 storm. Our

supreme court has recognized that decisions involving repairs to public property can be a

discretionary matter subject to immunity under section 2-201. Monson, 2018 IL 122486,

¶ 33. However, “a public entity claiming immunity for an alleged failure to repair a defective

condition must present sufficient evidence that it made a conscious decision not to perform

the repair. The failure to do so is fatal to the claim.” Monson, 2018 IL 122486, ¶ 33. Here,

there has been no showing that it was a conscious decision not to pump down the basins prior

to the storm. Accordingly, that decision would not be subject to section 2-20 1 immunity.

¶ 95 As noted, “[slection 2-201 extends the most significant protection afforded to public

employees under the [Tort Immunity] Act.” Van Meter, 207 Ill. 2d at 370. Thus, we must be

especially careful when speaking broadly about sweeping all of defendants’ alleged conduct

with the same brush. In the case at bar, plaintiffs have alleged acts and omissions by

defendants that would not be subject to section 2-201 immunity. Accordingly, it is

inappropriate to wholly dismiss the counts aimed at defendants on the basis of that immunity
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and we cannot find that section 2-20 1 immunity serves as an alternate basis for dismissal of

plaintiffs’ complaint at this time.

¶ 96 2. Section 2-105

¶ 97 Defendants next claim that they are immune under section 2-105 of the Tort Immunity

Act, which provides:

“A local public entity is not liable for injury caused by its failure to make an

inspection, or by reason of making an inadequate or negligent inspection, of any

property, other than its own, to determine whether the property complies with or

violates any enactment or contains or constitutes a hazard to health or safety.” 745

ILCS 10/2-105 (West 2006).

¶ 98 In the case at bar, plaintiffs allege that all three defendants own and operate various

portions of the drainage and sewer systems at issue. We agree with defendants that, under

section 2-105, each defendant is immune from liability for a failure to inspect any property

that is not determined to belong to that defendant. However, at this point in the litigation, we

must take the allegations of the complaint as true (Morr-Fitz, Inc., 231111. 2d at 488), and

therefore must accept plaintiffs’ allegations that defendants own the property at issue.

Accordingly, section 2-105 does not provide an alternate basis for dismissal of the complaint.

¶ 99 3. Section 2-104

¶ 100 Next, defendants Park Ridge and the District claim that they are immune under section 2-

104 of the Tort Immunity Act.16 Section 2-104 provides:

6WhiIe the three defendants filed a joint brief on appeal and do not specif’ which defendants are
making this argument, the motion to dismiss filed by Maine Township before the trial court does not
list section 2-104 as a basis for dismissal. Accordingly, we consider this section with respect to Park
Ridge and the District alone.
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“A local public entity is not liable for an injury caused by the issuance, denial,

suspension or revocation of, or by the failure or refusal to issue, deny, suspend or

revoke, any permit, license, certificate, approval, order or similar authorization where

the entity or its employee is authorized by enactment to determine whether or not

such authorization should be issued, denied, suspended or revoked.” 745 ILCS 10/2-

104 (West 2006).

¶ 101 In the case at bar, plaintiffs allege that these defendants should be held liable for

plaintiffs’ flooding damage in part because they approved Advocate’s plans for its drainage

system. We agree with defendants that, to the extent that plaintiffs claim that their injury was

caused by defendants’ approval of Advocate’s plans, the plain language of section 2-104

immunizes defendants from liability for such claims. However, such immunity is limited to

injuries caused by the approval itself—where defendants’ actual actions or omissions are at

issue, section 2-104 immunity would not apply. See Salvi, 2016 IL App (2d) 150249, ¶ 46

(denying section 2-104 immunity where the village’s actions in reconstructing a pond and

developing a parcel were at issue, as opposed to its issuance of permits or approvals).

Therefore, dismissal at this time is not warranted.

¶ 102 4. Section 3-110

¶ 103 Finally, defendants Maine Township and Park Ridge claim that they are immune from

liability under section 3-110 of the Tort Immunity Act.’7 Section 3-110 provides:

“Neither a local public entity nor a public employee is liable for any injury occurring

on, in, or adjacent to any waterway, lake, pond, river or stream not owned,

‘1The District’s motion to dismiss did not raise section 3-110 as a basis for dismissal, and
accordingly, we consider the section with respect to Maine Township and Park Ridge alone.
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supervised, maintained, operated, managed or controlled by the local public entity.”

745 ILCS 10/3-110 (West 2006).

¶ 104 In the case at bar, these defendants argue that all injury resulted from flooding that came

from a waterway—the Prairie Creek Stormwater System—and that plaintiffs did not allege

facts supporting their claim that Maine Township or Park Ridge owned, supervised,

maintained, operated, managed, or controlled any component of that system. We do not find

this argument persuasive. First, the Prairie Creek Stormwater System as a whole would not

be considered a “waterway” for purposes of section 3-1 10. As defined in the complaint, the

Prairie Creek Stormwater System is a system of public improvements consisting of (1) open

drains, (2) enclosed pipes, (3) retention basins, and (4) tributary storm water sewers that run

under the streets. While the retention basins would arguably fall under section 3-110’s

definition of a “pond,” the remainder of the system would certainly not be considered a

“waterway.” See Black’s Law Dictionary 1623 (8th ed. 1999) (defining “waterway” in the

same way as “watercourse”: “A body of water, [usually] of natural origin, flowing in a

reasonably definite channel with bed and banks. The term includes not just rivers and creeks,

but also springs, lakes, and marshes in which such flowing streams originate or through

which they flow.”); American Heritage Dictionary 1367 (2d College ed. 1985) (defining

“waterway” as “[a] navigable body of water, such as a river, channel, or canal”); Oxford

Living Dictionaries, https://en.oxforddictionaries.comldefinitionlwaterway (last visited May

10, 2019) [https://perma.cc/NU2H-LWKW] (defining “waterway” as “[a] river, canal, or

other route for travel by water”). Thus, section 3-1 10 immunity would not apply.

¶ 105 Furthermore, plaintiffs’ complaint alleges that both defendants bore responsibility for the

portions of the system falling within their jurisdictions. While defendants point to a comment
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by plaintiffs’ counsel that they claim constitutes an admission that Maine Township did not

“own” the system, even if that comment is read in the way defendants wish, section 3-110

limits immunity not only for owners but also for those who “supervise[ 1 maintain[ 1’
operate[ J, manage[] or control[ ]“ such waterways. 745 ILCS 10/3-1 10 (West 2006). As

noted, the complaint alleges that defendants bore such responsibility over the system. In the

case at bar, then, section 3-110 does not serve as an alternate basis for dismissal of plaintiffs’

complaint.

¶ 106 CONCLUSION

¶ 107 For the reasons set forth above, the trial court erred in applying Coleman prospectively

and, accordingly, erroneously granted defendants’ section 2-615 motion to dismiss on the

basis of the public duty rule. However, the counts based on violations of the Tort Immunity

Act and for adjacent property owner liability were nevertheless properly dismissed under

section 2-615 because plaintiffs failed to state causes of action with respect to each of those

counts. The counts based on negligent nuisance, negligent trespass, and the takings clause

were sufficient to withstand dismissal under section 2-6 15, and most of defendants’ claims of

immunity under the Tort Immunity Act do not provide an alternate basis for dismissal of

those counts under section 2-619. Accordingly, we reverse the trial court’s dismissal of

plaintiffs’ complaint with respect to defendants Park Ridge, Maine Township, and the

District on those counts.

¶ 108 Affirmed in part and reversed in part.
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF COOK COUNTY, ILLINOIS 
COUNTY DEPARTMENT, CHANCERY DIVISION 

DENNIS TZAKIS, ZENON GIL, 
CATHY PONCE, ZAIA GILIANA, JULIA 

) 
) 
) Case No. 09 CH 6159 
) (Consolidated with 10 CH 38809, 

CABRALES, and JUAN SOLIS, ON BEHALF 
OF THEMSELVES AND ALL OTHER 
PERSONS SIMILARLY SITUATED, A 
Proposed Class Action, 

) 11 CH 29586, 13 CH 10423) 
) 
) Hon. Sophia H. Hall 

Plaintiffs, ) 
) 

v. ) 

 

) 
BERGER EXCAVATING CONTRACTORS, ) 
INC., ADOVCATE HEALTH AND ) 
HOSPITALS CORPORATION D/13/A/ ) 
ADVOCATE LUTHERAN GENERAL ) 
HOSPITAL, COOK COUNTY, GEWALT ) 
HAMILTON ASSOCIATES, INC VILLAGE , ) 
OF GLENVIEW, MAINE TOWNSHIP, ) 
METROPOLITAN WATER RECLAMATION) 
DISTRICT OF GREATER CHICAGO, ) 
and CITY OF PARK RIDGE, ) 

) 
Defendants. 

DECISION 

This matter comes on to be heard on the § 2-619.1 Motions to Dismiss filed by 
defendants Metropolitan Water Reclamation District, Maine Township and Park Ridge, 
hereinafter referred to as defendants or movants, unless designated by name. The parties have 
agreed that, at this time, this Court will only address the arguments that the claims against 
movants should be dismissed under § 2-615 because the Public Duty Rule applies to the 
allegations in plaintiffs' Amended Fifth Amended Complaint ("A5AC"). The Public Duty Rule 
provides that a public entity is not liable for its failure to provide adequate "governmental 
services," because the duty to provide such services is owed to the general public at large, and 
not to any particular plaintiff or plaintiffs. Harinek v. 161 N Clark St/Ltd Partnership, 181111. 
2d 335, 345-47 (1998). 

Plaintiffs allege that they experienced significant flooding to their homes after heavy 
rainfall in September 2008. Plaintiffs generally allege that movants' connection to and activities 
regarding the "Prairie Creek Stormwater System" (PCSS), over which they had jurisdiction and 
control, caused the flooding. Movants argue that the Public Duty Rule applies to the allegations 
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in the A5AC because, when considered in the light most favorable to plaintiffs, those allegations 
describe the provision of governmental services to the public at large. 

A. 
Applicable Law 

Plaintiffs, first, argue that the law applicable to the motions to dismiss the A5AC is stated 
in Van Meier v. Darien Park Dist., 207 Ill. 2d 359 (2003). The court in Van Meter did not 
discuss the Public Duty Rule. Rather, to address the defendant Park District's motion to dismiss, 
the court applied section 2-201 of the Illinois Tort Immunity Act, 745 ILCS 10/2-201, to the 
allegations in the complaint. 

Section 2-201 provides that a public employee is immune from liability if the employee is 
exercising discretion in determining policy. 

Except as otherwise provided by statute a public employee serving in a 
position involving the determination of policy or the exercise of discretion 
is not liable for an injury resulting from his act or omission in determining 
policy when acting in the exercise of such discretion even though abused. 

In Van Meter, the plaintiffs alleged that the defendant Park District owned land upon 
which it was building a park. Its contractors constructed a storm water drainage and detention 
system to prevent flooding of the park, and so diverted the water from flowing in its natural 
course. The plaintiffs claimed that the Park District's system, designed to protect the park, 
caused water to back up and flood plaintiffs' adjacent real estate and residence. The Park District 
moved to dismiss, asserting that it was entitled to immunity under section 2-201 of the Tort 
Immunity Act. It asserted that its conduct was an exercise of discretion while it was engaging in 
a policy decision. 

The Illinois Supreme Court found that the complaint failed to allege facts to show that the 
Park District's construction of the park and drainage system involved a section 2-201 policy 
decision, which the court defined as decision-making by a public employee weighing competing 
interests. Id. at 379-80. The court, however, did not discuss the application of the Public Duty 
Rule to the facts alleged in the complaint. Accordingly, this Court finds that the Van Meter case 
does not provide any guidance as to the application of the Public Duty Rule to the allegations in 
the MAC. 

Plaintiffs, second, argue that the Public Duty Rule no longer applies after passage of the 
Illinois Tort Immunity Act. The Tort Immunity Act abolished the doctrine of sovereign 
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immunity, and provided that government entities are liable in tort just like private tortfeasors. 
The Act then enumerated a number of exceptions to that general rule of liability. 

The Illinois Supreme Court, in Harinek v. 161 N. Clark St/Ltd Partnership, 181111. 2d 
335 (1998), addressed the question of the continued viability of the Public Duty Rule after the 
passage of the Tort Immunity Act. The court found that the Public Duty Rule still applies to a 
public entity's provision of governmental services. The court found that the Act did not conflict 
with the Public Duty Rule, because the rationale for the Public Duty Rule is that the duty of a 
municipality to provide government services is owed to the public at large, not to any particular 
plaintiff 

According to the public duty rule, a municipality could not be held liable 
for its failure to provide adequate governmental services such as police and 
fire protection. Huey v. Cicero, 41111. 2d 361 (1968). The rationale for this 
rule was that the duty of a municipality to provide governmental services 
was owed to the public at large and therefore took precedence over any duty 
owed to a particular plaintiff ... 

As the court explained in Huey, the public duty rule exists "independent of 
... common law concepts of sovereign immunity" Huey, 41111. 2d at 363. 
Therefore, although, absent a statutory immunity, governmental units are 
now liable in tort on the same basis as private tortfeasors, the public duty 
rule nevertheless prevents such units from being held liable for their failure 
to provide adequate governmental services. Id. at 345. 

The Harinek court went on to discuss the "special duty" exception to the Public Duty 
Rule. It acknowledged that if a particular plaintiff was wider the direct control of the public 
entity at the time of actions or omissions causing damage, then the public entity might still be 
liable. The court cited its decision in Huey v. Cicero, 41111. 2d 361, 363 (1968): "Exceptions to 
the [public duty] rule have been found only in instances where the municipalities were under a 
special duty to a particular individual..." 

Though the Harinek court discussed the Public Duty Rule, the court did not ultimately 
apply it to the facts in that case. The affirmance of the dismissal of the complaint was 
determined by applying section 2-201 of the Tort Immunity Act to the alleged conduct of the 
defendant City of Chicago's Fire Marshal in conducting a fire drill. 

The Public Duty Rule has been applied to the governmental service of maintaining 
sewers for the public at large. The court in Alexander v. Consumers Ill, Water Co., 358 HL App. 
3d 774, 779 (3d Dist. 2005), cited Harinek's discussion of the Public Duty Rule and the special 
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duty exception, in deciding an appeal from summary judgement for the defendant Village on the 
plaintiffs' claim for damages from a sewer backup. Plaintiffs sued the Consumers Ill. Water Co. 
and the Village of University Park. Plaintiffs claimed that the Village was aware of the 
possibility of sewer backups and took no action. In affirming the trial court, the appellate court 
relied on Harinek for the proposition that the Public Duty Rule provides that a public entity 
cannot be held liable for its failure to provide adequate government services. It applied the Rule 
to the plaintiffs' sewer backup claim. 

The court then set forth the framework for analyzing whether the special duty exception 
applied to the facts in the case. 

The special duty exception requires a finding that (1) the municipality was 
uniquely aware of the particular danger or risk to which the plaintiff is 
exposed, (2) there are allegations of specific acts or omissions on the part of 
the municipality, (3) the specific acts or omission are either affirmative or 
willful in nature, and (4) the injury occurred while the plaintiff was under 
the direct and immediate control of the employees and agents of the 
municipality. (Citation omitted). Id. at 779. 

In affirming the trial court's grant of summary judgment in favor of the Village, the 
appellate court found that the evidence did not show that the Village had developed any special 
relationship with the plaintiffs. 

Pursuant to these standards, this Court finds that the law regarding the Public Duty Rule 
applies to movants' motions to dismiss the A5AC. 

B. 
Application of the Public Duty Rule 

To apply the Public Duty Rule to the facts alleged in the A5AC, this Court must, first, 
determine whether the conduct of the movants alleged in the A5AC as to the PCSS was a 
"governmental service," subject to the Public Duty Rule. This Court finds that providing flood 
control management is a governmental service to benefit the public at large.' 

The First District Appellate Count also addressed the circumstances of governmental services regarding storm 
water and sewage in an unpublished decision, River City Facilities Mgml. Co., LLC v. Metro. Water Reclamation 
Dist., 2012 IL App (1st) 120464-U. In that case, the plaintiffs sued the District for flood damage that occurred after 
a heavy rainfall, alleging the District failed to utilize means to empty or drain storm water and sewage retention 
facilities prior to the storm, failed to monitor rising water levels, and failed to follow its own written guidelines. Id. 
at 114. The court first addressed the parties' arguments of whether the Public Duty Rule is still viable, which the 
court held it was. Id. at If 25. The court, next, held that the Public Duty Rule applies to a governmental unit's 
provision of water management and collection. Id. 
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Plaintiffs argue that the A5AC alleges that the movants owned the infrastructure of the 
PCSS, which provides the flood control service, and that they failed to maintain and improve it, 
and, thus, the failure to maintain owned property caused the flooding of their properties. This 
Court finds that the allegations regarding the maintenance and improvement of the infrastructure 
of the PCSS are government services to the public at large. See Donovan v. Village of Ohio, 397 
Ill. App. 3d 844, 850 (3d Dist. 2010) (holding that governmental service to the public at large, 
including maintenance, does not raise a duty). Accordingly, the Public Duty Rule applies to the 
allegations of failed maintenance of the owned infrastructure of the PCSS in the A5AC. 

Since the Public Duty Rule applies to the allegations of the roles of the movants 
regarding the PCSS, for the A5AC to state a cause of action against movants, it must contain 
allegations of fact which, when viewed in the light most favorable to plaintiffs, support the 
application of the special duty exception as to each of the movants. Specifically, this Court must 
determine whether the A5AC contains allegations showing that plaintiffs were under the "direct 
and immediate control" of the movants at any point where it is alleged that movants committed 
any of acts or omissions of a willful nature. 

Plaintiffs, generally, allege that their homes, located in the "Robin Court-Dee Road 
Community Area." are affected by stormwater and sewage overflows from the PCSS. The PCSS 
structures alleged in the A5AC span across the towns of Park Ridge and Maine Township. 
Movant Metropolitan Water Reclamation District of Greater Chicago ("District") is alleged to 
own and have control over the entire PCSS. Alternately, other defendants are variously alleged 
to own and control certain parts of the PCSS. (See, e.g., A5AC TT 95, 354, 363, 388, 404, 504.) 
Plaintiffs allege that the PCSS has been developed over decades by those defendants who are 
public entities, and partly in coordination with the private defendants. 

Around 1960, plaintiffs allege that movant Park Ridge and former defendant Cook 
County approved a "Robin Neighborhood Plat Plan" from the developer of the Robin 
Neighborhood. Plaintiffs allege that the Plat Plan granted "Drainage Easements" to movant 
District, movant Park Ridge, movant Maine Township, and former defendants Glenview, and/or 
the County. 66.3.) Plaintiffs allege that, pursuant to those easements, the following structures 
were approved that now exist within the PCSS: (1) the "undersized 60" Howard Court Culvert," 
(2) the 120" Robin Court Culvert, less than 100 yards upstream of the Howard Court Culvert, (3) 
the 60" Robin Alley Culverts, less than 200 yards upstream of the Howard Court Culvert, (4) the 
Robin Neighborhood Main Drain, which "flows through the Robin Court Culvert but bottlenecks 
at the Howard Court Culvert," (5) the 60" Robin Alley Stormwater Sewer, "now connected to 
the Dempster Basin, transporting stormwater from the Dempster Basin to the Robin 
Neighborhood Main Drain," and (6) other "stormwater sewers tributary to the Main Drain." 
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Plaintiffs further allege that, around 1961, movant Park Ridge and the County approved a 
similar Plat Plan for the Dee Neighborhood. Again, "Drainage Easements" were granted to the 
District, Park Ridge, Maine Township, Glenview. and/or the County. The Plan resulted in 
construction of what plaintiffs characterize as the "undersized 60" Dee Neighborhood 
Stormwater Pipe conveying the Dee Neighborhood Subsegment of the Robin-Dee Community 
Segment of the Main Drain . . . ." In addition, "tributary stormwater sewers" to the Main Drain 
were constructed. 

At some time before 1987, movant Park Ridge constructed the "North Ballard Storm 
Sewers," which are north of Advocate's property. Those flowed to the Main Drain. Park Ridge 
also constructed the "North Ballard Storm Drain," which drains into the Main Drain. 

Metropolitan Water Reclamation District 

Plaintiffs' basic allegations against movant District are that it was vested with "sole 
power. . . to supervise and coordinate stormwater management across jurisdictions," and further 
that it "by either design control or operation control affects all upstream sanitary sewerage 
systems." Plaintiffs allege that the District, despite having knowledge of design and 
maintenance defects within the PCSS, failed to take "corrective measures to remedy and/or 
protect the Plaintiffs against the foreseeable dangerous conditions existing on its PCSS 
Properties posed by excess stormwater." Plaintiffs further allege that the District "negligently 
caused an accumulation of sanitary sewer water into citizens' homes from its sanitary sewage 
system." Finally, plaintiffs allege that the District approved "defective" plans from defendant 
Advocate relating to Advocate's design of PCSS components on its own property, which 
contributed to the 2008 flooding. 

Plaintiffs nowhere allege, nor can it be inferred from their allegations, that any of them 
were at any time "under the direct and immediate control of the employees and agents" of the 
movant District. Thus, the A5AC contains nothing to support a cause of action based on 
application of the special duty exception to the District. 

Maine Township 

Plaintiffs generally allege that movant Maine Township had jurisdiction of the PCSS 
within Maine Township. Plaintiffs allege that Maine Township made no construction changes to 
the Howard Court and Dee Neighborhood Stormwater Pipe since the 1960s, despite knowledge 
of maintenance and design problems, and that its inaction failed to prevent known flooding risk 
to plaintiffs' property. 
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Plaintiffs further specifically allege that in the hours before the flooding on September 
13, 2008, the Maine Township Highway Department had mobilized ancUor readied trucks for 
sandbag delivery to the Robin-Dee Neighborhood, in anticipation of flooding from the predicted 
storm. However, plaintiffs allege the sandbags arrived too late, after the flooding had already 
occurred. 

Plaintiffs' allegations do not support the special duty exception as to movant Maine 
Township. Plaintiffs allege that Maine Township undertook to obtain sand and sandbags, which 
they did not deliver to plaintiffs in time. However, the special duty exception only applies when 
the plaintiffs are under the "direct and immediate control" of the governmental employees or 
agents. Plaintiffs' allegations do not establish that any of the plaintiffs were under the "direct 
and immediate control" of Maine Township, such that a special duty was created. Furthermore, 
these allegations do not support a finding that Maine Township's conduct was for the particular 
plaintiffs, but was, rather, for the members of the communities at large. 

Thus, the A5AC contains nothing to support a cause of action based on application of the 
special duty exception to movant Maine Township. 

Park Ridge 

Plaintiffs generally allege that movant Park Ridge owned, controlled, planned, and 
designed public improvements to the PCSS within its jurisdiction. Plaintiffs allege that Park 
Ridge knew of prior flooding of plaintiffs' property, and yet failed to take corrective measures to 
remedy or protect plaintiffs from the foreseeable dangerous condition posed by the PCSS. 
Plaintiffs further allege that Park Ridge was in the best position to make changes to plans 
submitted by defendant Advocate for work on the PCSS on Advocate's property. Particularly, 
plaintiffs allege that "Park Ridge did not compel Advocate [Ito revise their North and South 
Development Plans to provide more stormwater storage ...." 

Plaintiffs further specifically allege that on September 13, 2008, movant Park Ridge 
"deployed its police and/or Department of Public Safety to Dempster Road near the Plaintiffs' 
Robin-Neighborhood." The A5AC does not contain any further allegations about any actions 
those officers took, nor any allegations of how the officers' conduct contributed to the flooding 
of plaintiffs' homes, if at all, or involved any of them undertaking any task for any particular 
plaintiff. 

Plaintiffs' allegations do not establish that the special duty exception applies to movant 
Park Ridge. Plaintiffs allege that Park Ridge deployed police officers on September 13, 2008, 
the day of the flooding, but do not include allegations describing the conduct of the police 
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officers. Thus, it cannot be inferred that plaintiffs were under the "direct and immediate control" 
of any Park Ridge personnel at any time of an act or omission. 

Thus, the A5AC contains nothing to support a cause of action based on application of the 
special duty exception to movant Park Ridge. 

CONCLUSION 

For the foregoing reasons, the Court finds that the Public Duty Rule applies to the 
allegations of the moyants' conduct in the A5AC. Furthermore, the Court finds that the 
allegations therein do not support the application of the special duty exception to the Public Duty 
Rule. Accordingly, plaintiffs have not alleged sufficient facts to infer the existence of an 
actionable duty on the part of these three moyants, and the Motions to Dismiss are granted under 
§ 2-615. 
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Attorney No. 58090 
IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF COOK COUNTY, ILLINOIS 

COUNTY DEPARTMENT, CHANCERY DIVISION 

DENNIS TZAKIS et al., Plaintiffs 
V. 
ADVOCATE HEALTH et at, Defendants 

 

2009 CH 6159 

HON. SOPHIA H. HALL 

   

AUGUST 18. 2016 ORDER RELATING TO PENDING MOTIONS & OTHER ISSUES 

Upon the Court being duly informed of the premises for this Order; 

IT IS HEREBY STATED: 

1. PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION RE 4/3/2015 PUBLIC DUTY RULE 

DECISION: On February 8,2016, the Plaintiffs moved per their "Motion based upon Coleman 

v. East Joliet Fire Protection District for Reconsideration of the April 3, 2015 Order relating 

to the Local Public Entities and the Public Duty Rule". After briefing and two oral arguments 

including on this date, this Court grants Plaintiffs' Motion to vacate the Court's dismissal of 

the LPE claims based upon the Public Duty Rule; specifically, this Court's vacates the Court's 
April 3, 2015 Decision/Order. 

2. MAINE TOWNSHIP'S MOTION FOR LEAVE TO CITE ADDITIONAL AUTHORITY: 
Maine Township's "Motion for Leave to Cite Additional Authority in Support of its Motion 
for a 304(a) Finding and its Motion to Dismiss the Takings Claim (Count 76) SMELLS V. 
CITY OF MACOMB, IL App (3d) 140763(October 23,2015)" is granted. 

3. CASE MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE: All matters including Case Management issues are 

entered and continued to MONDAY OCTOBER 3 2016 T 9:3 
ENTERED: 

Phillip G. Bazzo, CC ID 58090 Dated: 
Co-Counsel for Plaintiffs 
PhillinGBazzoEscaComcast.Net 
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF COOK COUNTY, ILLINOIS 

COUNTY DEPARTMENT, CHANCERY DIVISION 

DENNIS TZAKIS, ZENON GIL, 
CATHY PONCE, ZAIA GILIANA, JULIA 
CABRALES, and JUAN SOLIS, ON BEHALF 
OF THEMSELVES AND ALL OTHER 
PERSONS SIMILARLY SITUATED, A 
Proposed Class Action, 

Plaintiffs, 

V. 

BERGER EXCAVATING CONTRACTORS, 
INC., ADVOCATE HEALTH AND 
HOSPITALS CORPORATION D/B/A/ 
ADVOCATE LUTHERAN GENERAL 
HOSPITAL, COOK COUNTY, GEWALT 
HAMILTON ASSOCIATES, INC., VILLAGE 
OF GLENVIEW, MAINE TOWNSHIP, 
METROPOLITAN WATER RECLAMATION 
DISTRICT OF GREATER CHICAGO, 
and CITY OF PARK RIDGE, 

Defendants. 

Case No. 09 CH 6159 
(Consolidated with 10 CH 38809, 
11 CH 29586, 13 CH 10423, 
14 CH 6755) 

Hon. Sophia H. Hall 

DECISION 

This matter comes on to be heard on Defendants City of Park Ridge, Metropolitan Water 
Reclamation District, Maine Township and Cook County's (hereinafter "Local Public Entities" 
or "LPEs") Joint Motion for Permissive Interlocutory Order Certifying Question for Appeal 
arising out of this Court's order of August 18, 2016. 

In its August 18, 2016 Order, this Court granted plaintiffs' Motion to Reconsider its April 
3, 2015 decision dismissing the LPEs. This Court found that the Illinois Supreme Court decision 
Coleman v. East Joliet Fire Prot. Din., 2016 IL 117952 (2016) issued on January 22, 2016 
abolishing the Public Duty Rule, applied retroactively to the instant case. 

This Court, now, on its own motion, reconsiders its order of August 18, 2016. This Court 
reviewed the parties' briefs on the LPEs' Motion to Certify. In their briefs, the LPEs included 
arguments which were not presented in the prior briefing on plaintiffs Motion to Reconsider this 
Court's April 3, 2015 decision. Those additional arguments have persuaded this Court to vacate 
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paragraph 1 of the August 18, 2016 order and reinstate its decision of April 3,2015 dismissing 
the LPEs. For the following reasons, this Court finds that the Coleman decision should not be 
retroactively applied to the instant case. 

Litigation Posture 

The instant case has been in litigation for over seven years since its initial filing on 
February 11, 2009. Plaintiffs seek damages and a mandatory injunction against defendants 
arising out of the effects of the flooding of their properties after an intense rainstorm over the 
period of September 12-14, 2008. The complaint focused on the flood control system that was 
established to protect their properties from floods. In general, the storm water flowed to 
plaintiffs' properties from property owned by defendant Advocate Health and Hospitals 
Corporation. More details of the nature of plaintiffs' claims against all of the defendants are set 
forth in this Court's April 3,2015 decision. 

The clarity and sufficiency of the plaintiffs' complaint was addressed by defendants' 
motions. Between February 11, 2009 when the initial complaint was filed, and January 20, 2012, 
when the Amended Fifth Amended Complaint was filed, numerous motions to dismiss were filed 
and briefed. The Amended Fifth Amended Complaint is 299 pages long, containing 89 Counts, 
and 1514 allegations, some of which contain lettered subparts. Those totals are reduced by 
redactions appearing on the face of pages of the Amended Fifth Amended Complaint, a method 
utilized to finalize the remaining operative allegations of the complaint. 

During the meantime, four cases have been filed alleging additional events of flooding. 
Those cases have been consolidated with the instant case and are as follows: 

Cabrales et al. v. Advocate, 10CH38809: July 24, 2010 flooding event 
Huyhn et al. v. Advocate,11CH29586: July 23, 2011 flooding event 
Giliana et al. v. Advocate, 13CH10423: April 18, 2013 flooding event 
Solis et al. v. Advocate, 14CH6755: April 18, 2013, July 26, 2013 and May 12, 

2014 flooding events 

This Court has stayed those cases pending determination of the motions to dismiss filed in the 
instant case 

Motion practice has continued over the years, such that at the present time, after two 
appeals, the case is still in the pleadings stage. At this time some of the original defendants are 
no longer parties. Defendant Berger Excavating Contactors, Inc., who was the contractor for the 
building of components of the system on Advocate's property, filed a Motion for Summary 
Judgment. This Court granted Berger's Motion and dismissed all claims against Berger with 
prejudice on September 5, 2014. 
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The litigation of Gewalt Hamilton, Inc.'s role as the architect who designed the 
components on Advocate's property was commenced with Gewalt's motion to dismiss filed June 
16, 2011. On February 21, 2012, Gewalt filed a second motion to dismiss it from the Amended 
Fifth Amended Complaint. The motion raised the Statute of Repose and the failure of the 
Amended Fifth Amended Complaint to plead sufficient facts to support causation. On December 
20, 2013, this Court granted Gewalt's motion on both grounds. On June 27, 2014, the parties 
agreed to a 304(a) finding as to this decision. Plaintiffs filed an appeal. While the case was on 
appeal, Gewalt settled with plaintiffs. The pending appeal was dismissed with prejudice and the 
December 20, 2013 order was the final order as to Gewalt. 

Advocate, also, sought to have the Counts against it dismissed. On December 20, 2013, 
this Court granted Advocate's motion in part and denied it in part. A 304(a) finding was entered 
regarding the dismissed counts. Plaintiffs appealed. On December 18, 2015, the Appellate Court 
affirmed this Court's decision in part and reversed it in part in Tzakis v. Advocate Health & 
Hosps. Corp., 2015 IL App (1st) 142285-U. The counts remaining against Advocate are Count 1 
Negligence: Dominant Estate Overburdening, Count 7 Negligent Nuisance, Count 8 Negligent 
Trespass, and Count 11 Intentional Trespass. 

Defendants Metropolitan Water Reclamation District of Greater Chicago, Maine 
Township, City of Glenview, City of Park Ridge, and Cook County, who are the movants herein, 
are the local public entities having a relationship to the flood control system. These entities, until 
January 22, 2016, were subject to the Public Duty Rule abolished by the Illinois Supreme Court. 

The LPEs filed their first motions to dismiss on March 25, 2010, raising the application 
of the Public Duty Rule. They continued to include the issue of the application of the Rule in 
subsequent motions to dismiss. After plaintiffs filed the Amended Fifth Amended Complaint on 
January 12, 2012, the LPEs, on February 10, 2012, filed another motion to dismiss including the 
application of the Rule. Briefing ensued and this Court issued its decision applying the Public 
Duty Rule and dismissing the LPEs on April 3,2015. 

At that point, plaintiffs raised the issue of whether the Public Duty Rule decision applied 
to its claims for violation of the Takings Clause, Article I, Section 15, of the Illinois Constitution. 
All the LPEs filed briefs on this issue. At the time of the briefing the law regarding the 
application of the takings clause was in flux including before the United States Supreme Court. 
This Court's decision was under advisement when the Illinois Supreme Court issued Coleman v. 
East Joliet Fire Prot. Dist., 2016 IL 117952 (2016) on January 22, 2016. Plaintiffs, then, on 
February 8, 2016 moved the Court to reconsider its April 3, 2015 decision based on the 
retroactive application of the abolishment of the Public Duty Rule. After the parties briefed the 
issue, on August 18, 2016 this Court vacated its April 3, 2015 decision. 
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II 

This Court reconsiders its August 18, 2016 Order and finds that the Coleman decision 
abolishing the Public Duty Rule should not be applied retroactively to the instant case. 
Accordingly, this Court reinstates its April 3, 2015 decision dismissing the LPEs. 

Standard for Retroactive Application 

The standard for determining whether a decision is to be applied retroactively is 
addressed in Aleckson v. Village of Round Lake Park, 176 HI. 2d 82, 87-88 (1997) and includes 
three factors. First, whether the decision establishes a new rule of law. Second, whether given the 
purpose and history of the new rule, its operation will be advanced or hampered by non-
retroactive application. Third, whether after balancing the equities, injustice or hardship would 
result if the decision is applied retroactively. 

First, this Court finds that the Coleman decision establishes a new rule of law. The law 
previously applicable to the instant LPE Motion to Dismiss, as set forth in this Court's April 3, 
2015 decision, was that the Public Duty Rule applied to a public entity performing a government 
service to the general public. The Illinois Supreme Court in its Coleman decision overruled its 
decision in the Zimmerman v. Village of Skokie, 183 Ill. 2d 30 (1998), and established a new duty 
upon the LPEs that did not exist before. The court in Zimmerman had held that the Public Duty 
Rule survived the replacement of sovereign immunity with the Tort Immunity Act. The Coleman 
decision abolished the Public Duty Rule. 

Second, no argument has been presented that the operation of the abolition of the Public 
Duty Rule would be advanced or hampered by non-retroactive application. 

The LPEs argue that after balancing the equities, injustice and hardship would befall the 
taxpayers of these public entities, including the plaintiffs, if the abolition of the Public Duty Rule 
would be applied retroactively to the provision of flood control services at issue in the present 
seven year old case. It is evident that the litigation posture of the instant case will be dramatically 
changed now that the Supreme Court has abolished the Public Duty Rule. 

Previously, with respect to any possible or pending litigation concerning the provision of 
governmental services, the LPEs would most likely include consideration of the effect of the 
Public Duty Rule when predicting the need for financial resources to defend any case against 
them. The effect of the Public Duty Rule would first require determining whether the services, 
which could be the subject of the complaint, constitute governmental services to the public. In 
the instant case, the LPEs took the position that flood control is a governmental service, subject 
to the Public Duty Rule. This position ultimately prevailed. 

The retroactive application of the Coleman decision dramatically changes the 
considerations concerning the possible course of litigation of the instant case in the future. First, 
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the determination of whether a class action should be declared as an appropriate procedure for 
addressing the legal and factual issues must be determined, including the circumstances in the 
four additional cases consolidated with the instant case. Additionally, the LPEs must plead and 
undertake the burden of proving any affirmative defense available under the provisions of the 
Tort Immunity Act. If the LPEs raise section 2-201 of the Tort Immunity Act, the issue of 
whether the alleged conduct is discretionary or ministerial will require litigation because that 
issue is determined on a case by case basis. The Illinois Supreme Court so observed in the case 
Van Meter v. Darien Park Dist., 207 Ill. 2d 359, 370-376 (2003). These steps require additional 
motion practice, investigation, and discovery through interrogatories and depositions of 
numerous defendants and plaintiffs. 

The consequence to the LPEs of the abolition of the Public Duty Rule as a defense is 
financial. Every public entity has a responsibility to its taxpayers to estimate budgets and to tax 
its citizens reasonably. Predicting legal expenses is difficult because the entity does not know 
whether litigation will be filed. Once filed, the entity then must budget for the potential expenses 
of the litigation based on a prediction of the legal and factual issues which might be involved. 
Legal issues, to be determined based on facts alleged in pleadings taken as true, such as the 
application of the Public Duty Rule, involve different legal expenses than the expenses necessary 
to prepare for class certification, prove the availability of immunities under the Tort Immunity 
Act, and defend against assertions of wrongdoing. 

The instant case, claiming that the LPEs are liable for flooding that occurred as claimed 
by plaintiffs in five class action lawsuits, illustrates the LPEs challenge in predicting the course 
of litigation and estimating the costs to its taxpayers. Here, since 2008, the LPEs relied on the 
application of the Public Duty Rule. Now, the new law, if applied retroactively, means that this 7 
year old case will require substantially more litigation preparation than could have been 
predicted. This is a hardship on the LPEs and their taxpayers considering the unpredictable and 
unexpected reversal of longstanding law, the complexity of the case, and the passage of time. 

For the foregoing reasons, this Court vacates paragraph 1 of the August 18, 2016 Order, 
reinstates its decision of April 3, 2015 and dismisses the LPEs. 
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF COOK COUNTY, ILLINOIS 
COUNTY DEPARTMENT, CHANCERY DIVISION

DENNIS TZAKIS, ZENON GIL, CATHY PONCE, 
ZAL4 GELLAiNA, JUXIA CABRALES, AND JUAN 
SOLIS ON BEHALF OF THEMSELVES ANT) 
ALL OTHER PERSONS SIMILARLY SITUATED 

A Proposed Class Action,
Plaintiffs

)
)
) HON. SOPHIA H. HALL 
) CASE NO. 09 CH 06159
)
)
) JURY DEMANDV.

)
BERGER EXCAVATING CONTRACTORS, INC., 
ADVOCATE HEALTH AND HOSPITALS CORPORATION ) 
D/B/A ADVOCATE LUTHERAN GENERAL HOSPITAL, ) 
COOK COUNTY, GEWALT HAMILTON ASSOCIATES, ) 
me., VILLAGE OF GLENVIEW, MAINE TOWNSHIP, ) 
METROPOLITAN WATER RECLAM4TION DISTRICT ) 
OF GREATER CHICAGO, and CITY OF PARK RIDGE, ) 

Defendants

)
•.J

r'-o
CO

) CO

AMENDED FIFTH AMENDED CLASS ACTION COMPLAINT 
AVIFADTNG THE. COVTPTATNT ONI,Y ON ITS FACE

)n Gil. Cathy Ponce. Zaia Giliana. Julia Cabral e.s, andThe Plaintiffs De: is Tzalas. 7

Juan Solis, on behalf of themselves and on behalf of all others similaiiy situated within the

Robin-Dee Community Area Plaintiffs’ Class, as proposed Plaintiff Class Representatives of the

Robin-Dee Community Area Plaintiffs’ Classs, by and through their attorneys, Phillip G. Bazzo

Macuga, Liddle, and Dubin, P.C., admitted Pro Hac Vice Counsel herein, Timothy H. Okal,

and William J. Sneckenberg, Sneckenberg, Thompson andSpina, McGuire and Okal, P.C.

Brody, P.C., state in support of their Fifth Amended Complaint against the Defendants Berger

Excavating Contractors, Inc. (“Berger”), Advocate Health and Hospitals Corporation d'b/a

Advocate Lutheran General Hospital (“Advocate”), Gewalt Hamilton Associates, Inc.

(“Gewalt”), Metropolitan Water Reclamation District of Greater Chicago (“District”), City of

Park Ridge (“Park Ridge”), Maine Township (“Township”), Village of Glenview (“Glenview”),

and Cook County (“County”) ,the followmg averments.
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PART I: JURISDICTION. VENUE^ AND CLASS ACTION AVE-RMENTS

1. The proposed Representative Plaintiffs Dennis Tzahis, Cathy Ponce, Zenon Gil, Zaia Giliana,

Julia Cabrales. and Juan Solis resided in and continue to reside in the Robin Court-Dee Road

Community Area (herein “Robin-Dee Community Area”) ffiefa-dmg.the■ ■ Pa#fe-Ri4g

cigliborliood. within the To^vnship of Maine and the City of Park Ridge, Cook

County, State of Illinois and were and ai'e citizens of the State of Illinois. See Complaint

Exhibit 1.

2. “Plaintiffs” are defined to mean and include: (i) all family members of all residents including all

children, adults, elderly persons and/'or home companions residing in the flood damaged

residences at the time of the invasion, (ii) all persons who resided, occupied and/or owned

property of any nature within these flood damaged residences at the time of the invasion; (iii) all

oersorb who were and''’or ai'c orvucrs of the tiood damaged resideuces and other damaticd real

ere and'or are lessors of the properties whoand'or personal property; (i\/) all persons who

sustained water invasion damage, and (v) all insurers and/or subrogees of any of the persons who

sustained water invasion damage.

3. “Plain'tiffs’ property" or “property” means and includes the Plaintiffs’ residences, buildings,

vehicles and/or any and all real property andhr personal property owned, rented, leased and/or

otherwise controlled by a Plaintiff and any and all other property of any natui'e including legal

estates of real property of a Plaintiff within Robin-Dee Community. “Plaintiffs’ property”

includes all seiwient estates of real property owned and-'or controlled by a Plaintiff in relationship

to a defendant's dominant estate(s) of real property.

4. The Defendant Berger Excavating Contractors, Inc, (“Berger”) was and is an Illiaois coiporation

doing business in Cook County, Illinois and is a citizen of Illinois.
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5. The Defendant Advocate Health and Hospitals Corporation d/b/a Advocate Lutheran General

Hospital (“Advocate”) was and is an Illinois corporation doing business in Cook County, Ihinois

and is a citizen of Illiaois. ‘Advocate” includes aU predecessor corporations and all related

corporations of Advocate.

6. The Defendant Gewalt Hamilton Associates, Inc. (“Gewalt”) was and is an Illinois corporation

doing busmess in Cook County, Illinois and is a citizen of the State of lUinois. “Gewalt” includes

all predecessor corporations and associations and all related entities.

7. The Defendant Cook County (“County”) w'as and is under the Tort Immunity Act (“TIA”) a

“local public entity”, doing busmess in Cook County as a citizen of Illinois.

8. ihe Defendant VGlage of Glenview^ (“Glenview”) w'as and is a “local public entity” under the

TIA dome business in Cook Co en of Illinoistv as a citizn-n
C4.AJ.

9- The Defendant Maine Tow'n.ship (“TowTiship”) w-as and is a “local public entity” under the TIA.,

doing busmess m Cook County as a citizen of Illinois

10. The Defendant Metropolitan Water Reclamation District of Greater Chicago (the “District”) w'as

and is a TIA “local public entity”, doing business in Cook County as a citizen of Illmois.

11. The Defendant City of Park Ridge (“Park Ridge”) was and is a “local public entity” under the

TL4, doina business in Cook County, as a citizen of Illiaois.

12. “Defendant” mcludes any predecessor or successor m interest and''or title of a Defendant.

13. This case has an amount in controversy that exceeds $75,000 and satisfies the other minimum

legal and equitable jurisdictional amounts and conditions of this Court.

14. Cook County is the proper venue as (a) these claims arise out of occmrences occurring in Cook

County, (b) the Plaintiffs reside and-'or own property in Cook County, (c) non-govemmental

Defendants do busmess in Cook County, and (d) local public entities operate in Cook County.
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PART n: ROBIN-DEE COMMTOslTY AREA PLAINTIFF CLASS

15. The proposed Robin-Dee Community Area Class Representatives Plauitiffs Dennis Tzakis, 

Cathy Ponce, Zenon Gil, Zaia Giliana, Julia Cabrales, and Juan Solis resided in, ouned 

residences and owned other properties within the Robin-Dee Community Ai'ea and continue to 

reside in, continue to own residences and continue to own other properties in this Area.

16. Nothing here in this paragraph is intended in any way to prevent the certification of this action as 

a class action. The following listing of plaintiff class members is only for purpose of providing 

notice to the Defendants as to knowm claimants within the class and not hmitation. The plaintiff

members of the class include but are not limited to the following persons: Dennis Tzakis, Cathy

Ponce, Zenon Gil, Edward Lee-Fatt, Zaia Gihana, Julia Cabrales, and Juan Solis, the proposed

.Angela DeLeon, Fred Dinkha, Lisa Hegg, Carolyn Reed, . and Jerryrepresentative plaintiffs;

ivlohsxniTicd Anw'd. KliB.lid Anvvcr diid R-diuis. A-.fsii3ii. AidciBisi'.Alarcon,V xrisC'G

AiTiaga and Georgina Catalan. Cesar Anteaga and tdith Cast.aneda. Fazle Asgai- and narida

Yasmee, Wanda Austin, Lubna Awwmd and Eddie NJichael, Noma and Subul Baig, Domingo

and Daditha Barbin, Valerie Barton, Madline Baturin, Salvador Berrum, Briar Court

Condominium Association, Roque Carbrales, James and Michelle Catane, Charles Cawelle and 

Perron Forrester, Alejandro and Abehna Chavez, Pravin Chokshi and Dixit and Sancotta 

Chokshi, Felipe Contreras, Rodulfo Cuballes, Ricai'do Cuevas, Thalia and Konstantinos Davos, 

Antonio DeLeon, Francisco Diego and Felicitas Paguia, Michelle Diego and Marlon 

Mansalapuz. Nawal Dinka, Ismael and .Angela Dominguez, Nieves Escobar, Bemabe and 

Marcelina Escobedo. Smajl and Safete Feka. Richai'd GabreL .Ananda Gil, Evon Giliana, loan

and Anaiiana Gynlai, Chigozie and Flora Haiiy, Abu and Laila Hasan, Syed and Asmat Hasan,

Caiios and Gina Herbias, Alejandro and Brenda Herrera, Agustin Heixera and Marina Enrriguez,
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Daniela Hristova and Ilia Georgiev, Eloy and Martha Huicochea, Aaron Hu>Tih and Beyinda

Phan-Huynh, Amir and Shamoona Khan, Shashi and Sandeep Khurana, Charles and AJoha

Koffler, Harshad and Bhaili Kothari, Oliver and Marjorie Lawrence, Sr., Linnette Lee-Fatt,

Alexander Leschinsky and Marina Aksman, Cipriano Librea and Margarita Tungcab, Jaime and

Ana Macapugay, Nitin and Nidhi Malik, Nicanor and Lourdes Mandin, Javier and Maria

Montes, Jose and Maria Nunez, do Janet Nunez, Oluwatoyia and Olajide Okedina, Rajendran

and Lhitha Pararaasivam, Rosalinda Paramo, Katuiscia Penette, Victor and Catalina Ponce, c/o

Cathy Ponce, Sheel and Minu Prajapati, Christopher Reed and Amy Berenholz, Shabbis and 

Zeenat Samiwala, Anne Sloma, Jefferson and Shirley Ann Sotto, Deborah Tzakis, Christina

Tzakis, Annalinda Villamor, Noel and Lucent Wilson, Joshua Winter and Beth Campbell, Robert

Yalda, Robert and Helda Youkhana, Magdalena Zieba-Surovvka and Bartosz Surowka and Vela

Swain.

17, The proposed P,.epresentative Plaintiffs bring this nroposed class action pursuant to 5 ILCS/ -S

5/2-801 on behalf of themselves and on behalf of all other persons, ow-ners, residents andt'or

insurers within the Robin-Dee Community Area Class affected bv the Prairie Creek

Stormwater System’s stormwnter surface overflows complained of herein.

Generally, the Robin-Dee Community *4rea Class includes the Robin-Dee Community^7 1

Dee -ia-etedee-1^

;uch 'CS' the.Pa-r-k-Rid-geA^i-ti-1.

The Proposed Robin-Dee Community Area Class substantially exceeds 500 citizens.17.2.

The Robin-Dee Community ,Area Class Plaintiffs consist of aU persons (iacludmg17.3

insurers) who sustained injuiw or damage arising from surface wnter and'or sanitary sewer
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home-invasive flooding on September 13, 2008 from the overflow of the Prairie Creek

Stormwater System.

This class includes persons who sustained sewer water invasions through this area’s 

sanitary sewers due to the overflow of the Prairie Creek Stormwater System including the Main 

Drain overflows and Ballard, Pavilion and Dempster Basins overflows-sefediBg-'m.areas

17.4.

upstream of Pottei" Avenne-ia ne Cn

This class includes persons in the Robin Neighborhood, Dee Neighborhood, Briar

gg North Noigbfee-FhTOod"hegid-es ether'•aeiehbofheodc'mcludmff

17,5,

Neighborhoodjf

l4g«~Ne#d»-Safe't#4-N#lghfrofh##d includes' av^es-ien-ertraen - v^ictnas7.5.1.

Parkoide:.Home and tf^coTrievr.w-itranRafk-ETdg"north of Ballard Roahnn- ■e.

1;7.6. S5~-€-e&g-o

■ater-dele6fe=a&4i&eev^ffeete4-4y~he-stea3sw€ae!^-ea4-6eg^

18. As detailed herein relating to the issues of fact and law, there are questions of fact and law 

common to the members of the Robin-Dee Community Area Plaintiff Class which predominate

over questions affecting only individual members as required by 735 ILCS 5/2-801(2).

19. The Representative Plaintiffs and their attorneys will fairly and adequately represent and protect 

the interests of the proposed Robin-Dee Class as required by 735 ILCS 5/2-801(3).

20. This proposed Class Action is an appropriate method for the fair and efficient adjudication of 

this controversy as contemplated by 735 ILCS 5/2-801.
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PART m. STATEIVIENT OF FACTS COMMON TO ALL COUNTS

21. “This Defendant” means each defendant. By this averment is meant that these averments

are direct to each Defendant individual! requiring an individual ansv/er. It is not theJ '!

intent of this pleading to plead a “joint” avennent, that is, an averment requiring this

Defendant to answer as to another Defendant or the knowledge of another Defendant.

Each Defendant is requested to answer these averments only as to its knowledge. “Joint

allegations”, “joint counts”, “joint knowledge” or joinder of claims is not the intent of

this Part of this Complaint. This statement applies to Subparts in Part m and is

incorporated into aU Subparts.

22. “Defendant” means this Defendant (through its attorney) who is answering this Part Hi.

Each Defendant is request to respond to this Part tH.

23. “At all relevant times” prefaces each averment paragraph.

24, “Upon information and belief qualifies each averment sentence where an asterisk appears at

the end of the averment sentence unless otherwise evident from the context.

m.A.OVERVTEW OF PRAIRIE CREEK STORM WATER SYSTEM MAP

25. Over the decades Park Ridge, the County, Maine Township, and the District among other

local public entities in coordination with their private partners including Advocate and Gewalt

developed a man-made public improvement hereinafter referred to as the Prairie Creek

Stormwater System (“PCSS”). These local public agencies have controlled the process of the

PCSS public improvement's development through their review, approval and construction

oversight mcluding origmal plat approvals dated m 1960 and 1961 for the Robin-Dee

Community. Each of these local public entities receives tax monies and fees from Plaintiffs for

the seiwices it provides relating to planning, development, review andGr management of the
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Prailie Creek Stormwater System public improvement. Attacked hereto and incorporated herein

as Exhibit A is a Google Earth Image of the most relevant ai-ea of the Prairie Creek Stormw.'ater

System to the most immediate causes and responsibilities for the September 13, 2008 man-made

home-invasive flooding as alleged herein by the Plaintiffs.

26. The PCSS is a stormwater system of public improvements consisting of a (a) a central Main

Drain ultimately receiving all Prairie Creek Watershed stormwater, said main drain consisting of

open, channelized drains like the Robin Neighborhood Main Drain, and enclosed pipes like the

Dee Neighborhood Stormwater Pipe, and other drains and culverts in various segments along the

path of the Mam Drain; (b) retention/'detention basins for stormwater storage such as the Ballard

Basin, Pavilion Basin and Dempster Basin and their tributary stormwater sewers which feed

these basins; and (c) tributar/ stormwat sewers usually under the streets collection street

■hich then .dram to the Main Drain, or its storage components.stonnwater r ITi VI

27. The PCSS receives senerallv receives most of the stonnwater mnoff within the Prairie Creek

Watershed (PCW); a- watershed w^hich exceeds 1 square mile upstream of the 60” Howard Couil

Culvert at Point E yet is expected by its operator(s) to safely drain through this culvert without

flooding the Robin-Dee Community. See Exhibit 1.

The North Drain Main Drain and Embin-Dee Main Drain of the Prairie Creek Main Drain27.1.

drains stonnwater essentially from Point A on the north, the east boundary of the North

Development Main Drain and Point B on the south to Point J on the west.

The thick white an-ows on Exhibit T show the general path of the Main Dram’s27 2

stonnwater as it proceeds through the Main Dram’s North Development Main Drain Subsystem

and the Main Dram’s Robin-Dee Main Drain of the PCSS.
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Exhibit 1 sets forth tenns that are incorporated herein and will be used to describe the27.3.

stoimwater stractures. flows and other facts relevant to this case.

28. Relating to Exhibit 1 and the North Development Main Drain Subsystem of the PCSS , the

PCW’s Upstream stormwater enters at Point Al, the Upstream Main Dram’s discharge point.

29. The upstream stormwater from Point Al flows either to the Ballard or Pavilion Basin, where the

stormwater discharges to the 60” Ballard Basin Discharge Culvert at Point A3.

30. Stormwater also enters the Ballard Basin at Point A2, Point A2 stormwater being collected from

the tiibutary storm sewers which are located in Park Ridge and/'or Maine Township*.

31. During dry weather conditions, stormwater remains in the Ballard Basin; only when it rains does

the Ballard Basin stormwater discharge through Point A3, the BaUard Basin Discharge Culvert

into the MD Robin-Dee Community Segment.

s stormwater then flcThe Ballard and Pa’ Pnint A'. the 60” BaUardJ.O-iuii cu

Basin Discharge Culvert; over 1 square mile of Upstream Watershed stormwater is expected by

its operator(s) to flow' through this single 60” culvert.

33. The 60” BaUard Basin Discharge Culvert then discharges to Point Cl, the north 60” Ballard

Robin Alley Culvert.

34. The Pmbia Neighborhood Subsegment of the Prairie Creek Stormwater System includes besides

the Robin Neighborhood Main Drain the Maine Township tributary stormwater sewers within to

the Robin Neighborhood'*.

35. The Robin Neighborhood Main Drain begins at Point Cl and Point C2, the identical 60”

culverts. These Robin Alley Culverts are side-by-side under the Robin Alley bridge.

36. Point C2 . the so'uth 60” Dempster Robin Alley Culvert, receives Dempster Basin stormw'ater.
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37. The Dempster Basin contributes flow to the Robin Neighborhood Main Drain finm the South 

Development drains through an 84’’ stormwater sewer tuiTiing at Point B1 to Point B2.

38. Point B3 is the 60” Dempster Basin Dischai-ge Culvert which receives the Dempster Basin 

stormwater and conveys it through the 60” Robin Alley Stormwater Sewer to Point C2.

39. During land-invasive and home-invasive flooding, overflowing surface water invades the Robin 

Neighborhood from the Dempster Basin Parking Lot, between Points B3 and C2.

40. Point D is the 120” Robin Court Culveit receiving the Robin Neighborhood Main Drain’s

stormwater from the twin 60” Robin Alley Culverts.

41. Point E is the 60” Howard Court Culvert through which the owTier(s), engineer(s) and/or

operator(s) of the Robin Neighborhood Main Drain attempt to di-ain the 120” upstream flow from 

the 120” Robin Court Culvert and the twin 60” Robin Alley Culverts.

i'he Robin Neiahborhood Main Drain besins at Points Cl and C2. the twin 60” Robm AlleyA

Culverts and ends at Point E, the 60” Howard Court Culvert.

43, Point E, the Howard Court Culvert is the intake culvert for the 60” Dee Neighborhood 

Stonnwater Pipe (“DNSP”) which is also the Dee Neighborhood Main Drain.

44. Points FI, F2 and F3 are points of tributary stormwater flow into the DNSP.

45. Point G is the Dee E.oad Junction Manhole through wMcb the Dee Neighborhood Main Drain

flow's in its DNSP and which receives stormwater from Points FI, F2 and F3.

46. Point H is the 60” discharge end pipe of the 60” Dee Neighborhood Stormwmter Pipe which 

empties the Dee Neighborhood MD into an open channel, the Briar Neighborhood MD.

47. The Dee Neighborhood Main Drain is the Dee Neighborhood Stormwater Pipe extending from

yoint E, the Howard Court Culvert, to Point H.
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48. The PCSS’s Dee Neighborhood Subsegment includes both the Dee Neighborhood Main Drain

and its tnbutary stormsewers beginning at Points FI and F2

49. Point I is a hard, right 90 degree tuni of the Briai* Neighborhood Main Drain, where the entire

Prairie Creek Main Drain is expected to tuna and proceed north to the Rancho Lane

Neighborhood.

50. Point J is the approximate location of the Rancho Lane Culverts.

51. Point H through Point J is the Briar Court Main Di'aia.

52. The Robin-Dee Community Main Drain means the Main Drain from Points Cl and C2 through 

and past Point J west to Potter Road.

53. “Robin-Dee Community” refers to the Robin Neighborhood platted in or around 1960 and the 

Dee Neighborhood platted in or around 1061 and contiguous parcels such as the apaitment parcel

on the eastside of Dee Road and the Briar Court Condominium parcel.

54, "Robm Dee Commumtv Anea” means the Robin-Dee C

which sustained invasive flooding on September 13, 2008 because 

of the surface water overflow flooding described herein. This term me:

XL

^■xhePmk Ridge hlorth

55. Point A3 is situated near the bank of the Ballard Basin; the Ballard Basin together with the

Pavilion Basin which is to the east of Ballard Basin constitute the North Development Ballard

Basin Complex which includes connected sewers and stormwater structures.

56. Point B2 is near the bank of the Dempster Basin. Basin Structures” or “Primary Basin

Structures” mean the Ballard. Pavilion and Dempster Basins and their and any connected

stonnW'-ater subsystem mcliiding intercomected drains.
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57. Points Al, A2 and A3 and Bl, B2 and B3 on on Advocate’s North Development which includes 

Advocate’s property north of Dempster Road and includes (1) the Basin Structures (2) North 

Development Main Drain and (3) other lands, buildmgs and improvements includmg streets, 

parking lots and parking garage(s). See Exhibit 1.

58. Point B2 receives stormwater from Advocate’s South Development which is Advocate’s 

property south of Dempster Road, which includes land, building and other improvements.

m.B. PRE-1960 IV14IN DRAIN NATUEAL PATH MEANDERING NOT STRAIGHT

59. The Prairie Creek ’^^atershed (‘TCW”) is a stormwater watershed generally having its 

boundaries as Golf Road on the north, Washington Ave. on the east, Dempster Road on the south 

and Potter Road on the west in Maine Tovnship, Park Ridge, Glenview, Niles and Des Plaines. 

The PCW specific boundaries are delineated in the 2002-Initiated IDNR Farmers/Prairie Creek

j “2002 IDNR Investigation”).,esic Plannine Ini’estieation (her

20‘“ centuiw. and (a) before 1960, before the Robin60. Through most of the first-half of the

Neighborhood was platted in 1960 and the Dee Neighborhood was platted in 1961, and (B) 

before the Robin-Dee Commumty Area Plaintiff Class’ land and residences were built and

developed in these two neighborhoods, the Prairie Creek naturally meandered through the 

PCW through the Robin-Dee Community Area,

The Robin-Dee Community Area and Robin-Dee Commumty Ai'ea Class is defined 

here by these three primary neighborhoods affected by the 2008 home-invasive flooding along 

other contiguous neighborhoods may have been affected as further discovery may reveal.

The Robin Neighborhood is bounded on the north by Ballard, on the east by Robin 

Alley, on the south by Dempster, and on the west by Howard Court and a line to Ballai-d.

60.1.

60-.2,
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60.3. The Dee Neighborhood is bounded on the north by the Dee Neighborhood Main Drain,

on the east by Howard Court, on the south by Dempster and on west by Briar Comt.

aao.4. JX rih "Neighborhood iG"b&tmded'Cnnhe'"north b>' Churchr-^

the'-eant by '^A=es: :heneuth-bT.BNtai4-a :&-east h}- Celumbue-Tederal.

60.5. The Robin Dee Community is the Robin Neighborhood and the Dee Neighborhood .

60.6. The-Robia- Dee" ■N eighbor4>&»eh-feTrB•»

T-the-pr-i lLg15-±N££.

. A semi-circular line from Points C1-C2 to Point F3 to Point I depicts the Prairie Creek’s natural6

path the Praiiie Creek before its development as the Prairie Creek Stormwater System Public

Improvement.

m.C. 1960-61 PARK RIDGE AND COUN W APPROVED RN-DN PLAT PLAN-6Q
HOWARD COURT CULNTERT AND DEE NEIGHBORHOOD STORNINVATER PIPE

62. Before or ainund 1960. the public improvemenis of the PCSS’s Robin Neighborhood Mam

Dram had been or were being constructed. The developer of the Robin Neighborhood prepared a 

plat plan depicting the e.xistmg straightened, man-made route Main Drain on which the Robin

Neighborhood Main Drain was laid out. This plat plan was entitled “Dempster Garden Homes

Subdivision” (herein “RN Plat Plan”) and is geographically coextensive with the Robin

Neighborhood, being Ballard to Robin Court Alley to Dempster to Howai'd Court back to

Ballard.

62.1. The developer also prepai'ed other stormwater and sanitaiw sewer water management

documents to the RN Plat Plan which where necessary' or required as preconditions to

obtaining LPb approvals reiating to stormwater and sanitary sewer water management.
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The developer submitted these water management plans to Park Ridge and the County 

for their review and expected approval water management requirements set by them *.

These plans requested permission and authonty for constraction and improvements 

including public improvement construction from Park Ridge and the County to drain 

stormwater into the PCSS’s Robin Neighborhood Main Drain *.

63. In or around 1960, Park Ridge & the County received the RN Plat Plan and the necessary 

and/or required sewer water management plan *. Park Ridge & the Count)’' reviewed the RN 

Plat Plan including sewer water management plans for compliance with Park Ridge & County 

stormwater drainage requirements *. Park Ridge & the County also reviewed the RN Plat Plan 

for compliance with their sanitary sewage collection requirements for plat plan approval

64. In or around 1960, Park Ridge and the County approved the RN Plat Plan. Concurrent with the 

RN Plat Plan approval. Park Ridge approved sewer constraction plans mcludmg approvmg all 

storm and sanitaiw sewers to be installed as compliant w'ith applicable laws ‘.

65. The RN Plat Plan set forth that Park Ridge and'or the County represented to the developer 

that the developer could hook up to a public sanitary sew’er system or interceptor sewer to ser\’e 

aU of the residences in this subdivision in confoimity with standards of design and safety 

.adopted by the Cook Comity Department of Health governing sanitarv' sewers.

66. RN PLAT IVED DRAINAGE EASEMENT: The RN Plat provided, conveyed, created, 

dedicated and/or acknowledged easements for ingress and egress to the public, govemmentally- 

ov\med and/'or governmentaUy-controlled Robin Neighborhood Main Drain.

The RN Plat Plan provided, conveyed, created, dedicated and'or acknowledged 

easements along the existing path of the Robin Neighborhood Main Drain within an 

“EASEMENT FOR DRAINAGE DITCH” (herem “RN Plat’s AID Drainage Easement").

62.2.

62.3.

66.1.
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The RN Plat’s MD Drainage Easement consisted of two areas which ai'e both 265’66.2.

long, the distance between the Pvobin Alley, the Robin Couit and Howard Court Culverts.

The District, Park Ridge, Maine Township, Glenview andbr the County were and/'or are66,3.

and/or continue to be the easement holders of this MD Drainage Easement *.

The District, Park Ridge, Maine Township, Glenview and/br the County were permitted66.4.

and/or authorized by the MD Drainage Easement to constract, build, improve, maintain, clean

andbr perform any other activity related to or arising out of the ownership and/or operation of

the Robin Neighborhood Main Drain *.

67. RN PLAT TRTBLTARY STORMMATER SEWER EASEMENT: The RN Plat Plan also

provided, conveyed, created, dedicated and/or acknowledged utility easements for the Robin

Neighborhood’s Tributarv Stormwater Sewer Service tributarj'- to the Robin Neighborhood

Main Drain (“RN Plat’s Tribntar}' Stormwater Sewers Easement),

The RN Plat Plan provided. conve}-’ed, created, dedicated and'or acknowledgedi ,

easements along the route of the existing RN Tributary Stormwater Sewers which sewers

drain into the Robin Neighborhood Main Drain.

The existing 60” Robin Alley Sewer conveys stormwater from the Dempster Basin67.2.

under Robin Alley to the Robin AJJey Culverts which discharge into the M D Robin

Neighborhood Subsegment is within the RN Tributary Stormwater Sew^ers Easement.

The District, Park Ridge, Maine Township, Glenview and/'or the County were and/or are67.3.

the easement holders of the RN Plat’s Tributary Stormwater Sewers Easement *.

The District. Park Ridge. Maine Township, Glenview and/or the County were permitted67.4.

and'or authorized by the RN Plat's Tributary Stormwater Sewers Easement to construct,
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build, improve, maiatam, clean and'or perform any other activity related to or arising out of 

the ownership and'or operation of stormwater sewers tributary to the Main Drain * .

68. RN PLAT’S SANITARY SEWER EASEMENT: The RN Plat Plan also provided, conveyed, 

created, dedicated and'or acknowledged a Sanitary Sewer Easement (“RN Plat’s Sanitary 

Sewer Easement”) for municipal sanitary sewer service within the Robin Neighborhood.

The District, Park Ridge, Maine Township, Glenview and/or the County were and 

continue to be the easement holders of the RN Plat’s Sanitaiy^ Sewers Easement *.

The District, Park Ridge, Maine Township, Glenview and/or the County were permitted 

and/or authorized by the RN Plat’s Sanitary Sewers Easement to construct, build, improve, 

maintam, clean and'or perform any other activity related to or arising out of the ownership 

and'or operation of sanitaiy sewers within the Rohm Neighborhood *.

69. RN PLAT PLMn A TIA ?LAN: The RN Plat Plan is a plan withiu the meaning of “plan” as the 

term “plan” is used in .Article III of the Tort Immunity Act.

70. STORMWATER STRUCTURES WITHIN APPROVED PLAN; The foUowing existing 

stonnwater structures axe within the govemmentally-approved RN Plat Plan’s Easements: (a) 

the undersized 60” Howard Court Culvert; (b) the 100 yard upstream 120” Robin Court 

Culvert; (c) the 100 yards upstream Uvin 60” Robin AUey Culverts; (d) Robin Neighborhood 

Main Drain which flows through the Robin Court Culvert but bottlenecks at the Howard Court 

Culvert; and (e) the 60” Robin Alley Stormwater Sewer now connected to the Dempster Basin, 

transporting stormwater from the Dempster Basin to the Robin Neighborhood Main Drain.

71. In or ai-ound 1960. Park Ridge issued peimits for the construction of the existing RN Plat’s 

Tributary Stormw'ater Sewers and Sanitary Sewers as set forth in the tributaiy stonnwater

ers easements identified in the RN Plat Plan *. Constraction occuii-ed per these Permits *.

68.1.

68.2.

sew
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72. In or around 1960, the County issued permits for the constinction of the existing RN Plat’s 

Tributary Stormwater Sewers and Sanitary Sewers as set forth ia the tributary stormwater

sewer easement in the RN Plat Plan *. Construction occmred per these Permits'h

73. The foregoing eleven paragraphs are incorporated by reference with the substitution of “DN Plat

Plan” for “RN Plat Plan. “ In or around 1961, the developer of the Dee Neighborhood prepared a 

similar plat plans as the RN Plat Plans depicting the straightened route of the Dee Neighborhood 

Main Drain channeled through the undersized 60” Dee Neighborhood Stormwater Pipe. This 

plat plan was entitled the “First Addition to the Dempster Garden Homes Subdivision” (hei'em

“DN Plat Plan”).

74. In or around 1961, Park Ridge & County approved the DN Plat Plan. Concurrently, Park 

Ridge & the Countv’ approved aU sewer water management plans *.

75. .As set forth in the DN Plat Plan, the Count)-, Park Ridge, the District. Glenview and/'or Maine

Township represented to the developer that the developer would hook up sew 'S to a public' Vi

sanitary sewei- system or interceptor sewer to serve residences in this subdivision in conformity 

with standards of design and safety adopted by the Cook County Department of Health.

76. DN PLAT MD DRAINAGE K4SEMENT: The DN Plat provided, conveyed, created,

dedicated and/or acknowledged easements for ingress and egress to the public, govemmeiitaU)-^- 

owmed and/or govemmentally-controUed Dee Neighborhood Main Drain of the PCSS.

76.1. Specifically, the DN Plat Plan provided, conveyed, dedicated and/'or acknowledged 

easements along the existing path of the Dee Neighborhood Main Drain within the Dee 

Neighborhood within an easement for drainage ditch (herein “DN Plat’s MD Easement”). 

The DN Plat’s MD Drainage Easement consisted of the routing of the Dee76.2.

Neighborhood Stormwater Pipe which channeled the Main Drain.
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The District, Pai'k Ridge, Maine Township, Glenview and-'or the County were and 

continue to be the easement holders of the DN Plat’s MD Drainage Easement *.

The District, Paid: Ridge, Maine Township, Glenview and/'or the County were pennitted 

and/or authorized by the DN Plat’s MD Drainage Easement to constmct, buM, improve, 

maintain, clean and-'or perform any other activity related to or arising out of the ownership 

and/or operation of the undersized 60” Dee Neighborhood Stormwater Pipe conveying the 

Dee Neighborhood Subsegment of the Robin-Dee Community Segment of the Main Drain 

within the DN Plat’s MD Drainage Easement *.

77. DN PLAT TRIBUTARY STORMWATER SEWER EASEMENT; The DN Plat Plan also 

provided, conveyed, created, dedicated and'or acknowledged utility easements for the Dee 

Neighborhood’s Tributarj^ Stormwater Sewer Service refeired to herein as the DN Plat’s 

Tributary’ Stormwater Sewers Easement.

78. DN PLAT'S SANITARY SEWER EASENffiNT: The DN Plat Plan also provided, conveyed, 

created, dedicated and'or acknowledged a Sanitary Sewer Easement ( DN Plat’s Sanitary’ 

Sewer Easement”) for municipal sanitary sewer seiwice withia the Dee Neighborhood.

79. RN PLAT PLAN and DN PLAT PLAN A TIA PLAN: The RN Plat Plan and the DN Plat Plan 

is a plan within the meaning of “plan” as used in Article III of the Tort Immunity Act.

80. In or around 1961, Park Ridge & the County issued peimits for the construction of the existing 

DN Plat’s Tributary Stormw'ater Sewers within the DN Plat Plan *.

81. In or around 1961, Park Ridge & the County issued permits for the construction of the existing 

DN Plat’s Sanitan’ Sew’ers as set forth in the sanitary' sew’er easements in the DN Plat Plan *.

76.3

76.4
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ni.D. GOVERNMENT.4JL DEFENDANTS SUPERVISED SE’W^ERS
INFRASTRUCTURE

82. During the land development of the Robin-Dee Community .Ajrea, the Coimty, the District, Pai'k

Ridge, Maine Township and/'or Glenview authorized and permitted the construction of ■ 

stoimwater sewers developed stonnwater sewers serv'ing the Robin-Dee Community Area

including the stonnwater and sanitary sewer mfrastnictm-e in and around the Robin-Dee

Community .Area, these stonnv/ater sewers being structui'es and elements of the PCSS.

83. In or about early 1960s, the following Prairie Creek Stormwater System structures had been

built or were buht and both Park Ridge and the County knew of their existence and their

drainage and conveyance capacity

84. The Prairie Creek has been converted by urbanization including blic improvements such asm i r

channelization in the R.Qbm-Dee Commurdtv to a stormwater dr.ain and will be refen-ed to as the

“Prairie Creek Main Drain”. “Main Drain” or “IVID”.

85. The Prairie Creek Main Drain is now part of a complex, inteiTelated stormwater system which be

referred to as the “Prairie Creek Stormwater System” (“PCSS”). The PCCC receives, conveys,

stores and discharged stonnwater collected within the now-urbanized, publicly improved Prartie

Creek Watershed.

86. The now'-straightened, channelized subsegment of the Prairie Creek Main Drain of the Prairie 

Creek Stonnwater System proceediag through the Robin Neighborhood will be referred to as the

“MD Robin Neighborhood Subsegment” of the Prairie Creek Stonnwuter System. The Robin

Neighborhood Main Drain is a channelized 10’ wide open stonnwater drain beginning at the

Robin Alley on the east and proceeding wust to Howard Court.
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87. The Main Drain flows from east to west withm the Dee Neighborhood through a 60" enclosed

stormwater pipe (the “NID Dee Neighborhood Stonnwater Pipe”), The MD Dee Neighborhood 

Stormwater Pipe is a 60" enclosed stomwater pipe which begins at Howard Court and ends at 

the western boundary of the Dee Neighborhood. The MD Dee Neighborhood Pipe receives 

stoimwater through the Howard Court Culvert from the Robin Neighborhood Main Drain.

88. The straightened segment of the Prairie Creek has become a stormwater drain integral to the 

operation of the entire Prairie Creek Stormwater System as the only exit for stormwater from the 

North Development Main Drain is the Robin-Dee Community Main Drain (from Points C1 -C2 

through Point J) which is the Robin-Dee Community Segment of the PCSS. A segment as used 

herein means, not only the Main Drain but the tributary sewers feeding the Maiu Drain and 

related and connected tributar\- structures, For example, FI and F2 are tributar)/ stonnwater

sewers convevma stormvnter to tne Mam mram.

The existmg Robin-Dee Main Drain's straightened path from Robin Alley to the BriarCQ 1Q u . X .

Court Elbow (Points C1-C2 through Point I) was not its original route, original path, 

original topography or original elevations of the Praiiie Creek.

Through development and urbanization, the Prairie Creek has been transformed from a 

natural creek to the man-made PCSS conveying stonnwater from areas upstream and tributary

88.2.

to the Prairie Creek Main Drain within the now-urban Prairie Creek Watershed.

One or more of the governmental defendants approved this straightening of the Main.3.

Drain Robin-Dee Community Segment of the PCSS.

89. Before 1987, the followdng Prairie Creek Stonnwater Structures were constructed within the :

(a) the Robm Neighborhood Mam Dram; (b) the twin 60" Robin Alley Culverts; (c) The 60” 

Robin Alley Stoimwater Sewer cuiTently connected to the Dempster Basin and the Robin
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Neighborhood Main Drain; (d) the 120” Robin Court Culvert; and (e) the 60” Howard Court

Culvert,

90. Both Park Ridge and the County (a) approved the erdstence of these Prairie Creek Stormwater

Structures, (b) approved their drainage and conveyance capacity, and (c) knew of the undersized

60” Howard Court Culvert in relationship to both the 120” Robin Court Culvert which was less

than 100 yards upstream and the twin 60” Robin Alley Culverts which were less than 200 yards

upstream of the Howard Coijit Culvert *.

in.D.l. PARK RIDGE OWNS AND OPERATES THE TRIBUTARY NORTH BAJLLARD 
STORM SEWERS WHICH FLOW TO THE MAIN DRAIN

91. During this mfrastructure devdlopment before 1987, the City of Pai'k Ridge constructed and/or

caused to be constructed the Park Ridge North Ballard Storm Sewers which are storm sewers

north of Ballai'd and the Advocate North Development on the streets of Paikside Dr. . Paxkside

hlniaht Avenue and nea,! bin Park Rjd.e.A v’eniie St: •ppihv and ( leno' lull Its..'Itv

92, Park Ridge drains the Park Pvidge North Stonn Sewers south to the Praiiie Creek Mam Drain.

93. Park Ridge approved the design, constmction and operation of the Park Ridge North Stonn

Sewers to flow into the Prairie Creek Mam Dram

ni.D.2. PARK RIDGE OPERATES THE BALLARD STORM DRAIN WTIICH FLOWS 
TO THE DRAIN.

94. During this mfrastructure development before 1987, Park Ridge constructed and/or caused to be

constructed the Park Ridge North Ballard Storm Drain which is a stonn drain on the south

side of Ballard Road within Park Ridge’s city limits which drains into the Main Drain *.

95. Park Ridge owns and'or operates the Park Ridge Ballard Storm Drain which parallels Ballard

R.oad and di'ams into the Prairie Creek Mam Drain *.
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96. The County, District and/'or another governmental body in addition to Pai'k Ridge also approved

the drainage of the Park Ridge Ballai'd Strom Drain, to collect, receive, transport and convey

stormwater runoff flows during rainfalls into the Prairie Creek Main Drain

97. The Park Ridge Ballard Storm Drain contributed to andflr caused the man-made home-invasive

flooding suffered by the Plaintiff Class herein.

m.D.3. COOK COUNTY, DISTRICT AND/OR MAINE TOWNSHIP OWN ANTD 
OPERATE THE ROBIN-DEE COMMUNITY STREET STORM SEWERS WHICH 
FLOW TO THE DRAIN.

98. Cook County, the District and-'or Maine Township own and operate the Robin-Dee Community

Street Storm Sewers under Robin Alley, Robin Court, Howai’d Court, Dee Road, Briar Court and

Bobbi Lane within Maine Township.

99. Cook County, the District and/or and'or Maine Township own and operate the upstream and

Sevrers upstream of the Main Drai v.’ithm Mainetiibutarv uiunicroal street Stoimwat ^■1

.'^e\Township (".Upstream. Stoimwate

IH.D.4. COOK CO'UNTY, DISTRICT, PARK RIDGE ,AND/OR MAINE TOWNSHIP 
OWN AND/OR OPERATE THE TRIBUTARY UPSTREAM STREET STORM SEWERS 
WTHCH FLOW TO THE DRAIN.

Cook County, the District, Park Ridge and/or Maine Township own and operate the100.

rd Court, Dee Pmad, Briar Court andSheet Storm Sewers under Robin Alley, Robin Court, HoM.'O

Bobbi Lane and upstream of these street sew^ers in Maine Township andy'or Park Ridge

n.E. 1975: THE NORTH DE\TELOPMENT IS PART OF THE INTEGRATED
MUNICIPAL PRAIRIE CREEK MAIN DRAIN PUBLIC IMPROVEMENT.

land, building, parking lots and other improvementsBefore the North Development’s101.

were developed, the Prairie Creek naturally meandered through the North Development in a 

semi-circular path, different from the unnatural, man-made September 13, 2008 path.
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in.E.l. IN 1975, ADVOCATE RESERVED THE DEMPSTER BASIN SITE FOR

PARK RIDGE.

102. Before 1976, Advocate acquii'ed the North Development and, beAveen the date of 

acquisition in or around 1976 and September 13, 2008, Advocate altered, modified and/or

changed with the approval of Park Ridge, the County and, later, the District, the natural

drainage patterns of the Prairie Creek Main Drain.

103. Specifically, or or about 1976, the natural topography, the natural swales and/or other

natural conditions of the pre-existing, undeveloped land condition of Advocate’s North 

Development and the natural path of the North Development Main Drain wei'e altered by 

Advocate with Park Ridge approval mcluding but not limited to the 1976 Advocate North

Development Plat Plan and all subsequent plans relating to North Development drainage..

In 1976. Advocate submitted to Park Ridge the “Lutheran General Hospital North 

Campus Development" Plat Plan (herem “North Development Plat Plan").

[U4.

104,1. The North Development Plat Plan depicted the edge or outside boundary topography of 

the existing flood plain intruding upon Robin Alley .

The Main Drain as its routing path existed on September 13, 2008 was substantially and 

significantly altered by Advocate .

104.2.

104.2.1. Advocate’s alterations from the 1976 routing of the Main Drain resulted in increased

flow's into the servient lands within the Robin-Dee Community *.

104.2.2. Subsequently plans by Advocate approved by Park Ridge altered and increased the

flows westw'-ard towards the Robin-Dee Communitv *.

104.3. The North Development Plat Plan specified a Drainage Ditch, at the site of the existing 

Dempster Basin, proceeding to the Robin Alley.
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Advocate dedicated a drain easement to Park Ridge for the Dempster Drainage Ditch 

In 1976. in the North Development Plat Plan, Advocate explicitly resen.'ed for Park 

Ridge the site of the existing Dempster Basin specifymg that said southv/est comer of the North 

Development as reserved for a future City of Park Ridge water resei-vok.

The existing Dempster Basin site is situated on this reserved water resei-voir site.

This Dempster Basin site was reserved in 1976 by Advocate for Park Ridge’s benefit*.

In 1976, Park Ridge approved the North Development Plat Plan including all dramage 

alterations including changes to the topography of the North Development.

Concuirently, Park Ridge approved all sewer water management documents including 

approving aU stormwater and sanitary water management provisions of these documents 

relating to all applicable drainage laws, statutes, ordinances and other sources of law *.

m Park Ridge, the North Development Plat Plan was

104.4.

105.

105.1.

105.2.

106.

106.1.

, after these approvals frIn 1976

recorded with the Cook County Recorder of Deeds

Since 1976. this Defendant was on constructive notice that both the North Development108.

Segment and the Robin-Dee Community Segment of the Prairie Creek Main Drain posed 

substantial flood risks to the Robin-Dee Community Area Plaintiffs Class

ni.E.2. IN 1976, IDOT PimLICLY DECLARED TBDE ROBIN-DEE COMMUNITA’ 
.AREA StOBJECT TO FLOOD RISKS.

In October 1976. the lUinois Depaitment of Transportation issue a Flood Risk Report 

(“1976 IDOT Flood Risk Reporf’) relating to the North Development Plat Plan,

IDOT reported that a large portion of the subdivision set out in the the North 

Development Pls-t Plan was and is subject to flood risks.

This IDOT Flood Risk Report was partially based upon the ‘"Ist Addition lo Lutheran 

General Hospital Subdivision” Plat approved by Park Ridge and the County in 1976,

1 no
i. .̂

110.

110.1.
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111. - This IDOT Flood Risk Report was recorded by the Cook County Recorder of Deeds. 

Since 1976, this Defendant was on constinctive notice that both the North Development 

Segment and the Robin-Dee Community Segment of the Prairie Creek Mam Dram posed 

substantial flood risks to the Robin-Dee Community .Axea Plaintiffs’ Class

111.1.

riLE.3. POST-1976 ALTER4TIONS TO THE TOPOGRAPHY’ OF THE NORTH 
DEVELOPMENT.

Advocate’s modifications to the natural patterns of drainage include but are not limited to112.

(a) constructing and/'or enlarging the Ballard Basin, (b) constmcting and/or enlarging the 

Pavilion Basin, (c) constructing the Dempster Basin and (d) altering the pre-existing path of 

the North Development Segment of the Main Drain.

For purposes of example but not limitation, on or about August 13/14, 1987, invasive 

flooding catastrophically invaded the Pvobm-Dee Community from

113.

Advocate’s North

Deveiopmenl and from, the PCSS when stonnv/ater invaded and flooded hoijj.es and

propeities within the Robin-lJee Community Area.

in.F. 1987 CATASTROPHIC INVASR’E FLOODING

114. After the 1987 Catastrophic Invasive Flooding of the Robin-Dee Community Area fro 

Advocate’s North Development and the PCSS, Park Ridge, Maine Towmship, and 

Glenview along with other entities commissioned an investigation into the 1987 Flooding by 

hiring Harza Engmeering Services to investigate the 1987 Flooding

m

in.G. 1990-1991 HARZA REPORT REPORTING LTNDERSIZED CULVERTS AND 
OTHER DEFECTS

115. In 1990. Harza notified and put the Stonnwater Defendants on notice of both

maintenance defects and design defects m the PCSS including defects in both the MD
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North Development Segment and Robin-Dee Community Segment includiag but not

limited to the undersized 60” Howard Court Culvert Bottleneck.

The 1990 Harza Study actually infonned and notified Park Ridge, Maine Township116.

and Glenview and possibly other Stormwater Defendants that the stormwater flow capacity 

of the PCSS including the MD North Development Segment and the MD Robin-Dee 

Community Segment had been seriously eroded through design defects and maintenance 

defects. Specifically, the Hai-za Studies put these Stormwater Defendants on notice that:

The stormwater flow capacity of the PCSS’s Robin-Dee Community Main Drain and 

North Development Main Drain was reduced by design defects including the effects of 

inadequately designed modifications and includiag undersized culverts, tortuous channel 

realignments, and other stormwater component or stractme design defects; and

reduced bv maintenance defects relatme to maintenance

116.1.

Stormwater flow capacity w116.2.

■airie Creek Main Drain of the PCSS includiag within the MD Robm-Deewithin the P:

Community Segment includiag by not limited to brush, debris, trees, and other obstructions to

flow within the Praiiie Creek Main Drain itself.

In 1990, Harza specifically imparted actual and/or constructive knowledge to the Park 

Ridge, Maine Township and Glenview and possibly other Stomwater Defendant that the 

MD Robin-Dee Community Segment of the PCSS had several serious maintenance and 

design obstructions which limited the capacity of these segments of the Prairie Main Drain to 

less thrm a pre-climate-change 5 year rainfall-runoff event, substantially below any 

reasonablv safe standard for the safe collection, storage, transportation, conveyance and

117.

dischaxee of stormwmter within the PCSS.
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The 1990 Harza Study reported design defects (mcluding but not limited to xmdersized

culverts and tortuous channel realignments) and reported maintenance defects (mcluding but not

limited to bushes, concrete and other obstructions caused by debris) existed within the Robin-

Dee Community Main Drain of the PCSS. These design and maintenance defects posed an

imminent, foreseeable risk of invasive flooding into the Robin-Dee Community Area during

significant but reasonably manageable rainfalls.

III.H. POST 1987 AND/OR PLANS BETWEEN 1987 AND 2002 FAILED TO CORRECT
THE KNOWN DANGEROUS DEFECTS

After the 1987 Invasive Flood and before the 2002 Invasive Flood, numerous Post-1987119.

and Post-1990 Plans mcluding multiple plans relating to North Development’s stomiwater

drainage and South Development’s stormwater drainage were prepared and submitted by

Advocate and its engineer Gewalt to the District and Park Ridge as Advocate continued the

development ■f Its North Development and South Development,

120. Specifically, Advocate initiated development plans relating to its North Development and

alteration of its BaUard Basin on its North Development as part of the Drainage Plans.

120.1. Advocated initiated the development process for areas of the North Development 

mcluding the development of the Ballard Basin by retaining Gewalt to draft Plans mcluding 

but not limited to drainage engineering plans and topography altering plans altering the

topography and natural drainage of areas of Advocate’s North Development.

After the 1987 Flood, Gewalt engineered the North Development Drainage Plans121.

mcludins Plans relatina to alterations to the BaUard Basin and connected stiuctui'es.

122. Advocate and Gewalt submitted these Plans and related stonnwater permit applications

relating to the North Development Drainage Plans to Park Ridge and the District,
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After initial submission of these Drainage Plan, Advocate and Gewalt discussed,123.

consulted and'or revised some of its drainage plans based upon discussions or reviews

perfonned by Park Ridge and the Distnct *.

Park Ridge reviewed the North Development Drainage Plans including the Advocate 

Ballard Basin Plans and approved Advocate’s North Development Drainage Plans including 

those plans relating to the alteration of Advocate’s North Development Drainage.

The District reviewed the North Development Drainage Plans including the Advocate 

Ballard Basin Plans and approved these Advocate’s North Development Drainage Plans.

Based upon these Drainage Plans from Advocate and Gewalt and the approvals and 

pennits issued by the District and Park Ridge, Advocate constructed the existing NortA 

Development Stormwater Subsystem including but not limited to the pubhc improvements 

and-'or quasi-public improvements of the exisiing Ballard Basm and the Pavilion Basin.

124.

19^

126.

in.I. AUGUST 2002 CATASTROPHIC FLOODLNG

, 2002, as rain fell upon the Prairie Creek Watershed andOn or about August127.

stormwater accumulated within the Prairie Creek Main Drain includiag but not limited to

Advocate’s North Development, accumulating stormwater flood waves from the then 

existing Advocate’s Ballard Basin surcharged the undersized 60 “ Advocate Ballard Basin 

Discharge Culvert and catastrophically overflowed the Ballard Basin and the Robin 

Neighborhood Main Drain of the Prairie Creek Stormwater System (“PCSS") onto the

propeities of and into the residences of the Robin-Dee Community Ai'ea Plaintiff Class.

On or about August 22/23, 2002. as rain feU on the Advocate South Development, the128.

then-existing undersized 60 “ Dempster Basin Discharge Culvert was surcharged ’oy flows 

from the 84 “ Advocate Dempster Stormwater Sewer w^hich overflowed the undersized 60
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“ Dempster Basin Disdiarge Culvert, catastropliically invading the residences of members of

the Robin-Dee Community /nea Plaintiff Class who sustained invasive flooding.

On or about August 22/23, 2002, as accumulated stormwater from Advocate’s North129.

Development and South Development discharged into the Robin-Dee Community Segment

of the Prairie Creek Main Drain, these discharging accumulated stormwaters surchai'ged the

undersized 60 “ Howard Court Culvert, resulting in the MD Robin-Dee Community

Segment of the PCSS being sui-charged, catastrophically invading the residences of members

of the Robin-Dee Community Area Class who sustained invasive flooding.

ni.J. 2002 IDNR COMMENCED INVESTIGATION OF THE 2002 FLOOD.

Later in 2002 or in 2003, based upon this 2002 Invasive Flooding from the Prairie Creek130.

Main Drain into the Robin-Dee Community Area, the lUinois Department of Natural Resources

study of the Prairie Creek Drainage Watershed (herein “2002 IDNH Study”)commenced a s m

with the Local Public Entities mcludmg Park Eida^ Maine Township, Glenview andconjunction

the District.

The IDNR Study found numerous bottlenecks and obstructions to flow as the causes of131.

the iuvasNe flooding into the Robin-Dee Community and developed possible remedies mcludmg

remedies v/hich could be implemented by this Defendant to prevent invasive flooding into the

Robin-Dee Community. These remedies included but were not limited to:

increasing the storage capacity of Advocate’s Basin Structures by pumping stormwater131.1.

out of the Basiii(s) before and'or dming anticipated rain storms;

increasing storage capacity for upstream stormw'ater by the construction of a dual purpose131.2

soccer-field/'retention basin contiguous to Advocate’s South Development on East Maine High

School property south of Dempster; and
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constructing a main drain stormwater pipe which, would supplement the Dee131.3.

Neighborhood Stonnwater Pipe to transport more stoimwater west towards the Potter Street

As used here, these alternatives shall be refeixed to as the ‘'Equitable Remedies”.131.4.

ni.K. PLANS BETWEEN 2002 AND SEPTEMBER 2008 
FAILED TO CORRECT KNOWN DANGEROUS BOTTLENECKS

After the 2002 Invasive Flooding but before the September 13, 2008 Invasive Flooding,132.

numerous Plans including multiple plans relating to Advocate North Development’s stormwater

drainage and Advocate South Development’s stoimwater drainage including relating to the

Dempster Basin, the Dempster Basin Stoimwater Sewer and other North Development and South

Development drainage plans (herein “these Post-2002 Plans” in the following paragraphs) were

submitted by Advocate and its engineer Gew'alt to the District and Park Ridge as Advocate

continued its development or its North Development and its South Developmcni.

Development Drainage Plans2in.eered these North Development and SoiGevv'alt f

including the Advocate’s Plans relating to the Dempster Basin and the Dempster Basin

Stormwater Sewer and connected land and dramage structures.

Advocate and Gewalt submitted their applications relating to these Plans for the Northn4

Development Dramage Plans and South Development Dramage Plans including the Advocate’s

Plans relating to the Dempster Basin and Dempster Stoimwater Sewer and connected structures

to Park Ridge and the District

After initial submission of these Plans relating to Advocate’s North Development and135.

South Development, Advocate and Gewalt discussed, consulted and'or revised these Dramage

Plans based upon discussions or reviews perfoimed by Paih Ridge and'or the District *.

Park Pvidge reviewed these North and South Development Properties Drainage Plans136.

including the Advocate Dempster Basin Plans and any Plan modifications and approved these
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Plans including those plans relating to the alteration of Advocate’s North Development Drainage 

and South Development Drainage.

1 -7
13 . The District reviewed these North Development Drainage Propert>' and South 

Development Property Drainage Plans including the Advocate Dempster Plan and any Plan 

modifications and approved these Advocate’s North and South Development Properties Drainage 

Plans including those plans relating to the Dempster Basin.

138 Based upon mformation and belief, Advocate, Gewalt, the District and'or Park Ridge did 

not perform and did not contract for the performance of the use or operation of a watershed

stormwater computer model simulating the designs of the Primary Basin Structures and/or

other drainage plans and these Plans’ affects on stormwater flows in the PCW.

139. Advocate. Gewalt, Park Ridge and/or the District did not modify, change and/or alter any 

of these Plans to remedy the persistent, known., foreseeable, i risk of invasive

stormvv'ater floodme from ,-xuvOcate North DevelA Al,. nj.ent mto the Robin-Dee Comrnunitv Area

mcludine:

139,1. These Defendants did not conect or remedy in these or other Plans the undersized 60”

Howard Couit Culvert Bottleneck despite knowledge of the flooding risk;

139.2. These Defendants did not correct or remedy in these or other Plans the undersized 60”

Ballard Basin Discharge Culvert Bottleneck despite knowledge of the flooding risk; and

139.3. . These Defendants did not coirect or remedy in these or other Plans the undersized 60”

Ballard Basin Discharge Culvert Bottleneck despite knowledge of the flooding risk.
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m.L. C0NTR-4CTUAL OBLIGATIONS OWING TBOE PUBLIC UNDER
DISTRICT PERJv'nTS

The standard District “Sewerage System Permit” in its “General Conditions of the140.

Pennit” relating to said Plans and Permits discussed above and herein contained the following

relevant paragraphs or similar- relevant paragraphs.

These terms and conditions are set forth in District Permit No. 06-032 and ai'e an example140.1.

of identical and/or substantially identical Permit Teixos and Conditions agreed to by Advocate

and Gewalt relating to the issuance of the District’s Permits relating to Plans referred to herein.

These Permit Duties were owed to the Plaintiffs’ Class as foreseeable plaintiffs who140.2.

wo-uld be foreseeably injtxred by breach of these duties.

Permit Paragraph 1 of each of permits contained an Adequacy of Design provision:141.

1. Adequacy of Design; The schedules, plans, specifications and all other data and 
documents submitted for this permit ai'e made a pan hereof The responsibility for 
the adeauacv of the design shall rest solely with the Design Engineer and the issuing 
of this permit shall not reheve him of that responsibility. The issuance of this permit 
shall not be constmed as approval of the concept or construction details of the 
proposed facilities and shall not absolve the Permittee, Co-peimittee or Design 
Engineer of their respective responsibilities.

Gewalt was the “Design Engineer” as that term is used within the Distinct’s Permit.14L1

Permit Paimgraph 3 of each of said Permits relates to Allowable Discharges:

3. Allowable Discharges: Discharges into the sanitary sewer system constructed tmder this 
permit shall consist of sanitary sewage only. Unless othei-wise stated by the Special Conditions, 
there shall be no discharge of mdustrial wastes under this permit. Storm waters shall not be 
permitted to enter the sanitary sewer system. Without limiting the general prohibition of the 
previous sentence, roof and footing drains shall not be connected to the sanitary' sewer system.

Permit Paragraph 5 of each of these Permits relates to Maintenance and provides:

142.

143.

5. Maintenance: The sewer connections, lines, systems or facilities constmcted hereunder or 
seiwing the facilities constructed hereunder shall be properly mamtamed and operated at all times 
in accordance with all applicable requirements. It is understood that the responsibility for 
maintenance shall ran as a joint and several obligation against the property served, the owner
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andy'or the operator of the facilities, and said responsibility shall not be discharged nor in any 
way affected by change of ownership of said property.

144. Permit Conditions Apply to Detention Basins; By way of example and illustration, but

not limited to MWRD Permit No. 06-032, said permit conditions apply to Detention Basins such

as Advocate’s Basin Structures,

in.M. KNOWLEDGE OF LACK OF MAINTENANCE PROGRAM.

145. Knowledge of Lack of Maintenance Program; Based upon the 1990 Harza Studies, the

2002 invasive flooding, other Earlier Flooding Studies and other facts set forth herein, before

September 13, 2008, this Defendant knew or should have knovvm that the responsible parties

were not undertaking the extensive cleaning program called for in the Harza Study and./or

performing other requhed maintenance of the MD Robin-Dee Segment and'or MD North 

Development Segment of the PCSS, thereby reducing if not further eroding the flow capacity of

the NID Rob'ic-Dee Community Subsegment to receive flows n'om Advocate

Development Property and significantly mcreasing the foreseeable risk of catastrophic 

surcharging and surcharging invasive flooding into the Robin-Dee Community.

This Defendant knew or should have knovm that all areas within the Robin-Dee146.

Community south of the Prairie Creek Main Drain were in either an alleged Special Flood

Hazard Area or a Floodway as reported by the 1990 Harza Study and IDNR Study, as evidenced 

by the 1987 and 2002 invasive flooding into the Robin-Dee Community and as defined by the

2000 FEMA HRM and the 2008 FEMA FlKhi.

This Defendant should have knovra that the Robin-Dee Community Area Class wms at a147,

significant, highly foreseeable, highly probable substantial risk of invasive flooding damage and

injury' fi'om the North Development s accumulated stoimwater.
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in.N. ROBIN-DEE COMMUNITY PLAINTIFFS’ DOWNSTREAM AND SERVIENT TO
NORTH DEVELOPMENT PROPERTY

The Robin-Dee Corjamunity .4i-ea Plaintiffs’ Class Members resided in, owned real 

property and/or owned personal property wdthin the Robin-Dee Community Area which 

properties are downstream, generally at lower elevations and seiwient to the North Development 

Property, the South Development Property and the Main Drain.

148.

m o THF. DISTRICT PROVIDES STORMWATER MANAGEMENT SERVICES

The District provided Stormwater Management Services to the Plaintiffs.

Plaintiffs paid taxes to the District for the District’s stormwater management sendees. 

The District collected taxes and fees from the Plaintiffs for providing these sendees.

149.

149.1.

149.2.

m.P. GLENVIEW PROVIDES SANITARY SEWERAGE DISPOSAL SERVICES

Glenview owns and controls the strcci samtaiy sewers to which the Marne Township150.

V i^au..u
1 A -rt-1 c o 1

ACil AN-X V i- ■s tor>
I iauj-LiiJ St anavjrs hmiLc:

these Plaintiffs who reside in the Maine Township subaiea of the Robm-Dee Community rinea.

The Maine Township Plaintiffs paid taxes and fees to Glenview to provide these seiwices.

.d fees for providing its sewnrage seiwices to these Plaintiffs.

151.

.ew' collected taxesGlen1 CJfl
i

m.O. PARK RroCE PRO\TPES SANITARY SEWERAGE DISPOSAL SERVICES

Pmk Ridge owns and operates the street sanitary sewnrs to which the Park Ridge153.

Plaintiffs’ house sanitary' leads are connected and provides sanitary sew/erage di.spo.sal .services to

these Plaintiffs who reside in the Park Ridge subai'ea of the Robin-Dee Community Area.

These Pai'k Ridge Plaintiffs paid taxes and fees Park Ridge to provide these sendees. 

Glenview collected taxes and fees for providing its sewerage semces to these Plaintiffs

154

1 ss
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m.R. DISTRICT PROVIDES SANITARY SEWERAGE DISPOSAL SERVICES

156. Tlie District owns and operates the regional sanitary sewer interceptors to which the

Maine Towmship and Park Pidge street sanitaiy' sewers connect and provide sanitary'' sewerage 

disposal services to all Plaintiffs in the Robin-Dee Community Area.

157. Plaintiffs paid taxes and fees to the District to provide sanitary sewerage services.

158. The District collected taxes and fees for providing its sewerage services to Plaintiffs.

m.S. KNOWLEDGE OF HOWARD COURT CULVERT BOTTLENECK AND OTHER
BOTTLENECKS

159. This Defendant knew of the persistent, repetitive, frequent flooding of the Plaintiffs’ land

and homes over the course of decades.

160. Prior to September 13, 2008, based on facts existing from 2002 through September 2008

being documented by. reported by or available from the Illinois Depailment of Natural

Resom-ces ('the “2002 IDlNK Studv' this Defendant knew or should have known of substantial

and serious design and maintenance defects withm the PCSS w'hich defects posed imminent and

serious foreseeable unreasonable risks of invasive flooding damage to the Plaintiffs including but 

not limited to the following defects: (a) the Ballard Basin Discharge Culvert Bottleneck; (b) the

Dempster Basin Discharge Culvert Bottleneck; and (c) the Howard Court Culvert Bottleneck; (d) 

defects in the maintenance of the MD Robin-Dee Community Segment including bushes,

brush, concrete, rocks and other debris affected flow; (e) defects in the maintenance of the MD

North Development Segment and Basin Stmctures including failures to desilt detention basins;

and (f) other defects relating to the drainage design(s) and/or plan(s) of Advocate’s North

Development Propeity and'or the Prairie Creek Main Drain including but not limited to the

design andor plans for or relating to the Advocate Basin Structures including the Dempster 

Basin Stormwater Subsystem which received flows from the South Development.
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Small Rainfalls an Imminent Threat: TMs Defendant knew or should have known that,161.

because of the foregoing design, planning, maintenance, operational, storage, conveyance and

other defects within the PCSS, Advocate’s North Development Property and the MD Robin-Dee

Community Segment of the PCSS posed a dangerous, highly-unreasonable, high-foreseeable risk 

of invasive flooding damage to the Plaintiffs even during a small rain in the pre-climate change 2

year rainfall event let alone a significant rainfall.

This Defendant knew or should have known that storage defects, conveyance and161.1.

transportation defects, maintenance defects and other defects on or within Advocate’s North 

Development Property and the MD Robin-Dee Community Segment of the PCSS would

cause invasive flooding with a reasonable degree and/'or high degree of certainty into the

Robin-Dee Community from Advocate’s North Development Property and the Robin

Neighborhood Mam Dram, for any sigmficant ramfall exceeding a pre-climate change 2-yeai'

return fi'equencv, resulting in serious and substantial invasive floodmg damage to Plaintiffs;

161.2. this Defendant knew or should have known that such defects resulted in dangerously

substandard stonnwater management performance of Advocate North Development

Property’s drainage system and subsystems and the IvID Robin-Dee Community Segment of 

the PCSS below/ any reasonable standard including but not limited to a pre-global warming

sub-five year event let alone a high return-frequency stormwater management standard such

as the post-climate change 100 year event return frequency standard; and

this Defendant knew/ or should have known that the older return frequency standards161.3.

were substandard based upon the effect of global w'armmg and climate change wdthin the

Chicago Region on ramfall intensity and duration and that larger rainfalls were more frequent
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dui-ing the existing period of global wannin resulting in corrections, modification and

changes to all existmg Plans to address the increase necessary drainage storage capacities. 

Knew Need to Plan for Defects in Main Drain; Based upon the Earlier Flood 

Investigations and any reasonable inspection of the Robin-Drive Segment, this Defendant knew 

or should have known that any Plan or design relating to Development upstream of the Robin-

'C5

162.

Dee Community Area should take into consideration the serious reduced ability or actual 

inability (if any ability exists to receive upstream flows) of the MD Robin-Dee Community 

Segment to receive upstream stormwater flows including upstream stormwater flows from the 

Advocate’s North Development and areas upstream.

R-D Segment Without Flow or Volume Capacity: Based upon the EarUer Flood 

Investigations and any reasonable inspection of the Robm-Drive Segment, if the Defendant had 

conducted a reasonable investigation of the Robm-Dee Community, then the Defendant w-ould 

have discovered that the MD Robm-Dee Segment of the PCSS could not receive the stoimw'ater 

w^hich it discharged from Advocate Development Properties.

R-D Segment Not Improved: Based upon the Earlier Flood Investigations and any 

reasonable inspection of the Robin-Drive Segment, this Defendant knew or should have known 

that the MD Robin-Dee Community Segment had not been improved or reconstructed to 

maintain or increase since its original construction capacity and, consequently the Robin-Dee 

Community Segment was unable to safely receive and transport stormwater accumulating on and 

from Advocate’s North Development.

R-D Segment Not Cleaned: This Defendant knew' or should have known that the MD 

Robm-Dee Community Segment of the PCSS had not been adequately and regularly cleaned 

maintained, resulting in restrictions to flow v/ithin the MD Robin-Dee Community Segment.

163.

164.

165.

or
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Reasonable Inspection Disclose this Knowledge; This Defendant knew or should166.

have known of the foregoing publicly known unsafe drainage conditions and their character

by the use of a reasonable adequate inspection system or program and/or other

reasonably adequate investigations relating to the Advocate North Development and the MD

Robin-Dee Segment of the PCSS.

On September 11, 2008, the following conditions existed within the Main Drain:167.

Relating to the North Development Main Dram and its Segment Subsystem, sui'charge167.1.

and overflow surcharge flooding from Advocate’s North Development was more likely than

not to occur during a significant rain caused by the following actions or failures to act:

167.1.1. Since the 2002 Invasive Flooding, responsible parties failed to increase temporarily

storage on Advocate’s North Development Properties such as by using sandbags and other

watCi storage svstems to mcrcase the storage capacitv of the Basins;

167.1.2. Since the 2002 Invasive Floodmg. responsible paines failed to mcrease permanent

storage on Advocate’s North Development Properties such as by increasing the ability of

Advocate’s Basin Structures to store more stormwater such as by raising the uischarge

Culvert’s Discharge level, desilting these thi'ee Basins, and taking other steps to increase

storage capacity relating to Advocate’s Basin Structures including pre-storm pumping;

167.1.3. Since the 2002 Invasive Flooding, responsible parties failed to deploy substantial

temporary stormwater pumps to pump out as much stormwater as is feasible before and 

during the early stages of a rain storm from North Development Basin Structures;

167.1.4. Since the 2002 Invasive Floodmg, responsible patties faded to construct and peiinanent]y

as is feasible before and duringuut as much stoimw’atdeploy stormwat pumps to pump wiVi

the eaidy stages of a rain storm from North Development's Basins;
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Since the 2002 Invasive Flooding, responsible parties failed to increase storage upstream167,2.

of the Robin-Dee Community including upstream of the MD Robin-Dee Segment such, as on

other areas of the Advocate’s North Development, Maine Tov.mship’s Hall property off

Ballard Road and/or the Maine Township High School Property south of Dempster Road.

Relating to the PCSS’s Robin-Dee Main Drain and its Segment Subsystems:167.3.

This Defendant knew or upon reasonable inspection would have known that the Howard167.3.1.

Court Culvert was an undersigned culvert and would cause bottleneck surcharge invasive

flooding fi'om the stormwater discharging and overflowing from the Robin Neighborhood

Subsegment of the Main Drain;

This Defendant knew or should have known that surcharge invasive flooding from the167.3.2.

Dee Neighborhood Subsegment of the Prairie Creek Main Drain would result in reverse.

stormw'ater sewer surcharging and invasive flooding from the Dee Road Stormwater Subsystem

and the Hovrard Court Stormv/ater Subsystem;

This Defendant knew or should have known that surcharge invasive flooding caused by167.3,3.

the Briar Neighborhood Elbow would occur during significant rains; and

This Defendant knew or should have known that the Rancho Neighborhood Bottlenecks167.3.4.

would cause invasive flooding during significant rains.

Given the repeated invasive floodings into homes and properties of the Robin-Dee168.

Community in 1987 and 2002 and on other dates before September 13, 2008 and the repeated

governmental studies including the 1990 Harza Study in 1990, the 2000 FEMA FIRM, the 2008

FEM.A FIRM and the IDNR statins the flood risks threatening the Plaintiffs, this Defendant

knew or, vdth reasonable, due diligence, should have know before September 13, 2008 that:

this Defendant knew or should have known that the Prairie Creek Drain, tributary168.1.
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and/or other stractui'es of the PCSS were not being inspected and/orstorm sewers

adequately inspected to determine the existence of debris, the necessity for removing 

debris and/or the existence of other maintenance defects which defects would obstmct or

reduce the flow of stormwater during a rainfall;

this Defendant knew or should have known of the accumulations of debris in the Prairie168.2.

Creek Main Drain, tributary storm sewers and/or other structures of the Prairie Creek Main 

Drain v/hich blocked, obstructed and/or restricted stormwater flows within the sewers and

other stimctures of the PCSS;

this Defendants knew or should have known that the storm sew^ers and/or other structures168.3.

of the PCSS were not being adequately cleaned or maintained including not being cleaned or 

maintained fi-ee of obstructive or restrictive debris such as trees, bushes, brush, rocks, and other 

debris w-hich would obstruct flow’ and'or reduce flow of stoiTawuter during a ramtall;

that Advocate's North Developmentthis Defendant knew or should have know’:

Property and the PCSS were not being adequately operated immediately or shorJy 

before a rainfall iacludiag;

this Defendant knew' that the Primary Basin Structures on Advocated North 

Development Propeiiy' w/ere not being properly operated because the responsible parties were 

not pumping out and emptying the Primary Basin Structures within the PCSS so as to 

optimize storage of likely or expected stormwater runoff; and

this Defendant knew or should have knowm that the defective maintenance, the

168.4.

168.4.1.

168.5.

undersized culverts, the bottlenecks, the tortuous channel misalignments and other

defects writhin Prairie Creek Main Drain including but not limited to Advocate’s North 

Development Segment and the Robin-Dee Community Segment of the Prauie Creek
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Main Drain were catastrophically reducing the ability or capacity of the PCSS to

adequately operate d’oring any foreseeable significant but reasonably manageable rainfall.

Prior to Friday, September 12, 2008, Berger placed, caused to be placed, knew and'or169.

should have known of flow'-restricting materials over the Dee Road Neighborhood street

stormwater catchbasin inlets immediately adjacent and contiguous to Dee Neighborhood

Plaintiffs’ residences and properties.

During the days and hours before accumulated stormwater from Advocate’s North170.

Development mvaded the Robia-Dee Community on Saturday, September 13, 2008, this

Defendant knew or should have known by the exercise of due diligence of the following facts:

170.1. This Defendant knew or should have known of the impending rain approaching the PWC;

170.2, This Defendant knew or should have known of the dangerous stoimw^ater mnoff to be

senerated bv this rainfall threatening an already \ailaerable-to-floodmg Plaintiffs’ Amea;

)efendant knew or should have Imown of the unreasonable, dangerous3. Thisi / V.

accumulations of stoimwater on .Advocate’s North Development Primary Basin Stmctures

and within other segments of the PCSS relating to this rainfall; and

170.4. This Defendant knew or should have knowm of the unreasonable and foreseeable

imminent threat of catastrophic invasive flooding into the Robin-Dee Coromunity Anea

Plaintiff Class’ homes and properties posed by the accumulated stormwater fi'om Advocate’s

North Development.

The activities of stoimwater management within the unique Prairie Creek watershed are171.

inherently dangerous in the urbanized watershed as has been demonstrated by the most non-river

repetitive flooding in Cook County and the repetitive inability to control stormw'-ater and manage
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this stonnwater as demonstrated by four major catastrophic floods since 1987 and many less

class-wide invasive flooding during this period.

in.T. THE PUBLIC IMPRO\^rvfENTS LN PLACE AT THE TIME OF THE
SEPTEMBER 13. 2008 MAN-MADE CATASTROPHIC WATER INVASIONS.

Public Improvement: The Ballard Basin and the Pavilion Basin ai'e public improvements 

to the Prauie Creek Stormwater System as these Basins receive upstream stormwater from

172.

upstream areas of Prairie Creek Watershed.

Upstream stormwaters drain to the Upstream Main Drain from PCSS’s Upstream 

Segment tributary sewers and the retention/'detention basm(s);

Upstream stormwater enters the Upstream Main Drain upstream of the North 

Development, emptying all of its collected and conveyed stormwater at Point Al;

Pai'k Pddse North Ballard Neighborhood drains into the

172.1.

170 9

Tributarv stormwater from U-LX'^
7 •'9

i / -I

between Point Al a.r!d Point A_2;—men VIhih l'Dr0n'Noith Dt in

Tributai-y stormwater from the Maine Township North Ballai'd Neighborhood drains into172.4.

Drain at or between Point Al and Point A2 andrir at otherthe North Development MaiUJ.

locations south of Ballard (drainage culverts/pipes near or between Points Al and A2); and

possible Upstream Stormwater tributary to the Pavilion Basin entering the Pavilion Basin 

fi-om the east of the Advocate North Development*.

172.5.

As September 2008, Exhibit 1 shows the routing of the Prairie Creek Stormwmter Flow 

from the east boundaiw at Point Al of the Main Dram’s North Development Segment to the 

approximate western boundaiw of the Main Drain Robin-Dee Segment of the Main Drain of the 

PCSS (Point J) although the Segment extends to Potter Road, Exhibit 1 designates the

173.

stonnwater sinictui'es relevant to understanding the flow' of stormvvater on September 1 >008
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through the North Development Segment and Robin-Dee Segment of the Prairie Creek Main

Drain. The directional arrows in thick white depict the design direction of flow.

174, The PCSS as a Public Improvement: The County approved and oversaw the

development of the Prairie Creek Main Drain’s Robin-Dee Community Segment (Points E 

through J) through its pre-1960s and 1960s development when the undersized 60” Howard Court 

Culvert was constructed as was its 60” Dee Neighborhood Stormwater Pipe (Points E-H).

175, The PCSS stormwater improvements constitute “property” or “properties” under the Tort

Immunity Act (“TIA”).

176. These PCSS Stormwuter Improvements include:

176.1. The PCSS North Development Segment consisting of (a) the North Development Main 

Drain (being at Point A1 and traversing to Point A3)- (b) the Ballard Basin which essentially 

ser\-es as the North Development Main Drain travei'smg Advocate North Develop: 

property, (c) the Pavilion Basin o

,ent

the Advocate North Development property, (d) all Park

Ridge and-'or Maine Towmship tiibutai'y stormwater sewers discharging into the North

Development Main Drain, and (e) aU other stormwater structui-es and related components on 

the North Development Property; and

176.2. The PCSS Robin-Dee Community Segment and its Subsystem consisting of (.a) the 

Robin-Dee Main Drain between Points C1-C2 (the twin Robin Alley Culverts) and continuing 

past Point J (the Rancho Lane Culverts) to Potter Road.

177. Stormwater is also “property” or “personal property'” within TIA Article III, § 10/3-101.

m.U. SEPTEMBER 13. 2008 SEQUENCE OF THE FLOODING STAGES

178. On Thursday. September 11, Friday, September 12, 2008 and Saturday, September

008 before the invasive flooding on the moiTiiag of Satui'day, September 13, 2008, this
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Defendant knew or should have known based upon weather forecasts and readily available actual 

rainfall data to areas west of Cook County, that the September 12-13, 2008 rain event was certain 

to exceed a two year return frequency and, with legal certainty, would generate rainfall runoff 

and stormwater which this Defendant knew or should have known could not propeidy be

collected, stored, transported and/or discharged by the PCSS given this rainfall and given the 

maintenance and design defects within the PCSS including within the Prairie Creek Main Drain.

On Friday, September 12 and Saturday morning, September 13, 2008, rain fell over the 

PCW, including upstream of the Robin-Dee Community Plaintiffs’ Class homes and properties.

Because of these known maintenance and design defects in the collection, storage, 

conveyance, transportation, and discharge structures and components of the PCSS, dangerous 

accumulations of stormwater developed on Advocate’s North Development.

179.

180.

2008, these dangerous accumulations of stonnwater catastrophicallyOn September9

mvaded the Robm-Dee Community Ai'ea Plaintiff Class’ persons, residences, vehicles and other

Development and the Robin-Deereal and personal properties from Advocate s North 

Community Segment of the Prairie Creek Mam Drain.

On September 13, 2008, neither Advocate’s North Development Pavilion Building nor 

North Development Parking Structure suffered any invasive flooding in any interior space.

But for the known maintenance and design defects relating to the collection, storage,

182.

183.

transportation, conveyance, and operation of the PCSS, the Robin-Dee Community Area Plaintiff 

Class would not have sustained catastrophic invasive flooding to their persons and propeity on

Saturday, September 13, 2008.

In combination v’ith the rainfall weather conditions, but for the foregoing known and'or184.

discoverable defects in the design, planning, maintenance, collection, storage, transportation.
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conveyance, and operation of the PCSS including defects in Advocate’s North Development

stoimwater structures, the Robin-Dee Segment of the Prairie Creek Main Drain, and the Robin-

Dee Sanitary Sev/erage System, the Robin-Dee Community Ai'ea Plaintiff Class would not have

sustained catastrophic invasive flooding into their persons and property on September 13, 2008.

185. At no relevant time was the rainfall w^eather conditions the sole proximate cause of the

Robin-Dee Community Area Plaintiff Class’ injuiies and damages.

186. The rainfall and its associated stormw/ater which occurred on September 12, 2008 and

September 13, 2008 over the Prairie Creek Drainage Area'Watershed and the resulting runoff

was a stoimwater runoff which could have been properly managed by this Defendant by safe

planning, safe engineering, safe collection, safe storage, safe transportation, safe conveyance

and/br safe discharge relating to these accumulated stoimwaters.

187. This rainfall and its associated stonnwmter w'hich occunred on September 12. 2008 and

September 13, 2008, were not an "Act of God“ rainfall or stormwater nmoff as defined by

Illinois statutoiy andbr common lawo

Because of these ongoing maintenance and design defects including but not limited to188.

cleaning the Robin-Dee Segment and to redesigning the knowm bottlenecks including but not

limited to the Ballard Basin Discharge Culvert Bottleneck, Dempster Basin Discharge Culvert

Bottleneck and Howai'd Court Culvert Bottleneck, in both the Advocate North Development and

the Robin-Dee Segment of the Prairie Creek Main Drain as set forth in this Complaint, the

Robin-Dee Community continues to suffer irreparable harm and shall continue to suffer

iiTepai'able harm as evidenced by the September 13, 2008 Invasive Flooding into the Robin-Dee

Community.
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m.V. GENERAL SUMMARY OF CLAIM

On September 13, 2008, dui'ing the rainfall, rainfall mnoff began collecting in stonn189.

sewers upstream of the Robin-Dee Community Area. These storms sewers which are tributaiy to

the Prah'ie Creek Main Drain began to empty into the PCS S’ Upstream Main Drain.

Beginning at Points A1 and A3, the Upstream Main Drain began to fill the Ballard and190.

Pavilion Basins until these Basins’ stormwater levels rose and discharge into Robin

Neiehborhood Main Drain at Point Cl.

Point C2 was receiving stormwater from Points B1, B2 and B3, the Dempster Basin.191.

After the Ballard, Pavilion and Dempster Basins began emptying into the Robin192.

Neighborhood Main Drain at Points Cl and C2, because the Robin Court Culvert is 120”, the full

flow^ing 60” Robin AUey Culverts (Points Cl and C2) could safely dischaige their dual 60” full

flows thi'oush the laraer 120” Robm Court Culvert at Point D.

However, the 60“ Howard Court Culvert Bottleneck occurred at Point E because the 120”or

design full flow of the 120” Robin Court Culvert (Point D) cannot possibly be received by the

undersized 60” Howard Court Culvert at Point E. The 120” full flow from Point D is under

gravity (rather than pump or other pressure) so that it is physically impossible for the 60”

Howard Comt Culvert to receive 120” of flow from the Robin Neighborhood Mam Drain.

Because of this open, obvious, catastrophic undersizing of the Howard Comt Culvert, most of

the 120” flow floods over the 60” Howai'd Comt Culvert into the lower elevation and lower

topography homes (mostly to the south of the Robin Neighborhood Main Drain and Dee

Neighborhood Drains. Under no natural circumstance do the laws of physics allow the 120”

diameter circulai" Robin Court Culvert flow to safely bottleneck into the substantially smaller 60"

diameter circular Howard Court Culvert.
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As a direct result of the Howard Couit Bottleneck, stormwater invasively flooded the194.

lands and the homes of the Robin-Dee Community Area.

Similar bottlenecks exist at both the Ballard and Dempster Basins.195.

The 60” inch Ballai’d Basin Discharge Culvert at Point A3 is surcharged by a mini-196.

tsunami-like flood wave action from the Ballard Basin which engulfs the culvert, exceeding the

banks of the BaUard Basin and invading the Robm-Dee Community (the “Ballard Basin

Discharge Culvert Bottleneck”).

The 60” inch Dempster Basin Discharge Culvert at Point B3 is sm'chai'ged by the 84”197.

Dempster Basin Stormwater Sewer Subsystem from Point B2 in a min-tsunami-like flood wave

action engulfing this Culvert (“Dempster Basin Discharge Culvert Bottleneck”).

Further, downstream waters could not be safely conveyed because of other downstream198,

bottlenecks such the Briar Court Elbow where the Mam Drain makes a sharp right-turn at Point I

and the undersized Rancho Lane Culverts at Point 2, undersized to receive 120” flow

As a result of the bottleneck inability of the Howard Court Culvert and its connected 60”199.

Dee Neighborhood Stormwater Pipe to receive any additional stormwater and other downstream

bottlenecks due to defective maintenance and/'or design North Development Mam Drain

Stormwater Complex including the Ballard and Pavilion Basins, the Robin Neighborhood MD

and the Dee Neighborhood Mam Drain, and the bottlenecks set forth here for description not

limitation, stormwater overflows the Robin Neighborhood Mam Drain and the Dee

Neighborhood Stormwater Pipe and prevents flows from the 60” BaUard Basin Discharge

Culvert and the 60” Dempster Basin Dischai'ge Culvert from being conveyed by the Robin

Neighborhood Main Drain and the Dee Neighborhood Main Drain.
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In turn, the Ballard Basin overflows its banks into the Robin Neighborhood. Similaidy,200.

the Dempster Basin overflows its banks into the Robin Neighborhood. Further, sheet sm-face

stoiinwater flow from the Dempster Parking Lot which is at a higher elevation and contiguous lo

the Robin Neighborhood discharges into the Robin Neighborhood.

Because minimal or no stomiwater can flow through the Main Dram’s Robin-Dee201.

Segment of the PCSS, as the rainfall nmoff stormwater continues to reach the Robin-Dee

Community, more and more excess accumulated stormwater overflows from the North

Development into the Robin-Dee Community until the entire lower-elevation surface areas of the

Robin-Dee Community invasive flooded.

Sanitary sew'ers ai'e becoming full because the stormwater is infiltrating sanitaiy sewers 

not designed to receive flows of stormwater let alone dozens of 4” or 6” flows from basements

202.

filled with water. The stormwater enters the Robm-Dee Community Sanitary Sewer systems

through (a) basements through breakmg basement wmdov.'s, doors and other areas of the 

residences which are not water-tight and (b) manholes, loose sanitary sewer joints and other

sources of inflow and infiltration (such as holes in the manholes or such as significant gaps

between the manhole Uds and manhole chimneys).

The Robin-Dee Community .Area Plaintiffs reside in areas where the sanitary sewers are203.

separated fi'om the stormwater sewers. Under apphcable design standards, a sanitary sewmge 

system is a “closed” sewage system w'^hich means that stormwater is not introduced into the 

sanitary sewer system as a matter of design. The Robin-Dee Community Area Plaintiffs were 

not seiwed by a “combined” system of stoimwater-sanitaiy-' common sewers.

As the Robin Neisrhborhood’s basements fill with stormwater, and as stonnwater mvades204.

the sanitaiy sewer system thi'ough manholes and broken pipe joints, this stonnwater then
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surcharges the Sanitary Sewerage System resulting in sew'age backups into homes which are at

higher surface elevations and not receive dhect stormwater intrusion*. These sewage backups

continue in areas which did not experience surface flooding so long as theh basement are below'

the highest elevations of stormwater in the Robin-Dee Community’s basements and first floors.

such at higher elevations than the surface flooded areas.

This surface wmter flooding continues until reduced flow's gradually drain the Main205.

Dram’s Robin-Dee Segment.

The sewage backups in the Robin-Dee Community Area continue until the downstream206.

local sanitary sewers and regional interceptors were able to receive the flows from the Robin-

Dee Community .Area Sanitary Sewers.

207 .Around or by September 14, 2008, the residual flow' capacity of the Main Dram’s Robin-

Dee Community Segment w/as able to safely r'='' eive and transport residual accumulated

stormwater stormwater form the Robin-Dee Community .Area, thereby draining the surface

ponding w'ithin the Robin-Dee Community Area.

ni.W. CAUSATION: FLOODING STAGES SEQUENCE

“This Defendant” means Advocate, Berger, the District, Park Ridge, Maine Township and208.

the County in this Subpart

The approximate order of the surface-water invasive and sewer-water invasive floodings209.

occurred generally along the foUow'hig stages on September 13, 2008. Depending upon a

resident’s proximity to Dee Road, the Berger obstnctions of the stormwater culvert inlets played

a role in the mability to drain stoimwater from those areas.

20 STAGE 1: Basins begin to fill to their discharge elevations: The Ballai'd, Pavilion,n 1 
y. i.

and Dempster Basins fill to the discharge elevations of their respective discharge culverts: the
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Ballard Basin Discharge Culvert (Point A3) and the Dempster Discharge Culvert (Point B3). 

No surcharging of the Robin Neighborhood Main Drain or Dee Neighborhood Stonnwater 

Pipe/Mam Drain has occuired.

Filling of Ballard-Pavilions Basins; Upstream Prairie Creek Watershed stonnwater 

(“Upstream PCW stormwater”) begms discharge into the Ballard Basin Stormwater System 

through Points A1 and A2. Local Advocate North Development stormwater (“Advocate 

North stormwater”) from its streets, parking lots, buddings and other impervious areas and its 

saturated pervious grounds drain into the Ballard Basin Stormwater Subsystem which includes 

the interconnected Pavilion Basin. Besides PWC upstream stormwater under District and/or 

County control, and Advocate North Development stonnwater under Advocate control, Park 

Ridge stormwater from the Park Ridge North Ballard Neighborhood flows into the Ballard 

Basin*. Similarly. Maine Township stormwater from Marne Township north of the Ballard

209.1.1.

Basin flows mto the Ballard Basin*.

Filling of Dempster Basin: Advocate South Development stormwater discharges 

through Point B2 into the Dempster Basin. Possibly Park Ridge stormwater from its municipal 

ai-ound the Advocate South Development also discharge to the Dempster Basin *. 

STAGE 2; Basins begin to discharge through basin culverts to the PCSS Robin 

Neighborhood Main Drain; Upon the wmter elevation within a basin rising 

iavert/bottom elevation of its discharge culvert, this stormwater flow's into the the basins reach 

their discharge elevation, they dischai-ge stormwater from the the Ballard Basin at Point C3 

and Dempster Basins. The second stage before the invasive flooding is that the Ballard and 

Dempster Basins then begin discharging w'ater to Points C1-C2, No suiuharge of the Robm-

209.1.2.

sewers

209.2.

to the
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Dee Community Main Drain occurs until the combined flows at Points C1-C2 (the two 60”

culverts) are bottleneck and siorchai'ge the single 60” Howard Comt Culvert at Point E.

209.3. Stage 3: Basin’s surcharge PCSS’s Hov/ard Court Culvert, Dee Neighborhood Pipe 

and Robin Neighborhood Main Drain and Overflow: As the rate and volume of stormwater

increase in the north 60” Ballard Basin Robin Alley Culvert and the south 60” Dempster Basin 

Robin Alley Culvert, these two culverts’ combined flows exceed the capacity of the single 60”

downstream Howard Court Culvert. Consequently, bottleneck surcharging occurs at the

Howard Court Culvert resulting in a backing-up of the stormwater and overflow of the Robin

Neighborhood and Dee Neighborhood Main Drains.

209.4. Stage 4: Ballard and Dempster Basins Overflow: Because the discharge culverts are

blocked from discharging by backwater and other fluid dynamics involving the Howard Court

Culvert bottleneck and Robin Alley Culverts backwater obstruction, there is no method of

discharging water V design from these Basins. The Basins rise and overtop the basin

banks/berms. Because there is no barrier such as sandbags, the Basin Overflow^ overtops

Advocate’s North Development and sheet flows along the surface, invading the Robin-Dee

Community with all excess upstream stormwaters.

209,5, Stage 5: Surface-Water Home Invasions: Surface-water home invasions occur when

the invading stormwaters, sometimes at mini-tsunami wave action rates, inundates the Robin-

Dee Community. Stormwater invades through basement windows and first floor doors and

other penetrable openings to a home’s envelop.

209.6. Stage 6: Sanitary Sewer Subsystems Surcharge and Sewage Backups: Stormwater is

traveling over manholes besides mto basements" sanitaiy drains. Because sanitarv' sewers are 

smaller in diameter than stormsewers, the sanitaiy sewer subsystems surcharge and sanitary
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sewer backups occur. This phenomenon occurs even in homes with no suiTace water invasions 

because water seeks its own equihbrium level whthin a closed system such as the sanitary sewer 

systems. These mvasions affect the performance of the District's sanitary sewer interceptors 

besides the performance of the Glenview and Park Ridge local municipal sanitary sewer 

systems: these systems including the interceptors (depending upon flow permissions) surchai'ge 

and backup the entire Regional Sewage System operated by the District. The District causes 

upstream backups by failing to deploy temporary pumpage systems to remove sanitary sewage 

such as into unsurcharged stormwater di-aias or tanker tmcks.

This Defendant failed to exercise ordinary care to increase either temporarily or 

permanently the storage capacity of the North Development by the following actions:

This Defendant failed to make any effort at calculating the amount of stormwater from

210.

210.1.

008 storm althouuh this storm was predicated and known days in advance ofthe September

ns aiTival to affect the Chicago Region: if the Defendant had attempt to kno-w how much

stormwater could be generated, then the Defendant would know how many flood protection

actions were necessar\'.

This Defendant failed to deploy temporaiy pumps to pump down and empty the Ballard210.2.

before the September 13, 2008 storm. ThisBasin, Pavihon Basin and Dempster Basin 

Defendant could have began pumping on Thursday, September 11 and Friday, September 12 and 

completely emptied these Basins so that these Basias could be used for thefr maximum

stormwater storage.

This Defendant failed to either temporarily or permanently increase the storage capacity210.3.

that these Basins had adequate storage capacity to receive the excess stonnwater fi'omso
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Advocate Properties and the Upstream Praiiie Creek Watershed; this Defendant could have 

increased storage in at least the following tv/o methods:

This Defendant failed to use standard temporary flood prevention baixiei'S such as sand210.3.1.

bags or inflatable water systems with or without machines with capacities of 5,000 sand bags/hor 

to create a water-impei-vious barrier between the Robin-Dee Community mcludrng but not

limited to the Robin Alley and the North Development andbr storing all of the excess

stormwater on the North Development. These stormwater barriers v/ould serve two purposes: (a) 

prevent North Development excess stormwater fi'om invading the Robin-Dee Community and 

(b) increase temporary storage capacity when used in conjunction with plugging or raising the

elevations of the Ballard Basin and Dempster Basin discharge culverts; or

This Defendant failed to raise the banks of the Bailai'd, Pavilion and Dempster Basin with210.3.2.

otion with raising the elevations of the Ballard and Dempsteradditional dnt beinns i conjunc

Basin dischai'ge culvens.

i he above staging sequence was affected by Berger’s obstruction of the Dee Road211.

stormwater inlets with fabric.

If the Defendant would have completely pumped down the Basins or either temporarily212.

or permanently raised the Basins’ bank elevations m conjunction with raising their discharge 

culverts, all stormwater from the September 13, 2008 storm would have been stored on North 

Development Property and the Plaintiffs would not have sustained their invasive flooding.

Comingling of Stormwater: Because the invading stormwnter comingled and mixed 

together regai'dless of ovmership and/'or control, and cannot be readily apportioned, this

213.

Defendant is liable for all injury and damage caused by the invading stoimwater to the Robin-

Dee Community Plaintiff Class.
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Combined Causation-Indivisible Injury; The tortious conduct of this Defendant combined 

with the tortious conduct of other Defendants to proximately cause an indivisible injuiy to the

214.

Robin-Dee Community Plaintiff Class for this invading stormwater.

Proximate Cause: As a proximate cause of these breaches of duties by this Defendant, the 

Plaintiffs suffered and sustained actual injiuies and damages set forth under in this Complaint s

215.

“Damage” Part.

PART W: COMMON LEGAL AVIE^RMENTS

“This Defendant” means each defendant individually. By this aveiment is meant 

that these aveiments are direct to each Defendant individually, requiring an individual 

answer. It is not the intent of this pleading to pled a “joint” aveiment, that is, an averment 

requiring this Defendant to answer as to another Defendant or the knowledge of another

requested to answer these aveiments only as to its 

knowledee. “Joint allegations”, “joint counts”, “joint knowledge ' or joinder of claims is 

not the intent of this pleading. This statement applies to Subparts in Part III and is 

incorporated into all Subparts

Generally, unless otheradse indicated, as used in this Part entitled “Statement of Common 

Count Averments”, “this Defendant” or “Defendant” means each of the following defendants 

individually: Advocate, Gewalt, the District, Paih Ridge, Maine Township and the Coxmty (also 

known as the “Stonnwater Defendants”),

“Defendant” means this Defendant (through its attorney) who is answering this Part PV. 

Generally, unless othenvise indicated, “this Defendant” does not mclude Berger. 

Generally, unless otherwise indicated, these averments pertain to the District only in its 

capacity as a “Stoimwater Defendant”; these averments, unless othenvise indicated, do not

216.

Defendant,. Each Defendant is

217.

217.1.

217.2.

217.3.
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pertain to the District in its separate capacity as a “Sanitary Sewer Water Defendant” relating 

to the interceptors into which both Glenview and Pai'k Ridge dischai'ge sanitary sewer water.

217.4, Generally, unless otherwise indicated, these avennents peitain to Pai'k Ridge only in its

capacity as a “Stonnwater Defendant”7"'gftless-"Otherai5e''indi- re-av-ermento-do ■ not

..1. te.separate capacity ac a ^Snsiitar)' Sewer \AGtcr Defendant” for the Pgfe■'■‘O

allard..Nortl N'ehihhefhaed-e-r-'-ether..Paris—Rjdee-neiehb'efhe'edO''affected b ■thesej

,.1. 1.;,OrOfsvi^ax'er mi'a
V ■

218. Factual Basis for Legal Duties of Due Care: Before September 13, 2008, this

Defendant knew or should have known of the highly-hkely and highly-probable floodings risks

posing serious injur}' and damage to Plaintiffs based upon Earlier Floodings and Studies.

218.1. Since 1976, this Defendant knew or should have known of the defects in the Prairie

Lreek Stormw'ater System (PCSS) detailed m the 1975-1976 IDOT Flood Report includina 

that the MD North Development Segment and the hlD Robin-Dee Segment po.sed a suhstantial

flood risk to Plaintiffs;

Since 1987, this Defendant knew' or should have known of the invasive floodings into the218.2.

Robin-Dee Community Ai'ea based upon the 1987 Catastrophic Man-Made Flood;

Since 1990-1991, this Defendant knew or should have known of the undersized culverts218.3.

includiag the 60" undersized Howard Court Culvert based upon the 1990-1991 Harza

Engineering Studies and Reports;

218.4. Since 2002, this Defendant knew or should have known of the of the invasive floodings 

into the Robin-Dee Community Area based upon the 1987 Catastrophic Man-Made Flood;

218.5. Since 2002, this Defendant knew or should have known of the 2002 IDNR investiaation.
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218.6. Since the 1960s, this Defendant knew or should have known based upon an inspection of

the 60” Howard Court Culvert and its 100 yard upstream 120” Robin Court Culvert that this

w'as an open and obvious bottlenecks and catastrophic restriction to flow which a reasonable

inspection of the MD Robin-Dee Community Segment of the PCSS would have revealed,.

Based upon the Earlier Floods and Earlier Flooding Investigations, and these known219.

or reasonably know-able facts posing an imminent risk of harm to the Plaintiff, this Defendant

owed a general non-delegable legal duty to Plaintiffs to properly manage stonnwater under this

Defendant’s control, supervision, management and/or jurisdiction so as to prevent foreseeable

harm to foreseeable plaintiffs.

220. .-part-y'-je-egefe

e#a=t¥#R=“©£ e'-elepment 4bie.atcd storm^fater-enr.i ep'ert\\'i'OCmr _

m A- 11

' '■

I#

&g^tb-&ewetefmeat»-Rr'8f erties: nds and'^eati -•sJ

tth' m\nor.'g"-st£raiVrare¥p F

rC.A. COrvIMON constitution article XI. SECS. 1 AM) 2 LEGAL
AVERIVIENTS

For this subpart: (a) this or the “Stormwater Manager Defendant” means Advocate,221.

(iewalt, the District, Park Ridge, Maine lowmship, and the County; (b) this or the “Samtary

Sewage Manager Defendant” means Glenview, R Ridge- and the District; and (c) this or the

“Defendant” means each Defendant except Berger.
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222. Illinois Constitution of 1970, Article XI, §§ 1 and 2 provides that it is the duty of each 

person is to provide and maintain a health&l envii-onment for the benefit of this and future

generations, a right of each person to a healthful environment and a right to

this right against any paity, government or private.

223. This Defendant owed a duty to the Plaintiffs to provide and to maintain a healthful

envu'onment.

224. The stormwater within the Ballard, Pavilion and Dempster Basin Stractures and 

surrounding lands contained (a) duck, geese and other water fowl feces, mine and wastes, (b) 

other types of animal feces, urine and waste, (c) other pollutants associated with surface water 

runoff including hea\'y' metals and deleterious dissolved dusts and (d) other bacteria, viiuses, 

drugs andrir wastes, harmful to human health, safety and welfare.

The sanitary sewer water in the sanitary sewer systems operated bv Glenview--’-P-arh Pidoc 

and' Or the District contamed (a) feces and urine, (b) e-coli. (c) other bacteria and virus, including 

bacteria and viruses which cause hepatitis and gastric disorders and (d) other unhealthy, injurious 

bodily wastes, bodhy fluids, bacteria, viiuses, drugs, chemicals and other form of unhealthy, 

injurious pollutants, wastes and liquids.

This Defendant knew or should have known of the unhealthy environment posed by the 

pollutants contained in the stonnwater water and the sanitary sewage.

This Stormwater Manager Defendant breached these duties as stormwater manager by 

tortiously causiug the release and escape of accumulated stormwater from the Advocate North 

Development to invade the Robin-Dee Community .Aiua in breach of its duty to provide a 

healthful environment.

0.

226.

227.
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This Sanitary Sewage Manager Defendant breached these duties as sanitary sewer system 

manager by tortiously causing the release and escape of accumulated stonnwater from the 

Advocate Nonh Development to invade the Robin-Dee Community Area in breach of its duty to

228.

provide a healthful environinent.

IV.B. COMMON NEGLIGENT STORJVnVATER SYSTEM MAINTENANCE
BREACHES BASED UPON UNDERTAKING/ASSUMED CONTRACTUAL DUTIES

LEGAL AVERMENTS.

For this subpait, this “Defendant” means Advocatenae-Gewait.229.

The standard District “Sewerage System Peimit” in its “General Conditions of the230.

Permit” relating to said Plans and Permits discussed above and herein contained the following 

relevant paragraph or similar relevant paragraph applying to Pennittees such as Advocate and

agents or representatives of Permittee:

District PcnnrThe foUnwin^'^ term snd conciitioij; is set toi'tri iNo, 06-032 211 d is 211111

e-x.axQple of an identical and/'or a substantially identical PeiToit Tenn and Condition agreed to by 

Advocate as:4-G€¥i^att=-relatmg to the issuance of the District’s Permits based upon the Plans

submitted for approval as listed herein.

Paragraph 5 of each of these Plans and Permits relates to Maintenance and identically or 

substantially identically provides as follows;

232.

5. Maintenance: The sewer connections, lines, systems or facilities constructed hereunder 
or seiTing the facilities constructed hereunder shall be properly maintamed and operated at 
all times in accordance with all applicable requirements....

This Peimit Duty was owed to the Plaintiffs’ Class as foreseeable plaintiffs who would be^

foreseeably injured by breach of this Peimit duty.

This Peimit Condition applies to the Detention Basin designed by Advo234.

By way of example and illustration, but not limited toand constmeted bv 2
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IVIWRD Permit No. 06-032, said permit conditions apply to Detention Basins such as Advocate’s

Basin Structures.

Breach of Maintenance: This Defendant breached this duty to property mamtain the235.

stormwater systems and stonnwater facilities by the following conduct *:

This Defendant faded to mamtain the plan depth of its retention basins by failing to desiit236.

*; and

This Defendant faded to maintain the stormwater systems and facilities in compliance237.

with reasonable standards*.

IV.C. COMMON NEGLIGENT STORMWATER SYSTEM MAINTENANCE 
BREACHES BASED UPON FORESEEABLE HARM LEGAL AVERMENTS

For this subpart, “this Defendant” means: the District, m its capacity as stormwater

(PCSS), and Maine Tovmship

238.

Creek Stonnwater Svste in Itsmanaeer of the Pram m

capacity as stormwater manager uf the PCSS withiu its junsdiciion.

This Defendant owed the following maintenance duties relating to Stormwater Struct’ores 

within the Prairie Creek Stormwater System.

Cleaning: This Defendant owed a non-delegable duty to clean, maintam, and/or repair 

drainage structures within the Prauie Creek Stormwater System under its ownership, 

control, management, supeivision and/'or jurisdiction. This duty to clean

239.

240,

possession.

included:

Removing of natural obstiuctions such as trees, tree tmnks, tree limbs and other 

natural developing or growing obstructions to flow;

240.1.
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Removing man-made obstructions to flow such as collapsed banks, collapsed240.2.

walls which previously provided lateral support, debris discharged into drains and

sewers and similar man-made obstructions to flow; and/or

Repairing and/or restoiing banks and bankwalls to design standards.240.3.

This Defendant breached these duties by the following acts and conduct;241.

This Defendant failed to remove natural obstructions such as trees, tree tinnks, tree limbs,242.

and other natural developing or growing obstmctions to including within the Main Drain Robin-

Dee Community Segment of the Prairie Creek Stormwater System (PCSS);

This Defendant failed to remove man-made obstructions to flow including the areas of243.

the Robin-Dee Segment where the brick bank walls collapsed into the Main Drain Robin

Neighborhood Subsegment and v/here other man-made debiis collects within the Main Drain

Pvobin Neighborhood Subsegment; and

This Defendant failed to reconstruct the bank walls so as to prevent earth and other debris244.

such as the bank brick walls themselves from obstructing flows through the Main Drain Robin-

Dee Community Segment.

IV.D. COMMON NEGLIGENT S.4MTARY SYSTEM IVL4INTEN.4NCE BREACHES OF
DUTY BASED UPON 35 ILL. ADM. CD. SEC. 306.303 LEGAL AVERMENTS

For this subpart, “this Defendant” means; the Glenview,^ k-Ridge - 'in".its."C apac it3;'245.

and the District, in its capacity as regional sanitary

sewage owner and manager.

35 lU.Adm.Cd. Sec. 306.303 imposes duties upon this Defendant for the benefit of the246.

Plaintiffs to properly operate and manage sanitary sewage under its control and/'or ownership.

Breaches: This Defendant breached these duties include but not limited to the fonowing:247,
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247.1. This Defendant knew in the past stormwater invasive flooding of the Robin-Dee 

Community area by surface stormwater that stormwater invades the entire area sanitary sewers 

through floor drams in individual units yet this Defendant failed to temporarily bulkhead 

branches of its sanitary sewer system with sandbags or other systems to prevent sanitary 

sewerage home invasions upstream of the immediately-affected Robin-Dee Community and 

use pump(s) upstream of the bulkhead to discharge any sanitary sewage collecting dui'ing the 

storm in breach of its duty to do so.

247.2. This Defendant knew of the existence of holes in the manhole lids in the Robin-Dee

Community Area and that these holes in the manhole covers impermissibly permits stormwater

to enter the Sanitary Sewerage System during flooding yet failed to seal these holes its

manholes in breach of its duty to do so;

Ihis Defendant knew of the absence of wrater-tisht seals between the manhole lid and its247,3

seating rmg m the manholes and that this lack of water-tight seal impermissibly permitted

stormv/ater to enter the Sanitaiy Sewerage System yet this Defendant faded to seal these lids in

breach of its duty to do so;

Defendant knew that its manholes are not properly maintained including properly sealed 

and properly rendered w'ater-tight from stormwuter, yet this Defendant failed to render water-

•D/17 /i 
/ .‘-t.

tight its manholes m breach of these duties impermissibly permitting stormwater inflows into

the Sanitary Sewerage System*; and

247.5. This Defendant knew or should have known, of impermissible levels of inflow and 

infiltration in violation of application state, regional, county and local standards, yet this

Defendant faded to coirect these inflow/infiltratio: defects, thereby impermissibly allowing

stormwater to invade the sanitary sewage system in violation of its duty*.
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rV.E. COMMON NEGLIGENT SANITARY SYSTEM MAINTENANCE BREACHES OF
DUTY BASED UPON FORESEEABLE HARM LEGAL AVERMENTS

For this subpait, “this Defendant” me the Glenview, Paris-9 pr

aaagers-and the District, in its capacity as regional-age-system ov.me

sanitary sewage system owner and manager.

Duty to Properly Manage Sanitary Sewage: Based upon the Earlier Floodings and the249.

Earlier Flooding Studies, this Defendant owed duties to the Plaintiffs to properly operate and

manage sanitary sewnge under its control and/'or ownership so as to prevent foreseeable harm to

Plaintiffs.

Breaches: This Defendant breached these duties include but not limited to the following:250.

This Defendant knew' in the past stormwater invasive flooding of the Robin-Dee250.1.

uv surface storm'water that stormwater mvades the entire area samtarvCommumtv area u

ush floor vet this Defendant failed t eniD o ran] \ 'lauai un:sev'ers t. drain:

bulkhead branches of its samtaiy sew'er system with sandbags or other systems to

prevent sanitary sew'erage home invasions upstream of the immediately-affected Robin-

Dee Community and use pump(s) upstream of the bulkhead to discharge any sanitary

sewmge collecting during the stoim in breach of its duty to do so.

This Defendant knew of the existence of holes in the manhole lids in the Robin-250.2.

Dee Community Area and that these holes in the manhole covers impermissibly peiTnits

stoimwater to enter the Sanitary Sewerage System during flooding yet failed to seal

these holes its manholes in breach of its duty to do so;

This Defendant knew of the absence of water-tiaht seals between the manhole lid250.3.

and its seating ring in the manholes and that this lack of a water-tight seal impermissibly
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permitted stoimwater to enter the Sanitary Sewerage System yet this Defendant failed to

seal these hds in breach of its duty to do so:

Defendant knew that its manholes are not properly maintained including properly 

sealed and properly rendered water-tight from stormwater, yet this Defendant failed to 

render water-tight its manholes in breach of these duties impeimissibly peimitting 

stormwater inflows into the Sanitary Sewerage System and

This Defendant knew or should have known of impermissible levels of inflow and 

infiltration in violation of application state, regional, county and local standards, yet this 

Defendant failed to correct these inflow/infiltration defects, thereby impermissibly 

aUowing stoimwater to invade the sanitar>' sewage system in violation of its duty*.

W.F. COIVIIvrON NEGLIGENT STORIVIWATER OPEIL4TIOK4L CONTROL
BREACHES BASED UPON CONTR.4CTUAL/ASSUiVlED DUTIES LEGAD

250.4,

250.5.

AVE.RAIENTS

aeans A^dvocate-afi4-Ge¥rt4t.For this subpan, this “Defendant'

The standard District “Sewerage System Permit’’ in its “General Conditions ot the

231.

252.

said Plans and Permits discussed above and herein contained the followingPermit” relating to

relevant paragraph or similar relevant paragraph applying to Peimittees such as Advocate and

mtatives of Perniittees-s«ehagents or repres

The following term and condition is set forth in District Permit ino. 06-0o2 and is an253.

example of an identical and/'or a substantially identical Permit Term and Condition agreed to by

iag to the issuance of the District’s Permits based upon the PlansAdvocate as

submitted for approval as hsted herein.

Paragraph 5 of each of these Plans and Permits relates to operation besides mamtenance 

and identically or substantially identically provides as follows:

254.
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5. Maintenance: The sewer connections, lines, systems or facilities constructed hereundei 
or serving the facilities constructed hereunder shall be properly mamtamed and operated at 
all times in accordance with all applicable requirements....

owed to the Plaintiffs’ Class as foreseeable plaintiffs who would beThis Permit Duty was 

foreseeably injured by breach of this Permit duty.

This Permit Condition applies to the Detention Basin designed by Advocate and Gewalt 

and constructed by Advocate=^i4=e#^. By way of example and illustration, but not limited to 

MWRD Permit No. 06-032, said permit conditions apply to Detention Basins such as Advocate s

255.

256.

Basin Stiuctures.

Breach of Duty of Proper Operation; This Defendant breached this duty to properly

and stormwater facilities by the foUowing conduct;

down the BaUard, Pavilion and Dempster Detention.

008 stonn so as to maximize the capacity of these detention

257.

maintain the stormwater systems

This Defendant failed to pump258

Basms before the September 13

basins to detain and storage stormwater;

accumulated stormwater into other areas on the North andThis Defendant failed to pump 

South Development which could temporarily store stormwater such as the Advocate parking 

the North Development, other parking garages and/or parking lots;

259.

,arage on

This Defendant failed to install a flood prevention bander system between the Robin-Dee260.

Community the North Development including but not limited to;

of the Ballard Basin Discharge Culveit with sandbags or anotheremergency plugging

either before the storm or upon discovering that the Main Drain Robin-Dee Commumty
261.

system

full and about to overtop its banks and bottleneck at the HowardSegment was nearly ranning
4—'

Court Culvert;
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emergency plugging of the Dempster Basin Dischar'ge Culvert Culvert with sandbags 

another system upon discovering that the Main Drain Robin-Dee Commumty Segment was 

nearly running full and about to overtop its banks and bottleneck at the Howard Comt Culvert 

temporarily erecting before the storm and/or during the eai-Her stages of the storm an 

impervious stoimwater bander such as sandbags, sand barrels, and/'or the Aqua Barrier Inflatable 

Dam system or similar systems to act a barrier between the Robin-Dee Commumty and the 

North Development to prevent the release and escape of excess accumulated stoimwater from 

the North Development and retain stormwater on the North Development.

IV.G. COMMON NF.GT JGENT STORMWATER 0PEIL4T10NAL CONTROL
OF DUTY BASED UPON FORESEEABLE HARM LEGAL A\fEgJVIENTS

or262.

263.

BREACHES

Advocate, Gewak, Berger, the District, ParkFor this subpait, this “Defendant ’ means 

Ridee. Marne Tovmship and me Count}:

264,

STUKhdDhG, 1. OPEFAilONAL CONTROL BREACHES BEFORE THE 2(

Know Effects of Stormwater Release on Lower Elevation Homes;

tox
265.

Planning Duty to

When planning operational practices for managing stormwater, this Defendant owed a duty to

know the reasonably foreseeable harmful consequences 

accumulates on and then dischai'ges and/or releases from the North Development and/'or South

266.

and/or effects which stormwater that

downstream, contiguous and/or lower elevation propertyDevelopment Properties would have 

owners and/or occupants mcluding the risks of surface flooding to downstream, contiguous

on

property owners such as the Plaintiffs.

Breach: This Defendant breached this duty by failing to iavestigaie or propeily 

investigate dounstream flooding of the Plaintiffs’ Ro

267.

-Dee Community■u; ti.um
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268. Planning Duty to Properly Determine Approacliing Rainfall Flood Risks; VvTieii planning 

operational practices for managing stormwater, tMs Defendant owed a duty to properly 

deteimine the characteristics of stormwater runoff to be generated by rainfall events approaching 

the Prairie Creek Watershed including stormwater quantities, intensities, peaks, times of 

concentration and other parameters.

Breach: This Defendant beached this duty by failing to calculate and/or properly calculate 

rainfall runoff stormv.'ater risks relating to stormwater quantities, intensities, peaks, times of 

duration and other parameters as they would affect Plaintiffs.

Use of State-of-the-Art Computer Model: Given the foreseeable harm to Plaintiffs from 

Eai-lier Floods detailed in Earher Flood Investigation, this Defendant owed a duty to use state- 

of-the-art computer modeling of the PCW and the PCSS to determine the effects of the 

developments of Advocate Developments Propeiti 

Prairie Creek Stormwater System on the stormwater volumes, intensities, peaks, times of 

concentration and other parameters of stoimwater.

Breach: This Defendant breached this duty by failing to use state-of-the-art computer 

modeling of the PCW and the PCSS to determine or properly determine stormwater discharges 

onto Plaintiffs’ lands and properties.

Using State of the Art Science for Calculating Stoimwater Characteristics Affecting Flow 

Downxstream: When planning operational management practices for managing stormwater, this 

Defendant owed a duty to use state-of-the-art science for detemiiniag stormwater volumes, 

mtensities. peaks, times of concentration and other stoimwater parameters so as t 

invasive flooding from stormwater accumulating on North Development Property as to 

Plaintiffs.

269.

270.

on the Praii'ie Creek Main Drain and theWO

271.

272

prevent
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273. Breach: This Defendant breached these duties relating to operational panning before the 

stoixa as follows:

274, this Defendant failed to maintain a rain gauge(s) on Advocate’s Property anchor in the 

Upper Prahie Creek Watershed to gauge the rainfall, thereby not being able to accurately 

estimate rainfall;

this Defendant failed to use Doppler or Nextrad Radai', especially from neai'by O’Hare to 

measure rainfaU; and

this Defendant failed to install a stormwater runoff logger and/or combination 

stormwater/rainfall logger in its Stormwater Structures under its control so as to determine the 

rainfall runoff being generated by the rainfall, thereby not knowing how much storage would be 

needed for a storm.

275.

276.

Pi'oper Determination of Needed Storage Capac;

Stormwater: VvTen plamimg operational practices for managing stormwater including 

capacity for anticipated rainfall runoff stormwater, this Defendant owed a duty to know of all 

relevant characteristics relating to the capacity and/or lack of capacity of Advocate’s 

Developments Properties, the Prahie Creek Stormwater System upstream of the Plaintiffs, and/or 

other contiguous properties under its control, supenision, jurisdiction ancfhr management to 

store stoimwater so as to predict the timing of pumping practices and/or implementation of 

emergency flood protection systems mcluding flood prevention barrier system. These duties 

include but are not limited to duties to properly monitor, inspect, study and know the 

impei-viousness. the slope and all other factors w^'liich affect the intensity, flow, quantity, timing 

and other characteristics of the generation of stoimwater lunoff before and during a ramfall

-j iUo. ivaiuiaii ivunuil

storage
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fi-om Advocate’s Development Properties and/or other properties under its operation, control,

jurisdiction and/or management.

Breach: This Defendant breached these duties by failing to know the proper277.1.

storage capacities necessary for a stoim of the strength of the September 13, 2008 storm.

278. Knowledge of Downstream Conveyance Structure Restrictions: This Defendant owed

a duty to know of the capacity or lack of capacity including any PCSS Stoimwater Structures

downstream including any bottlenecks or other obstructions to stormwater conveyance and flow

fi'om Advocate’s North Development Properties, other upstream properties under its ownership,

operation, control, management or jurisdiction and/or Upstream Properties which would affect

this Defendant’s ability to discharge stormwater from the Advocate’s North Property^ This duty

includes duty to know' the existence of downstream bottlenecks, downstream obstructions,

downstream blockages and-'or dow’nstream restrictions of the PCSS mcluding the undersized 60”

Howard Court Culvert, the undersized Dee Neiehborhood Main Drain and other MD Robin-Dee

Segment and North Development Discharge Culverts which would affect this Defendant’s ability

to safely discharge stormwater from Advocate Development Propeities or property under its

ownership, operation, control, management or jurisdiction.

Breach: Substantially before September 13, 2008 besides on September 13, 2008, this279.

Defendant breached these duties by failing to know whether downstream segments of the PCSS

mcluding the Robin-Dee Segment of the Prairie Creek Main Drain could safely receive excess

stoixQwater without invasive flooding into the Robin-Dee Community fi'om property or property

under its ownership, operation, control, management or juiisdiction.

Flood Prevention Plan: Relating to planning operational practices to manage280.

stormwater, this Defendant owed a duty owed a non-delegable duty to have an emergency^ action
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plan to prevent invasive flooding from Advocate Development Properties or property under its 

o-wnership, operation, control, management or jurisdiction.

Breach; This Defendant failed to develop 

invasive flooding into the Robin-Dee Community Area.

Notify and Complain to Responsible Officials to Remedy Downstream Defects: This 

Defendant owed a non-delegable duty to notify and/or complam to responsible persons about the

280.1. emergency plan of action to preventan

281.

lack of cleaning, lack of maintenance, and/or lack of repair and/or disrepak of drainage

structures not on property under its ownership, operation, control, management or jurisdiction 

which unmaintained dr-amage structure(s) affects the ability to discharge and/or drain and/or 

optimally drain drainage structure(s) on Advocate Development Properties or property under this 

Defendant’s ownership, operation, control, management or jurisdiction.

/ Breach; This Defendant breached this duty by failing to contact the responsible 

party( ies) for the proper cleanmg, mamtenance and/or repair of Stormwater Stractures includine 

the Robin Neighborhood Main Drain and the MD Dee Neighborhood Stormwater Pipe 

Subsegment within the Prairie Creek Stormwater System.

as?

IV.G.2. OPERATION CONTROL BREACHES AS THE 2008 STOR.M .APPROACHES AND 
DURING THE 2008 STORM

283. Pre-Storm Preparation Duties; Based upon the Eai'lier Floodings and Earlier Flooding 

Studies, this Defendant owed the following specific duties of due 

Pre-Storm Preparation Duties so as

care to the Plaintiffs relating to 

to prevent invasive flooding fi-om excess accumulated 

stormwater dischai'gmg into the Robin-Dee Community .Area fi'om Advocate Development 

Properties.
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Estimating Likely Rain fall Runoff: Relating to likely, approactiing rainfall in the PCW,284.

this Defendant owed a non-delegable duty to know or reasonably estimate or predict the amount

or volume of an impending, estimated rainfall in the vicinity of or approaching the PCW,

including the North Development Property, the South Development Propaty, the Upper Praiiie

Creek Watershed, and the Lower Prairie Creek Watershed, or other property under this

Defendant’s ownership, operation, control, management or jurisdiction and Upstream Property

so as to predict the likelihood of invasive flooding and to initiate emergency action to prevent

invasive flooding;

Breach: This Defendant breached the above duty by failing to estimate the rainfall to285.

occur within the Praiiie Creek Watershed including the areas of the Prairie Creek Watei'shed

upstream from the Plaintiffs’ Pm bin Dee Community ,4rea.

Estimate Sionnwater: Kelatmg to stormwater generated by an approaching rainfall, a286.

non-delegable duty to Imcw or reasonably estimate the stoimwater from an impending.

approaching rainfall including know'ing all relevant characteristics to calculate stormwater on

This Defendant’s property, property under its ownership, operation, control, management or

jurisdiction or Upstream Propeity so as to predict the likelihood of invasive flooding and to

initiate emergency action to prevent invasive flooding.

Breaches: This Defendant breached these above duties by failing to learn of and/'or to286.1.

know of the reasonable estimates of stormwater includinR critical stormwater characteristics

such as volume, intensity and times of concentration to be generated by the September 13, 2008

and to take actions appropriate to a proper calculation of anticipated stonnwater and the timmg

of its collection and transportation.
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287. Pre-Storm Planning But}' to Mobile Temporaiy Pump Stations: This Defendant 

owed a non-delegable duty to plan substantially before a stonn to have stoimw'-ater 

stations with adequate stonnwater pumps available to, first, pump down the Basin Stmctures to 

maximize stonnwater storage of these Basins and, second, to pump away from the Robin-Dee 

Community mcluding onto the North Development and South Development parking lots and 

parking structai‘e(s) and to the High School Recreational .4reas south of Dempster so as to 

maximize surface storage.

Breaches; On or shortly before September 13, 2008, this Defendant breached the above 

duty because the Defendant failed to set up pumps stations to (a) pump down the existing Basin 

Structui-es and /or (b) pump stormwater into other areas such as North and/or South Development 

paiking lots and/or pai'king garages and/'or the Recreational .Areas of the East Maine Hieh School 

south of Dempster Road.

pump

288.

289 Duty to dio’ert Ballard and Dempster Basin Stonnwater water flows to other areas of 

Advocate Property: This Defendant was under a duty to deploy stormwater pumps to pump away 

from the Robin-Dee Community and the Prairie Creek Main Drain into other areas of the North 

Development Property and/'or the South Development Property including but not limited to the 

A.dvocate s North Development Parkmg Structure Basement andbr other below grade pai'king 

stmctures.

290. Breaches: This Defendant failed to divert stormwater away fi'om the Robin-Dee 

Community Area mcluding failing to divert stormwater from the Ballard Basin to other areas of

the North Develop: ent and South Development thro gh plumping from the Ballai'd Basin into’U

those areas including paiking lot ai'eas and parking structures
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291. Mobilize Tanker Trucks to Receive Excess Flow: This Defendant owed a duty to rent 

and/or deploy tanker tmcks to receive the overflow or excessive flow^ from the Ballai-d, Pavilion 

and Dempster Basins so as to avoid invasive flooding into the Robin-Dee Neighborhood

Breach: This Defendant failed to rent and/'or deploy tanker trucks to receive the excess 

stormwater accumulating in the Ballard, Pavilion and Dempster Basins.

Pre-Storm Pumping Down of Basin; This Defendant owed 

Basin Stmctures before the storm anives or in the verv- eaiiy stages of the storm.

292.

293. a duty to pump down the

294. Bleach; This Defendant breached the above duty by failing to pump down the Ballard 

Basin, Pavilion Basm and Dempster Basin increase these Basins storage capacities to 

equal the anticipated storage volume necessary for the September 13, 2008 ramfall.

so as to

295 Stormwater Temporary" Storage Systems:

to have temporaiy stonnw'ater 

Deveiopment mcludiae but not limited

This Defendant owed a non-delegable duty- 

available to stu.storage systems stoiuiwater on the North

to:

295.1. Usmg Sandbagging Tracks with a capacity of 10,000 sandbags per houi' or similar 

capacity to create a sandbag hairier between the Robin Neighborhood and the North

Development;

295.2. Usmg temporary, rapid-erection stormwater hairier systems such as the inflatable 

dams used in the Aqua Barrier System or similar systems to temporaiily and timely 

increase storage capacity on the North Development and South Development;

Usmg below-Robin-Neighborhood-flooding-hydrauHc-grade-line parking

structuies and other non-habitable spaces for pump storage;

Using tank tracks to store pumped stormwater;

295.3..

295.4.
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295.5, Using other pre-stonn or earlier storm methods such as barriers and pumps to 

prevent invasive flooding.

Breaches: This Defendant breached these above duties including but not limited to the 

following conduct:

296.

296.1. This Defendant failed to deploy a work force to create a sandbag barrier using a 

Sandbagging Tiuck with a capacity of 10,000 sandbags per hour or similar capacity 

trucks or machines to create a sandbag/sand barrel barrier between the Robin 

Neighborhood and the North Development;

This Defendant failed to deploy a temporary, rapid-erection stormwater barrier 

systems between the Noith Development and the Dee Neighborhood;

This Defendant failed to block or restrict flows with sandbags or other systems at 

the Ballard Basin Dischai'ge Culvert;

296.2.

296.3.

296.4, I his jjefendant failed to block or restnct tlows with sandbags or other sv'stems at 

the Dempster Basin Discharge Culvert;

This Defendant failed to use inflatable dams used in the Aqua Barrier System 

similar systems including sandbags and sand baiTcIs to temporarily and (a) increase 

storage capacity on the North Development and South Development and (b) erect 

stormwater bander between the Robin Neighborhood and North Development at the east 

Robin Alley street hne so as to store stormwater upstream;

This Defendant failed to use below-Robin-Neighborhood-flooding-hydraulic- 

grade-line parking structures and other lower non-habitable spaces for 

stoimwater for storage; and

296.5. or

a

296.6.

pumping

296.7. This Defendant failed to use tank trucks to store excess stormwater.
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This Defendant failed to use other pre-storm or earlier stonn methods such as296.8.

bairiers and pumps to prevent invasive flooding.

Pumping Down Before Storm: This Defendant owed a non-delegable duty to provide297

proper and adequate pumping capacity to increase stoimwater storage capacity on this

Defendant’s property or property under its ownership, operation, control, management or

jurisdiction including but not limited to pumping down the Ballard, Pavilion and Dempster Basin

into the Robin-Dee Segment of the Prairie Creek Main Drain before or in the early stages of a

rainfall accumulated and/or accumulating stormwater in the Advocate Primary Basin Structui'es

and/or other watershed storm sewers and/or storm sewer systems so that all pre-existing, then-

accumulated, pre-rainfall stormwater in retention basins, sewers and other stormwater structui'es

on this Defendant’s property or property under its ov/nership, operation, control or jurisdiction

before this rain e\'ent would be drained so as to maximize the storage capacity and storage abilitv'

of all retention and-'or detention basms, sewers and/'or other stormwater structui'es and systems to

water from the imminent, impending significant rainfall and all implicitreceive and store stor^

duties iacludiag but not limited to seeking and obtaining any necessary permissions and/or

permits to permit such pumping.

Breaches; This Defendant breached these duties by failing to pump down the Ballard,297.1.

Pavilion and Dempster Basins before the storm so as to maximize stormwater capacity of

these retention^detention basins.

Pumping during the stonn away from Robin-Dee Community: This Defendant owed a298.

duty to pump into below-flood-hydi'aulic-grade-line depressions on Advocate Development

Properties such as below-fiood-hydraulic-grade-line pai'king structures and other similar

temporary storage.
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299. Breaches: This Defendant breached the above duties by failing to pump stormwater away 

fi’om the Pvobin-Dee Community to other areas of the North and South Development including 

into parking gai'age(s) and other lower elevation ai'eas than the Robin-Dee Community and into

temporary storage areas created by rapid-erection stormwater containment systems such as the

inflatable Aqua Bander Dam.

300. Temporary Storage: This Defendant owed a non-delegable duty to temporarily increase

stormwater storage capacity on Advocate North Development Properties or property under its

ownership, operation, control and/or jurisdiction. This duty included but was not limited to:

301. A duty to employ temporary stormwater management and flood prevention systems such

as sandbagging and/or temporary sand or water barrels, bins and'or similar' sand or water

stormwater container systems positioned at the perimeters of the Advocate Primary' Basin

Smactui'es, and the Advocate Southwest Parking Lot north of the Dempster Basin; and

A duty to temporarily store excess accumulated water on .A.dvocate North Development

Property or Advocate South Development Property/ so as to temporarily increase the stormwater

storage capacity'- of the Prarrie Creek Stormwater System on the North and South Development.

Breaches: This Defendant breached these duties by failing (a) to create temporary storage 

capacity for excess stormwater on this Defendant’s property or property under its control, 

supervision, management or jurisdiction and (b) to pump excess stormwater into this temporary

303.

storage system.

304. Duty to Prepar'e Emergency Flood Plan: This Defendant was under a non-delegable duty

to prepare an Emergency Flood Plan to implement before and'or during a storm in the Prahie

Creek V/atershed ia order to prevent invasive flooding into the Robm-Dee Commumty.
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305. Breaches: This Defendant breached this above duties when it failed to prepare 

emergency flood prevention action plan including by the failing to set or define a triggering 

rainfall event such as the Hkely or estimated rainfall amounts that mandate the activation of the 

emergency flood prevent action plan to prevent foreseeable invasive flooding mto the Robin-Dee 

Community.

an

IV.H. COMMON NEGLIGENT SANITARY SYSTEM OPERATIONAL CONTROL
BREACHES OF DUTY LEGAL AVERMENTS

IV.H.1. OPERATIONAL CONTROL BREACHES BEFORE THE 2008 STORM

306. As used in this Subpart, “this Defendant” means Glenview, i%e and the District.
to? As a seiwice provider receiving fees fi'om the Plaintiffs, and as operator of its sanitary 

sewage disposal system, or that subsystem of the larger District System within its jurisdiction, 

this Defend owed a duty to prevent foreseeable harm to its Plaintiff customers from, sewa.ee 

nomes fi'om this Defendant's sanitary sewage disposal syste 

Breaches: This Defendant breached these duties by failing to prepare a sewage flood 

prevention plan for the highly-foreseeable flooding of its sanitaiy sew’ers from invading 

stormwater from the Prairie Creek Stormw'ater System including invading water fi'om the Robm 

Neighborhood Main Drain and the MD North Development Subsegment.

backups invadmg customers m.

308.

IV.H.2. OPERATIONAL CONTROL BREACHES AS THE 2008 STORM 
APPROACHES AND DURING THE 2008 STORM

309. Duty: As the September 13, 2008 storm approached and during the early stages of the 

stonn, this Defendant had a duty to mobilize its equipment and forces to prevent sanitaiy sew'aae 

badcap flooding thi-ough the basement floor drains of the Robin-Dee Commumty Area.
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310. Breaclies: On September 12 and 13, 2008, this Defendant breach this duty (a) by failing 

to temporarily buMiead and separate fi'om the remainder of its system those municipal lateral 

sanitaiy sewage sewers which become surcharged with stoimwater during these stormwater 

invasive floodings; and (b) by failing to mobilize sewage pumps to pump out excess stormwater 

invading its sanitary sewage system, either pumping this sewer water into tanker trucks 

another source for receiving this sanitary sewer water.

or

IV.L COMMON NEGLIGENT STORMWATER SYSTEM DESIGN BRF ArTTF*^ OF
DUTY LEGAL AVERMENTS

IV.Ll. NEGLIGENT STORMWATER SYSTEM DESIGN BREACHES BASED UPON 
CONTRACT

311. As used in this Subpait, “this Defendant” means Advocate and Gew^alt, the District, and

Park Pddee,

Advocate was ijis Pemiittee and Gewalt was the Permittee's representative and-or 

relating to District Stormwater Permit Applications and Permits issued relating to stoimwmter 

management on the North and South Developments including but not limited to District Peimit

aseni

Nos. 06-032, 05-438, 04-557, 04-040, 00-643, 94-530, 94-243, and 94-084.

313. This Defendant undertook and agreed to a general non-delegable duty of due 

towards the plaintiffs as the foreseeable persons to be injured by unreasonably dangerous designs 

loiaixu-g Lu Advocate’s Ballai’d, Pavilion and Dempster Basins and related Stormw'ater 

Sbuctures, Systems and Subsystems.
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Breaches of Duty: This Defendant breached these design duties in multiple ways315.

including but not limited to providing adequate storage capacity to receive the stormwater runoff

generated by the September 13', 2008 rainfall occurrence.

316. The Plaintiffs incorporate the foliovdng averments in the next Subsubpart entitled

“Common Negligent Stormwater Sv^tem Design Breaches Based upon Foreseeable Haims.”

rv.1.2. COMIvlON InEGLIGEKT STORJvfWATER SYSTEM DESIGN BREACHES

As used in this Subpait, “this Defendant” means Advocate and Gewalt, the District,317.

Park Ridge and Maine Township.

318. This Defendant owed a duty to design the Stormwater Structures of the Prairie Creek

Stormwater System to prevent foreseeable invasive flooding harm to the downstream persons,

homes and properties of home owners and residents serviced by this Defendant’s Segments of

the Prairie Creek Stormwater System based upon the Earlier Jriooding and the bariier blooding

Studies.

319. Duty to Investigate the Storage Needs to Seiwe Residents of the Prairie Creek Stoimwater

System; Before designing the Basin Stractiues and other stoimwater subsystems which would

connect to the Prairie Creek Stormwater System, this Defendant owed a duty to investigate,

reseai'ch, and study the storage needs to ser’/e Plaintiff residents including to investigate the
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Storage Requirements of the Prairie Creek Stoiinwater System which would be necessary to 

prevent invasive flooding into the Plaintiffs’ Robin-Dee Community .Area.

These duties mcludmg knowmg the flow behavior of the Prairie Creek Stonnwater 

System mcludmg a duties to properly monitor, inspect, study and know the impei-viousness, the 

slope and all other factors which affect the intensity, flow, quantity and other characteristics of 

the generation of stormwater runoff within the Praiiie Creek Watershed which runoff flows to 

the Prairie Creek Stormwater System.

Breaches: This Defendant breached these duties by failing to properly calculate 

stonnwater flows through the Prairie Creek Stonnwater System before designing the Ballard 

Basin. Pavilion Basin and Dempster Basin and other stormwater systems on the North 

Development and the South Development.

Plannins Duty to Know Effects of Stormwater Release on Downstream Estates: Wmen 

planniiiu and designins anv 'di'ainage or stormwater management on its Developments Properties, 

includine relating to the Piimary Basin Structures, this Defendant ovv^ed a non-delegable duty to 

know the harmful consequences and/or effects which stormwater that accumulates on and then 

discharges and/or releases from Advocate’s North Development and/'or South Development 

Properties would have on downstream and/or contiguous property owners and/or occupants 

including the risks of flooding downstream, contiguous property owners such as the Plaintiffs.

Breach: This Defendant did not calculate or properly calculate flooding elevations with 

the Prairie Creek Stormw'ater System in light of reasonable estimates of stonnwater to be 

accumulated on the North Development Property from the North Development, South 

Development and other areas upstream of the North Development,

320.

321.

322.

323.
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324. Duty to Investigate the Capacity of Downstream Main Drain: This Defendant owed a

duty to investigate or properly investigate the flow capacity of the Main Drain Robin-Dee

Community Segment to deteimine its ability or capacity, if any, to receive flows from the IvlD

North Development Segment and other Upstream Segments and areas with the Upper Prairie

Creek Watershed.

Breach: This Defendant breached this duty by failing to inspect the Main Drain Robin-325.

Dee Community Segment and'or study the ability or capacity, if any, to receive flows firom the

Main Drain North Development Segment, including but not limited to (a) failing to read the

1990-1991 Harza Study and failing to obtain public records from the 2002 IDNR Investigation.

326. Employ State-of-the-Ai1 Computer Modeling: More specifically, with full knowdedge of

the existence of computer modeling to model the perfoimance of a stonnwater management

system such as the Prairie Creek Stormwater System, this Defendant was under a duty to employ

a state-of-the -Si I reasonable computer model to simulate and predict the effects of its

developments or developments on properties within its jurisdiction on stormwater runoff,

stormwater flows through the Prairie Creek Stormwater System and any resulting flooding from

stormwater.

Breaches: This Defendant failed to use or cause to be used a reasonable computer model327.

to model the consequences of its changes to the drainage of Advocate Development Properties

mcluding the probable flooding consequences of its design and/or construction of improvements

on its Advocate Development Properties.

This Defendant also failed to model other developments andhr the overall performance328.

of the Prairie Creek Stormwater System to deteimine whether additional stonnwater storage was
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required within the overall Prairie Creek Watershed upstream of the Plaintiffs’ Robin-Dee

Community Area.

Use of Higher, Climate Change Standards to Prevent Invasive Flooding; Given the open 

and obvious foreseeable harm to Plaintiffs based upon Earher Flooding and Earher Food Studies

329.

this Defendant owed higher, more protective stormwater management standards than standards 

promulgated by the District, Pai'k Ridge, Maine Township and/or the County . These higher 

standards included (a) standards which were more restrictive of stormwater emissions and 

discharges and more protective of downstream foreseeable victims as lower elevations such as 

the Plaintiffs and (b) standards which considered climate change and global warming in the 

Chicago Region mcluding increases in storm severity or intensity duiing the preceding 20-40

These standards included higher, more protective standards relating to stormv/ater storageyears.

quantities, stoimwater detention dmations, stonnwater release rates and other stormwater

detention/retention characteristics relatmg to storage, detention, retention and'or release;

breaches: this Defendant breached these duties by failing to use zero-tolerance flood330.

standards and by failing to consider the effects of climate change and global warming m the

Chicago Region,

Duty to Use Proper State-of-the-,At. Stormw'ater Standards and Calculation Methods 

Despite IDOT Model: Based upon the Eaiher Floodings and the Earher Flood investigation, this 

Defendant knew that the stormwater calculation methodologies employed by the District, Park

1

Ridse and other Local Public Entities was unreasonable. Because of this knowledge, this

Defendant owed a duty to obtain and'or use then existmg state-of-the -ait methodology

mcluding reasonable computer stonnwater management modes. These duties included a duty to
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investigate both upsti'eam and dow-nstream stoimwater capacities within the Prairie Creek

Stonnwater System using the model developed in 2002-2003-2004 by the IDNR.

Breaches: In breach of this duty, this Defendant negligently failed to employ anyo oddI.

reasonable computer model, including the computer model used by the IDNR or available fi'om

the IDNR, to model any of its Plans submitted to the District, Park Ridge, Maine Township or

any other Local Public Entity. These breaches include:

Although this Defendant knew or should have known that the Illinois Department of333.

Natural Resomnes was investigating the 2002 Catastrophic Flooding, this Defendant either (a)

failed to inquire whether the IDNR was using a stormwater management model for determining

the causes of the 2002 Flooding or (b) if it did inquire, this Defendant failed to obtain the IDOT

Stonnwater Management Computer Model and use this model to detennine what storage

upstream of the Robin-Dee Community .Area was necessaiw to prevent invasive flooding 

assuming a 100 year-global w-arming-climate change standard based upon the effects of global

w'anning and climate change in the Chicago region.

This Defendant failed to construct its own stormwater computer management model334.

independent of IDOT or other defendants to detennine the effect of its proposed developments

on the stonnwater generated by its developments andbr upstream of its developments but which

would collect on land such as the Basins which was owned, possessed, operated, supeiwised,

controlled by or under the jurisdiction of this Defendant.

Duty to Coixect Known Defect Designs: Based upon the Earher Floodings and the Earlier335.

Flooding Investigation, this Defendant was under a duty to conect know defects in its design of

the Ballard Basin, Pavilion Basin, and Dempster Basin so as to prevent reasonably foreseeable

high-probability invasive flooding into Plaintiffs' Robin-Dee Neighborhood Area. This
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Defendant owed a specific non-delegable duty to Plaintiffs to adequately design its PCSS

Stoimwater Public Improvements mcludtng the Ballard and Pavilion Basins and other private 

improvements such as the Dempster Basin affecting the performance of the PCSS and to 

adequately design other stormwater structues and-'or to properly review, reject with necessary 

revisions, compel modification, and tdte other action to prevent the design flooding occuiring on 

the North Development into the Robm-Ese Community Plaintiff Class.

Breach; Despite the foregoing knowledge of defects throughout the Prairie Creek 

Stormwater System (PCSS), this Defendant failed to conect defective designs and reconstmct

336.

the pubhc improvements on Advocate’s North DS'ceiopment iacluding (a) failing to enlarge all 

these Basins to increase storage capacity and (b) failing to use all, parking lots and the parking 

garage near the Dempster Basin as additional, emergeno-j steimge areas.

Duty to Plan and Design Multi-use Ai'eas and Structures for lemporai'y Stormwater

Usage: Given the known flooding, the kncwm stoimwater transpoitation and conveyance

downstream defects especially in the Main Dram’s R.obm-Dee Community Segment and the lack

of adequate stormwater storage capacity based upon Earher Floodings, Earher Flood Studies and 

inspections and study of the then-existing Prairie Creek Stormwater System, this Defendant was

under a duty to increase the storage capacity on available land including Advocate North

Development and the Advocate South Development by converting all open areas and parking 

lots into temporary emergency stormwater detention basins for receive excess accumulated

stoimwater.

Breaches: This Defendant breached this duty by failing to design all available open 

and parking lots as temporary emergency stoimw’ater detention basins for r

338. ai'eas

eivmg excess
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accumulated stomwater from both Advocate’s properties and areas of the Prairie Creek

Watershed upstream of the Robin-Dee Community.

This Defendant failed to design and plan its pai'king lots for multi-use strategies (such as 

both a parking lot during dry weather conditions and retention basin during wet weather 

conditions) of Advocate North Development and South Development such as to design, excavate 

and/or creation depression ai'eas within paiking lots for retaining excess stonnwater; and

This Defendant failed to design and plan its parking stnictures for mnlti-use strategies 

(such as both a parking structure during dry weather conditions and retention basin during wet 

weather conditions) for parking structures of Advocate North Development and 

Development such as to design, excavate and/or create depression ai'eas within parking

339.

339.1.1.

South

stmctures for retaioine excess stormwater.

Neglieently Failure to Remedy Imrainent, Foreseeable Invasive Flooding Risk: Despit340. IC

the foregoing knowledge of defects throughout the PCSS, before September 13, 2008, this 

Defendant owed a duty to improve the Advocate’s North Development, iis di'ainage stmctures,

and-^or other drainage structures of the PCSS on the Advocate’s North Development and South

Development so as to prevent reasonably foreseeable damage to the Plaintiffs.

Breach: This Defendant breached this duty: (a) failed to redesign the Ballai'd, Pavilion,341.

and Dempstei' Basins including but not limited to (i) failing to increase the invert elevations (that 

is, the elevation at which basin stoi-mwater begins drain through the Ballard Discharge Culvert 

and the Dempster Dischai'ge Culvert into the Robin Neighborhood Main Drain, (ii) failing to

elevate the culvert inflow elevation such as by a horizontal sm'face culvert design rather than a

vertical sm'face culvert design at higher elevations commensurate with increases in Basins’ bank

elevations, (hi) increasing the bank elevations of the Basins together with coiTCspondiag culvert
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discharge elevations, (iv) failing to create a permanent baixier benn between the Robin-Dee

Community and the North Development Property perimeter so that all excess stonnwater is

stored on the North Development rather than discharging westward from the North Development 

either at the Robin Alley border or from Dempster Avenue or other areas; and (v) in general, 

failing to increase detention basin storage on the North Development and/or the South

Development to receive and store stormwater from storms such as the September 13, 2008 storm.

TV.J. COMMON NEGLIGENCE-RES IPSA LOOUITUR-STORMWATER SYSTEM-
BREACHES OF DUTY LEGAL AVERMENTS

As used in this Subpart, “this Defendant” means Advocate, the District, Park Ridge and 

Main Township.

342.

343. Exclusive Ownership/Control: This Defendant exclusively controlled andmr operated

the foUow'mg properties and the stormwater on these properties: (i) the Advocate Main Drain

u. TNo-• esi ^C pr"Q‘s- it- -
LUC

A _I___
UCciLv

NT Development P: ouertvL,L1 iUr

including but not limited to the Ballai'd. Pavilion and Dempster Basins and related Stormwater

Subsystem and Stmctui'es and all other di-ainage components and structures on said Property; (iv)

the North Development parking lots and parking structures; (v) Advocate South Development 

Property including all Stoimwater Subsystems and Structures and aU other drainage components

and stimctures on said Property; (vi) all other stonnwater drainage components andhr

stormwater drainage stmctures on said North and South Development Properties; qH

parking lots and parking stmctmes on the South Development.

344. Knowledge of Plaintiffs’ Downstream: This Defendant knew that, in relationship to the

properties described in the previous paragraph, the Robin-Dee Communitv Uea Class

Plaintiffs’ homes and properties were downstream and'or tributaiy, many at lower elevations and

many at lower topographies than the above properties.
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This Defendant knew that the Plaintiffs’ used the PCSS and'or Robin-Dee Community345.

Sanitary Sewerage System for these systems’ intended pmposes of disposing of sanitary 

stonnwater from Plaintiffs’ homes and properties into these stormwater sewers tributary to the

Main Drain’s Robin-Dee Community Segment.

The Plaintiffs’ use of the Prairie Creek Stormwmter System and/or the Robin-Dee346.

Community Sanitary Sew^erage System was/were reasonable and as intended and foreseen by

Advocate.

The invasive flooding suffered by the Plaintiffs would not have ordinaiily occuiTed but 

for the negligence of this Defendant relating to Advocate’s improper and negligent iaspection, 

study, maintenance, repair, design, engineering, and/'or operation of its properties and the 

stonnw-’ater emanating fi'om its properties including those properties described in this Count.

347.

Advocate's operation of Advocate' exclusively controlled North and South Development348

Properties pro-ximately caused the invasive flooding sustained 

Area Plaintiff Class on September 13, 2008.

The Plaintiffs did not contribute to the invasive flooding which resulted from the

■u. '• the Robin-Dee Communityuv

349.

operation of Advocate’s Advocate North Development Property and Advocate South 

Development Property and component(s) and/or structure(s) under Advocate’s exclusive control.

On September 13, 2008, this Defendant breached these duties owed to Plaintiffs 

proximately causing damages to the Plaintiffs’ persons, homes and properties, said acts and/or 

omissions constituting Res Ipsa Loquitur Neghgence.

As a proximate cause of these breaches of duties by Advocate, the Plaintiffs suffered and 

sustained the injmies and damages set forth under the “Damage” Part of this Complaint.

350.

351
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IV.K. COMMON NEGLIGENCE-RES EPSA LOOUITUR-STORMWATER SYSTEM-
WITHIN PARK RIDGE JURISDICTION-BREACHES OF DUTY LEGAL

AVERMENTS

As used in this Subpait, “this Defendant” means Advocate, the District, and Park Ridge.352,

The Plaintiffs paid fees and taxes for the stonnwater management semces based upon•3 C3:5

the stormwater management services provided by this Defendant and this Defendant collected

these fees and taxes from the Plaintiffs for the stonnwater management services.

Exclusive Control: This Defendant exclusively controlled and/or operated the following354,

properties and the stormwater on these properties within the jurisdiction of Park Ridge: (i) the

Advocate Main Drain North Development Segment of the Prairie Creek Stormwater System

(PCSS); (ii) the Advocate North Development Property includmg but not limited to the Ballard,

Pavilion and Dempster Basins and related Stormwater Subsystem and Structures and all other

dramage components and structures on said North Development Property; (iv) the Nonh

Development open spaces, parkmg lots andpai'kmg stmctures; (v) Advocate South Development

iwater Subsystems and Stractures and aU other drainage componentsProperty including aU Stor

and structures on said Property; (vi) all open spaces, paiking lots and paiking structures on the

South Development; and (vii) aU other stormwater drainage components and/'or stormw'ater

drainage structures on said North and South Development Properties.

Knowledge of Plaintiffs’ Downstream: This Defendant knew that, in relationship to the355,

Advocate North and South Development Properties and then elements set out in the prior

paragraph, the Robin-Dee Community ,Area Class Plaintiffs’ homes and properties w'ere

downstream and'or tributary, many at lower elevations and many at lower topographies than the

above properties.
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356. This Defendant knew that the Plaintiffs’ used the Main Drain Robin-Dee Community

Segment of the PCSS for the intended purposes of disposing of stormwater from Plaintiffs’

homes and properties into these stormwater sewers tributary to the MD Robin-Dee Community

Segment.

357. The Plaintiffs’ use of the MD Robin-Dee Community Segment of the PCSS and the

tributaiy sewers to the MD Robin-Dee Community Segment was reasonable and as intended and

foreseen by this Defendant.

358. The invasive flooding suffered by the Plaintiffs would not have ordinarily occuiTcd but

for the negligence of this Defendant relating to this Defendant’s negligent inspection, study,

maintenance, repair, design, engineering, and/or operation of these above described properties

’under its .control and'or jurisdiction as detailed in the Common Negligence Subpaits herein

relating to its stormwater management negligence.

This Defendant’s operation of its exclusively controlled North and South Development359.

Properties proximately caused the invasive flooding sustained by the Robin-Dee Community

Area Plaintiff Class on September 13, 2008.

360. The Plaintiffs did not contri’mite to the invasive flooding which resulted from the

operation of the Advocate North Development Property and Advocate South Development

Property and component(s) and/'or structure(s) described herein under this Defendant’s exclusive

control.

IV.L. COMIVION NEGLIGENCE-RES IPSA LOOUITUR-STORIvrWATER SYSTEM-
WITHIN MAINE TO’WNSHIP JURISDICTION-BREACHES OF DUTY LEGAL

AVERMENTS

361. A.s used m this Subpait, “this Defendant” means the District. Maine Township and the

County.
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The Plaintiffs paid fees and taxes for the stonnwater management servdces based upon 

the stoimwater management seiodces provided by this Defendant and this Defendant collected 

these fees and taxes from the Plaintiffs for the stonnwater managements ser\dces provioed.

Exclusive Control: This Defendant exclusively controlled and/or operated the following 

properties and the stormwater on these properties within the jurisdiction of Maine Township (i) 

the Main Drain Robin-Dee Community Segment of the Prairie Creek Stonnwater System (PCSS) 

including but not limited to the (a) the Robin Neighborhood Main Dram between Robin Alley 

and Howai'd Court, (b) the Dee Neighborhood Main Drain between Howard Count and Briar 

Comt; (c) the single 60” Howai'd Court Culvert; (d) the single upstream 120” Robin Court 

Culvert; (e) the twin 60” Robin Alley Culverts; (f) the Briar- Court Elbow the MC Robin-Dee 

Communitv Seginent; and (g) the Rancho Lane Culverts,

Knowledge of Plaintiffs’ Downstream: This Defendant knew that, m relationship to the 

Advocate Idorth and South Development Properties and the’^ 

paragraph, the Robin-Dee Community A'ea 

dowmstream and'or tributai'y, many at lower elevations and many at lower topographies than 

these properties described in the prior paragraph.

This Defendant knew that the Plaintiffs’ used the Mam Drain Robin-Dee Community 

Segment of the PCSS for the intended purposes of disposing of stormwater from Plaintiffs’ 

homes and properties into these stomwater sewers tributary to the MD Robin-Dee Community 

Segment of the PCSS.

The Plaintiffs’ use

trlbutaiw sew-ers to the MD Robin-Dee Commi.irLity Segment was reasonable and as mtended and

362.

363.

^n4

elements set out m the prior

Plaintiffs’ homes and properties were

365.

of the LTD Robin-Dee Community Segment of the PCSS and the366.

foreseen by this Defendant.
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The invasive floodmg suffered by the Plaintiffs would not have ordinarily occuiTed but367.

for the negligence of this Defendant relating to this Defendant’s negligent inspection, study, 

maintenance, repair, design, engineering, and/'or operation of these above described properties

under its control and/or jurisdiction as detailed in the Common Negligence Subparts herein

relating to its stormwater management negligence.

This Defendant’s operation of its exclusively controlled hTD Robin-Dee Segment and 

Tributary Stormwater Sewers proximately caused the invasive flooding sustained by the Robin-

368.

Dee Community Area Plaintiff Class on September 13, 2008.

The Plaintiffs did not contribute to the invasive floodmg which resulted from the369.

operation of this Defendant’s MD Robin-Dee Community Segment of the PCSS and Tributary 

Sewers and component(s) and'or structure(s) under this Defendant’s exclusive control.

WM. COMMON NEGLIGENCE-RES IPSA LOOUITUR-SANITARY SEWER
A’^TIRATENTSSYSTEM-BREACHES OF XJ <.■

r xrr' a tTY

As used in this Subpart, “this Defendant’’ means the Glenview, Prai: Ridge and the370.

District.

The Plaintiffs paid fees and taxes for the sanitary waste disposal services based upon the 

services provided by this Defendant and this Defendant collected these fees and taxes from the

371.

Plaintiffs for the sanitary sewage seiwices provided.

Exclusive Control; This Defendant exclusively controlled andYr operated the sanitary57?

sewage system within its jurisdiction including but not limited to: (a) controlling all municipal 

street lateral sewers which it owns, operates and-'or controls andAr (b) controlling all sanitary

sewer interceptors which it ow^ns, operates and-'or controls.
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Knowledge of Plaintiffs’ Downstream: This Defendant knew that the some or all of the 

Robin-Dee Community Area Class Plaintiffs' homes and properties were connected to this 

Defendant’s sanitary sewage system.

This Defendant knew that the Plaintiffs’ used the municipal, government sanitary 

connected to their homes was for the intended purposes of disposing of sanitary sewage 

and sev/er water from Plaintiffs’ homes and properties into these sanitary sewers under this

3 /j.

374.

sewers

Defendant’s control.

The Plaintiffs’ use of the municipal, government sanitary sewers was reasonable and as375.

intended and foreseen by this Defendant.

The sewer-water invasive flooding suffered by the Plaintiffs would not have ordinai-ily

relating to this Defendant’s negligent 

repair, design, engmeermg. and'or operation of its sanitai-y

376.

occun'ed 'out for the negligence of this Defendant

inspection, study, maintenance.

under its control as detailed m the. Common Negligence Subparts herein relatmgsewage system 

to sanitary sewage disposal seiwices negligence.

This Defendant's operation of its exclusively controlled sanitary sewage disposal system 

proximately caused the sanitary' sev/er invasive flooding sustained ’oy some members of the 

Robin-Dee Community Area Plaintiff Class on September 13, 2008.

The Plaintiffs did not contribute to the sanitary sewage invasive flooding which resulted 

from this Defendant’s operation of this Defendant’s sanitary sewage disposal system under this

377.

378.

Defendant’s exclusive control.

TV.N. COMMON NEGLIGENT STORMWATER NUISANCE VIOLATIONS-FROM
PROPERTIES UNDER PARK RIDGE’S JURISDICTION LEGAL AVERMENTS

District, Pai'k Ridge, andthis Defendant’’ means Advocate, w€¥In this Subpat,

the County and excludes Berger, Glenview and Maine Tovv'nship.

379
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Although not owning the Noith Development Property, Gewalt in its capacity as both380.

design engineer and agent of Advocate caused and/or created the ss4ga&g©=e4=stoniiwater

invasions fi'om North Development Property by its acts of negligent design detailed earlier

herein in the Subparts entitled “Common Negligent Stoimwater System Design’. Ge^wtalt may

'ifl-gA-e—theoe" Gtonm^rd;&»-^gt¥e-bee&'

This Defendant owned, operated, managed, maintained, designed, planned, constructed381.

and/'or controlled drainage components and/or drainage structures from which the excess

accumulated stormwater (the nuisance) invaded the Plaintiffs’ persons, homes and properties,

including owing, operating, managing, maintaining and/'or controlling the follow'ing properties

and their draiaage structures and/or creating and'or causing the creation of the nuisance of excess

accumulated stormwater fi'om these properties: (a) the Advocate North Development Property,

mcluding but the Basins and (b) the Advocate South Development Property including the

Dempster Basin Stonnwater Subsystem including its 84 ‘ Dempster Basin Stormwater

Subsystem Main Sewer discharging into the Dempster Basin.

This Defendant failed to reasonably design, engineer, maintain, repair and/or operate382.

Advocate North Development Property and Advocate South Development Property including the

Ballard Basin, Pavilion Basin, Dempster Basin and Dempster Basin Stonnwuter Subsystem as

detailed in the Subpaits relating to Common Negligent Stormwater Mamtenance, Operation and

Design.

This Defendant negligently caused an excess accumulation of stormwater from Advocate383.

North Development Property and Advocate South Development Property including the Ballai'd

Basin, Pavilion Basin, Dempster Basin and Dempster Basin Stormwater Subsystem to invade
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and interfere with Robin-Dee Community Aj-ea Class Plaintiffs’ persons, homes and properties

on September 13, 2008.

As a direct and proximate result of the foregoing conduct of this Defendant relating to384.

Advocate North Development Property and Advocate South Development Property including the

Ballard Basin, Pavilion Basin, Dempster Basin and Dempster Basin Stormwater Subsystem, the

Plaintiffs suffered damage to their persons, homes,Robin-Dee Community Area Class

properties and other legally-protected economic and non-economic interests as alleged herein.

The Robin-Dee Community Area Class Plaintiffs did not consent for the stonnv/ater385.

which had accumulated on this defendant’s properties or properties under its control to enter and

settle in Plaintiffs’ homes and properties.

By causing stormwater accumulated and controlled by this Defendant to physically386.

invade the Robin-Dee Community Area Plaintiff Class’ persons., homes, and properties from

Advocate’s A.dvocate North Development Properry and Advocate South Development Property

including the Ballard Basin. Pavihon Basin, Dempster Basin and Dempster Basin Stormwater

Subsystem properties, this Defendant negligently created a dangerous nuisance of excess

accumulated stormwater •'which excess accumulated stoimwater invaded and flooded the Robin-

Dee Community Aj-ea Class and substantially and unreasonably interfered with Plaintiffs’

exclusive private use and enjoyment of their homes and properties .

IV.Q. COMMON NEGLIGENT NUISANCE VIOLATIONS FROM PROPERTIES
UNDER THE JURISDICTION OF MAINE TO’W’NSHIP LEGAL AVERMENTS

In this Subpart, “this Defendant” means the District, Maine Tpyynsmp, and the County. 

Tnis Defendant owned, operated, managed, maintained, designe<i>|, planned-iconstructed 

and/or controlled drainage components and-or di'ainage stmcrjr©7_,frbmldv]fieh'’{he‘‘’excess

387.

388.
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accumulated stoimwater (the nuisance) invaded the Plaintiffs’ persons, homes and properties, 

including owing, operating, managing, maintaining and/or controlling the following properties 

and theii- drainage structures and/'or creating and/or causing the creation of the nuisance of excess 

accumulated stormwater from these properties; (a) the Main Drain’s Robin Neighborhood 

Subsegment including the Howard Court Culvert; (b) the Main Dram’s Dee Neighborhood 

Subsegment iacluding the undersized 60” Dee Neighborhood Stormwater Pipe; and (c) the other 

components of the Main Dram’s Robin-Dee Community Segment besides these two 

subsegments including (i) the flow-restricting right-angle Briar County Elbow within the Briar- 

Neighborhood Subsegment and (ii) the Rancho Lane Subsegment with its undersized Rancho 

Lane Culverts (herein “the MD Robin-Dee Community Segment and its Stormwater

Structm-es”.)

This Defendant failed to reasonably design, engineer, mamtaiii, repafr and'or operate the389.

MD Robin-Dee Community Segment and its Stonnwater Structures, as detailed in the Subparts 

relating to Common Neghgent Stormwater Maintenance, Operation and Design relating to 

properties within the jurisdiction of Maine Township.

This Defendant negligently caused an excess accumulation of stormwater from the MD

d its Stormwater Strectuxes including tributary stormwater

390.

Robin-Dee Community Segment Q-n

to invade and interfere with Robin-Dee Community Area Class Plaintiffs’ persons, homessewers

and properties on September 13, 2008.

As a direct and proximate result of the foregoing conduct of this Defendant relating to the 

MD Robin-Dee Community Segment and its Stormwater Stmctures including its tiibutai-y 

stormwater sewers, the Robm-Dee Community Auea Class Plaintiffs suffered damage to thefr

391.
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persons, homes, properties and other legally-protected economic and non-economic interests as

alleged herein.

The Robin-Dee Community Area Class Plaintiffs did not consent for the stormwater 

which had accumulated on this Defendant’s properties or properties under its control to enter and

392.

settle in Plaintiffs’ homes and properties.

By causing stormwater accumulated and controlled by this Defendant to physically 

invade the Robin-Dee Community Area Plaintiff Class’ persons, homes, and properties from the 

MD Robin-Dee Community Segment and its Stormwater Structures including tributary storm 

this Defendant negligently created a dangerous nuisance of excess accumulated 

stoimwater which excess accumulated stormwater invaded and flooded the Robin-Dee

393.

sewers,

Community Ai'ea Class and substantially and unreasonably interfered with Plaintiffs’ exclusive 

private use and enjoyment of their homes and properties.

IV.P. COMMON NEGLIGENT SANITARY STORMW ATER NUISANCE \TOLATIONS
LEGAL AVERMENTS

3^4. In this Subpart, "this Defendant” means Glenview, P«ffc=fedf^and the Distiict.

This Defendant ovmed, operated, managed, maintamed, designed, planned, constructed 

and/'or controlled sanitary sewage disposal systems fi'om which sanitary sewer v/ater and sanitary 

sewage escaped and invaded the Plaintiffs’ persons, homes and properties.

This Defendant failed to reasonably design, engineer, maintam. repair and/'or opa'ate its

395.

396.

under its control and/'or jurisdiction as detailed in the Subparts relating to Commonsewers

Negbgent Sanitary Sewer Maintenance and Operation.

This Defendant negligently caused sanitai'v sewer water from its sanitary' sewers or 

sanitary sewers under its control to invade and to interfere with some or all of the Robin-Dee 

Community Area Class Plaintiffs’ persons, homes and properties on September 13, 2008.

^Q7
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As a direct and proximate result of tlie foregoiag conduct of this Defendant relating to 

ov/nership, control, maintenance and/'or operation of its sanitary sewers within the Robin-Dee 

Community Area Class, Plaintiffs suffered damage to their persons, homes, properties and other 

legally-protected economic and non-economic interests as alleged herein from sanitary sewage. 

The Plaintiffs did not consent for the sanitary sewage to invade Plaintiffs’ homes from

398.

399.

this Defendant’s sewage system and/or sewage system under its control.

By causing sanitary sewer water to physically invade the Robin-Dee Community Area 

Plaintiff Class’ persons, homes, and properties fi'om sanitary sewers under this Defendant’s 

ownership, possession, control and/or management, this Defendant negligently created a 

dangerous nuisance of sanitary sewage water which sanitary sewage invaded and flooded some 

members of the Robin-Dee Community Area Class and substantially and unreasonably interfered 

with Plaintiffs’ exclusive private use and enjoyment of their homes and properties.

400.

IV.O. COMMON NEGLIGENT TRESPASS VIOLATIONS FROM ADVOCATE
STORMWATER LEGAL A’VBRJVIENTS

In this Subpart, “this Defendant” means Advocate, Gewmty-the District, Pai'k Ridge and401.

the County.

But for this Defendant’s failures to act set forth in the Subparts relating to Common402.

Neghgent Stormwater System Maintenance, Operation and Design including (a) the failure to 

discharge by pumping existing, accumulated stormwater before surcharging of the BaUard, 

Pavilion and Dempster Basins and the surchai'gmg of the Howard Court Culvert and (b) failure

to capture excess stonnwater from the Advocate’s North and Advocate’s South Development 

Properties onto Advocate’s Properties, this Defendant failed to reasonably manage stormwater 

2008, proximately causing the Plaintiffs’ invasive flooding.on September 1
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As a direct, immediate and foreseeable result of the foregoing acts and/'or omissions of403.

this Defendant, this Defendant caused stormwater to invade the Plaintiffs’ persons, homes and

properties.

This Defendant had exclusive possession and control over the trespassing instrumentality404.

of the excess accumulated stormwater from Advocate’s North Development Property and

Advocate’s South Development Property, including the Ballard, Pavilion and Dempster Basins,

on said North and South Development Properties.

The Plaintiffs were entitled to the exclusive enjoyment of then properties, mcluding405.

enjoyment exclusive of any invasive flooding caused by this Defendant’s stormwater or

stormwater under this Defendant’s control from (a) Advocate’s North Development Property

and (b) Advocate’s South Development Property,

This Defendant kne\A'- or should have known that its actions and/or mactions in failing to406.

m the North Development would result m mvasive floodmg mto thecontrol stonnwat

e September 13, 2008 rainfall basedSignificant rainfall such asPlaintiffs’ homes dui'ing a

Upon Earlier Floodmg and Earlier Floodmg Studieg.

This Defendant negligently failed to monitor, investigate, study, inspect, clean, maintain.407.

repair, improve, design, redesign, plan and/'or operate (a) Advocate’s North Development 

Property, specifically the Ballai'd, Pavilion and the Dempster Basin, and (b) Main Drain 

Advocate North Development Segment of the PCSS, which failures proximately caused the

invasive floodings into the Plaintiffs’ persons, homes and properties.

As a direct and proximate result of the foregoing conduct by this Defendant, this408

Defendant’s mstmmentality of excess accumulated stonnwater physically mvaded the Plaintiffs’

persons, homes and properties including (a) from excess stormwater from Advocate’s North
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Development Property, specifically the Ballard and the Dempster Basin, and (b) from excess 

stonnwater from the Main Drain Advocate North Development Segment of the PCSS, and (c)

fi-om excess stonnwater from the Main Drain Robin-Dee Community Segment of the PCSS.

As a direct and proximate result of the foregoing conduct of this Defendant, on 

September 13, 2008, the Plaintiffs suffered injuries and damages to thefr persons, homes and 

properties fi'om invasive flooding from these above Properties.

The Plaintiffs did not consent for this Defendant’s excess stormwater to physically invade 

and interfere with the exclusive use and occupancy of the Plaintiffs’ persons, homes and

409.

410.

propeity.

The Plaintiffs’ injuries and damages were caused by the dangerous and calamitous

floodings from (a)

411.

2008 invasive stormwatioccuiTence of these Saturday, September 13

Advocate's North Development Propeity. specifically the Bailai-d and the Dempster Basin, 

the Mam Drain Advocate North Development Segment of the PCSS, and (c') the Main Drain

(b)

Robin-Dee Community Segment of the PCSS surcharged by the North Development’s

accumulated stonnwater.

The. excess accumulated stormwater which entered, settled and physically invaded412.

Plamtiffs’ homes and properties interfered with the Plaintiffs’ interests m the exclusive

possession of their homes.

The excess accumulated stormwater which entered, settled and physically invaded413.

Plaintiffs’ homes and property constituted a neghgent trespass upon and into the Plaintiffs’

persons and homes.

This Defendant is liable to the Plaintiffs for negligent trespass because this Defendant414.

caused hann to the legally protected interests of the Plamtiffs including harm to the exclusive,
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quiet enjoyment of their land, homes and properties by causing an instrumentality, namely 

“Stormwater’, to enter upon the property of the Plainitffs without their consent.

415.

IV.R. COMMON NEGLIGENT TRESPASS VIOLATIONS FROM MAINE
TOWNSHIP STORMWATER LEGAL AVERMENTS

In this Subpait, “this Defendant” means the District, Maine Township and the County.

But for this Defendant’s failures to act set forth in the Subparts relating to Common

416.

417.

Negligent Stormwater System Maintenance, Operation and Design including (a) the failure to 

both natural and man-made obstructions fi'om the Main Drain’s Robin Neighborhoodremove

Subsegment, Dee Neighborhood Main Drain, MD Briar Neighborhood Subsegment and MD 

Rancho Lane Subsegment and (b) the failure to redesign and reconstruct the Main Drain’s Robin 

Neighborhood Subsegment, Dee Neighborhood Mam Drain, IvID Bnai" Neighborhood 

Subsegment and h/lD Rancho Lane Subsegment, dus Defendant failed to reasonably control and

September 13. 2008, proximately causing the Plaintiffs’ invasivestormwatermanage

flooding.

As a dh-ect, immediate and foreseeable result of the foregoing acts and/or omissions of418.

this Defendant, this Defendant caused stormwater to invade the Plaintiffs’ persons, homes and

properties.

This Defendant had exclusive possession and control over the trespassing instrumentality419.

of the excess accumulated stormwater fi'om the Ro’Din-mee Community Segment of the Main

Drain and its tnbutan,' stormwmter sew'ers.

govTcent of their properties, includingThe Plamtiffs were entitled to the exclus.420. ra.■ v-li

enjoyment exclusive of any invasive flooding caused by this Defendant’s stonnwmter or
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stormwater under this Defendant’s control from the Robin-Dee Community Segment of the Main

Drain and its tributary stormwater sewers.

This Defendant knew or should have known that its actions and/or inactions would result421.

in invasive flooding into the Plaintiffs’ homes during a significant rainfall such as the September 

13, 2008 rainfall based upon Eaiher Flooding and Eaidier Flooding Studies.

This Defendant negligently failed to monitor, investigate, study, inspect, clean, maintain, 

repafr, improve, design, redesign, plan amd'or operate the Main Drain's Robin-Dee Community 

Segment betv'een Robin Alley on the east and Rancho Lane to the west and possibly to Potter

422.

Road on the east including failing to replace and/or supplement the 60” Dee Neighborhood 

Stormwater Piper with a pipe of additional size and/or larger to convey additional flows, which 

caused the invasive floodings into the Plaintiffs’ persons, homes andfailures proximately

properties.

As a direct and proximate result of the foregoing conduct by this Defendant, this 

Defendant’s instrumentality of excess accumulated stormwater physically invaded the Plaintiffs’ 

persons, homes and properties including fi-om the Main Di'ain’s Robin-Dee Community Segment 

from Robin Alley on the east to the Briar Court Elbow on the west.

As a dfrect and proximate result of the foregoing conduct of this Defendant, on 

September 13, 2008, the Plaintiffs suffered injuries and damages to then persons, homes and 

properties from invasive flooding fi'om these above Properties.

The Plaintiffs did not consent for this Defendant’s excess stoimwater to physically invade

423.

424.

425.

and interfere with the exclusive use and occupancy of the Plaintiffs’ persons, homes and

property.
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The Plaintiffs’ injuiies and damages were caused by the dangerous and calamitous 

occurrence of these Satoday, September 13, 2008 invasive stormwater floodings from the Main 

Drain of the Robin-Dee Community Segment and its tributary stormwater sewers.

The excess accumulated stoimwater which entered, settled and physically invaded

426.

427.

Plaintiffs’ homes and properties interfered with the Plaintiffs’ interests in the exclusive

possession of their homes.

The excess accumulated stormwater which entered, settled and physically invaded428.

Plaintiffs’ homes and property constituted a negligent trespass upon and into the Plaintiffs’

persons and homes.

This Defendant is liable to the Plaintiffs for negligent trespass because this Defendant429.

caused harm to the legally protected interests of the Plaintiffs including haim to the exclusive,

instiumentalitv. namelyruiet enjoyment of then land, homes and properties by causing am

"Stonnwater". to enter upon the propeny of the Plamiiffs without their consent

430.

rv.s. COMMON NEGLIGENT TRESPASS VIOLATION-SANITARY SKEWER 
BACKUPS LEGAL AV2ERMENTS

In this Subpait, “this Defendant” means the Glenview,

But for this Defendant’s failures to act set forth in the Subpaits relating to Common

the District.431.

432.

Negligent Sanitary' Sewer System Maintenance and Operation including (a) the failure to 

bulkhead upstream municipal sanitary sewers to prevent downstream sanitary sewers from 

surcharging and (b) the failure to pump out excess sanitary sewer w'ater mcluding pumping out 

r trucks, this Defendant failed to reasonably control and manage sanitary sewer w'atermto tanki
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from this Defendant’s sanitary sewer system on September 13, 2008, proximately causing the 

invasive floodings with sewer water and sewage of some Plaintiffs’ homes.

As a direct, immediate and foreseeable result of the foregoing acts andAr omissions of433.

this Defendant, this Defendant caused sanitary sewer water to invade some of the Plaintiffs'

persons, homes and properties.

This Defendant had exclusive possession and conti'ol over the trespassing mstrumentahty434.

of the sanitary sewer water and sew^age form this Defendant’s sanitary sewers.

These Plaintiffs who suffered sanitary sewer water invasions were entitled to the435,

exclusive enjoyment of their properties, including enjoyment exclusive of any invasive sewer 

water flooding caused by this Defendant’s sanitary sewer water and sewage or sanitary sewer

1 from this Defendant’s sanitarv sewers.wmter and sewmge under this Defendant’s con+■1*0

This Defendant knew or should have known that its actions and;or .inactions would result436.

in sanitary' sewer water invasive flooding into some Plaintiffs’ homes during a signirdcant

rainfall such as the September 13, 2008 rainfall based upon Earher Flooding and Earlier

Flooding Studies.

This Defendant negligently failed to monitor, investigate, study, inspect, clean, maintain, 

repair, improve, design, redesign, plan and/'or operate this Defendant’s sanitary sewers or 

sanitary sewers under its control such as by (a) buUcheading with sandbags certain surcharged 

sanitary sewers so further sanitary sewage invasions would not occur and (b) pumping out excess 

sanitary sewage into tanker tracks, which failui'es proximately caused the invasive sewer w'ater 

floodings into some of the Plaintiffs’ persons, homes and properties.

As a dkect and proximate result of the foregoing conduct by this Defendant, this 

Defendant’s instrumentality of excess accumulated stoimwater physically invaded some of the

437.

438,
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Plaintiffs’ persons, homes and properties fi'om this Defendant’s sanitary sewers or sanitary

sewers under its control.

As a direct and proximate result of the foregoing conduct of this Defendant, on 

September 13, 2008, some of the Plaintiffs suffered injuries and damages to their persons, homes 

and properties from invasive sewer water flooding from this Defendant’s sanitary sewem or 

sanitary sewers.under its control.

The Plaintiffs did not consent for this Defendant’s excess sanitary sewer water to 

physically invade and interfere with the exclusive use and occupancy of the Plaintiffs’ persons, 

homes and property.

Some of the Plaintiffs’ injuries and damages were caused by the dangerous and 

calamitous occuiTence of these Saturday, September 13, 2008 invasive sewer water floodings

439.

440.

441.

’onder its controlthis Defendant's sewers or sewei

ered. settled and physicallyThe excess accumulated sanitary sewer water which ent442.

invaded some of the Plaintiffs’ homes and properties interfered with some of the Plaintiffs'

interests in the exclusive possession of their homes.

The excess accumulated stormwater which entered, settled and physically invaded some443.

of the Plaintiffs’ homes and property constituted a negligent trespass upon and into, the Plaintiffs’

persons and homes.

This Defendant is liable to the Plaintiffs for negligent trespass because this Defendant444.

caused harm to the legally protected interests of the Plaintiffs including harm to the exclusive, 

quiet enjoyment of their land, homes and propenies by causmg an instramentality, namely 

"Stonnwater", to enter upon the property of the Piainitffs without their consent.

445.
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IV.U. COMMON INTENTIONAL NUISANCE VIOLATIONS-WITHIN PARK RIDGE
JURISDICTION LEGAL AVERMENTS

455. In this Subpait, “this Defendant” means A.dvocate, 6e-f/dt, the District, Park Ridge, and 

the Coimty 'and excludes Berger, Glenviev/ and Maine Township.

456. Plaintiffs restate and incorporate all averments under the Subpart of this Part entitled

“Common Gross Neghgence Violations.”

457. This Defendant owned, operated, managed, maintained andVr controlled drainage 

components andVr drainage structures on Advocate’s North Development including the Ballard

. Basin, Pavilion Basin and Dempster Basin fi'om which the nuisance of excess accumulated

stormwater invaded the Robin-Dee Community Area Plaintiff Class’ persons, homes and

properties. This Defendant owned, operated, managed, maintained andVr controlled the
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following properties and their drainage structures: (a) the Advocate North Development

Property, including the Ballard, Dempster and Pavilion Basin Structures and (b) the Advocate

South Development Property.

This Defendant failed to reasonably design, engineer, maintain, repair and/or operate458.

Advocate North Development Property and Advocate South Development Property including the

Primary Basin Structures such as by fading to increase the storage capacity for accumulating

stonnwater on the North Development Properties by changing the intake elevations of the Basins

and, concun'ently, increasing the bank elevations to store adequate stormwater generated by the

September 13, 2008 storm.

This Defendant intentionally caused excess accumulated stormwater fi'om Advocate459.

North Development Property and Advocate South Development Property mcludmg the Primary

Basin Structui'es to mterfere with the Kobin-Dee Community Aj'ea Class i-'iamtiffs' persons.

homes and properties on September 13. 2008.

As a direct and proximate result of the foregoing conduct of this Defendant relating to460.

Advocate North Development Property and Advocate South Development Property mcludmg the

Primary Basin Structui'es, the Robin-Dee Community Ai'ea Class Plaintiffs suffered damage to

their persons, homes, properties and other legally-protected economic and non-economic

interests as alleged herein.

The Robin-Dee Community Area Class Plaintiffs did not consent for the stormwater461.

which had accumulated on Advocate’s proper-ties to enter and settle in theh homes and

properties.

Given this Defendant’s actual or constructive knowledge of the hariier Flooding and462

Earlier Flooding Studies, by causing stormwater accumulated and controlled by this Defendant
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to physically invade the Robin-Dee Community Ai'ea Plaintiff Class’ persons, homes, and

propeities fi'om Advocate’s Advocate North Development Property and Advocate South

Development Property including the Primary Basin Structures, this Defendant recklessly,

willfully, wantonly and with a conscious disregai'd for the rights and safety of Plaintiffs created a

dangerous nuisance of excess accumulated stormwater.

463. This- excess accumulated stormwater invaded and flooded the Robin-Dee Community

Area Class and substantially and unreasonably interfered with Plaintiffs’ exclusive private use

and enjoyment of their homes and properties.

IV.V. COMMON INTENTIONAL NUISANCE VIOLATIONS-STORMWATER WITfflN
MAINE TOWNSHIP JURISDICTION LEGAL A’VTlRMExNTS

In this Subpait, “this Defendant” means the District, Maine Township and the Coimty.464,

Plaintiffs resta-te and incorporate all averments under the Siibpart of this Part entitled465

“Common Gross Neghgence Violations.”

466. This Defendant owned, operated, managed, maiutamed and/'or controlled di'ainage

components and/'or drainage stractures of the Main Dram’s Robin-Dee Community Segment

from which the nuisance of excess accumulated stormw'ater invaded the Robin-Dee Community

Area Plaintiff Class’ persons, homes and properties. This Defendant owned, operated, managed,

maiutained and/or controlled the Main Dram’s Robin-Dee Segment of the Prairie Creek

Stormwater System and its tributary stormwater sew^ers.

467. This Defendant failed to reasonably design, engineer, maintain, repair and/or operate the

Main Drain’s Robm-Dee Segment of the Frame Creek Stormwater System.

468. This Defendant intentionallv caused excess accumulated stormw'ater from the Main

Drain’s Robin-Dee Segment to interfere with the Robin-Dee Community Area Class Plaintiffs’
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persons, homes and properties on September 13, 2008 by its acts and omissions including but not 

limited to fading to improve the MD Robin-Dee Community Segment by constructing an

additional 60” or large.

As a direct and proximate result of the foregoing conduct of this Defendant relating to 

Advocate North Development Property and Advocate South Development Property iacluding the 

Primary Basin Stimctuies, the Robin-Dee Community Area Class Plaintiffs suffered damage to 

their persons, homes, propeities and other legally-protected economic and non-econoroic

469.

interests as alleged herein.

The Robin-Dee Community Area Class Plaintiffs did not consent for the stoimwater470.

which had accumulated on Advocate’s properties to enter and settle in their homes and

properties.

Oiven tnis Defendant s actual or constmctive icnowieciac of the iiarli FI.4 Of o-n
X,' W VJ. CXi-L

Earlier Flooding Studies, bv causing stoimwater accumulated and controlled by this Defendant

to physically invade the Robin-Dee Community Area Plaintiff Class’ persons, homes, and 

properties from Advocate’s Advocate North Development Property and Advocate South 

Development Property including the Primary Basin Structures, 

willfully, wantonly and with a conscious disregard for the rights and safety of Plaintiffs created a

this Defendant recklessly,

dangerous nuisance of excess accumulated stormwater.

This excess accumulated stormwater iavaded and flooded the Robin-Dee Community472.

Ai'ea Class and substantially and um'easonably interfered with Plaintiffs’ exclusive private use

and enjovment of their homes and properties.
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rv.w. COMMON INTENTIONAL NUISANCE VIOLATIONS-
SANITARY SEWER WATER LEG.4L^ AV^ERMENTS

413. In this Subpart, “this Defendant” means Glenview, Park.Ri

Plaintiffs restate and incorporate aU averments under the Subpart of this Part entitled 

“Common Gross Neghgence Violations.”

This Defendant owned, operated, managed, maintained and/'or controlled sanitary 

servicing the Robin-Dee Community Area Plaintiff Class’ persons, homes and properties.

This Defendant failed to reasonably maintain, repair and/''or operate the sanitaiy 

including but not limited to failing to bulkhead surcharged sewer and failing to pump out 

sanitaiy sewer water before it invacled some Plaintiffs' homes.

the District.“CD''

474.

475. sewers

476. sewers

excess

47 This Defendant inteniionally caused excess accumulated stoimwater fi'om this

Defendant’s sanitarx'' sewers or sanitaiy sewers under its control to interfere with the some of the 

Robin-Dee Community Area Class Plaintiffs’ persons, homes and properties on September 13, 

2008 by Its acts and omissions includiag but not limited to failing to bulkhead surchai-ged sewers 

and fading to pump out excess sewer w'ater in its sanitary sewers into tanker trucks.

As a direct and proximate result of the foregoing conduct of this Defendant relating to 

sanitary sewers which it owned or under its control, some of the Robin-Dee Community Area 

Class Plaintiffs suffered damage to their persons, homes, properties and other legally-protected 

economic and non-economic interests as alleged herein fi'om sanitaiy sewer water.

The Robin-Dee Community Ai'ea Class Plaintiffs whose homes were invaded by sewer 

water did not consent for the samtaiy sewer water which had accumulated in this Defendant’s 

sanitary sewers or sewers under its control to entei' and settle in their homes and properties.

478.

479.
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Given this Defendant’s actual or constmctive knowledge of the Eai'her Flooding and480.

Eai'lier Flooding Studies, including earlier floods which had caused sanitary sewer water to

accumulate and surcharge sewers w'hich it owned and'or controlled, this Defendant recklessly,

willfully, wantonly and with a conscious disregai'd for the rights and safety of Plaintiffs created a

dangerous nuisance of excess accumulated sanitary sewer water in its sewers or sewers under its

control.

This excess accunaulated sanitary sewer wnter invaded and flooded some of the Robin-481.

Dee Community Area Class and substantially and unreasonably interfered with some Plaintiffs’

exclusive private use and enjoyment of their homes and properties.

IV.X. COMMON INTENTIONAL TRESPASS VIQLATIONS-
STORMWATER WITHIN PARK RIDGE LEGAL AVERMENTS

In thj.s Subuart. '"this Defendant" means .advocate. Ge¥V€tfe=the District. Park Pddue. and

the County and excludes Berger. Glenview and Maine i o-wmship.

Plaintiffs restate and incoiporate all averments under the Subpart of this Part entitled483.

“Common Gross Neghgence Violations.”

This Defendant knew to a substantial legal certainty and to a high degree of certainty that484.

its actions and/or inactions would result in invasive flooding into the Plaintiffs’ homes during a

rainfall from (a) Advocate’s North Development Property, specifically the Ballard Basin and the

Dempster Basin, (b) the Main Drain Advocate North Development Segment, (c) the Main Drain

Robin-Dee Community Segment and (d) the Robin-Dee Community Sanitary Sewerage System.

But for this Defendant’s (a) intentional decisions including but not limited to (a) not485.

pumping down the Primaiy Basin Structures before the stoim, (b) not erecting temporaiy flood

protection barriers on its property or property under its control and (c) not redesigning the
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Primary Basins Stractnres after actual or constructive knowledge of their highly-foreseeable

danger to Plaintiffs of overflow from these Basins during a rain such as the September 13, 2008

and (d) other acts and omission set forth in the prior Subparts of this Part, thisrainfall,

Defendant intentionally decided not to reasonably manage the excess stormwater on September

13, 2008, proximately causing the catastrophic invasive flooding sustained by the Robin-Dee

Community Area Class Plaintiffs.

486. As a direct, immediate and foreseeable result of the foregoing intentional acts and

omissions by this Defendant, this Defendant caused excessive stormwater from Advocate’s

North Development and Advocate's South Development to invade the Robin-Dee Community

Plaintiffs’ Class neighborhoods, homes and properties.

This Defendant had exclusive possession and control over the trespassing mstmmentality487.

of the excess stoimwater from Advocate's North Development rtropeity and Advocate's South

Development Property, including the Drainage Structures, on said North and South Development

Properties and the stormwater in such structures.

omrnunity Area Plaintiff Class was entitled to the exclusive enjoyment488. The Robin-Dee

of their homes and property, including enjoyment exclusive of any invasive flooding fi'om excess

stoimwater fi'om (a) Advocate’s North Development Propeity including Stormwater Dramage

Stnictures and Subsystems, (b) Advocate’s South Development Propeity iacludiag Stormwater

Drainage Structures and Subsystems, and (c) the Robin-Dee Segment of the Prairie Creek Main

Drain.

Based upon Earher Flooding Studies and Eaiiier Invasive Flooding, this Defendant knew489.

to a substantial legal certainty and with a high degree of certainty that its intentional omissions

and intentional actions including its failure to redevelop the Advocate’s North and South
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Development Properties’ stormwater basins and stnictures after the 2002 Flooding would result 

in excess stoimwater fi'om the North Development invasively flooding into the Plaintiffs homes 

and property during a rainfall such as the September 13, 2008 rainfall.

This Defendant intentionally omitted to monitor, investigate, study, inspect, clean, 

maiatain, repan, improve, design, redesign, plan and/'or operate (a) Advocate’s North 

Development Property, specifically the Basin Stmctures, and (b) the NDD Advocate North 

Development Segment of the PCSS, which intentional acts and omissions proximately caused 

the excess stoimwater invasive floodings into the Robin-Dee Community Area Class Plaintiffs’

490.

persons, homes and properties.

As a direct and proximate result of the foregoing conduct with a high degi'ee of certainty

2008. this Defendant pennitted and caused the

491.

to cause iaiury to Plaintiffs, on September

accumulated stormw'ater to accumulate, enten. settle and physically invaded

1 21ID.

therelease of exce;

Plamtiffs' persons, homes and properties fi-om (a) Advocate’s North Development Property, 

specifically the Ballard and the Dempster Basra, (b) the MD Advocate North Development 

Segment, and (c) the NfD Robin-Dee Community Segment.

Based upon the legal certauity of knowledge of invasive flooding as set forth herein, this 

Defendant intentionally trespassed upon Plaintiffs’ persons, homes, and properties. ‘

This Defendant through its accumulated stormwater intentionally trespassed upon the 

Robin-Dee Community Area Class Plaintiffs’ persons, homes, properties and economic interests. 

The Plamtiffs did not consent for this Defendant’s excess stoimwater to physically invade

492.

493.

494,

and interfere with the exclusive use and occupancy of the Plaintiffs' persons, homes and

property.
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495. The Plaintiffs’ injuries and damages were caused as a substantially direct and proximate 

result of Advocate’s intentional conduct by the dangerous and calamitous occurrence of the

Satui'day, September 13, 2008 invasive stormwater floodings fi'om (a) Advocate’s Noith 

Development Property, (b) the MD Advocate North Development Segment, and (c) the MD 

Robin-Dee Community Segment.

496. The excess stormwater which physically invaded Plaintiffs’ homes and properties 

interfered with the Plaintiffs’ interests in the exclusive possession of their homes and properties.

The excess stormwater which entered, settled and physically invaded Plaintiffs’ homes 

and properties constituted an intentional trespass by this Defendant against the Plaintiffs.

497.

498. The Plaintiffs’ damages set forth in the “Damage" Part of this Complaint were caused 

a substantially direct and proximate result of Defendant’s intentional conduct by intentional 

failing to collect the dangerous and calamitous storm occurrence of the 9-13-2008.

as

IV.Y. COMMON INTENTIONAL TRESPASS VIOLATIONS- 
STQRMWATER WITHIN MAINE TOWSHIP LEGAL AVERMENTS

499. In this Subp , “this Defendant” means the District, Maine Township and the County. 

Plaintiffs restate and incoiporate all averments under the Subpart of this Part entitled

UJ. i

500.

“Common Gross Neghgence Violations."

This Defendant knew to a substantial legal certainty and to a high degree of certainty that 

its actions and/'or inactions would result in invasive flooding into the Plaintiffs’ homes during a 

rainfall fi'om the Main Drain Robin-Dee Community Segment and (d) the Robin-Dee 

Community Sanitaiy Sewerage System.

501.

502. But for this Defendant’s intentional decision not to redesign the Main Dram’s Robm-Dee

Segment from Robin Alley on east to Rancho Lane and onward tovrai'd Potter Road on the west,
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after actual or constmctive knowledge of their highly-foreseeable danger to Plaintiffs of

overflow from the MD Robin-Dee Segment during a ram such as the September 13, 2008 

rainfall and other acts and omission set forth in the prior Subparts of this Part, this Defendant 

intentionally decided not to reasonably manage the excess stoimvvater on September 13, 2008, 

proximately causing the catastrophic invasive flooding sustained by the Robin-Dee Community

Area Class Plaintiffs.

As a direct, immediate and foreseeable result of the foregoing intentional acts and 

omissions by this Defendant, this Defendant caused excessive stormwater from Main Dram’s 

Robin-Dee Community Segment to invade the Robin-Dee Community Plaintiffs’ Class

503.

neighborhoods, homes and properties.

This Defendant had exclusive possession and control over the trespassing instrumentality504.

of the excess stoimwater from the Main Dram's Robin-Dee Community Segment.

The Robm-Dee Community Mea Plamtiff Class was entitled to the exclusive enjo>ment 

of their homes and property, iacludmg enjoyment exclusive of any invasive flooding fi'om excess 

stormwater from from the Robm-Dee Community Segment of the Prairie Creek Mai

Based upon Eai’lier Flooding Studies and Eaiiier Invasive Flooding, this Defendant knew 

to a substantial legal certainty and with a high degree of certainty that its intentional omissions 

and intentional actions including its failure to redesign and reconstnict the Main Drain’s Robin- 

Dee Segment after the 1987 and 2002 Floodings would result in excess stonnw'ater invasively 

flooding into the Plaintiffs’ homes and property during a rainfall such as the September 13, 2008

505

Drain.

506.

rainfall,

This Defendant intentionally omitted to momtor, investigate, study, inspect, clean, 

maintain, repair, improve, design, redesign, plan and/or operate the MD Robin-Dee Segment of

507,
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the PCSS, which intentioaal acts and omissions proximately caused the excess stonuwater 

invasive floodinss into the Robin-Dee Community Area Class Plaintiffs persons, homes and

properties.

As a direct and proximate result of the foregoing conduct with a high degree of certainty 

to cause injuiy to Plaintiffs, on September 13, 2008, this Defendant permitted and caused the 

release of excess accumulated stonnwater to accumulate, enter, settle and physically invaded the 

Plaintiffs’ persons, homes and properties from the MD Robin-Dee Community Segment.

Based upon the legal certainty of knowledge of invasive flooding as set forth herein, this 

Defendant intentionally trespassed upon Plaintiffs’ persons, homes, and properties.

This Defendant through its accumulated stonnwater intentionally trespassed upon the 

Robin-Dee Community .Area Class Plaintiffs’ persons, homes, properties and economic interests.

The Plaintiffs did not consent for this Defendant's excess stonnwater to physically invade 

and interfere with the exclusive use and occupancy of the Plamtiffs’ persons, homes and

508.

509.

510.

y 1 1

property.

The Plaintiffs’ injuiies and damages were caused as a substantially dfrect and proximate 

result of Advocate’s intentional conduct by the dangerous and calamitous occurrence of the 

Saturday, September 13, 2008 invasive stonnwater floodings from the MD Robin-Dee

512.

Community Segment,

The excess stormwater which physically invaded Plaintiffs’ homes and properties 

interfered with the Plaintiffs’ interests in the exclusive possession of their homes and properties.

513.

The excess stonnwater which entered, settled and physically invaded Plaintiffs homes 

and properties constituted an intentional trespass by this Defendant against the Plaintiffs.

514.
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The Plaintiffs’ damages set foith in the “Damage" Part of this Complaint were caused as515.

a substantially dhect and proximate result of Defendant’s intentional conduct by intentional 

failing to collect the dangerous and calamitous storm occuirence of the 9-13-2008.

IV.Z. COMMON INTENTIONAL TRESPASS VIOLATIQNS-SANITARY
SEWER WATER WITH LEGAL AVERMENTS

In this Subpart, “this Defendant” means Glenview, Parle Ridge-and the District.6.

Plaintiffs restate and incorporate all aveiments under the Subpait of this Part entitled517.

“Common Gross Neghgence Violations.”

This Defendant knew to a substantial legal certainty and to a high degree of certainty that518.

its actions and'or inactions would result in invasive flooding into some Plaintiffs’ homes within

the Robin-Dee Community .Area during a rainfall from the the Robin-Dee Community Sanitary

Sewerage Svstem.

But for this Defendant’s mtentional decisions mcluding not to (aj bulkhead surchargmg519

and-'or surcharged stormwater sew'ers and'or (b) pump out excess sanitaiw sewer water firom its

sewers or sewers under its control, after actual or constiuctive knowledge of their highly-

foreseeable danger to Plaintiffs of sewer water invasive flooding during a rain such as the 

September 13, 2008 rainfall and other acts and omission set forth in the prior Subparts of this 

Part, this Defendant intentionally decided not to reasonably manage the excess sanitary sewer 

w'ater on September 13, 2008, proximately causing the catastrophic invasive sanitary sewer 

water flooding sustained by the some members of the Robin-Dee Community Ai'ea Class

Plaintiffs.

As a dnect. immediate and foreseeable result of the foregoing intem520. nai acts and

omissions by this Defendant, this Defendant caused excessive sanitaiy sewer wuter to backup
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and invade some of the Robin-Dee Community Plaintiffs’ Class neighborhoods, homes and

propetlies.

This Defendant had exclusive possession and control over the trespassing instrumentality 

of the excess sanitary sewer water from its sanitary sewers and/or sewers under its control

The Robin-Dee Community Area Plaintiff Class was entitled to the exclusive enjoyment 

of their homes and property, including enjoyment exclusive of any invasive flooding from excess 

sanitary sewer water and sewage frum this Defendant’s Robin-Dee Community Area’s sanitary- 

sewer municipal subsystems to the regional District interceptor system.

Based upon Earlier Flooding Studies and Earlier Invasive Flooding, this Defendant knew 

to a substantial legal certainty and with a high degree of certainty that its intentional omissions 

and intentional actions includiag iis failures to bulkhead sanitai-}' sewers and failures to pump out 

sanitarv sewers into tanker tracks or other locations, would, result in excess sarutar\' sewer water

521.

522.

523.

rainfall such as theiavasively flooding into the Plaintiffs' homes and property during a

September 13, 2008 rainfall.

This Defendant intentionally omitted to monitor, investigate, study, iaspect, clean, 

maintain, repair, improve, design, redesign, plan and/or operate its sanitary sewers or sewers 

imder its control, which intentional acts and omissions proximately caused the excess sanitaiy 

sewer water invasive floodings into the Robin-Dee Community Area Class Plaintiffs’ persons,

524.

homes and properties.

As a dfrect and proximate result of the foregoing conduct with a high degi'ee of certainty 

to cause injury to Plaintiffs, on September 13, 2008, this Defendant pennitted and caused the 

release of excess accumulated sanitai'y sewer water to accumulate, enter, settle and physically

525.
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invaded the Plaintiffs’ persons, homes and properties fi'om this Defendant s sanitai'y sewers or

sanitary sewers under its control.

Based upon the legal certainty of knowledge of invasive sanitary sewer water flooding as 

forth herein, this Defendant intentionally trespassed upon some of the Plaintiffs’ persons,

526.

set

homes, and propeities.

This Defendant through its accumulated stormwater intentionally trespassed upon some 

of the Robin-Dee Community Area Class Plaintiffs’ persons, homes, properties and economic

527.

interests.

These Plaintiffs who sustained sanitary sewer invasive flooding did not consent for this 

Defendant’s excess stormwater to physically invade and interfere with the exclusive use and 

occupancy of the Plaintiffs' persons, homes and property.

These PlamtiiiS' mjuiies and damages were 

proximate result of this Defendant's intentional conduct by the dangerous and calamitous 

occurrence of the Saturday, September 13, 2008 invasive sanitary sewer stonnwater floodings 

from the Robin-Dee Community ,Area Sanitary Sewer Subsegments.

The excess sanitary sewer water which physically invaded some Plaintiffs’ homes and 

properties interfered with these Plaintiffs’ interests m the exclusive possession of their homes 

and properties.

528.

caused as a substantially direct andS-Q

530

The excess sanitary sew^er water which entered, settled and physically invaded some 

Plaintiffs’ homes and properties constituted an intentional trespass by this Defendant against

531.

these Plaintiffs.

IV. A4. COMhdON IRREPAR.ABLE HARM-EQUITABLE RBLIEF LEGAL AVEPCvENTS

In this Subpait, “this Defendant" means all defendants except Berger.532.
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533. The Plaintiffs have sustained repetitive catastrophic man-made home-invasive flooding

on both September 13, 2008 and again on July 24, 2010 due to the tortious conduct of this

Defendant as specifically set forth in the prior Subparts of this Part.

Some members of the Plaintiffs’ class also sustained man-made home-invasive floodingo534.

on prior dates including in 1987 and 2002.

535. Less invasive but nonetheless man-made trespassory invasions have occun-ed on other

dates during lesser rainfalls.

536. Since 1990 and 1991, this Defendant knew or should have known of the findings,

conclusions and recommendations of Harza Engineering including but not limited to (1) the

existence of undersized culverts and pipes such as the undersized 60 “ diameter Howard Court

Culvert and the undercapacity 60” diameter Dee Neighborhood Stoimwater Pipe which the

Stormwater Defendants unreasonably expected to receive upwai'ds of 120 “ diameter flows fro

the upstream Robin Court Culvert less than 100 ymds upstream, (2) the existence of tortuous

cun^es such as the Briar Court Elbow as the Main Drain Robin-Dee Segment attempts a 90

degree, hard right-ankle turn north of the Briar Court Condominiums and (3) repetitive faUm'es

to clean obstructions and debris and otherwise maintain maximum flows through the Main Drain

Robin-Dee Segment.

Since 2002, based upon the 2002 Catastrophic Flood and the investigations and537.

preliminary reports from the lUinos Department of Natural Resources in 2002 through until the

Study went dormant until again resurrected after the 2008 Catastrophic Flood, this Defendant

knew or should have known of the catastrophic invasive flooding thi'eatening the Plaintiff Class

with almost eveiynninfall in excess of a 1-2 year event.

The continuous repetitive man-made home-invasive and land-invasive flooding and the0j8.
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ongoing threat of man-made home-invasive and land-invasive flooding caused and continues to 

ongoing fear, apprehension, anxiety and other emotional distress experiences besides other 

non-economic and economic losses such as reduced market value set forth herein within the

cause

Plaintiff Class.

Equitable relief is appropriate for the ongoing, omni-present fear, anxiety and 

apprehension within the Plaintiffs of another catastrophic flood ai'ising usually anytime it rains 

and especially if severe storms am predicted or forecasted for the Chicago Region.

As a proximate cause of the repetitive invasions, property values have been affected and 

the reputation relating to the value of property in Plaintiffs’ neighborhoods have been damaged. 

These repetitive tortious acts by this Defendant have caused and continue to cause 

•eparable haim to the Plaintiffs’ Class, entitling the Plaintiffs to equitable relief.

539.

540.

541.

m

Fv.AB. COMMON LPE- GENERAL ADDITIONAL- AVERMENTS

These averments apply to each Local Public Entities and should be answered as to this 

LPE Defendant’s knowledge only. This is not intended to be a pleading of a “Joint Count”.

Stormwater as Property: As used herein, stonnwater is “property” or “personal property” 

those terms are used in Chapter 745, Act 10, Article III at Section 10/3-101.

Contractual Relationship With LPEs; The Plaintiffs residences weiu serviced by the 

Prairie Creek Stormwater System or segments or components thereof based upon the responsible 

jurisdiction pui-suant to a contractual, quasi-contractual relationship with the District, Glenview, 

Pai'k Ridge and/or Maine Township.

The Distinct is ultimately responsible for stormwater management within Cook County 

based upon Public Act 93-1049 of the Illinois General Assembly.

542-

543.

as

544,

545.
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546. The District set forth in the Cook County Water Management Plan that it was vested

with powers to assme coordination between jurisdictions relating to the management of multi- 

jurisdictional watersheds/stormwater management drainage areas.

547. Control of PCSS Components within Park Ridge Jurisdiction: If this defendant (the 

District, Paih Ridge, Maine Township or County) had juiisdiction over the Prairie Creek

Stormwater System including its real property pubhc improvement components in Park Ridge, 

by its undertaking andhr exercise of control (by statute, ordinance or other act with the force of 

law besides actual control) and/or other acts of dominion, this Defendant owned, possessed and 

controlled the real property and related estates and interests in these Prairie Creek Stormwater

System properties within Park Ridge: (a) the North Development Main Drain and its connected,

related stormwater sewer components; (b) the Ballard Basin and the Pavilion Basin which ai'e the

North Development Main Drain’s primai-y stmctures: and (c) (as to Park Ridge or Maine

Township and not the District or County) tributaiy stormwater sewers to the Ballard and PavUion

Basins and/or North Development Main Drain. .

548. Control of PCSS Components within Maine Township Jurisdiction: If this defendant (the 

District, Park Ridge, Maine Township or County) had jurisdiction over the Prairie Creek 

Stoimwater System (PCSS) including its real property public improvement components in Maine 

Township, by its undertaking and/or exercise of control (by statute, ordinance or other act with

the force of law besides actual control) and'or other acts of dominion, this Defendant owned,

possessed and controlled the real property and related estates and interests in these PCSS

properties Maine Township: (a) the Robm-Dee Community Main Dram iacluding the Robin 

Neighborhood Main Drain and the Dee Neighborhood Main Drain and then Subsegment 

systems; and (c) (as to Park Ridge or Maine Township and not the District or County) tributary
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stormwater sewers to the Robin-Dee Community Main Drain including the Robin Neighborhood

Main Drain and Subsegment system components and the Dee Neighborhood Main Drain and

Subsegment system components..

Ownership of Stormwater: By its undertaking and/'or exercise of control (by statute,549.

ordinance or other legal document with the force of law besides actual control), jurisdiction,

causing the accumulations through its overt acts or other acts pursuant to authority under law

and/or other acts of dominion, this Defendant owned, controlled and operated in its entirety or

partially or jointly the stormwater which was accumulated upon, received by, collected on, stored

on or dischai’ged through the PCSS real property public improvement components of the Prairie

Creek Stormwater System over which it has jurisdiction.

Drainage Planning and System hngineering: This Defendant planned or caused to be55U.

caused to be designed the P( ,'SS stoimwater stpjctui'es and componentsplanned and designed oi

within its jurisdiction.

The Stormwater Plans for the North Development resulting in the existing drainage551.

design and operation of the Bahard Basin and related di’ainage alterations was approved by this

Defendant prior to 1998 and any changes to said Plans were approved by this Defendant

substantially before September 13, 2008.

The appHcation for the Plan for the drainage alterations to the North Development 

resulting in the existing drainage design and operation of the Pavilion Basin and related drainage

552.

alterations was and approved by this Defendant prior to 1998 and any changes to said Plans were

approved by this Defendant substantially before September 13, 2008.

The Plan for the existmg di'amage of the Dempster Basin and related drainage alterationsC D ri

was approved by this Defendant before 2007.
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Knowledge-Harza Study: In 1990, Harza reported that .. the flow capacity ... has been554.

seriously eroded ... through the effects of inadequately designed modifications including

undersized culverts, tortuous channel reahgnments, etc.” This Defendant knew' or should have

known of these defects.

Knowledge that Maintenance Program Not Implemented: Based upon the Hai^za Study,5oo.

the 2002 invasive flooding, and reasonable inquiry if undertaken, this Defendant knew or should

have known that the responsible parties w'ere not undertaking the “extensive cleaning program”

recommended by the Harza report, thereby reducing the flow capacity of the Robin-Dee

Community Main Drain of the PCSS.

556. Know'ledge of Bottlenecks: Substantially before September 13, 2008, and with adequate

time to plan, design, redesign or reconstruct its drainage structures so as to avoid foreseeable

iaiuPv' to the Rcbm-Dee Commuritv' Class, this Defendant knevr r should have kno

upon the facts evident from the (1) the Prior Invasive Flcodmgs m 1987, 2002 and near mvasive

flooding on other dates before September 13, 2008 and (2) Earher Flood Studies includiag the

1990-91 Hai'za Study of multiple bottlenecks and restrictions to flow within the North

Development Main Drain including the BaUard Basin Discharge Culvert Bottleneck and the

Robin-Dee Community Main Drain Bottleneck.

Known of 2-Year-Floodmg-Frequency: Substantial before September 13, 2008, for a557.

period of time during which sufficient to remedy the relevant stormwater conveyance and

storage dangerous conditions set out in the Hai'za 1990 and the IDNH preliminary investigations.

this Defendant knew or should have known that the Robin-Dee Community Segment and

Advocate Coiporation North Development Segment of the Prahie Creek Main Drain invasively

floods into the Robin-Dee Community statistically eveiy two yeai’s.
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rV.AC. COMMON-LPE AVERMENTS: ARTICLE in. SEC. 3-102A STATUTORY DUTY
TO MAINT.AEN PROPERTY

.Article ni, Section 102(a) (745 ILCS 10/3-102(a)) governs.558.

Property Defined: Article III, Sec. 3-101 of the Tort Immunity Act governs.559.

Property: The Prairie Creek Stormwater System and aU of its components like the560.

Ballard Basin and the Howard Couit Culvert are specific propeity as “property” is used within

the meaning of Sec. 10/3-102(a).

IV.AD. COMMON LPE A\TRMENTS: ARTICLE m. SEC. 103 STATUTORY DUTY
TO REMEDY A DANGEROUS PLAN

LPE-Approved Plaxi Creatiug Dangerous Condition: Article III, Section 102(a) of the561.

Tort-Immunity Act (745 ILCS 10/3-103(a)) governs..

this Defendant above all Plans: This Defendant approved aU Prairie Creek Stormwater

X the Bailai’d and Pavilion Basin.Svstem Plans mcluding ne ;\en eveioDmeni Mam uram

the Dempster Basin, the Robin Neighborhood Main Drain, the Howai'd Court Culvert, the Dee

Neighborhood Stormwater Pipe and aU other public improvements to the Prairie Creek

Stormwmter System includiag its Main Drain and all tributary sewers. This Defendant approved

the RN Plat Plan and the DN Plat Plan in 1960-1961.

Duty to Redesign and Reconstruct to Remedy Dangerous Condition: By September 13,563.

+Vvo+tl^-(C’ 'P)p-Pi=i*n/^0'n+-’ o 0'rs7-\tTvT;i=ir1 T ca-i lyx W O' V XW U-O ixJ-J-O ^ v,> > W'-*. x J^\^X kXXW X X VXi k \^x2008, it was op <3-pc

Stonnw'ater System’s public improvements including the BaUard, Pavilion and Dempster Basins

were dangerously defective as ongoing flooding, including home-invasive flooding in 1987 and

2002. and other land-invasive flooding before September 13 2008 had occumed showing the

defectiveness and dangerousness of these approved Plans.
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Duty to Coirect Dangerous Plans: Pursuant to 745 ILCS 10/3-103, this Defendant owed a564.

general dutv to coixect knoun unsafe conditions related to the desisn and/or enaineerine of the

Prairie Creek Stormwater Svstem

565, Before September 13, 2008, this Defendant knew or should of known of the unreasonable

and defective conditions set forth in prior paragraphs herein which could be altered or changed

by a redesign and/or replanning of the Prairie Creek Stormwater System.

In addition to the unreasonable and defective conditions set forth previously herein, this566,

Defendant knew or should of known of the existence of the foregoing unsafe, unreasonable and

dangerous conditions relating to the design and/'or engineering of the Robin-Dee Community

Segment and Advocate Coi-poration North Development Segment which segments were unsafe,

unreasonable and dangerous conditions posed an unreasonable risk f foreseeable harmful

invasive fioodins to the Plaintiffs and mcluded

566.1. This Defendant knew or should have knox’v-n that the Robm-Dee Community

Segment, and the Advocate Corporation North Development Segment including the

Ballard, Pavilion and Dempster Basins were defective relating to the collection, storage,

transportation and/'or discharge of stoimwater during a rainfall; and/’or

Reasonable Inspection; This Defendant could have discovered the foregoing unsafe567.

conditions and their character by the use of reasonable inspections and/or investigations relating

to the Robin-Dee Community Segment and the Advocate Coiporation North Development

Segment of the Prairie Creek Main Drain and connected and/'or tributary di'ainage structures

including the BaUard, Pavilion and Dempster Basins.

This Defendant knew or should have known of the inadequate design and/or engineering568.

relating to the Robin-Dee Community Segment and the Advocate Corporation North
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Development Segment of the Prairie Creek Main Drain and connected and/^or tributary drainage 

structures including the Ballard, Pavilion and Dempster Basins given the prior flooding and prior 

governmental reports and the likelihood and magnitude of potential danger from failing to take 

coirective action to remedy such defectively designed and/or engineered Stoimwater System.

Failures to Exercise Due Cai’e; This Defendant failed to exercise due care in the redesign 

and reconstruction or in failing to cause redesign or reconstruction of the Defendant s properties 

di-ainage stinctures under its management, control, and super-vision including but not limited 

to the following fahm-es to exercise due cai'e over the Ballard Basin, Pavilion Basin and 

Dempster Basin and North Development Main Drain, draiaage components of the Prairie Creek 

Stormwater System, and stormwater from private development on Advocate’s North and South

569.

or

developments.

R.elatms' to the Prairie Creek Main Dram, its Segments and Subsegments, tins Defendant/ f )

failed exercise due care to reconstruct its Main drain and m-line, immediately connected 

Retention Basins such as the Ballard Basin, the Pavilion Basin and, thr-ough the 60 inch Robin 

Alley Stormwater Sewer, the Dempster Basin, iaciuding but not limited to the following failings

and omissions to act:

Failing to enlarge or require others including Advocate, or others to enlai-ge the 

Ballar-d Basin, Pavilion Basin and Dempster Basin including temporary enlargement by 

the use of sand bags, sand bins, water tubes or other storage or flood prevention systems 

around the perimeter of these basins;

Failing to raise the discharge elevations for these Basins by raising the dischai'ge

570.1.

570.2.

culvert elevations; and

Failing to increase the berms around the Basins’ perimeters to increase storage.570.3.
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Proximate Cause: As a proximate cause of these breaches of duties owed to the Plaiutiff 

Class, these breaches of duties by this Defendant proximately caused damages to Plaintiffs set 

forth in this Complaint’s “Damage” Part.

571.

LCS 2605/1^-: Sv\NITh.fi¥.J

70 ILCS5''2.

4.tThe Plaistiffo’ homes constituted “r<5'3. ■=>

of 70 ILCS 2505..T0:ithin'tfThe Plaintiffo’ homeo.overe “within the diotfiet^5''4.

5''5.

€¥e-oenao€icd'by lead itaes from'th-eH-resideseeswhich the riaintiffc'-resideneej

improfoment" withsU'thc meaBdng of 70 IhCS

a60f.d-C^

hi

■J}%&eaes= #P€=#e«&#s#

r^Q D4: AhT -1nine of^O^Ifc

wer-Yr3t-er o\=ei#£V'~ed'the3ari:it'aiy-ccwerage C}'Gtem ceweroAOOn Septembef7.5

■1..:h! ^^§4=#f=€e^84=e=r

pat4ia'l.er-jdiro

The ■seYcer water G\'orflow veen-an “overflow"”"'~£0 that term io-tt3ed'm''-/''9 iTCS-"3"6'Qe'7‘"l"0.-laR

■C "7A TT OO A ACm
rV.AF. COMMON LPE AVERMENTS: ILLINOIS CONSTITUTION. ART. I. SEC. 15:

TAKING RE.4L AND PERSONAL PROPERTY

Article I, Section 15 of the Illmois Constitution prohibits the taking of private property 

for public use without payment of just compensation to the victims of the taking.

579.
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Pursuant to .\iticle I, Section 15 of the Illinois Constitution, this Defendant was under a580.

duty to provide just compensation to the Plaintiffs for this Defendant’s taking of Plaintiffs’ real 

property and personal property.

The Plaintiff Class are parties beneficially interested to maintain this action because they 

are entitled to just compensation from this Defendant relating to the Defendants’ taking of 

Robin-Dee Community Plaintiffs’ real property including their homes and personal property 

without just compensation in violation of Article I, Section 15 of the Illinois Constitution.

This Defendant planned, supeiwised, designed, management, and'or caused to be 

constructed the sti-aighterdng and widening of PCSS's Robin Neighborhood Main Drain and the 

installation of the 60” Dee Neighborhood Stormwater Sewer as a pubHc improvement for the

581.

582.

benefit of the public within the PCW.

This Defendant planned, supervised, designed, management. andDr caused to be

constructed the PCSS’s North Development Main Dram including the Ballai'd Basin, Pavilion 

Basin and Dempster Basin as a public improvement for the benefit of the public within the

Prairie Creek Watershed.

Because stormwater from these pubhc improvements invaded the Robin-Dee Community 

Plaintiff Class repeatedly, the catastrophic repeated physical overflows and mvasions into 

Plaintiffs’ homes, residences and properties by stoimwater water unjustifiably and unlawfully, 

interfered, hindered, and prevented Plaintiffs fi'om their exclusive right to use Plaintiffs’

584.

properties for their intended purposes as homes.

The repeated presence of accumulated water in Plaintiffs’ home and the ongoing threat 

during rainfalls of the significant risk of additional mvasions has resulted in a pennanent and 

substantial interference with the Plaintiffs’ use and enjoyment of their real properties mcluding

585.
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but not limited to a pemanent and substantial reduction if not total destmction of the market

value of the Plaintiffs’ real property iacludiag homes and personal property.

On September 13, 2008, the Robin-Dee Community Plaintiffs suffered a direct586.

encroachment upon then real properties when stormwater invaded their real properties and which

subjected Plaintiffs’ real properties including homes to a public use as retention basins and/or

detention basins of this Defendant’s stonnwater and/or stormwater under this Defendant’s

owner-ship, control, management, supervision and/or jurisdiction.

Despite these destructive invasive floodings, Plaintiffs have not received just587.

compensation for this substantial interference of their real properties including their homes and

residences.

This Defendant has proximately caused the Plaintiffs’ real properties including their

ibitable bv this D'U-UJ. ndant'shomes to become pait: m aiiU''

as set forth herein resulting in invasive floodings into the Plaintiffs’ real properties including

homes and residences.

This Defendant has prox.imately caused the stoimwater invasive floodings from (a) the589.

PCSS’s Robin-Dee Community Main Drain, and (b) the PCSS’s North Development Main. Drain

Segment including the Ballai'd Basin and the Dempster Basin, into Plaintiffs’ real properties,

thereby destroying and/or impairing the usefulness and market value of the Plaintiffs’ real

properties including homes and residences.

Given the repeated invasive floodings, including in 1987 and 2002, and the government590.

reports including the Hai-za Study, the IDNR Study and the FEM.A. FIRh-ls, these acts by t’nis

Defendant were made with a conscious disregard for the rights and safety of Robin-Dee

Community Plaintiffs being gross negligence.
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The repeated invasive flooding and the repeated government studies show that this 

Defendant has unconstitutionally taken the Robin-Dee Community Plaintiffs’ real property and 

real property interests including their residences and homes and personal property without just 

compensation being paid to the Plaintiffs as requhed by Article I, Section 15 of the Illinois 

Constitution, thereby requiring this Defendant now to pay just compensation for the permanent 

injury to the real property and personal property interests to the Class Plaintiffs,

IV.AH. COMMON LPE AVERMENTS: U.S. FIFTH AMENDMENT: TAKING OF AND
PFJ^SONAL REAL AND PERSONAL PROPERTY

591.

The Plaintiffs incoiporate the prior averments in the Subpait entitled “Illinois 

Constitution Art. I, Sec. Id-Taking of Real and Personal Property.”

The Fifth .Amendment of the United States Constitution prohibits the taking of private

592.

593.

property for pubhc use without payment of just compensatiou to the citizen-victim of the takmg. 

Pursuant to the Fifth .Amendment of the Umted States Constitution, this Defendant was594.

ide just compensation for this Defendant's taking of Plaintiffs’ real and 

personal property including residences and homes.

The Plaintiffs are parties beneficially interested to maintain this action because they are 

entitled to just compensation from this Defendant relating to the Defendants’ taking of 

Plaintiffs’ real and personal property .

This Defendant took Plaintiffs’ homes and real property and personal property without 

just compensation in violation the Fifth .Amendment to the U.S. Constitution.

Because stonn-water from these public improvements for pubhc uses invaded the Robin-

under a duty to piu

595.

596.

597.

Dee Community Plamtiff Class repeatedly, the catastrophic repeated physical overflows and

into Plaintiffs’ homes, residences and properties by stormw'ater wnter unjustifiably andmvasions
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lawfully, interfered, hindered, and prevented Plaintiffs fi'om their exclusive right to use

Plaintiffs’ properties for their intended pui-poses as homes.

The repeated presence of accumulated water in Plaintiffs’ home and the ongoing tiueat 

during rainfalls of the significant risk of additional invasions has resulted in a peimanent and 

substantial interference with the Plaintiffs’ use and enjoyment of their real properties and 

personal properties including but not limited to a permanent and substantial reduction if not total 

destruction of the market value of the Plaintiffs’ real and personal property including their 

residences and homes.

On September 13, 2008, the Robin-Dee Community Plaintiffs suffered a direct 

encroachment upon their real properties when stormwater invaded their real properties and which

subjected Plaintiffs’ real properties including residences and homes to a public use

stonnwater under this

un

598.

599.

• as retention

n basins of this Defendant’s stonnwater and'ornf"] ■ Ar

Defendant’s ownership, control, management, supenasion and'or jurisdiction.

On September 13, 2008, these invasive floodings into the Robin-Dee Community 

excluded or restricted the Robin-Dee Community Plaintiff Class' dominion and control over

basins

600.

their real properties including their residences and homes.

Despite these destructive invasive floodings, Plaintiffs have not received just 

compensation for this substantial interference of their real properties including their homes and

601.

residences.

This Defendant has proximately caused the Plaintiffs’ real properties including then- 

homes and properties to become partial and/or totally unmhabitable by this Defendant s actions 

inactions as set forth in tliis Section of the Complaint resulting m mvasive floodmgs mto 

the Plaintiffs’ real properties including homes and residences.

602.

and/or
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This Defendant has proximately caused the stormwater invasive floodings from (a) the 

Robin-Dee Community Segment, and (b) the North Development Segment including the BaUai'd 

Basin and the Dempster Basin, into Plaintiffs’ real properties including homes and residences, 

thereby destroying and/or impafr-ing the usefulness and market value of the Robin-Dee 

Community Plaintiffs’ real properties including homes and residences.

Given the repeated invasive floodings, including in 1987 and 2002, and the govenxment 

including the Harza Study, the IDNR Study and the FEMA HRMs, these acts by this 

Defendant were made with a conscious disregard for the rights and safety of Robin-Dee

603.

604.

reports

Community Plaintiffs.

The repeated invasive flooding and the repeated government studies show that this

the Robin-Dee Community Plaintiffs’ real and personal

id homes without

605.

Defendant has unconstitutionally taken

ertv and real and personal propem- interests mcluding then residences ai 

just compensation bemg paid to the Plamtiffs as required by the Fifth Amendment of the Umted

States Constitution, thereby requiring this Defendant now to pay just compensation for the

the Robin-Dee Community Classpermanent injuiy to the real and personal property mteres♦ n +r\ 
LO tU

Plaintiffs.

VT A.T COMMON LPE AVERMENlS: 42 USC SEC. 1983

The Plaintiffs incorporate the preceding subpaits entitled; “U.S. Fifth Amendment- 

Taking of Real and personal property”, “U.S. Fifth Amendment-Taking of Personal Property”, 

“Ill. Const. U1.1, Sec. 15-Taking of Real and personal property” and “Ill.Const. Art. I, Sec. lo-

606.

Taking of Personal Property.”

Relatma to 42 Section § 19S3 entitled “Civil action for deprivation of rights” governs.607.
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This Defendant is a “person” as used in the phrase “(E)very person who, under color of608.

any statute, ordinance, regulation, custom or usage...”

This Defendants’ foregoing actions authorized under its enabling legislation and pursuant609.

to a charter and/or other enabling document with the force of law is acting “color of.. .statute,

ordinance, regulation, custom or usage” of the State of Illinois.

This Defendant has caused the Plaintiffs to be depiived of their Illinois Constitution 

rights under Article I, Section 15 of the lUinois Constitution and federal U.S. Constitution rights

610.

under the Fifth Amendment of the U.S. Constitution.

The flooding and sacrifice of private property of the Plaintiffs Class for the public611.

convenience of this Defendant has been caused by this Defendant’s public improvements of the

Robin-Dee Main Di’am and North Development Main Drain with its interconnected Ballai'd,

Pavilion and Dempster basins, rendering such conduct by this Defendant an unconstitutionaj 

taking of private property under the U.S. Constitution and the lUmois Constitution

VI.AK.COMMON LPE AVERMENTS: EQUITABLE RELIEF PER
TORT-IMMUNITY ACT.

This averment applies to each LPE, the District, PaiL Ridge, Maine Township, Glenview612.

and the County. Plaintiffs also incorporate Pait IV, Subpart /lA “Iirepai-able Harm-Equitable

Relief Legal Averments’.

The Tort Immunity Act at Sec. 2-101 (745 ILCS 10/2-101) does not affect the right to613.

obtain relief other than damages against a local public entity.

The Plaintiffs have sustained repetitive man-made home-invasive flooding on both614.

A, 2010 due to the tortious conduct of each LPE.,008 and many again on i KSeptember 1
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Some members of the Plaintiffs' Class also sustained man-made home-invasive flooding 

on prior dates including in 1987 and 2002.

Trespassoiy land invasive flooding but not stnictural or home-invasive flooding have 

occuixed on other dates during lesser rainfalls before September 13, 2008.

The threat of ongoing, future flooding creates stress, anxiety and other forms of 

emotional haim, past, present and future to the Plaintiff Class.

Plaintiff Class suffers ongoing, reduced, if not eliminated mai'ket value due to (1) the 

repetitive flooding and (2) the necessity to disclose flooding to prospective buyers.

Based upon (1) the repeated invasive floodings, (2) the numerous government studies 

identifying the causes and solution, and (3) the failure of Park Ridge to act to protect the 

Plaintiffs from invasive flooding, these conditions constitute uTeparable haim if action is not 

taken and iustify equitable rehef mciudmg an affirmative mjunction Gompellmg Park Ridge to 

to remedy thi.s ongoing flooding and ongoing flooding tineat.

615.

616.

617.

618.

619.

act
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V. PART V: CLAIMS AGAINST ADVOCATE

V.A. QVERVIEW-ADVOCATE-CAUSATION AND RESPONSIBILITY

620. CAUSATION: Advocate North Development stonnwater and Advocate South

Development stormwater catastrophically invaded the Robin-Dee Community Area on

September 13, 2008.

620.1. The Medical Pavilion Building on the North Development did not sustain a single drop 

of invasive stormwater flooding on September 13, 2008.

620.2. All stormwater which invaded the Plaintiffs’ homes originated from Advocate property 

with the exception of insignificant tributary stormwater to the Robin-Dee Main Dram.

Advocate knows of this repetitive flooding history.

Advocate refused to take any action including creating a sandbag barrier between Rohm 

A.lley and the North Advocate Development and raising its discharge culvert elevations.

RESPONSIBILITY; The Advocate Noith Development is a completely man-made 

development complex with private improvements such as the Medical Pavilion and public 

improvements (or improvements for the benefit of the PWC public) such as the and

620.3.

620.4.

621.

621.1. Not even a single drop of water invaded the Medical Pavilion located less than 15 

yards from the Pavilion Basin during the September 13, 2008 stonn while at less 500 

citizens were sustaining catastrophic home-invasive flooding, in some cases completely 

filling their basements and flooding up into the first floor.

Nor did a single Advocate Budding anywhere on the sustain any iavasive 

flooding on September 13, 2008.

It is not an accident that (a) the Plaintiffs sustained catastrophic full-basement 

flooding in most cases and (b) Advocate did not; the same rain fell on each property. The

621.2.

621.3.
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rain did not miraculously stop at Robin Court to spare Advocate North Development

from flooding

V.B. ADDITIONAL FACTS RELATING TO .4PVOCATE

As used here, unless otheiovise evident from the context, “this Defendant ’ or “Defendant 

Advocate and “its” means “Advocate’s”.

Plaintiffs restate and incorporate all these paragraphs as the first paragraphs of thus Part: 

(a) all paragraphs in Part I; Jurisdiction, Venue and Class Avennents; (b) aU paragraphs in Part 

II: Definitions including Stormwater Structures and Bottlenecks; and (c) all paragraphs in Part 

ITT- State of Common Facts.

Real Property Ownership and Control: Advocate owned, possessed, controlled,

managed and/or controUed both the real property itself and the real property estates and interests 

the followins properties immediately contiguous to. upstream from and, generally, at higher 

elevations in relationship to the Plaintiff Robin-Dee CQmmunit3y’ Class homes, lands and

622.

means

623.

624,

in

properties:

Advocate’s North Development Properrty including but not limited to: (i) the Ballai'd 

Basin; (ii) The Ballard Basin Discha'ge Culvert; (hi) the Pavilion Basm; (iv) the Pavilion Basm 

Discharge Culvert(s); (v) the Dempster Basin; (vi) the Dempster Basin Dischai-ge Culvert; (vii) 

Advocate’s Dempster Basin Stormwater Subsystem (the 84 “ stormwater sewer receiving, in 

part, stonnw'ater from Advocate’s South Development Propeity); (viiij Advocate s paiking lots 

and parking garages immediately adjacent to and contiguous to the Robin-Dee Community, 

north of the Advocate’s Dempster Basin; and (ix) ail drainage and stormwater 

subsystems on Advocate’s North Development Property; and

Advocate’s South Development Property including but not limited to: (i) All tributary.

624.1.

sewer

624.2.
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South Development Propeity connected to Advocate’supstream stormwater sewers on

Dempster Basin Stormwater Sewer Subsystem (the 84 - stonnwater sewer receiving, in part, 

stoimwmter from Advocate’s South Development Propeity, and dischargmg this stonnwater

into the Dempster Basin situated on the North Development Propeity); and (u) any and all

Advocate’s South Development Propeity whichdrainage and stormwater sewer subsystems on 

drain to the North Development Property including into the Dempster Basm.

Advocate Property Stormwater: Advocate owned, managed, possessed, supervised,

rainfall ninoff which fell on its
625.

and controlled the Advocate Property Stonnwater which was

generated by this direct rainfall onto its own properties being the

Development Property and Advocate South Development Property

own properties and was

Advocate North

identified in the prior paragi-aph.

.oHageG, pOsSCsScd, supen'isea.Advocate owued,PCW Upstream Stormwater: 

and/or controlled the Pranie Creek Watershed C'PCAW’) Upstream Stonnwater which is

generated in ai'eas of the PCW upstream of Advocate’s North Development and not

This PCW Upstream Stormwater
stonnwater

Advocate Development’s Properties.generated irom

accumulated on Advocate’s Development Properties including accumulated on Advocate North

Development Property and Advocate South Development Property.

Advocate Controlled Stormwater: Advocate ovmed, managed, possessed, supervised,627.

and/or controUed both Advocate Property Stonnwater and PCW Upstream Stormwater.

which Advocate ownedThis Advocate ControUed Stormwater included stormwater627.1.

controUed either in whole or m part with one or more other Defendants or entities.

included stonn'water which Advocate owneo
and-'or

This Advocate ControUed Stonnwater 

andy'or controUed individually or jointly with one or more other Defendants or entities.

627.2.
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This Advocate Controlled Stormwater included stormwater drained to, collected fi-om, 

stored on, received from, accumulated on and dischai'ged firom the following land, real 

property, real property structures and'br real property improvements includmg real property 

public improvements such as the Ballai'd Basin, Pavilion Basin and Dempster Basin;

627.3.1. All stormwater accumulated on Advocate’s North Development land and real property 

includmg but not limited to; (i) the Ballard Basin; (ii) the Pavilion Basin; (iii) the Dempster 

Basin; (iv) the Dempster Basin Stormwater Subsystem; (v) all di'ainage and stormwater- 

sewer subsystems on Advocate’s North Development Property; (vi) Advocate s parking lots 

and parking garage(s);

627.3.2. All stormwater accumulated on Advocate’s South Development Property including but

not limited to: (i) AJl tributai-y, upstream stormwater sewers on South Development 

Property connected to the Dempster Basin Stormwater Sewer Subsystem; ana (iij any ana 

all drainase and stormw'ater sewer subsystems on Advocate’s South Development Property

627.3.

which drain to the North Development Property.

627.3.3.All stonnwnter- received firom the Main Dram Upstream Segment of the Prairie Creek

Stormwater System;

627.3.4. All stormwater received by the Ballard Basin and Pavilion Basin from upstream 

neighborhoods within the Prairie Creek Watershed which di-ain into the Main Drains 

Upstream Segment of the Prairie Creek Stormwater System (“PCSS”).

627.3.5. All stormwater accumulated from neighborhoods east of the Advocate North 

Development which drain to the Praii'ie Creek Mam Dram as the Prairie Creek Main Drain 

flows thi’ough these neighborhoods or receives stoimwater fi-om these neighborhoods; and

elepment Bnllm-d627.3.6.> stcrm:=
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rPa¥isi©fi- M—#dgr-t-h6-^effe—ggstreag

M^-:,vT-',.1.NeighbeAo =ete4as^

Stormwater Contribution; Advocate accounts for and causes total and/or partial628.

contribution of stonnwater into the Advocate Developments Properties.

Stormwater System Planning and Engineering: Advocate planned and/or designed629.

and/or caused to be planned and/or designed the public improvements of the Ballard Basin,

Pavilion Basin and Dempster Basin and their connected stormwater structures on its North

Development Properties.

COUNT 1: ADVOCATE: NEGLIGENCE: DOMINANT ESTATE OVERBURDENING

Plaintiffs restate and incoiporate as the fust paiugraphs of this Count: (a) all prior630.

paragraphs of this Part and (b) all paragraphs set forth in the following Subpaits in Paii: IV, these

Subparts being entitled; rVOA., IV.B., rV.C.W.F., W.G., and IVOI.

Defendant knew or should have known of the foreseeable harm of invasive flooding into631.

the Robin-Dee Community Area given Earlier Floodings and Earlier Flooding Studies.

Defendant knew, agreed to and undertook to receive Upstream Praiiie Creek Watershed632.

stormwater.

Based upon this actual or constructive knowledge of reasonably foreseeable flooding633.

hanm to Plaintiffs as contiguous downstream property owners and possessors, Defendant owed

non-delegable duties as a land owner to the Robin-Dee Community Area Plaintiff Class to

properly manage stormwater under Defendant's ownership, control, supenhsion, andPr

management so as to prevent foreseeable overburdening harm to foreseeable plaintiffs fi'om
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excessive, overburdening stonnwater exceeding the capacity of Advocate’s Developments

Properties to capture and maintain in storage on Advocate’s Developments Properties.

634. As an owner, possessor, operator, manager and party-in-control of the Advocate’s North

Development Property, Defendant was under a non-delegable duty not to increase or accelerate

or the volume, flow, and other physical characteiistics of stormwater from its property or

othei-wise overburden with stormwater the Plaintiffs’ homes and properties, either with

overburdening Advocate Property^ Stormwater, overburdening PWC Upstream Stormwater or

both.

Defendant knew or should have knowm that its Post-Development Flows from Advocate635.

lands exceeded Pre-Development Stonnwater Flows from these lands, resulting in an

overburdening from natural, pre-development stormwater flow's onto Plaintiffs’ lands*.

636. Defendant knew or should have know* that the rtost-Ueveiooment Stormwater Flows

from the upstream areas of the PC Watershed w'hich it agreed and'or undertook to control and

store exceeded the Pre-Development Stonnwater Flows fi'om the Upstream PWC resulting in an

overburdening from natural, pre-development stormwater flows onto Plaintiffs’ lands*.

637. Defendant knew' or should have known that the overburdening stormwater was generated

by Advocate Property Stormwater andbr PWC Upstream Stormwater and/or both combining.

638. Before 9-13-2008, Defendant had reasonably adequate time, opportunity and ability to

take coixective measures to remedy and/or protect the Plaintiff Class against the foreseeable

dangerous conditions existing on its Development Properties posed by excess stoimw'ater.

639, On September 13, 2008, excess accumulated stormwater from Advocate’s North

Development Property catastrophically invaded the Plaintiff Class’ homes, land and properties,
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Defendant breached its duty not to overburden downstream Plaintiffs including by the640,

following omissions; (a) failing to pump down the Basins before the September 13, 2008 stom;

(b) failing to erect flood protection baiiier systems between its property and the PlaintifFs 

properties and (c) failing to detain stormwater until it could safely drain to the Main Drain.

As a proximate cause of these breaches of duties by Defendant, the Plaintiffs suffered and 

sustained actual injuries and damages set forth under in this Complaint’s “Damage” Part. 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs request against Defendant the relief in this Complaint’s

641.

642.

“Relief’ Part.
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“ Relief Part-:

CuuNT 6: ADVOCATE: NEGLIGENCE: RES BPSA LOQUITUR

Plaintiffs restate and incorporate as the first paragraphs of this Coimt: (a) all prior 

paragraphs of this Part and (b) all paragraphs set forth in the Subpaits IV. J. entitled “IV.J. 

Common Negligence-Res Ipsa Loquitur-Stormwater System-Breaches of Duty-Legal 

Averments" and Subpart W.K. entitled ‘Tv .K. Common Negligence-Res Ipsa Loquitui'- 

Stormwater System-Within Jurisdiction of Park Ridge-Breaches of Duty Legal Averments",

685.
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This Defendant exclusive owned, controlled and operated the Ballard, Pavilion and686.

Dempster Basins and the North and South Development and all connected stormwater stmctm-es.

This Defendant knew that the Plaintiffs’ reasonably used the PCSS and/or Robin-Dee 

Community Ai'ea Sanitai-y Sewerage Systems for these systems’ intended purposes.

The invasive flooding suffered by the Plaintiffs would not have ordinarily occurred but 

for the negligence of this Defendant relating to its negligent inspection, study, maintenance,, 

design, engineering, and/or operation of its exclusively controlled Basins and other properties.

This Defendant’s operation of its exclusively controlled Basins and properties 

proximately caused the invasive flooding sustained by the Plaintiffs.

The Plaintiffs did not contribute to the flooding.

687.

688.

689.

690.

On 9-13-2008. Defendant breached these duties owed to Plaintiffs proximately causing691.

damages to the Plaintiffs' persons, homes and properties.

As a proximate cause of these breaches of duties by this Defendant, the Plaintiffs suffered 

and sustained the injuries and damages set forth under the “Damage” Part of this Complaint. 

WOHEP^FORE, Plaintiffs request against Defendant the rehef in this Complaint’s

692.

693.

“Relief’ Part.

COUNT 7: ADVOCATE: NEGLIGENT NUISANCE

Plaintiffs incorporate as the first paragraphs of this Count: (a) all prior paragi-aphs of this 

Part and (b) all paragraphs set forth in the Subpart IV.N. entitled “IV.N. Common Neghgent 

StoiTQwater Nuisance Violations-from Properties under Park Ridge’s Jurisdiction-Legal

694.

Averments.”

This Defendant owned, operated, managed, maintained and'or controlled the Basins695.

Advocate’s North and South Developments and other stormwater drainage components and'or
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structures from which the excess accumulated stormwatei nuisance invaded thedi'aiaage

Plaintiffs’ persons, homes and properties on September 13, 2008.

As set out in the prior negligence Counts in this Part, this Defendant failed to reasonably696.

design, engineer, maintain., and/br operate the Basins and Advocate Development Properties.

This Defendant negligently caused an accumulation of stormwater from the Basins and 

Advocate North Development Property and Advocate South Development Property^ to invade 

and interfere with the Plaintiffs’ persons, homes and properties on September 13, 2008.

The Plaintiffs did not consent for the stormwater which had accumulated on this 

Defendant’s properties to enter and settle in the Plaintiff Robin-Dee Community Class homes.

By causing stormwater accumulated and controlled by this Defendant to physically 

invade the Plaintiff Class’ homes, this Defendant neghgently created a dangerous nuisance oi 

excess accumulated stoim'water which substantially and unreasonably interfered with Plaintiffs.

caused and/or created by this Defendant, the

697.

698.

699.

As a proximate cause of this nuisance 

Plaintiffs suffered damages set forth under the “Damage Part of this Complaint.

WHEREFORE, the Plaintiffs request against this Defendant the relief in the “Relief’ Complaint Part.

700.

COUNT 8: ADVOCATE: NEGLIGENT TRESPASS

Plaintiffs incorporate as the first paragraphs of this Count: (a) ail prior paragraphs of this 

Part and (b) all paiugraphs set forth in the Subpart IV.Q. entitled “IV.Q. Common Negligent 

Trespass Violations From Advocate Stoimwmter- Legal Averments”.

Because Defendant’s failed to act as set forth in this Part including but not limited to the 

failure to discharge by pumping existing, accumulated stoimwater before the storm, before the 

MD Robin-Dee Segment runs full and before the surcharging of the Ballard. Pavilion and

701.

702.
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Dempster Basins and Howard Court Culvert, this Defendant failed to reasonably manage 

stormwater on September 13, 2008, proximately causing the Plaintiffs’ invasive flooding.

As a direct, immediate and foreseeable result of the foregoing acts and/or omissions of 

this Defendant, this Defendant caused stormwater to invade the Plaintiffs’ persons and homes.

This Defendant had exclusive possession and control over the trespassing instrumentahty 

of the excess accumulated stormwater from the Basins and Advocate’s Development Pi'operties. 

The Plaintiffs were entitled to the exclusive enjoyment of then properties.

This Defendant knew or should have known that its actions and/or inactions in failing to 

control stormwater fi'om the Basins and North Development would result in invasive flooding.

This Defendant negligently failed to monitor, investigate, study, inspect, clean, maintain, 

repair, improve, design, redesign, plan and/or operate its properties as set forth in this Part.

roximate result of the foregoing conduct by this Defendant, this 

Defendant’s instmmentality of excess accumulated stormwater physically invaded Plaintiffs’ 

homes on 9-13-2008, proximately causing the Plaintiffs’ Damages set forth in the Damage Part.

The Plaintiffs did not consent for this Defendant’s excess stoimv^atex to physically invade 

and interfere with the exclusive use and occupancy of the Plaintiffs’ homes and property.

The Plaintiffs’ injuries and damages were caused by the dangerous and calamitous 

occuiTence of invasive stormwater floodings on 9-13-2008 from this Defendant's properties.

The excess accumulated stormwater which entered, settled and physically invaded 

Plaintiffs’ homes and properties interfered with the Plaintiffs’ interests in the exclusive

703.

704.

705.

706.

707.

As a direct and08.

709.

710.

711.

possession of their homes.
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The excess accumulated stormwater which entered, settled and physically invaded

and into the Plaintiffs’

712.

Plaintiffs’ homes and property constituted a neghgent trespass upon

persons and homes.

This Defendant is liable to the Plaintiffs for negligent trespass because this Defendant 

caused harm to the legally protected interests of the Plaintiffs including harm to the exclusive 

quiet enjoyment of their land, homes and properties by causing an instrumentality, namely

713.

“Stormwater”, to enter upon the property of the Plainitffs without their consent.

of this trespass caused and/or created by this Defendant, theAs a proximate cause 

Plaintiffs suffered damages set forth under the “Damage” Part of this Complamt.

714.

WHEREFORE, the Plaintiffs request against this Defendant the relief in the “Relief’ Complamt Part.

JT.9:'
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Ba3%-M^^^tfee=Sa6g»^fi4-B€ffipsteHBa6^-4efef-c the Septenber 13, 200S°^#t^

llt.l.l.

■rcril}‘"eT'" permojegJ. -CTLb Defendant7K.1.3.

tp.

'relief ia th*request agoiaet Defe:

COUNT 10: ADVOCATE: INTENTIONAL NUISANCE

Plaintiffs incorporate as the first paragraphs of this Count: (a) all prior paragraphs of this 

Part and (b) all paragraphs set forth in the Subpart IV.U. entitled “IV.U. Common Intentional 

Nuisance Violations-Within Park Ridge Jurisdiction Legal Averments”.

Defendant controlled through design drainage components and/or di'ainage structures 

including the Ballai'd, Pavilion and Dempster Basins fi'om v/hich the excess accumulated 

stormwater nuisance invaded Plaiatiff Class’ persons and homes.

717.

718.

Defendant failed to reasonably design, engineer, maintain, and/'or operate Advocate 

North and South Development Property including these thi'ee Piimary Basin Structures.

Defendant intentionallv caused excess accumulated stormwater finm these Basins, and

719.

720.

Advocate North and South Development Properties interfere with Plaintiffs’ persons and homes.

As a direct and proximate result of the Defendant's intentional failures to instruct 

Advocate to pump down the Basins, and to increase temporary storage through temporary' barrier 

methods such as sandbags, Plaintiffs suffered damage set out in this Complaint “Damages” Part. 

The Plaintiffs did not consent for the stoimwater to enter and settle in their homes.

721.

722.

By causing stormwater accumulated and controlled by Defendant through its gravity- 

designed stoimv/ater system to physically invade the Plaintiffs' persons and homes from 

properties under Defendant’s design control, Defendant recklessly, willfully, wantonly^ and with

723.
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a conscious disregard for the rights and safety of Plaintiffs created a dangerous nuisance of 

excess accumulated stomwater on 9-13-2008 which substantially and unreasonably interfered

with Plaintiffs’ exclusive use and enjoyment of their homes.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs request against Defendant the rehef in this Complaint’s724.

“Relief’ Part.

COUNT 11: ADVOCATE: INTENTIONAL TRESPASS

Plaintiffs incorporate as the first paragraphs of this Count: (a) all prior paragraphs of this 

Part and (b) aU paragraphs set forth in the Subpart IV.X. entitled “IV.X. Common Intentional 

Trespass Violations-Stormwater within Park Ridge Legal Averments”.

Defendant knew to a substantial legal certainty and to a high degree of certainty that its 

actions and/or inactions in failing to redesign or failing to advise Advocate to pump dowm its 

Basins and create temnoraiw storage Vv'ould result in invasive flooding into the Plaintiffs homes 

during a rainfall like the September 13. 2008 ramfall fi'om the Ballai'd Basin and the Dempster 

Basin.

725.

726.

Defendant proximately caused the Plaintiffs’ Damages by its intentional omission to 

instruct Advocate to discharge by pumping pre-existing stoimwater before the 2008 storm and its 

intentional omission to captore and store stormwater in tempcraiy-’ banners around the Basins.

Based upon Earher Hooding Studies and Earlier Invasive Flooding, Defendant knew to a 

substantial legal certainty and with a high degree of certainty that its intentional omissions and 

would result in stormwater invasive flooding Plaintiffs’ homes from the Basins as these Basins 

were gravity feed and had known madequate storage for a stonn of the magnitude as the 

September 13, 2008 stonn.

Defendant intentionally omitted to properly plan and/or operate the Basins through its

“707
/ X. / .

728.

729.
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failure to redesign and to instract, which intentional acts and omissions proximately caused the

stormwater to damage Plaintiffs.

730. With a high degi'ee of certainty to cause injuiy to Plaintiffs, on September 13, 2008,

Defendant permitted through its designs stormwater to accumulate in the Basins then escape onto

Plaintiffs’ land.

731. Based upon the legal certainty of knowledge of invasive flooding as set forth herein, 

Defendant intentionally trespassed upon Plaintiffs’ persons, homes, and properties through the 

instramentality of Gewalt’s excess accumulated stormwater.

732. The Plaintiffs’ damages set forth in the “Damage” Part of this Complaint were caused as

a substantially direct and proximate result of Defendant’s intentional conduct by intentional

failing to collect the dangerous and calamitous stoim occuirence of the 9-13-2008.
-5/ y WTIER.EFOPJ;, Plaintiffs request against Defendant the relief in this Complaint’s

“Relief’ Pan.
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73 6. :crr ^ ' prior " paraga -̂ha \^6tiim tliiG 'Part''as the fii'Gt

^-T .aad-jVrAK..,U.

lifitiffs-TegBes^-agaiBGt Adveeare-fee-refeefk thb-GornplaiEt'a'^Relief' Part.

VI. PART VI: CLAIMS AGAINST GEWALT

\^.A. OVERVIEW-GEWALT-CAUSATION AND RESPONSIBILITY

Causation: Material Control by Design: Gewalt exercised substantial and material,757.

direct control by its gravity design over the entire PCSS Stormwater Subsystem on Advocate

Property and other private stormwater improvements on Advocate Properties. Gewalt designed

and planned a folly gravity-operated PCSS and Advocate stormwater management. Gewalt

design and planned the PCSS stractuxes without pumps cr other mechanical operational systems

to move the stormwater flows

Gewalt planned a complete gravity flow system for both the PCSS Stormwater757.1.

Improvements and the Advocate Private Stormwater improvements. As set out earlier

relating to Stages of Flooding, as the basins rose, gravity transported stormwater from

the Ballard and Dempster Basins (Points A3 and B3) to the lower elevations Ballard

and Dempster Robin Alley Culverts (Points Cl and C2) to the lower elevation

undersigned Howard Couit Culvert (Point E) and Dee Road Neighborhood Pipe (Point

E through Point H).

1 .ao-Besfon E:RccpeasiblMfr'r T T^4gp.„9ig;t;V,g:i:„,.p:gFsfrt.GOn .4L ■ef-ehar758.

with'the ■‘"adequacy.6f-4esigB~---a3.crBSxF-detegeMepa'e-s-t: 6^abk“4aty.eithef'"iLi;"ii'i>=ea -it ■as^•W

:. AVhile-Advecate andDesign Engineer-'Or' 'a:g'ent,hepr
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vo'eat-e-eeatrract to the Plaistifij.weriar.anli]Lejaerf8'i^^ae#°ander itc

VLB. .ADDITIONAL FACTS RELATING TO GEWALT’S CONDUCT759.

As used here, unless otherwise evident from the context, “this Defendant” or “Defendant”760.

means Gewalt and “its” means “Gewalt’s”.

Plaintiffs restate and incorporate all these paragraphs as the first paragraphs of this Part:761.

Part I: Jurisdiction; Part 11: Class Action Averments; Part El; Statement of Common Facts; Part

Subpart I (LV.I.) “Common Negligent Stormwater System Design Breaches of Duty Legal

Aveiments”, Pail XIII “Damages” and Pait XIV “Relief

Public Imorovernent; The BaUai'd Basin and the Pavilion Basin are iUDiic improveinents/or

to the Prairie Creek Stormwater bystem as these Basms receive upstream stormw'ater fi-om

upstream areas of Praiiie Creek Watershed.

Upstream stormwaters drain to the Upstream Main Drain from PCSS’s Upstream763.

Segment tributary sewers and the retention/detention basm(s) such as the Greenw^od/iBallard

MaU Retention Basin at Greenw'ood and Ballard;

Upstream stormwater enters the Upsti'eam Main Drain upsLeam of the North 

Development, emptying all of its collected and conveyed stormw'ater into the Noith

764.

Development Main Drain at Point Al;

Tributaiy stormwater from the PaiL Ridge North toaUaifr Neighborhood drains into the765.

North Development Main Drain at or between Point Al and Point A2 (drainage culverts/'pipes

near or between Points Al and A2);
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Tributary stormwater from the Maine Township North Ballard Neighborhood drains iato 

the North Development Main Drain at or between Point A1 and Point A2 andrir at other 

locations on the south side of Ballard (drainage culverts/pipes near or between Points A1 and

766.

A2); and

possible Upstream Stonnwater tributary to the Pavilion Basin entering the Pavilion Basin 

from the east of the Advocate North Development.

The Dempster Basin is also a public improvement if it was integral to draining any 

stormwater from parcels of land contiguous to Advocate’s Developments to the Dempster Basin 

from Pai'k Ridge municipal tributary sewers *.

Gewalt knew that the Ballard Basin and the Pavilion Basin were components of an 

integrated stormwater system before its redesign of the Ballard Basin and its design of the 

Pavilion Basin.

767.

768.

769.

As to the Ballard and Pavilion Basins, sometime after 1987, but before 2002, based upon, 

among other things, as-built drawings, record drawings, District permits, permit specifications, 

and exhibits prepared by Gewalt for issuance of permits for construction on the Advocate 

property, Gewalt undertook to provide professional stormwater planning, stormwater design, 

stormwater engineering, scientific hydrological and hydi'ologic services and other related 

professional services (herein “stormwater management engineering services”) to Advocate 

relating to the replanning, reengineering and redesign of the BaUaid Basin and original planning, 

engineering and design of the Pavilion Basin

As to the Dempster Basin, sometime after 2002, but before 2008, based upon, among 

other thinss, as-built drawiags, record drawings, District permits, pennit specifications, and 

exhibits prepared by Gewalt for issuance of peimits for constiuction on the Advocate property,

770.

771.
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Gewalt undertook to provide professional stormwater planning, stoimwater design, stoimwater 

engineering, scientific hydrological and hydrologic services and other related piofessional 

services (herein “stormwater management engineering services”) to Advocate relating to the 

planning, engineering and design of the Dempster Basin*.

Since on, about or soon after the time of the 1987 Flooding, Gewalt provided stormwater 

management engineering services, in whole or in part, to Advocate relating to the following 

Advocate real property estates and interests; (a) Advocate’s North Development Property 

including the Primary Basin Structures of the Ballard Basin, the Pavilion Basin and the 

Dempster Basin; (b) Advocate’s South Development Property including the Dempster Basin 

Stormwater Subsystem (Points B1 and B2 on Exhibit 1) receiving South Development 

and (c) other existing drainage and stoimwater sewer subsystems on Advocate s

772.

stormwater

Development Properties*.

Public Improvements: Before the 2002 flooding, Gewalt engineerea, designed, 

prepared and submitted on behalf of Advocate certain public improvements to the Prairie Cieek 

Stormwater System to Park Ridge and the District, the Plans and related stormv/ater management 

documents for the management of stormwater through the redesign and reconstruction of the 

public improvement refen'ed to herein as the Praiide Creek Stoimwater System (PCSS).

Before 2002, Gewalt replanned, reengineered and redesigned the North Development

Segment of the PCSS.

The North Development Segment of the PCSS is a public improvement consisting of the 

North Development Main Drain which essentially consists of drain(s) conveying the Upstream 

Main Dram’s stonnwaters onto the North Development mcluding the drain at Point A1 nem 

Ballard Road along Ballai'd Road and the Ballard Basin mto which the drains from Points A1

773.

774.

775.
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and A2 di-ain into the Ballard Basin and (b) the Pavilion Basin and interconnected sewers an

pipes.

Gewalt replan, reengineered and redesigned the Ballard Basin before 2002;

Gewalt originally planned, reengineered and redesigned the Pavilion Basin before 2008*. 

The Ballard Basin and the Pavilion Basin are public improvements because the majority 

of the stormwater received, collected, transported, conveyed and/or stored originates from the 

local public entities of Park Ridge and Maine Township.

The amount of stormwater collected in the Ballard and Pavilion Basins from the Prairie 

Creek Stormwater System substantially and significantly exceeds the amount of stormwater 

generated from the Advocate North Development itself. The Upstream Main Drain of the PCSS 

has only one, single discharge point: Point Al, A significant disproportion of the stormwater in 

the Ballard Basin originates from the PCSS.

Approved Public Improvements of the Ballard and Pavilion Basin: Before the 2002 

Flooding, Gewalt’s Plans as approved by Park Ridge and the District for the redesign and 

construction of improvements to the existing Ballard Basin and Pavilion Basin were 

implemented with these Basins becoming operational in their new and cun'ent design before the 

2002 Flooding integrated as detention/retention basins for stormwater management within the 

Prairie Creek Stormwater System.

Private/Public Improvement-Dempster Basin: Before the 2008 Flooding, Gewalt 

engineered, designed, prepared and submitted on behalf of Advocate to Park Ridge, the District 

andy'or other governments with jurisdiction the Plans and related stormwater management 

documents for the management of stormwater through the design and constraction of a new 

Dempster Basin as an integrated stormwater retention stmcture within the Prairie Creek

776.

777.

778.

779.

780.

781.
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Stormwater System of the Prairie Creek Watershed.

Before the 2008 Floodiag, Gewalt’s Plans for the constraction of the new Dempster782.

were implemented by the constraction of the existiog Dempster Basin which wasBasin

operational in its current design before the 2008 Floodiag.

From approximately 1990 to the present, Gewalt planned or caused to planned and783.

designed or caused to be designed the existing Advocate Stormwater Ivlanagement System

including all Drainage Stormwater Sewer Systems for both the Advocate North Development

Propeity and the Advocate South Development Property, including submitting applications with

and obtaining approvals and permits from the District and Park Ridge relating to the foUowing

drainage structures situated on Advocate’s North Development: the Ballai'd Basin; the Pavilion

Basin; the Dempster Basin; the Dempster Basin Stoimwater Sewer Subsystem which collects

water from Advocate's South Development Propeity; the Dempster Basm Pai'king Garage

(situated immediately west of the existing Dempster Basin);the Dempster Parking Lot (situated

north of the Dempster Basin Parking Garage and south of the Ballard Basin and the Pavilion

Basin; all other drainage structures, components and improvements on the North Development

Property; all other drainage improvements on South Development Property; and other Drainage

Stoimwater subsystems situated on Advocate’s Developments.

As a state certified professional engineer, Gew'alt certified to reviewing goveimnental784.

agencies and the public which they represent that its Plans were (1) not dangerous but were safe

without posing a risk of invasive flooding to the Robin-Dee Community Plaintiffs and other

adjacent property owners downstream and at low’er elevations fi'om the Advocate Property and

(2) complied with all applicable standards, including minimal standai'ds set forth in state laws,

District Ordinances and Regulations, and other apphcable sources of law.
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Gewalt assumed and undertook the primaiy stormwater supei-vision and management 

responsibilities over the North Development Property and the South Development Property of 

Advocate and, pursuant to contractual and in fact undertakings, assumed the obligations owning 

by Advocate to the public including the Plaintiffs relating to stonnwater management, being 

jointly liable with Advocate for any breaches of stonnwater management duties.

Before September 13, 2008, based upon Earlier Flooding Investigations and Earlier 

Floodings, Gewalt knew or should have known that the existing design, planning, makitenanc'e;

and.spei-atiefrrelating to Advocate’s Ballard, Pavilion and Dempster Basins and other

stormw'ater stractures of the North Development’s Main Drain caused invasive floodiug to the 

Robin-Dee Community Area Plaintiff Class dm-ing storms within existing government design

785.

786.

return- frequencies.

Before September 13. 2008, based upon Earlier Flooding Investigations and Earlier 

Floodings, Gewalt knew or should have known that the existing design, planning, aasat-enmie'et 

flnd-eperatien'relatmg to Advocate’s Ballard, Pavilion and Dempster Basins and other 

stonnwater structures of the North Development’s Main Drain caused invasive flooding to the 

Robin-Dee Community Area Plaintiff Class during stoims within reasonable design return- 

frequencies, that is, storm design frequencies which were greater than existing design 

fi-equencies but within reasonable, recognized storm return-frequencies standards.

Before September 13, 2008, based upon Earlier Flooding Investigations and Earlier 

Floodings, Gewalt knew or should have knovm that the receiving Robin Neighborhood Main 

was defective and could not safely transport stormwater from the Ballard, Pavilion and Dempster

/X /

788.

Basins and, in general, .4dvocate’s Developments Properties without causing catastrophic home-

invasive flooding from storms within existing government storm-design return frequencies and
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fi'om stoims within reasonable stonn-design return frequencies which were greater than the

government stonn-design frequencies.

Gewalt knew or should have known that any Plan relating to stormwater management of789.

Advocate Developments Propeities upstream should take into consideration the serious reduced 

capacity, if any capacity existed, of the Robin-Dee Community Main Drain to receive upstream 

stormwater flows including upstream stoimwater flows from the Advocate’s North Development

and South Development.

Based upon available information including the prior invasive floodings and the prior 

government reports, Gewalt knew or should have known that its Plans were imminently 

dangerous and should be revised to prevent invasive flooding to the Robin-Dee Community Area 

Plaintiff Class based upon prior invasive flooding injui'ing and damaging the Plaintiff Class and 

upon other near-invasive flooding besides prior governmental reports and other studies.

790.

If Gewalt had conducted a reasonable investigation of the Robin-Dee Community Main791.

Drain’s capacity to receive upstream stonnAvater flows including Advocate Developments’

stoimwater flows, then Gewalt would have discovered that the Robin Neighborhood Main could

not receive the stormwater which Advocate discharged fi-om its Advocate Developments

Property during storms within government or reasonable storm-designs return fi-equencies due to

the Howard Com1 Bottleneck, the Dee Neighborhood Stormwater Pipe and other bottlenecks and

restrictions to flow downstream from Advocate’s Developments.

Gewalt knew or should have known that the Main Drain including the Howard Court792.

Bottleneck and the Dee Neighborhood Stoimwater Pipe Bottleneck had not been improved or

reconstiucted to increase the flow capacity of the Mam Drain Robin-Dee Community Segment

before the 2008 Flooding, Gewalt knew or should have known that the Main Drain had not been
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regularly and adequately cleaned or maintained and as a result of this lack of maintenance and 

cleaning, GewaJt should have known of ongoing obstructions to adequate flow which would 

cause flooding into Plaintiffs’ homes during storms within government design standards and 

within reasonable design standards.

Before Septembei- 13, 2008, Gewalt had adequate time to cure the foregoing defects by 

re-engineermg, re-designing and replanning the configuration of the stormwater management 

system on Advocate’s North Development m order to prevent foreseeable catastrophic home- 

invasive flooding into the Plaintiffs’ Robin-Dee Community Area.

Before September 13, 2008, Gewalt altered or caused to be altered through its Plans and 

other stormwater management engineering seiwices to Advocate the natural conditions of the 

Advocate North Development Property and the Advocate South Development Property.

Gewait’s alterations in the na.tural topography of Advocate’s Developments caused 

increases in stormwater flow quantity into the Plamtiffs’ Robin-Dee Community Area during 

significant stonns.

Gewait’s alterations in the natural topography of Advocate’s Developments caused 

increased acceleration of the stormwater runoff flow into Plaintiffs’ Robin-Dee Community Ai'ea 

during significant stonns.

Before September 13, 2008, Gewait’s acts resulted in an increased burdening upon the , 

Robin-Dee Community Plaintiff Class ’servient estates of real property and leasehold estates 

including but ai'e not limited to the following affirmative acts by Gewalt:

Gewalt altered and changed or caused to be altered or changed the natural drainage of 

_ Advocate’s North Development Property and Advocate’s South Development Propert>' since the 

1987 Flooding including but not limited to one or more of the Advocate Development Projects,

793.

794.

/VC

796.

797.

798.
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identified by, and undertaken pursuant to MWRD drainage file pennit numbers; 06-032, 05-438,

04-557, 04-040, 00-643, 94-530, 94-243, and 94-084.

Through these stormwater projects, Gewalt caused to be insialled and/or fiiither 

developed the Advocate Stormwater Subsystems on both the Advocate Noith Development and 

the Advocate South Development, thereby (1) increasing the stoimw'ater quantity and (2) 

accelerating the stoimwater flow, resulting in increased stoimwater flows capable of invading 

the Plaintiff Class’ servient Estates during significant storms.

Through the constinction projects in which Gewalt paiticipated on behalf of Advocate 

increased the amount of impervious cover over Advocate’s dominant estates, including but not 

limited to constructing, developing and/or installing buildiugs, hnpeiwious driveways, 

impervious streets, impeivious parking lots, impervious pai'king garages, and other impervious 

i) disTurbing the natural drainage of the lands, (li) resulting in reduced

799.

800.

f land therebvcover

stormwater storage capacity on said lands and (iii) resulting in increased amount of stoimwater 

rate of flow and volume of flow from Advocate North Development Property and Advocate’s 

South Development Property into the Plaintiffs’ Robin-Dee Community Area, Gewalt did not 

recommend peivious or drainage pavers which would have increased the ability of the Advocate 

land including parking lot land to receive stormwater.

Based upon Gewalt’s above conduct, Gewalt changed, altered and developed the natural 

topography and drainage relating to stormwater management, altering the natural drainage of 

Advocate North Propeity and Advocate South Property and singly, in combination or 

cumulatively, cause an overburdening of the downstream, servient estates of real properties and

801.

leasehold estates owned and'or possessed by the Plaintiff Class.

On or about September 13, 2008, Gewalt breached these foregoing duties by the802.
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following acts, proximately causing a excess accumulated stormwater overburdening of the

Plaintiffs’ Downstream-Sement Estates.

Gewalt’s prior stonnwater management seiwices mcluding its prior Plans altered the803.

natural conditions of land and caused increased quantity, increased velocity and increased flow

rate of stonnwater discharging from Advocate North Development Property and Advocate South

• Development Property upstream and dominant real properties, causing overburdening

accumulations of stonnwater from Advocate’s Domiaant Estates to flow, invade and flood onto

and into Plaintiffs’ homes and properties,; most critically, Gewalt’s Plans did not adequately

provide for on-site storage on Advocate Properties.

804. On September 13, 2008, a rainfall occurred within the Prairie Creek Watershed which

w'as less than a reasonable 100-year return frequency designed stonn in Hght of North Eastern

Illinois climate change.

At no time during Friday, September 12, 2008, Satui'day, September 13, 2008 or Sunday,805.

September 14, 2008, did any habitable building on Advocate’s North Development Property

(such as the Pavilion Building) or on Advocate’s South Development Property (such as its Main

Tower, Professional Buildmgs and other habitable buildings) dominant to and upstream of the

Plaintiffs Robin-Dee Community Area sustain any invasive flooding of any occupied building or

occupied structure.

As rainfalls increased in intensity and duration, such as exceeding one-year, then tvvo-806.

year, then five-year, then ten-yeai* and/or higher stormwater event standards, Gewalt knew or

should have known with increasing legal certainty that accumulated stormwater discharging

fi'om and/'or escaping from Advocate’s North Development Property and Advocate’s South

Development Property would invasively flood the Robin-Dee Community Plaintiff Class’
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Sei-vient Estates.

On September 13, 2008, stoimwater from Advocate’s North Development Property,807.

Advocate’s South Development Propeity and the Advocate Stormwater Subsystems on its North

Development and its South Development catastrophically invaded and flooded into the Robin-

Dee Community Plaintiff Class’ residences and other properties, proximately causing

catastrophic injury and haim to the Robin-Dee Community Plaintiff Class due to Gewalt’s

failure to (a) prevent 'discharges from the North Development and (b) store Upstream Stoimwater

and Advocate Stormwater.

As Advocate’s stormwater management engineer, Gewalt assumed and undertook duties808.

of due cai’e owing to the Robin-Dee Class Plaintiffs in its conduct of Gewalt's professional

stoimwater manaaement and drainage enemeenna ser/ices. stoimwater management and

■nt'ific seiwices and other relatedplanning sendees, stonrAvater management and dramage

professional services through its (a) its contractual relationships with Advocate, (b) its

undertakings for Advocate, (c) its representations to Advocate as well as its representations made

to the District, Park Ridge and others for issuance of constmetion peimits, (d) its other conduct

and performance of its stoimw'ater management engineeiing services for Advocate.

This Defendant designed the Basins as gravity basins; consequently, all flows were based809.

upon elevations in the Basins. Defendant’s original designs failed to have pumps although the

Defendant should have known after 2002 that its designs were negligent because of its failure to '

provide pre-storm pump stations to empty the Basins before stonns.

This JJefendant controlled through its designs of the Basms, Advocate’s North and South810,

Developments and other stoimwater drainage components and'or di'ainage stiuctures from which

the excess accumulated stoimwater nuisance invaded the Plaintiffs’ persons, homes and
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properties on September 13, 2008 as these Basins are gravity-operated without pumps.
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COUNT 16: GEWALT: NEGLIGENCE ARISING OUT OF GEWALT’S DUTIES
U-NDER THE ADVOCATE-GEWALT CONTRACT

The Plamtiffs restate the prior paragraphs as the pai-agraphs herein.831.

The foregoing storm water management engineering services were undertaken under one832.

or more written contacts by and between Gewalt and Advocate*. The precise terms of whatever

wTitten contracts v/ere entered into by and between Gewalt and Advocate are presently unknown

to Plaintiffs by reason of the refusal of both Gewalt and Advocate to provide a copy tnose

contracts in response to informal requests and formal discoveiy requests made by Plaintiffs'

Accordingly, Plamtiffs request leave to amend their claims againstcounsel Phillip G. Bazzo.

Gewalt, to the extent necessaiy, following production of the relevant documents through

discovery.

Plamtiffs have both formally and informally requested through letter requests and formal833.

discovery the Advocate-Gewalt Professional Seiwices Contracts. Both Advocate and Gewalt

have refused to voluntarily produce these documents. Discovery' has been stayed preventing

Plaintiffs from moving to compel Advocate and Gewalt to produce the Advocate-Gewalt

Contract. Plaintiffs rely upon industry custom and practice relating to such contracts in making 

the averments in this Count besides upon information and belief

Based upon Plaintiffs’ infoimation and belief conceming the contractual and other834.
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relationships between Gewalt and Advocate, Gew’alt had the a contractual duty to properly 

design all of its North and South Development Improvements including the Ballard; Pavilion and 

Dempster Basins to prevent invasive flooding from storms like the September 13, 2008 storm. 

The following duties, among others, with respect to the Advocate North Development Segment 

of the Prairie Creek Main Drain, the Advocate BaUard Basin, the Advocate Pavilion Basin, the 

Advocate Dempster Basin, the 84 inch Advocate Dempster Stormwater Subsystem discharging 

into the Dempster Basis, the Advocate Drainage and Stormwater Sewer Subsystem tributary to 

the Prairie Creek Main Drain on the Advocate North Development Property, and the Advocate 

Drainage and Stormwater Sewer Subsystem tributary to the Advocate South Development

Property:

The duty to perform its professional. services in a workman like manner including834.1.

er/ices racludiagundertakme to oerform Dewalt's professional stoimwater and management s

professional stoimw'ater management and drainage engineering services, professional 

stormwater management and planning seiwices, professional stormwater management and

related stormv/ater management and professionaldrainage scientific services and oth 

services, all in a workmanlike manner while using the same degree of knowledge, skiU and

ability as an ordinarily careful professional would exercise under similar circumstances;

The duty to properly consider and anal>'ze all of the available data provided by Advocate 

pertaining to stormwater management and drainage in perfoiming its professional services;

The duty to properly consider and analyze all of the available data available from the 

lUinois Department of Natural Resources pertaining to stormwater management and drainage 

includmg prehminarv" studies, reports, analysis, issue review and other information relating to

834.2.

834.3.

stormwater management and drainage;
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The duty to propaiy consider and analyze all of the available data available from all 

governmental sources within the Prairie Creek Watershed including but not limited to Pai’k 

Ridge, Maine Township and Des Plaines and including but not Hmited to prior U.S. Army

834.4.

Coip Studies, the Harza Study - 1990, the FEMA nRM-2000 and the FEMA FIRM-2008.

834.5. The duty to inspect the Prairie Creek Main Drain especially the Robin-Dee Community 

Segment and its Subsegments to determine whether stormwater could be safely released from

the Dempster Basin and the Ballai'd Basin;

In addition to the foregoing duties, Gewalt ow'ed the following specific duties of due care835.

to the Plaintiffs relating to the planning and designing of any drainage or stormwater

management of Advocate’s North Development and South Development so as to prevent

invasive flooding fi'om excess accumulated stoimwater discharging into the Robin-Dee

Communitv:

The duty to know what effects stormwater that accumulates on and then dischai'ges from835.1.

Advocate’s property or property under its ownership, operation, control, management or

jurisdiction shah have on downstream and/'ox contiguous property owners and/'or occupants

including the risks of flooding downstream property owners such as the Robin-Dee Community

Plaintiffs;

The duty to properly determine the amount of runoff to be generated by various 100 year835.2.

rainfall events based upon present, reahstic standards within the Prairie Creek Watershed

including Advocate’s Property, Upstream Property and Tributary Property;

The duty to use state-of-the-art science for determining its di'aiaage and stormwater835.3.

calculations so as to prevent invasive flooding.

The duty to comply with higher and greater stormwater management standards than the835.4.
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stoimwater management standai'ds requii'ed by the District or other Local Public Entities 

relating to stormwater management including stonnwater storage quantities and durations;

The duty to use state-of-the-ait computer modeling of the Prairie Creek Watershed 

including the Watershed’s Farmer Creek and River Des Plaines Outfalls to determine w^hat 

rainfalls would generate flooding into the Robin-Dee Community;

The duty to use revised 100 year return fi-equency standai'ds based upon the effects of 

global warming on rainfall intensities;

The duty to know of all relevant characteristics of the capacity and/or lack of capacity of 

Advocate’s Property, property under its operation, control, or management or Upsti'eam 

Property to store stonnwater so as to predict the hkeliiood of invasive flooding from 

Advocate's Property which included, but not duties to properly monitor, inspect, study and 

knov/ the imperviousness, the slope and all other factors w'hich affect the intensity, flow, 

quantity and other characteristics of the generation of stormwater runoff on and from 

Advocate’s property or property under its control, management or supervision during a

835.5.

835.6.

835.7.

rainfall;

The duty to know what effect that stomwater which was generated on properties 

upstream of Advocate's property or property imder its control, management or supei'vision has 

on Advocate’s ability to store and discharge stonnwater;

The duty to pei-manently increase storage capacity on Advocate’s property or property 

under its control, supervision, or jmisdiction and all implied duties including but not limited to 

duties to seek and to obtam any and all necessary permissions and/'or peimits to peraiit such

835.8.

835.9.

permanent mcreased storage capacity;

The duty to study and evaluate what hkely rainfall amounts result in invasive flooding835.10.
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from Advocate’s Property into tlie Robin-Dee Community;

835.11. The duty to know of the capacity or lack of capacity including any bottlenecks or other 

obstructions to stonnw’ater conveyance and flow of downstream drainage structures including 

the Robin-Dee Community Segment of the Praiiie Creek Main Drain to receive stormwater 

from Advocate’s property, properties under its control, management or supervision and 

Upstream Properties including the Upstream Segment of the Main Drain including but not 

limited to a duty to know of the existence of downstream bottlenecks, downstream

obstructions, downstream blockages and/or downsrteam restrictions of the Praiiie Creek 

Stormwater System including the Robin-Dee Community Segment and the Robin-Dee 

Subsegments such as the Robin Neighborhood Subsegment, the Dee Neighborhood 

Subsegment, the Briar Neighborhood Subsegment and the Rancho Neighborhood Subsegment 

which would affect Advocate’s ability to safely discharge stonnwater from its propertv 

propeity under Advocate's ownership, operation, control, management or jurisdiction;

The duty to have prepare or caused to be prepared an emergency action plan to prevent 

invasive flooding for Advocate s Property or property under its control, management or 

supeiwision;

or

835.12.

o "> r 1 OJD . i J>. The duty to notify and/'or complain to other responsible persons about the lack of 

cleaning, lack of maintenance, andrer lack of repair and/or disrepair of di-ainage 

on Advocate’s propeity or not on property under Advocate’s Community ownership, operation, 

control, management or jurisdiction which unmaintained drainage structure(s) affects the 

ability of Gewalt to discharge and/'or di-ain and/'or optimally drain dramage stmctui'e(s) 

Advocate’s Propeity or propeity under Advocate’s ovmership, operation, control, management 

or jurisdiction; and

structures not

on
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The duty to take other reasonably necessary actions and precautions to prevent835.14.

foreseeable damage the Plaintiffs.

Gewalt owed and undertook the foregoing non-delegable general duties of due care to the836.

Plaintiffs arising out of Gewalt’s knowledge of the foreseeable harm of invasive flooding which

the Defendant knew or should have known b^ed upon accumulated stormwater from Advocate’s

Noith Development Property and the Robin-Dee Community Segment of the Prairie Creek Main

Drain of the Prairie Creek Stormwater System previously invading and flooding the Robm-Dee

Community and related governmental studies relating to the causes of this invasive flooding. 

Before September 13, 2008, Gewalt had reasonably adequate time, opportunity and837.

ability to recommend that Advocate take corrective measm'es to remedy and/or protect the

Robin-Dee Community Plaintiff Class against the foreseeable dangerous conditions existing on

Advocate’s Advocate North Development Propert}' and Advocate's South Development

Property posed by excess stormwater.

Gewalt breached one or more of these foregoing specific duties of due care owed to838,

Plaintiffs, including but not limited to the acts and omissions described in eai'ly counts,

proximately causing this catastrophic invasive flooding which injured and damaged the Robin-

Dee Community Class, these damages being described in Part XIV entitled “Damages”.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs request against Defendant the relief in the “Rehef ’ Complaint Part.
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VIL PART VII; CLAIMS AGAINST BERGER
VILA. OVERVEW-BERGER- CAUSATION AND RESPONSIBEITY889.

Causation; Berger was Glenview and Maine Township’s contractor peiTorming 

underground water main-sanitary sewer-stormwater work on Dee Road in the days before and 

including on September 12, 2008. Berger caused the stonnwater inlets on Dee Road to be

ered by fabric and failed to provide for alternative stormw'ater drainage. Berger had no one on 

site at anytime on September 13, 2008 to make certain that Plaintiffs did not sustain invasive 

flooding from Berger's infi'astructure work.

Resporisibilirv; Under its contraci

contracted to a duty to “take all necessary precautions for the safety of’ Plaintiffs under Safety

890.

cov

'lew and Nlame Tow-nshir). Ber^with Gle-ti

and Precautions Plan Note , SubTjl.

Vn.B. ADDITIONAL FACTS RELATING TO BERGER892.

Incorporation: Relating to aU counts and claims herein, the Plaintiffs incorporate all 

averments set out in this Complaint in Complaint Pails I (Jurisdiction), 11 (Statement of Facts), 

XIII (Damages) and XLV (Rehef) and this Part as though fully set forth herein.

In 2008, before the invasive flooding on September 13, Berger entered into a construction 

contract relating to underground utility work to be performed on Dee Road (herein the “Dee 

Road Underground Utilities Contract and/or Project) with the City of Glenview' for the benefit of

893.

894.

both Maine Tow'nship and the City of Glenview-.
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895. On Friday, September 12, 2008, Berger was on-site on Dee Road perfoiToing 

constmction services pursuant to tbe Dee Road Underground Utility Contract.

On Friday, September 12, 2008 and Saturday, September 13, 2008, Berger 

responsible for stormwater management duties including any and all applicable drainage duties 

set forth in its contract with Glenview relating to the Dee Road Stormwater Drainage Ai'ea and 

System.

896, was

897. Berger was acting a representative and agent of Glenview and Maine Township.

For storm activity per the Project Contract, Berger was the eyes and ears and on-site 

representative and agent of Glenview and Maine Township as its principals.

COUNT 23: BERGER: NEGLIGENCE BASED UPON UNDERTAKING DURING 

CONSTRUCTION PROJECT

898.

899.

900

901, The Plaintiffs restate and mcoiporate the prior paragraphs of this Part.

Duty per Project Contract: Berger owed a general duty of due care to the Plaintiffs set 

forth in its Project Contract with Glenview and Maine Tovmship mcludiag to a duty to perfoim 

its work in a reasonably safe manner to prevent reasonably foreseeable hann to the Plaintiffs.

Foreseeable Plamtiifs: Berger owed a general duty to the Plaintiff Class to exercise due 

care to perfoim its excavation and related construction work including drainage duties in such a 

maimer so as not to create or cause an uni'easonable risk of foreseeable harm to the Plaintiffs.

Berger Contract Terms: Berger undertook and owed per contract and/or the 

law the following specific duties of due care to the Plaintiffs so as to prevent the reasonably 

foreseeable harm of dangerous invasive flooding into the Plaintiffs’ homes:

902.

903.

904. common
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905. a duty to “take all necessaiy precautions for the safety of’ Plaintiffs and Plaintiffs’ 

propeity, said standai'd of cai'e and duty required by Safety and Precautions Plan Note ffl, Sub^l;

a duty to “provide the necessaiy protection to prevent damage, damage or loss to” the 

Plaintiffs and Plaintiffs ’ property, said standard of cai'e and duty required by ^1, Sub^l;

a duty to “take all necessaiy precautions for the safety of’ the Plaintiffs’ Residences, and 

other Plaintiffs’ property', said standai'd of care and duty required by ^1, Sub ^3;

a duty to provide “the necessaiy protection to prevent damage or loss to” the Plaintiffs’ 

Residences and other Plaintiffs’ property, said standai'd of care and duty requhed by , Sub ^3 ;

a duty to “provide and mamtam temporary connection outlets for all private and public 

drains, sewers, or catchbasins” so as to prevent foreseeable hai-m to the Plaintiffs, said standai'd 

of cai'e and duty required by paragraph 1, sentence i of the Storm Sewers/Drainage Plan Note;

a duty to “provide facilities to take in all stonnwater recen-ed by these -drams and s' 

and discharge the same amount" so as to prevent foreseeable harm to the Plaintiffs, said standai'd 

of cai'e and duty requu'ed by paragraph 1, sentence 2 of the Stoini Sewers/Drainage Plan Note;

a duty to . .provide and maintain an efficient pumping plant, if necessaiy, a temporaiy 

outlet, and be prepared at all times to dispose of the water from temporaiy connections until 

permanent connections with sewers are built and in service” so as to prevent foreseeable harm to 

the Plaintiffs, required by ^1, Sub ^ 3 of the Storm Sewers/Drainage Plan Note;

a duty to drain stormwater into “a settling basin system, approved by the engineer, before 

passing into the existmg di'ainage system” so as to prevent foreseeable harm to the Plaintiffs, said 

standai'd of cai'e and duty required by *|1, Sub ^3 of the Storm Sewers/Drainage'Plan Note;

a duty to “mamtam the surface drainage of all roadway surfa'dds during.cbnsti'uction” to
C'-'v"'

prevent foreseeable haim to the Plaintiffs, said standard of care and dut3/'rd^urr^.bjdfi ;’’Sub ^3;

906.

907.

908.

909.

910.

911.

912.

913.
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a duty to assure “that any loose materials,.. deposited in the flow line of the guttei's or914.

drainage structures... shall be removed at the close of each working day” so as to prevent

foreseeable harm to the Plaintiffs, said standard of care and duty requii'ed by ^1, Sub ^8;

a duty to monitor and''or be aware of impending rainfall approaching the PC Watershed;915.

a duty to monitor and/or be aware of rain falling upon the PC Watershed;916.

A duty to take reasonable precautions and/or protections to protect the Plaintiffs and917.

Plaintiffs’ property from foreseeable harms relating to rain falling upon the Plaintiffs including:

a duty of planning including the mobilizing of flood protection methods like sandbags;918.

a duty to prevent obstructions, blockages and/or restrictions of water flow into DN MD;919.

a duty to adequately inspect with due cai'e the Dee Neighborhood Stormwater System so920.

as to prevent foreseeable harm to the Plaintiffs and Plaintiffs’ property including:

a dutv determine the existence of obstructions, blockages andbr restrictions to09 1

stormwater drainage into the Dee Road stoimwater inlets & Dee Neighborhood Main Drain;

a duty to eliminate obstructions to stormwater flow into the Drain; and922.

a duty to perform its constniction activities in a workmanlike manner to prevent harm.923.

Berger knew or should have known of the following unsafe conditions which posed an924.

um-easonable risk of foreseeable invasive flooding to the Plaintiffs, set forth here for purposes of

description but not limitation, and including, but not limited to the following unsafe conditions:

Berger knew or should have known of the presence of the flow-impeding material over925.

the Dee Road stoimwater catchbasin inlets which blocked, obstructed and/or restricted

stoimwater raiafall mnoff flows fi'om the Plaintiffs’ lands into the Main Drain;

Berger knew or should have known of the impending rainfall approaching the PCW;926.

Berger knew or should have known that rain was fahiag in the Prafrie Creek Watershed;927.
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928. Berger knew or should have known that stormwater ninoff was accumulating in Dee

Road and on the lands on which the Plaintiffs’ homes are situated;

929. Berger knew or should have knovra that accumulating stormwater nrnoff was gradually

rising and posing a risk of water invasions into the Plaintiffs’ property; and/or

Berger knew or should have known that flood protection such as sandbags was necessary930.

to prevent invasive flooding for the safety and protection of the Plaintiffs’

931. Berger knew or should have known that alternative di'ainage was necessary for the safety

and protection of the Plaintiffs including alternative pumping and/or retention storage for

accumulating stormw^ater if stormwater was restricted from flow' into the DNSP;

932. Berger should have inquired of Glenview and Maine Township relating to prior flooding

based upon (i) its contract, (2) its contractual duties to protect the Plaintiffs during a storm while

it was workina at. on or near a stormwater dramaee svstem;

933. D-erger had reasonably adequate time, opportunity and ability prior to the Flooding

suffered by Plaintiffs during the Occurrence Period to take comective measures to remedy and/or

protect against the foregoing unsafe conditions which existed within the local Stormw'ater

S>'stem.

Berger failed to use due cai'e relating to the inspections andy'or investigations of the Dee934.

Neighborhood Main Drain material to the foregoing unsafe conditions.

Berger breached said duties by one or more of the following acts andy'or omissions to act,935.

set forth here for purposes of description but not limitation and including, but not limited to, the

following breaches and violations of specific duties of due care owing to the Plaintiffs:

936. Berger failed to have anyone on site at anytime after w'ork ended on Friday, September

12 before or duiing the Plaintiffs’ flooding;
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937. Berger failed to adequately inspect with due care the DNMD including failing to employ 

an adequate inspection system to detennine (i) the existence of obstructions, blockages, 

restrictions and/or debris interfering with flow^s into the Dee Road Stormwater System and/or 

Praiiie Creek Stormwater System, (ii) the necessity of maintenance and/or other corrective 

actions to the Dee Road Stormwater System and''or Praiiie Creek Stormwater System dui'ing its 

construction activities to prevent invasive flooding into Plaintiffs’ Residences; and/or (iii) the 

necessity for flood prevention methods such as sandbagging and other similar methods;

Berger failed to prevent obstructions, blockages or restrictions of stormwater flows into 

the DNMD from the Dee Road Drainage Area includiag fi'om the Plaintiffs’ land;

Berger failed to “take all necessary precautions forthe safety of’ Plamtiffs and Plaintiffs’ 

property in violation of the standard of care and duty required by Plan Note , Sub ;

Berger failed to “provide the necessary protection to prevent damage, damage or loss to” 

the Plaintiffs in violation of the standard of care and duty required by , Sub Ijl;

Berger failed to “take all necessary precautions for the safety of’ the Plaintiffs and 

Plaintiffs’ property in violation of the standard of cai'e and duty required by f 1, Sub f 1;

Berger failed to provide “the necessary protection to prevent damage or loss to” the 

Plamtiffs in violation of the standard of care and duty required by f 1, Sub f3;

Berger failed to “provide and maintain temporary' connection outlets for all private and 

public drains, sewers, or catchbasins” so as to prevent foreseeable harm to the Plaintiffs in 

violation of the standard of care and duty required by Plan Note f 1, Sub ^1;

Berger failed to “provide facilities to take in all stormw'ater received by these drains and

938.

939.

940.

941.

942.

943.

944.

sew'ers and discharge the same amount” so as to prevent foreseeable harm to the Plamtiffs in 

violation of the standard of care and duty required by Plan Note, ^1, Sub ^2;
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Berger failed to “provide and maintain an efficient pumping plant, if necessaiy, a 

temporaiy outlet, and be prepai'ed at all times to dispose of the Vv’ater from temporaiy 

connections until pennanent connections with sewers are built and in service ’ so as to prevent 

foreseeable hann to the Plaintiffs and Plaintiffs’ property in violation of the standard of care and 

duty required by Plan Note , Sub ^1 ;

Berger failed to drain stormwater into “a settling basin system, approved by the engineer, 

before passing into the existing drainage system” so as to prevent foreseeable harm to the 

Plaintiffs and Plaintiffs’ property in violation of the standard of care and duty required by 

paragraph 1, sentence 4 of the Storm Sewei's/Drainage Plan Note;

Berger failed to “maintain the suidace drainage of all roadway surfaces during 

construction” to prevent foreseeable harm to the Plaintiffs and Plaintiffs' property in violation of 

the standard of cai’e and duty required Plan Note ^2;

Beraer failed to assure “that any loose materials... deposited in the flow' line of the 

gutters or drainage sbuctures... shall be removed at the close of each working day so as to 

prevent foreseeable harm to the Plaintiffs and Plaintiffs’ property in violation of the standard of 

and duty required by Storm Sewers/Drainage Plan Note paragraph 8, sentence 1; and/or 

Berger failed to monitor and/'or be aware of impending rainfall approaching the PCW; 

Berger failed to monitor and/or be aware of rain falling upon the PC Watershed;

Berger failed to take reasonable precautions and/'or protections to protect the Plaintiffs 

and Plaintiffs’ property from foreseeable harms relating to rain falling upon the Plaintiffs; and 

Berger failed to monitor and/'or be aw'are of impending rainfall approaching the PCW; 

Berger failed to monitor and-'or be awai'e of rain falling upon the Plaintiffs

945.

946.

94'7.

948.

cai'e

949.

950.

951.

952.

953,
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Berger failed to take reasonable precautions and-'or protections to protect the Plaint iffs 

from foreseeable harms relating to rainfall runoff generated by rain over the Plaintiffs; and 

Berger failed to perfoim its construction activities in a workmanlike manner so as to 

prevent foreseeable harm to the Plaintiffs and Plaintiffs’ property.

Berger breached and violated one or more of the foregoing standards of care and duties 

owing to the Plaintiffs proximately causing stormwater to invade and flood the Plaintiffs’ 

Residences and property during the Occmrence Period.

Created Dangerous Accumulated Stormwater Condition: By the acts and omissions 

of this Defendant set forth in this Part, this Defendant created unreasonably dangerous 

stormwater accumulations which dangerous condition posed an immediate, imminent and 

foreseeable threat and risk of invasive flooding into the Robin-Dee Community Plaintiffs’ Class.

Caused Surface Water Invasion into Robin-Dee Sanitarj' Sewerage System; By the

954.

955.

956.

957.

" IS

acts and omissions set forth in this Part, this Defendant caused surface stormwater to invade the

Robin-Dee Sanitary Sewerage System, thereby posing a further immediate, imminent and 

foreseeable threat and risk of invasive flooding into the Robin-Dee Community Plaintiffs’ Class.

As a direct and proximate result of the foregoing conduct by Berger, Plaintiffs’ persons, 

residences and other real and personal property were invaded by stormwater with the Plaintiffs 

suffering the set forth in the “Damage” Part of this Complaint.

But for the above reckless and/'or negligent actions and/or intentional omissions to act by 

Berger, the Plaintiffs would not have suffered their harm. See Complaint Damage Part herein. 

Berger’s actions and inactions constitute actionable negligence as Berger’s acts and

959.

960.

961.

to act breached standai'ds of reasonable cai'e foreseeably and proximately causingomissions

harm to the Plaintiffs who were foreseeable persons to be harmed by Berger’s neghgence.
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^^TIEKEFORE, Plaintiffs relief as to money damages only against Berger as set forth in 

this Complaint “Relief Part. Equitable relief is not sought as to Berger.

962.

1
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PART VIII: CLAIMS AGAINST DISTRICT

Vin.A. OVERVIEW-DISTRICT-CAUSATION .4ND RESPONSIBILITY

Causation: Of any entity in Cook County, the District and is in the best position and967.

superior position to control design flooding (that is, flooding by design). The District has

specialized engineers whose job is to make certain that submitted designs do not cause flooding

The District has authority to set all guidelines for stonnwater management design including the

retuim frequency of design stoims which all stormwater management plans must satisfy.

The most fundamental and highest priority of the District in reviewing stormwater967.1.

plans is to make certain that foreseeable home-invasive or structurally-mvasive flooding

is prevented.

The District has final authority to approve all stoimwater management Plans967.2.

includiae those submitted bv Geu'alt and Advocate relatina to the Prairie Creek

Stormwater System.

The District failed to meet its statutoiy design by (a) approving the Gewalt and967.3.

Advocate designs for the Praiie Creek Stormwater System’s Advocate North

Development Stormwater Subsystem-Segment and (b) approving Gewalt-Advocate

designs for

The District by either design control or operation control affects aU upstream967.4.

sanitaiy sewerage systems. The District failed to pump out it sanitary sewers during the

September 13, 2008 event to increase its sanitaiy, sewer capacity to allow upstream

view to safely dischai'ge. Specifically, thesanitary sewage from Pot-P

District failed to pump its sewage into tanker trucks, adjacent stormwater drains,

adjacent rivers, adjacent ai'ea depressions or into another independent system for
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di-ainage. If it did not have such authority, the District failed to obtain pennanent,

sanitary sewerage by-pass authority for the purpose of 

preventing serious harm to persons and property from the U.S. EPA or the IDNR as 

permitted by law*.

Responsibility: In 2004, stormwater responsibility was imposed upon the District by 

Public Act 93-1049 of the lUinois General Assembly. The Preface to the Cook County

temporary or emergency

968,

Stoimwatei" Management Plan (CCSMP) developed by the District vested sole power in the 

District to supervise and coordinate stormwater management across jurisdictions.

2Q ILCS.5605.'19-imposed upon the DiGtrict thegaait-iiiy..968.1,

L'ol its cariitai-y Gev.ug-eT

VTTT.R. FACTS RELEVANT TO THE DISTRICT

Xhe PCSS as a Public IniDrovement: As the regional local public entity charged with 

of stormwuter management, the District owns and'or controls all

O.-IQ

multi-jurisdiction operation 

drains, basins, structui’es, components and other stoimwater improvements within the public

improvement referred to herein as the “Praiiie Creek Stormwater System” (“PCSS”) of the 

Prafrie Creek Watershed (“PCW”).

The PCSS stormwater improvements constitute “property” or “properties” under the Tort970.

Immunity Act (“TL\”).

These PCSS Stormwater Improvements include:

The PCSS North Development Segment consisting of (a) the North Development Main 

Drain (beina at Point Al and traversing to Point A3), (b) the Ballai'd Basin which essentially

971

971.1.

as the North Development Main Drain rtaversing Advocate North Development

the Advocate North Development property, (d) all Pai'k

seiwes

property, (c) the Pavilion Basin on
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Ridge and/'or Maine Township tributary stormwatei’ sewers discharging into the North

Development Main Drain, and (e) all other stormwater structures and related components on

the North Development Property; and

The PCSS Robin-Dee CoEcununity Segment consisting of (a) the Robin-Dee Main Drain971.2.

between Points C1-C2 (the twin Robin Alley Culverts) and continuing past Point J (the Rancho

Lane Culverts) to Potter Road;.

Stonnwater is also “property” or “personal property” within TIA Article HI, § 10/3-101.972.

District Sendees for Sanitary Sewage Disposal: The Plaintiffs residences were serviced973.

by the District’s interceptors which received sanitary sewage from either Glenview or Park

Ridge’s local sewage sewer system. The District which also owned and operated the interceptors

w'hich receive the sewage from local sanitary sew'^ers such as those owned and controlled by

Glenview and Park Pddge and transport it for treatment to one of the District's wastewater

treatment plants.

The District is hable for the sewage backups because the District controls the interceptors974.

and, if the local sewers cannot discharge into the District interceptors, then sewage will backup

into the Plaintiffs’ homes *.

Glenview, Park Ridge and/or Maine Township owned and/or operated the local975.

sanitaiy tributary municipal sewers which drained to the District’s sewers and interceptors.

The District receives compensation for sewage disposal pursuant to a contractual, quasi-976.

contractual relationship with Plaintiffs.

The District receives compensation for stonnwater management services pursuant to a977.

contractual, quasi-contractual relationship with Plaintiffs.
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The District is ultimately and solely responsible for stoimwater management within Cook978.

County based upon Public Act 93-1049 of the Illinois General Assembly.

The District set forth in the Cook County Water Management Plan that it was vested with979.

pov/ers to assure coordination between jurisdictions relating to the stoimwater management.

Control of PCSS Components within Park Ridge Jurisdiction: As PCSS owmer,980.

manager, operator and/'or person in control, the Distiict controlled the Prairie Creek Stormwater

System including its real property pubhc improvements in Pai'k Ridge such as the North

Development Main Drain and its attached Basins. By its undertaking and/or exercise of control

(by statute, ordinance or other act with the force of law besides actual control) and/or other acts

of dominion, the District owmed, possessed and/or controlled the real property and related

estates and interests in the Prairie Greek Stormwater System's public improvements within Park

Ridge.

Control of PCSS Components within Maine Township Jurisdiction: .4s PCSS owner,981

manager, operation and person-in-control, the District had jurisdiction over the Prairie Creek

Stoimwater System (PCSS) including its real property public improvements in Maine Township,

including the Robin-Dee Main Drain. By its undertaking and/'or exercise of control (by statute,

ordinance or other act with the force of law besides actual control) aady'or other acts of dominion,

District owned, possessed and/or controlled the real property and related estates and interests in

PCSS stormwater improvements in Maine Township as described earlier herein.

Drainage Planning and System Engineering: This Defendant planned or caused to be

planned and designed or caused to be designed the PCSS stoimwater stractures within its

jurisdiction including all relevant PCSS Noith Development and Robin-Dee Segments),

improvements.
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The Stormwater Plans for the North Development resulting in the existing drainage 

design and operation of the Ballard Basin, Pavilion Basin and Dempster Basin and related 

drainage alterations was approved by this Defendant prior to 2008 and any changes to said 

Plans were approved by this Defendant substantially before September 13, 2008.

983.

COUNT 25: DISTRICT: NEGLIGENCE: DOMINANT ESTATE OVERBURDENING-
STORMWATER

Plaintiffs restate and incorporate as the first paragraphs of this Count; (a) all prior984.

paragraphs of this Part and (b) all paragraphs set forth in the following Subparts in Part IV, these 

Subpaits being: IV.A., IV.C., IV.F., IV.G. and IV.L and IV.AB.

Defendant knew or should have known of the foreseeable harm of invasive flooding into985.

the Area given Earlier Floodings and Earlier Flooding Studies.

Defendant knew', agreed to and undertook to receive Upstream PC Watershed986.

stoixavvater.

Based upon this actual or constructive knowledge of reasonably foreseeable flooding 

harm to Plaintiffs as contiguous downstream property owners and possessors, Defendant owed 

non-delegable duties as a owner, manager and/or party in control to properly manage stormwater 

under Defendant’s ownership, control, supervision, and/or management so as to prevent 

foreseeable overbm-dening harm to foreseeable plaintiffs fi'om excessive, overbui-dening 

stormwater exceeding the capacity of its PCSS stormwater main drains and basins to capture and

987.

maintam storage of excess stonnwater

As an owner, possessor, operator, manager and party-in-control of the PCSS stormwater 

structures or the PCSS stonnwater suuctures within its jurisdiction, this Defendant was under a

988.

non-delegable duty not to increase or accelerate or the volume, flow, and other physical 

characteristics of stormwater from its property or otheiwise overburden with stormwater the
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Plaintiffs’ homes and properties, either with overburdening its Property Stonnwater, 

overburdening PWC Upstream Stormwater or both.

Defendant knew or should have knoum that the overburdening stonnwater was generated 

by This Defendant Property Stonnwater and/or PWC Upstream Stormwater ancT'or both 

combining.

990. Before 9-13-2008, Defendant had reasonably adequate time, opportunity and ability to 

take coiTective measures to remedy and/'or protect the Plaintiffs against the foreseeable 

dangerous conditions existing on its PCSS Properties posed by excess stormwater.

On September 13, 2008, excess accumulated stormwater from its PCSS property 

includiag its stormwater structures catastrophically invaded the Plaintiffs.

Defendant breached its duty not to overbiorden downstream Plaintiffs includiag by the 

following omissions: (a) failing to pump down the Basins before the September 

(b) failing to erect flood protection barrier systems between its property and the Plaintiffs 

properties and (c) fading to detain stormwater untd it could safely drain to the Main Drain.

As a proximate cause of these breaches of duties by Defendant, the Plaintiffs suffered and 

sustained actual injuries and damages set forth under in this Complaint’s “Damage” Part. 

WfllEREFCRE, Plaintiffs request against Defendant the relief in this Complaint’s “Relief’ Part.

991.

992

i 3. 2008 storm:

993.

994. Pluiatiffs -restate and inco tgraphs of this Count:'(a) adorate-1^

.1,- ...fP®

994,1 R 'V ''TX ’ f'' XT cfeno'T&nto: €St=*

EreachcO" based pen- Foreseeabl: TT, T f\:\ 7 /-> G -XT
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©p€3^issai«=G' %-a!S-84-sp6s- Foreageable- Hag ie-ai

A , . g".and'(iii) ssiaeia-NeeM'iient StOCT^^-atg T\ •Bfg&AcG 'O'f E?iity

fc'C'g'Cil i\\'"C:

994.2. Rdatkig 'tc sasitan,- g -er-waer: r,\D., an T

995. BNeiendoat-.ov/ed no ^gable..legal "dutica to tha

stennv,^atcr uiids: ■B€fea4aBt’-s.o^^^Tienliip, managcsient, -cuper.'icicn ond'or con' 6-4©

pfe\-ent foreseeable haiTD. 4e—reaeaea -p'kiiitifib such ao tfee..Plaintiffe frtm..exc

■dkg' the capacity cf the PCSS'£4e-rii:v/ati

996. jBef&re-S-egteaa-ber" 13. 20QS. Defendant had reaseriably ndrjgiintin 

talce con-ccthx

..epportisity-'aad

d^Miadkr-pratect th© ktffs agafflO'c-the forcGccable

iens' a;d3t4Hg-e'B''PGS.S St ier- Structi-F €i46r.

QCI7 ^OTl ..1'3. 20G&7-^te-rmw£rer.5 T\.—

<fe^gepfeea%-^-aded-4-h&-PLaia4ife,

998. Befenuast:' breached te-dnt}-- kcl’«4g 1. d'.uG the follov.'iixg- acts: (a) fuilmg ts4=*©'

j. ■12:' 2008 atonri; (b-).fklkg t: tcingcrai'k,'

A

feMag-te detain all Tbis-d^efeadant Propcit^' ■S-k-rm'’ ^at-ef.and Up3trca]B-S-toiijn\\'a1:or imtd

ftie-MD E;©bk Dee Segment c

999. A etekialc oatae-of ilieoe bre u-uIlCG DjI tbe Plaktiffc aaffared and

ataal.kjariecs«s4 idt-aader b thi: n ftekt’c“DaiEfigeG G'

1000. ■efas©f=©£4fee^©s- stfeeaa-.t'

maktaiB-©a4“ef€aak4b©°egaiteiy©^ ■ySteiT: jj r eye-Fi’y ' 111 C k d! Jg:

1000.1. A ■:^n •T :«.42:i *.1Ij'tc pre\'ci:t
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1000.2. A. v/ater t€H^ygifetga^-aK3yste^ay=sta’eIl'.aI^ge' ro-s^iftfa tBV "F

apstfeam-se-wsg&"baeb^5-4B"^4aase=¥e¥FBsfeaf^=#qgT’’th€4^#a^=s5%^Bk4pa^i^at■aly^'Si±b^^^

ttade^.Glen^'iaw :-0ai 'the -e local"municipal aaslxar}''Gubsysteia s4#%¥& OTEp-

; j

1001. ae&%y:

1(1)02. feS»e ■C.,=6€W lorr^.

1003. Failiag r'a'CTO aad-iatefeeptorG to prc -ajl-ftekittffe'’' 3c\'/agc

bacloipa.

1004. & jagafrt^-eauG e- ■ o f t ©f'-uaties bs-'Defcndaiit'j-'tjlie PlaintiffG auffcrcd

oad' aastaiaed actual iaj'UFiea.asd .age---P'iiH%•t?

■Defeadant - >'Droquest ag: teiSv-a■'t'

€0™T-27 'ITAl ;NANC 4 V

1004.1. Ptegffe 4-^ ^•L r
t'

■C 4-1.1--. -1 (i)"felal:g}g't5 atorrawaca'':' .lV:Pvr(i3)' n/.C., (iii) ro.F4'r

and (i\') P^rG.ond (ii) relating t^-saaitaq aeTf'-agaaewcr water: Subpagta-LdAvPfe-.' and r.OH.

1(P05. Dutz: Defendant i ele.aad' -aa-eed" to :ea delegable duO)' of dua- ©-T€-^¥,’ai-ds

le^eg-eeabi© ‘ x:rr^ % Bi-easeaable ■ meaMesaaiee-and operatiesal practices

reteiag-beTb.le.t- -£c -eeasPaicted pablic improvamenta o-f-'xhe Ba(+
t

PaAiiga 'and 'Dempstg-Boains 4 ^■L PCS^- OTIXi'wLi^i t—ij.e

1006. 1- Stefaiwater: ■ Defend :t breached :1 1 5g't3'"Gtjnii7;^atar raamtoiia

as4-=©p©F64&a=-»€4i±ilspJ9%* :4- 4©rr

g^eraber 13,C  /'T ^ .A r 41 -f , r*
i'"nyA' Cu'cr '"u ■ C'to ■erect ter^-pe^ga^ ee^rent■^aiTie t'

,..■> .4.: gPIahb^ \ - - T p'p ■O'xee p-e«peF
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1. 4^ ^1. 1 4^ =S%&rS""S#©i^¥«^'€y

ert" tb% Oevelcpin€B%=8ir =&4aates?-^ehe-ar-e'ther.oe ur c es.

1007. B'i'sas'li 'Sa ifeffj':.Defendaef-'breached.tfees e dutie: dotisa axiauatcnanccT

and opcraticn j: aa "blit "not.lBB'fte4= 4-^e-vefy" at 0 nnv,.-at cn • i: ^liG mtc Its

■ea-ia."I'UG latiee-&F-fe ■^^s-etaadagda X 4 ±h¥ar-(^j ■‘S

fHxitenanee^-fee-proper

gad.e-peration of the sariitar>- oevrer -G>'3teiii;'"and (b).failing to..acti\'-atc ■emergcnc)' ..9'^^

yr.fes..a'aBitar}=' ceu'crs ;,^a.eeat mssarefearged.SrermVv~at'er • c}ntcn:3;..iate'fefeer into

fealceg.teelffi or oimply into the streets to pr mriSaairi ■S'e\¥eF.m-vaGieiB.T

loos. Az a -pro^asaate.eaaoe" of theae.fareachea of duties b>^ Defeadast-.

rclaaocd b 1^;—

home co'srland. than, i 4:_.^ _nrr-i^naiirt:..'3 rj ■5""hemec fei-engh the 3ciiiitai~} =0e¥«

: 447^ gftstftgarag—beth.5t6i^^^i¥^er=ead ¥-ee¥^Havas4eas~ga4r-i x-UTmS'

,4. 4:4 e-oevrer 'Watcr inr'jded fros

fee.saaitar^'aea'er 3>atoai.

1(1)09. ■Tbe-PteiiBtiffG ouatained demageo oet forth-iinder in this Cocriplefet-d"“Daaags" PaiP.

festPefendaiit the relief in tliic Gemplaiiitfe 'Twclicfe Fait.:rr^

r ^ 'S.J’TTT'K' A ?VT/^T? A XT’ r\j^--TS£
7' \ SE\^'~ERS

1010. PtetadTfe-reofeat-e.aadfeae6-!^efat^-ag=fee-fefsfe-pssagapfe-^^ Count: (■6f.^i=p4e¥

T),-, .^4. 4 /u^ /:\ 11 1,.^ C..1 SII ^

>nd (ii) rehiiad / -aadP/.H.:2.ilxr,' ccvrcT VrCtcr, T7&-'ir'
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Kill. ^?¥€i^&---f3Te5eeabk---|>tea4^ 6%tbf .. feeM¥

feresee ^4a¥ss-4#.©efee«fest»4i4=s€4-sg#^ft4lk4s h!yte-^jaees4r4e'¥¥aB#eaB^

.icL it: maintcncizice and opeaa-i€>g-d#4b#S'eTbient propcrtj ^

etfeei"-P€SS Propcrt:

1012. fkbge&eb044bese--feefes---ea-’S’eptembeF' 13, 2QQS ■ineludiii'g

'limited to: (a^k'T5i.Te£kd--pirfflp' ^fe^e-tMsmt-fTTBTt-fb) it' failed- to erect

iers" Q£t!' faiae eulv ei^-devatidas.t& dkg Plaintiff

pi'opei^iesf'and (c) it failed tc ctcre GtcrmW'atei'-ea.!'he2fortli'De\'elcpmeaP-ef"emerdo€s1:iQnG.

1013. .1« tmcimtoncmcQ

aed.eperariefkak%kiBg=bet’-^ey4iB%it-ed’-^-(a-)k---eaased4b#-n"er}'-'’'C-t ae-rn'iiG

am \dcb.thies-ef-i -Gttmdai'dG" "Get forth m. Pcmk-PaFafflapbr' 2 and 5ssaitary scv/agc :} f?

pl-ghlbitillg St ■tiMsyfidkis the j&'iitaF/ 5=gw=g}5g-=6g; J 'rtT' "ii'ic.iiit cncin c cr ‘ '-•r
1

«?-sygt€a==-aa4-ibr^ illet-the 3as fS=4a-a@fe^ €BS€i=e€aeT”p«

pyea&dui'eG af itG.sekte? avHaggtifebarged' Gtonnaater gv-;■€¥«&-ei#re¥J

1 er truckt or.G'imply into the Gtrccto.te.pter'eat coaitai; a-STimsiena.

1014. kriria:"pfe'?£ffi^at-e-eaiiae cf the3e breaches of datiea b>'-E)efeadaa{;-tbe Plaintiffc aaffered azd

sastaised' aetaal.injurieG-oa'd dt^ages-ae# ks.agogj-age" Port.¥

:r.r~ .. ILxrcp

CO LINT 29? r

1015. P-kintifib rcGtate and t ii jG 'to-..ed.thi p fe..(a)" allrate..OS'‘-f

pfgagi^pbg-kbfes.P-ax--md"-tk.4-aa-pQgag¥&pbs-^agk^bmakge-Stkpsa-fibfe4Befe

r A J T r>
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1016. —j—<■ ■^ee«e-ed& '4g»6gaM6-4tfty-46~Piagitiffs tO'"'U'dCGi'-t6.TCi^p-€teSj:-gS°4fe6

Efeti4e-t---D-pTrt-tie''-i:ap¥#¥€^€ste°^#4he■PCSSOg BafeF4-B-^'&=ae44-h-e-Pe¥ilj9Ti'''&aeffi.sf the Mcrtk

■SevelGpm:ent4.1:iia~DffLm' c.nd the impre-remesi of the Dempsta dequatel’pr
j

idrCf.prepefl}^ re'4e'’G\ reject rife i 4:4::«a-

eriae-p^aefeieii'-to r -igtePhc R

©€«■

Tfe 'DefeadaBj.alse.e'’t\'ed a dTiry^te..desiga-fffi;d-"or'-fbrce rcviGieriG to the dcaign -of the1017.

,u.

pfevegc.foreseeable iav-asi-.'-e fle-eydigg h:ai^-t-e-t-be''’d8W''Hf;tream.homes-.of liomc owse¥s

aad-reoidentG Genicedrby-fee-Pce-b’iR: ■Bee'<2^'eBiiimait^''’''aad-4te“M€)rth Dei^el

1018. ©efes •eached tbese' dutigsr-iaefadi €efee= ra^.deal

l4b€= 4 -1-.-,:u'-racii 'd'caceenctiTicticn^ 4 T\ r T

I(|19. s-B-iTte-r-Q'Q-r. !aeep=Qefeadrast-^rv-Q-s-«e-4€e-a~4ttrT

igBr-feplGR;....con-ect and remedy defectc m the Bas-mo...and' other ¥

«f€S.

1020.

fefeig..re..iacrea&e--tfee..baai Ph-eegespondiiig culv'crt 

r(ii7-fai'l-iag.tje-&peate-a-penaanent baiTicr bciTn b€t^reeB4be-Refe4a-A-H-ey-.anddiseharge

.rEi¥i=axer StructurcG Pfep^efty perimeter; ajd.(iii^ii: general, failing t-

basia.g^efage.

1021. AfrG-pfa7tim-at-e'''-'e'aig&e-ej-i4#gg dr-eTher-bfea€te&=e4- jbefead-aatv ^la-e.P la-kitiffe

rr. 4. Swte®e44fe€=4e4 T4e6-aa4=4ama£'es=g€»#-Hfe^ea-‘dep-t±a» r'■e-niplamt “Dainaac'' Paw.

V.^R£FOR£. Plahtiffc requeG'Oagaxat Bad 4 ^ telief in this GampkiEtb "Relief Part
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COUNT 30: DISTRICT: NEGLIGENCE: RES IPSA LOOUITUR-STORMW ATER AND
SANITARY SEWAGE

Plaintiffs restate and incorporate as the first paragraphs of this Count: (a) all prior1022.

paragraphs of this Part and (b) (i) relating to stonnvvater control, Subpait IV. J., IV.K. and P/.L.

and relating to sanitary sewage, Subpaits V.D., V.E. , IV. H., M...

Relating to the PCSS public improvement, this Defendant exclusive owned, controlled1023.

and operated the Prairie Creek Stormwater System including any and aU of its stormwater public

improvements. The stormwater public improvements include; on the North Development, the

North Development Main Drain, the Ballard and Pavihon Basins, and connected stromwater

systems within its jurisdiction and, on the Robin-Dee Community, the Robin-Dee Community

Main Drain includmg the Robin Neighborhood Main Drain (Points C1-C2 to E) and the Dee

Neighborhood Stoimwater Pipe and its Hov-ard Court Culvert (Points E to H).

the stormwater invasive flooding suffered by the Plaintiffs would not have ordinarily1024,

occuixed but for the negligence of this Defendant relating to its negligent inspection, study,

maintenance, design, engineering, and/'or operation of its exclusively controlled PCSS properties.

Its neghgent operation of its exclusively controlled PCSS Properties including the pubhc1025.

improvements referred to as the Basins and Main Drains proximately caused the stormwater

invasive flooding sustained by the Plaintiffs. The Plaintiffs did not contribute to the flooding.

1026, This Defendant exclusive owned, controlled and operated the sanitaiy sewer interceptors

into which the local municipal sanitary sewers from Maine Township and Pai'k Ridge drained

sanitary sewage.

The sanitaiy-sewage invasive flooding suffered by the Plaintiffs would not have1027.

ordinai'ily occun'ed but for the negligence of this Defendant relatmg to its negligent inspection,

study, maintenance, design, engineering, andhr operation of its exclusively controlled PCSS
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propaties which flooded its exclusively controlled interceptors, resultiag in interceptor cause

sewage backups *.

1028. Its negligent operation of its exclusively controlled sanitarv' sewers proximately caused

the stormwater invasive flooding sustained by the Plaintiffs. The Plaintiffs did not contribute to

the flooding.

1029. As a proximate cause of these breaches of duties by this Defendant, the Plaintiffs suffered

and sustained the injuries and damages set forth under the “Damage” Part of this Complaint

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs request against Defendant the relief in this Complaint’s “Relief’ Part.

COUNT 31: DISTRICT: NEGLIGENT NUISANCE

1030. Plaintiffs incorporate as the first paragraphs of this Count: (a) aU prior paragraphs of this

Part and (b) aU paiugraphs set forth in Part P/.N., IV.O and IVhP.

T .Ct 1
i LO 1 This Defendant ov.med, operated, manauea. maintained and'or controlled the Basins and

its other PCSS Stormwater Stractures.

1032. Stonnwater: As set out in the prior negligence Counts in this Part, this Defendant failed

to reasonably design, engineer, mamtain, and/or opei'ate the Basins and its other PCSS propeity.

1033. This Defendant negligently caused an accumulation of stonnwater from the Basins and

its Stonnwater Structures Property to invade and interfere with the Plaintiffs on 9-13-2008.

1034. By causing stormwater accumulated and controlled by this Defendant to physically 

invade the Plaintiffs’ homes, this Defendant negligently created a dangerous nuisance of excess

accumulated stormwater which substantially and um'easonably interfered with Plaintiffs.

1035. Sanitary Water; As set out in the prior neghgence Counts in this Part, this Defendant

failed to reasonably mamtain, and'or operate its sanitary sewer interceptors.
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1036. This Defendant negligently caused an accumulation of sanitaiy sewer water into citizens’

homes from its sanitary sewage system to invade and interfere with the Plaintiffs on 9-13-2008.

1037. By causing sanitary sewer water accumulated and controlled by this Defendant to

physically invade the Plaintiffs’ homes, this Defendant negligently created a dangerous nuisance 

of excess sanitaiy sewer water which substantially and uni'easonably interfered with Plaintiffs.

1038. As a proximate cause of this nuisance caused and/or created by this Defendant, the

Plaintiffs suffered damages set forth under the “Damage” Part of this Complaint.

WHEREFORE, the Plaintiffs request against Defendant the rehef in the “Relief’ Complaint Part.

COUNT 32: DISTRICT: NEGLIGENT TRESPASS

1039. Plaintiffs incoiporate as the fcst paragraphs of this Count: (a) all prior paragraphs of this

Part and (b) all paragraphs set forth in the iSubparts TvOQ.. POOR, and rViS.

1040. Stormwater: Because Defendant failed to act as set forth in this Part including failed to

discharge by pumping existing, accumulated stormwater before the stoim, before the Robin-Dee

Community Main Drain inns full and before the surcharging of the Ballard, Pavilion and

Dempster Basins and Howard Court Culvert, this Defendant failed to reasonably manage 

stormwater on September 13, 2008, proximately causing the Plaintiffs’ invasive flooding.

1041. Sanitary: Because Defendant’s failed to act as set forth in this Part including (a) failed to

prevent stormwater from inflowing into the sanitary sewers and (b) failed to pump out the 

sanitary sewers, this Defendant failed to reasonably manage stormwater on September 13, 2008,

proximately causing the Plaintiffs’ invasive flooding.

1042. As a direct, immediate and foreseeable result of the foregoing acts andy'or omissions of

this Defendant, this Defendant caused stormwater to invade the Plaintiffs’ persons and homes.
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1043. Tiiis Defendant had exclusive possession and control over the trespassing instrumentality

of the excess accumulated PCSS stormwater and its sanitary sewer water.

1044. The Plaintiffs were entitled to the exclusive enjoyment of their properties.

This Defendant knew or should have known that its actions and^'or inactions in failing to1045.

control stonnwater and sanitary water would result in invasive flooding.

1046. This Defendant negligently faded to monitor, investigate, study, inspect, clean, maintain,

repair, improve, design, redesign, plan and/or operate its properties as set forth in this Part.

1047. As a direct and proximate result of the foregoing conduct by this Defendant, its

instrumentality of excess accumulated stormwater physically invaded Plaintiffs’ homes on 9-13-

2008, proximately causing the Plaintiffs’ Damages set forth in the Damage Part.

The Plaintiffs did not consent for its excess stormwater to physically invade and interfere1048.

with the exclusive use and occupancy of the Plaintiffs’ homes and property.

The Plaintiffs’ injuries and damages were caused by the dangerous and calamitous1049.

occununce of invasive stonnwater floodings on 9-13-2008 from its properties.

1050. The stormwater and sanitary water which entered and physically invaded Plaintiffs’

homes interfered with Plaintiffs’ interests in the exclusive possession of their homes.

1051. The stormwater and sanitary sewer water which entered, settled and physically invaded

Plaintiffs’ homes constituted a negligent trespass upon and into the Plaintiffs’ homes.

This Defendant is liable to the Plaintiffs for negligent trespass because this Defendant1052.

caused harm to the legally protected interests of the Plaintiffs including harm to the exclusive,

quiet enjoyment of then land, homes and properties by causing an instrumentahty, namely

“Stoimwate] to enter upon the property of the Plainitffs without their consent.
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As a proximate cause of this trespass caused and/or created by this Defendant, the1053.

Plaintiffs suffered damages set forth under the “Damage” Part of this Complaint.

WHERiEFORE, the Plaintiffs request against Defendant the rehef in the “Relief” Complaint Pail.

COUNT 33nPISTffiCTr"GRQ-S-S"NEGDI€£N€E

1054. the fust Tie#-p^.ggaph3 cftfest'

.(b) all' paiugraphs.set..ferth --m -the ■Subpart IV.T.' entitled “IV.T. an Gro“56

7: n Leg at ■ AyetmentG-•'.T

The.Disfei fe-=-i^=e^g€r3na.-ut^hei^e.ecmmitted" under.eheemgtanees-efddibithig-n1055.

•thrrthe.Plaiafifi =€afetyrwMeh-agfa}'''iB.elude but' its.deliberate and' intentional'"''D

-iaSares-te-ae aag-de^^qa-^Bd^egip^i^^^Gn'iers, or4e-«e¥iSfiser0

permanent]}', \rith O'p p-sfsties-itnd.high-he T ^ D 7ao. ntoxag

+ T water-fleedma.

1 •

COUNT 34: DISTRICT: INTENTIONAL NUISANCE

Plaintiffs incorporate as the fust paragraphs of this Count: (a) all prior paragraphs of this1056.

Part and (b) all paragraphs set forth in the Subpait IV.U., TVhV. and IV.W..

Defendant owned, operated, managed, maintained andhr controlled its PCSS PublicUD /.

Improvement including the Ballard, Pavilion and Dempster Basins fi'om which the excess

accumulated stormwater nuisance invaded Plaintiffs’ persons and homes.

1058. Defendant failed to reasonably design, engineer, maintain, and/or operate the PCSS

public improvements including the Ballard and Pavilion Basins and its sanitary'- sewers.

Defendant owned its sanitary sewers mcluding the downstream mtercepoits.1059.
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Defendant failed to reasonably operate it sanitary sewers iacludmg fading to prevent1060.

stormwater invasion from its PCSS basins from inflowing into the sanitary sewers and failing to

pump out IS samtaiy sewers.

Defendant intentionally stormwater from these the PCSS and its sanitary sewers interfere1061.

with Plaintiffs’ persons and homes.

As a direct and proximate result of the Defendant ’s intentional failures to act to pump1062.

down the Basins, and to increase temporary storage through temporary banier methods such as

sandbags, Plaintiffs suffered damage set out in this Complaint “Damages” Part.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs request against Defendant the relief in this Complaint's “Relief’ Part.

COUNT 35: DISTRICT: INTENTIONAL TRESPASS

Plaintiffs incorporate as the first paragraphs of this Count: (a) all prior paragraplis of this1063.

Pan and (b) all paragraphs set forth in me Subpart D/.7\. Pv .Y. and Pv .Z.

Defendant knew to a substantial legal certainty and to a high degree of certainty that its1064.

actions and/'or inactions would result in invasive flooding into the Plaintiffs’ homes dru'ing a

rainfall like the September 13, 2008 rainfall from its PCSS including the Ballard Basm and the

private improvement Dempster Basin and its sanitar>' sewers.

Defendant proxknately caused the Plaintiffs’ Damages by its intentional omission to1065.

discharge by pumping pre-existing stormwater before the 2008 storm and its intentional ornission

to capture and store stormwater in temporary barriers around the Basins and its intentional

omission not to pump out its sanitary sewers to prevent sanitary sewer surcharging.

Defendant knew to a substantial legal certainty and a high degree of certainty that its1066.

intentional omissions would result in water invasively flooding Plaintiffs’ homes from the PCSS

Basins and its sanitary sewers.
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1067. With a high degree of certainty to cause injury to Plaintiffs, on September 13, 2008,

Defendant permitted storm and sanitaiy water to escape and invade Plaintiffs’ homes.

1068. Based upon the legal certainty of knowledge of invasive flooding , as set forth herein,

Defendant intentionally trespassed upon Plaintiffs’ persons, homes, and properties.

1069. The Plaintiffs’ damages set forth in the “Damage” Part of this Complaint were caused as

a substantially direct and proximate result of Defendant’s intentional conduct.

'Vv'jTEREFORE, Plaintiffs request against Defendant the rehef in this Complaint’s “Relief’ Part.

COUNT 36: DISTRICT: ARTICLE m. SEC. 3-102A STATUTORY DUTY TO
MAINTAIN PROPERTY

1070. The Plaintiffs restate the preceding paragraphs.

1071. Article HI, Section 102(a) (745 ILCS 10/3-102(a)) provides that a a local public entity 

has the duty to exercise ordinary care to maintain its property in a reasonably safe condition.

Ihe Plaintiffs damages set fonh in the “Damage” Part of this Complaint were caused aslU /z.

a substantially direct and proximate result of Defendant’s conduct (a) relating to stormwater, in

failing to redesign its PCSS Public Improvements incliidiag the Basins to store adequate amounts 

of water and (b) relating to its sanitary sewers, fading to prevent its own stormw’ater or

stormwater under its control from invading the sanitary system into Plaintiffs’ homes.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs request against Defendant the rehef in this Complaint’s “Relief’ Part.

COUNT 37: DISTRICT: ARTICLE HI. SEC. 103 DUTY TO REIvrFDY BANCF.T^OTTS
PLAN

1073. The Plaintiffs restate the preceding paragraphs.

1074 LPE-Approved Plan Creating Dangerous Condition: icle III, Section 102(a) of the

Tort-Immunity Act (745 ILCS 10/3-103(a)) provides that a local public entity is liable for an
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approved plan, if after the execution of such plan or design, the planned improvement’s use has

created a condition that it is not reasonably safe.

1075. This Defendant approved all defective Prairie Creek Stoimwater System Plans including

the North Development Main Drain with the Ballard and Pavilion Basin, the' Robin

Neighborhood Main Drain, the Howard Comt Culvert, the Dee Neighborhood Stormwater Pipe

and all other public improvements to the PCSS including its Main Drain and all tributary sewers.

1076. By September 13, 2008, it was open and obvious that its approved Plans for the Prairie

Creek Stormwater System’s public improvements were dangerously defective as ongoing 

flooding, hacludiag home-invasive flooding in 1987 and 2002, and other land-invasive flooding

before September 13, 2008 had occurred.

1077. Pursuant to 745 ILCS 10/3-103, this Defendant owed a general duty to comect known

unsafe conditions related to the design and/or engineering of the PCSS and breached these duties

by not redesigning or compeling Advcoate-Gewalt to resign the PCSS Basin Plans and other

PCSS Plans relating to Advocate's North and South Development Properties so as to prevent the

Plaintiffs’ invasive flooding.

1078. The Plaintiffs’ damages set forth in this Complaint’s “Damage” Part were caused as a

substantially proximate result of Defendant’s conduct in failing to maiataia its PCSS Properties.

WHERiEFORE, Plaintiffs request against Defendant the rehef in this Complaint’s “Relief’ Part.

CCUhiT.3.g......F>tSTRI€T:-?0"'ILCS' 26 9: SdCTTAP-Y 
ThC' Plaintiffc reiaa^ji#°yrg€^mg'pgrag#aphg. -

A -gjg:]:.LL^^ILITY
1079.

1(1)80. UQ.jx.ng.-2 5 05 .pfo.riCiCS ' -3 de.fei"Oanita!-T

1=1 eanine-sftvC ILCS 2605T9

1082. mk 4T-.U. :aamgof70IfceS-2€05/19.
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COUNT 39: DISTRICT: ILLINOIS CONST. ART. I. SEC. 15: TAKING REAL AND
PERSONAL PROPERTY-

1088. The Plaintiffs restate the preceding paragraphs.

Article I, Section 15 of the Illinois Constitution prohibits the talciag of private property1089.

for public use without payment of just compensation to the victims of the taking.

Per Article I, Section 15 of the Illinois Constitution, this Defendant was under a duty to1090.

provide just compensation to the Plaintiffs for its taking of Plaintiffs’ real and personal property.

This Defendant has proximately caused the Plaintiffs' real properties iacluding their1091.

homes to become partial and/'or totally uninhabitable by its actions and/or inactions as set forth
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herein resulting in invasive floodings into the Plaintiffs' real properties including homes and

residences.

1092. The Plaintiffs’ damages set forth in the “Damage” Part of this Complaint were caused as 

a substantially direct and proximate result of Defendant’s conduct in failing to redesign its PCSS

Properties after knowing that the design and construction was dangerous.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs request against Defendant the relief in this Complaint’s “Relief’ Part

COUNT 40: DISTRICT: U.S. FIFTH AME.NDMENT: TAKING OF REAL AND
PERSONAL PROPERTY

1093. The Plaintiffs incorporate the prior averments in the Subpart entitled “Illinois

Constitution Art. I, Sec. 15-Takiag of Real Property.”

1094. The Fifth Amendment of the United States Constitution prohibits the taking of private 

property for public use wdthout patment of just compensation to the citizen-victim of the taking 

includiag both real and personal property.

This Defendant violated the U.S. Constitution’s 5^'' .Amended by its conduct.1095.

1096. The Plaintiffs’ damages set foith in the “Damage” Pait of this Complaint were caused as 

a substantially direct and proximate result of Defendant’s conduct in failing to redesign its PCSS 

Properties after knowing that the design and construction was dangerous.

■WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs request against Defendant the rehef in this Complaint’s “Relief’ Part

COUNT 41: DISTRICT: 42 USC SEC. 1983

The Plaintiffs incorporate the preceding subparts entitled: “U.S. Fifth Amendment- 

Taking of Real Property”, “U.S. Fifth Amendment-Taking of Personal Property”, “lU. Const. 

Alt. I, Sec. 15-Takmg of Real and personal property” and “Ill.Const. At. I, Sec. 15-Taking of 

Personal Property.”

1097.
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Relating to 42 Section § 1983, this Defendant was acting under color of law in violation1098.

of these constitutional provisions, thereby violating 42 U.S.C. Sec, 1983.

1099. This Defendant is a “person” as used in the phrase “(E)ver)/ person who, under color of

any statute, ordinance, regulation, custom or usage...”

1100. This Defendants’ foregoing actions authoiized under its enabling legislation and pursuant

to a charter and/or other enabling document with the force of law is acting “color of .. .statute.

ordinance, regulation, custom or usage” of the State of Illmois.

The Plaintiffs’ damages set forth in the “Damage” Part of this Complaint were caused as1101.

a substantially dkect and proximate result of Defendant’s conduct in fading to redesign its PCSS

Properties after knowing that the design and construction was dangerous.

\vTiEREFORE, Plaintiffs request against Defendant the rehef in this Complaint’s “Relief’ Pait

COUNT 42: DISTRICT: E0UIT.4BLE EELIEF PER TORT-gvlMIMITY ACT
Plaintiffs restate and incorporate all prior paragraphs 'witliia ihis Pait as the first1 i U-i.

paragraphs of this Count including Subpaits rv.,N.4. and Subpats Tv.AK.

the Tort Immunity' Act at Sec. 2-101 (745 ILCS 10/2-101) states that the Act does not1103.

Act affects the right to obtam relief other than damages against a local public.

¥/HEREFORE, Plaintiffs request against Defendant the relief in this Complaint’s “Relief’ Part
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PART JX. CLAIM AGAINST PARK RIDGE

IX.A. OWRVTEW-PARK RIDGE-CAUSATION AND RESPONSIBILITY

1104. Causation: Despite having the most actual knowledge of Advocate flooding among the 

LPEs and in the best position to make changes to the Advocate-Gewalt Plans given the serious 

repetitive flooding histoiy, Park Ridge did not compel Advocate and Gewalt to revise their North 

and South Development Plans to provide more stonnwater storage on the North Development or 

South Development*. Nor did Pai'k Ridge advise the District of the serious repetitive flooding 

problems.

1104.1. ..-RiTg ■Noftfe'to

.Neighorhood Guot-amed oewcge im.-cGions during this e\'ent bp- Park-Pcidueh fo

, ,K. J jh, "±z.Basino'..-diocha 4.U

^1 rv
r GitlTii: G' S€5S^€TS=*=6aa4=“P=a5*—Ride©rare—rae-4

bftseaefits-.

IX. B. FACTS RELEVANT TO THIS DEFENDANT

1105. On September 13, 2008, Park Ridge deployed its pohce and/or Department of Public 

Safety to Dempster Road near the Plaintiffs’ Robm-Neighborhood.

On prior dates during flooding, Pai'k Ridge deployed its pohce and/or Department of 

Public Safety to Dempster Road near the Plaintiffs’ Robin-Neighborhood*.

1106.

1107. Before September 13, 2008, Park Ridge was well aware of the repetitive invasive 

flooding into the Robin-Dee Community Area because prior stoms had generated sufficient

stormwater to produce street flooding mcludmg street flooding on Dempster Road and Robm

Alley.
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Property under TIA: The Praiiie Creek Stormwater System including the Ballai'd Basin,1108.

Pavilion Basin ai'e within the jurisdiction of Park Ridge and aic public improvements and

properties as defined in TLA, Article III, Sec, 3-101, As used herein, stomavvater is “property’ or

“personal property” per Chapter 745, Act 10, ^Article III at Section 10/3-101.

ThePaik Ridge Plaintiffs re3idea.-&e5-iB:-t'hi:e'P'gfffe09.

Ridge hiorth Ballat'd Neighborhood .GeLwi€-ed-%y"-ir-0S'giYar7^5&vv=ag&.diGp»sfrl-3'ew-er -ijystem

owned ci pefiated-by Park Ridge.

■Pa-rS^-Ridrgc.o^wned 'Cndhr-speroted the local oanitary P'ibutary-.gmnieipQl'neri'ero in the10.1

,.1-

Bark'.Ridge-and the District assumed' reopoasibuMties.fsn- -■age-dispesal.ptmouant to a1 11.

..pnneeEgaeta-a:--qttaoi eontraetua

raik Ridge is responsible for stonnw^ater management wiihin Park Ridge as it supenises; i

all stormwater management projects mcluding projects to public improvements such as the

PCSS’s Ballard Basin and Pavilion Basin.

1113. Control of PCSS Components within Park Ridge Jurisdiction: Park Ridge had and

has jurisdiction over the Prairie Creek Stormwater System within Park Ridge mcluding its real

property public improvement components in Park Ridge, by its undertaking and/'or exercise of

control (by statute, ordinance or other act with the force of law besides actual control) and/or

other acts of dominion, Park Ridge owned, possessed and/or controlled the PCSS Basins and

North Development Main Drain and other related real property and related estates and mterests

in the Prairie Creek Stormwater Svstem stormwater structures within Park Ridge.

Drainage Planning and System Engineering: Park Ridge planned or caused to be1114.

planned and designed or caused to be designed the public improvements of the PCSS stormwater
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structures within its jurisdiction, namely the Ballard Basin, Pavilion Basin and North

Development Main Drain and possibly the Dempster Basin if it receives Park Ridge

stormwatei'*.

1115. The Stormwater Plans for the North Development resulting in the existing drainage

design and operation of the Ballard Basin, Pavilion Basin and Dempster and related di'ainage

alterations was approved by Park Ridge before 2008 and any construction changes to said

were approved by Park Ridge substantially before September 13, 2008 withstructures

construction occurring substantially before that date and time.

COUNT 45; PARK RIDGE: NEGLIGENCE; DOMINANT ESTATE OVERBURDENING

1116. Plaintiffs restate and incorporate as the fust paragraphs of this Cormt; (a) all prior

paragraphs of this Part and (b) ail paragraphs set forth in the Subparts in Part IV, these Subpaits

beinn entitled; T/.A.. DhC.. I\hG.. and DM. and FvhAB,

Park Ridge knew or should have known of the foreseeable harm of invasive flooding into1117.

the Plaintiffs’ Area given Earlier Floodings and Earlier Flooding Studies. Park Ridge knew of

the earlier floodings as it deployed its police and/or public safety department to Dempster wkere

it installed road blocks to prevent ti-affic from driving through Dempster south of the Advocate

North Development and at the eastern border with Maine Township at Robin Alley*. Park Ridge

police employees deploy saw or should have seen the invasive flooding into the Robin

Neighborhood *.

1118. Park Ridge knew, agreed to and undertook to receive Upstream Prairie Creek Watershed

stormwater into its North Development Segment including its North Deveopment Main Drain

and attached Basins including the Ballard and Dempster Basins.
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Based upon this actual or constructive knowledge of reasonably foreseeable flooding1119.

haim to Plaintiffs as contiguous downstream property ovvners and possessors, Park Ridge owed

non-delegable duties as a owner, manager and/or party in control of the PCSS wdthin its

jurisdiction (that is, the PCSS North Development Stonnwater Public Improvements of the

Basins and Main Drain) and under its control to properly manage stonnwater so as to prevent

foreseeable overburdening harm to foreseeable plaintiffs from stonnwater exceeding the capacity

of its PCSS stonnwater main drains and basins to capture and store

As an ovmer, possessor, operator, manager and party-in-control of the PCSS Stormwater1120.

Public Improvements within Park Ridge, Park Ridge was under a non-delegable duty not to

increase or accelerate or the volume, flow, and other physical characteristics of stormwater from

its property or otherwise overburden with stonnwater the Plaintiffs’ homes and properties, either

with overburdening Pai'k Ridge North BaUaxd Neighborhood Stormwater. PWC Upstream

Stonnwater or botn.

Pai'k Ridge knew or should have known that the overburdening stonnwater was generated1121.

by its Stormwater and/'or PWC Upstream Stormwater and'or both combinkig.

Before 9-13-2008, Park Ridge had reasonably adequate time, opportunity and ability to1122.

take corrective measures to remedy and/'or protect the Plaintiffs against the foreseeable

dangerous conditions existing on its PCSS Stonnwater Public Improvements posed by excess

stonnwater.

On September 13, 2008, excess accumulated stormwater from Park Ridge’s PCSS1123.

Stonnwater PubHc Improvements including its stoimwater structui'es from these Basins

catastrophically m\'aded the Plaintiffs.
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1124. Park Ridge breached its duty not to overburden downstream Plaintiffs including by the

following omissions: (a) failing to pump down the Basins before the September 13, 2008 stoim;

(b) failing to erect flood protection baaxier systems with raised discharge culvert elevations

between its PCSS Stormwater Pubhc Improvements of the Basins on the North Development and

the Plaintiff s properties and (c) failing to detain and store stormwater until it could safely drain

to the Main Drain.

As a proximate cause of these breaches of duties by Pai'k Ridge, the Plaintiffs suffered1125.

and sustained actual injuries and damages set forth imder in this Complaint’s “Damage” Part.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs request against Park Ridge the relief in this Complaint’s “Relief’ Part.
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COUNT 52: PARK RIDGE: NEGLIGENT NUISANCE

1160. Plaintiffs incorporate as the first paragraphs of this Count: (a) all prior paragraphs of this

Part and (b) all paragraphs set forth in Part ‘TV.N. Common Neghgent Stormwater Nuisance

Violations-from Properties under Park Ridge’s Jurisdiction-Legal Averments” and Part IV.P. ”

Common Negligent Sanitary Nuisance vfiolations.”

1161. Park Ridge owned, operated, managed, maintaiaed and/or controlled the PCSS

Stormwater Improvements, the PCSS stormwnter and the Park Ridge sanitary sewers wnithin Park

Ridge.

1162, As set out in the prior negligence Counts in this Part, Park Ridge failed to reasonably

design, engmeer, mamtain, and'or operate the PCSS Stoimwnter Improvements such as the
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Basins and its other stonnwater improvement property and Pai’k Ridge failed to reasonably 

operate its sanitary' sewers by failing to prevent stormwater inflows and pumping out its sewers.

Park Ridge negligently caused an accumulation of stonnwater from the Basins and its 

Stormwater Structures Property to invade and interfere with all Plaintiffs on September 13,2008.

Park Ridge negligently caused an accumulation of sanitary sewage to invade Park Ridge 

residents in the Park Ridge North Ballard Neighborhood on September 13, 2008.

By causing stormwater accumulated and controlled by Park Ridge to physically invade 

the Plaintiffs’ homes, Park Ridge negligently created a dangerous nuisance of excess 

accumulated stormwater which substantially and unreasonably interfered with all Plaintiffs.

By causing sanitary sewer water accumulated and controlled by Park Ridge to physically 

invade the Park Ridge Plaintiffs’ homes, Park Ridge negligently created a dangerous nuisance of 

sanitary' sewage which substantially and uni'easonably interfered with all Plaintiffs.

As a proximate cause of these nuisances caused and/or created by Paik Ridge, the 

Plaintiffs suffered damages set forth under the “Damage” Pait of this Complaint.

WHEREFORE, the both Maine Township and Paik Ridge Plaintiffs request against Park Ridge 

the relief in the “Relief’ Complaint Part.

1163.

1164.

1165.

1166.

1167.

COUNT 53: P.4RK RIDGE: NEGLIGENT TRESPASS

1168. Plaintiffs incoiporate as the first paragraphs of this Count: (a) all prior pai'agraphs of this 

Part and (b) all paragraphs set forth in the Subpaits IV.Q. and IV.S.

Because Park Ridge’s failed to act as set forth in this Part including but not limited to the 

failui-e to dischai'ge by pumping existing, accumulated stonnwnter before the storm, before the 

Robin-Dee Community Main Drain runs full and before the surcharging of the Ballard, Pavilion

1169.
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and Dempster Basins and Howai'd Couit Culvert, Park Ridge failed to reasonably 

stormwater on September 13, 2008, proximately causing the Plaintiffs' invasive flooding.

Because Park Ridge failed to fix its sanitary sewers 6vm inflow/infiltration and to stop 

stormwater invasions, Pai'k Ridge caused sanitary sewage invasions into the Park Ridge 

Plaintiffs’ homes.

manage

1170.

1171. As a direct, immediate and foreseeable result of the foregoing acts and/or omissions of 

Park Ridge, Park Ridge caused stonnwater to invade all Plaintiffs’ persons and homes either 

through surface water and/or sanitary sewage containing stormwnter.

Park Ridge had exclusive possession and control over the trespassing instrumentalities of 

the PCSS’s excess accumulated stormwater from the PCSS’ Basins and over its sewage system. 

The Plaintiffs w'ere entitled to the exclusive enjoyment of thefr properties.

Park Ridge knew- or should have known that its actions and'or inactions in failing to 

control stonnwater from the Basins and North Development would result m invasive flooding.

Park Ridge negligently faded to monitor, investigate, study, inspect, clean, maintain, 

repair, improve, design, redesign, plan andy'or operate its PCSS Basin and properties and its

1172.

1173.

1174

1175.

samtary sewers.

1176. As a dfrect and proximate result of the foregoing conduct by Park Ridge, its 

instmmentality of excess accumulated stormwater physically invaded all Plaintiffs’ homes on 9- 

13-2008, proximately causing the Plaintiffs’ Damages set forth in the Damage Part.

As a direct and proximate result of the foregoing conduct by Park Ridge, its 

mstrtimentahty of samtaiy sewage physically mvaded Park Ridge Plaintiffs’ homes on 9-13- 

2008, proximately causing the Plaintiffs’ Damages set forth in the Damage Part.

1177.
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1178. The Plaintiffs did not consent for Pai'k RidgeT excess stormwater or sanitary sewer water 

to physically interfere with Plaintiffs’ exclusive use and occupancy of the their homes.

The Plaintiffs’ injuries and damages were caused by the dangerous and calamitous 

occurrence of invasive stormwater floodings on 9-13-2008 from Park Ridge properties both 

PCSS stormwater structures and its sanitary sewerage system.

The excess accumulated stormwater which entered and physically invaded Plaintiffs’ 

homes and properties interfered with Plaintiffs’ interests in the exclusive possession of their 

homes.

1179.

1180.

1181. The sanitary' sewer water which entered and physically invaded Park Ridge Plaintiffs’ 

homes interfered with Plaintiffs’ interests in the exclusive possession of their homes.

The excess accumulated stormwater which entered, settled and physically invaded 

Plaintiffs homes and property constituted a negligent trespass upon and into the Plaintiffs’ 

homes.

1182.

1183. The sanitary sewer water which entered, settled and physically invaded Park Ridge 

Plaintiffs’ homes and property constituted a negligent trespass upon and into the Park Ridge 

Plaintiffs’ homes.

1184. Park Ridge is liable to the Plaintiffs for negligent trespass because Park Ridge caused 

hann to the legally protected interests of the Plaintiffs including harm to the exclusive, quiet 

enjoyment of their land, homes and propeilies by causing instnimentahties, namely 

“Stormwater” and/or stonnwater-santiaiy sewer water, to enter upon the property of the

Plamitffs without their consent.

1185. As a proximate cause of this trespass caused and/'or created by Pai'k Ridge, the Plaintiffs 

suffered damages set forth under the “Damage” Part of this Complaint.
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WHEREFORE, the Plaintiffs request against Pai'k Ridge the relief in the “Relief’ Complaint Pai1.
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COUNT 55: PARK RJDGE: INTENTIONAL NUISANCE

Plaintiffs incoiporate as me Erst paragraphs of this Lount: (a) all prior paragraphs of thisI iSS.

Part and (b) all paragraphs set forth in the Subpaxts IV.U. and IV. W.

Park- Ridge owmed, operated, managed, maintained and'br controlled drainage 

components andVr drainage structures including the BaUard, Pavilion and Dempster Basins from

1189.

which the excess accumulated stormwater nuisance invaded Plaintiffs’ persons and homes.

As a direct and proximate result of Park Ridge’s intentional failures to act to pump down 

the Basins, and to increase temporary' storage through temporaiy barrier methods such as

1190.

sandbags, Plaintiffs suffered damage set out in this Complaint “Damages” Part.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs request against Park Ridge the relief in this Complaint’s “Relief’ Pail.
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COUNT 56: PARK RIDGE: INTENTIONAL TRESPASS

1191. Plaintiffs incorporate as the fest paragraphs of this Count; (a) all prior paragraphs of this

Part and (b) all paragraphs set forth in the Subpart PV.X. and IV. Z.

1192. Park Ridge knew to a substantial legal certainty and to a high degree of certaiaty that its 

actions and/or inactions would result in invasive flooding into the Plaintiffs’ homes during a 

rainfall like the September 13, 2008 rainfall from the Ballard Basin and the Dempster Basin.

The Plaintiffs’ damages set forth in the “Damage” Part of this Complaint were caused as 

a substantially direct and proximate result of Pai'k Ridge’s intentional conduct by intentional 

failing to collect stormwater from the known dangerous and calamitous stonn occun'ence of the

1193.

9-13-2008.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs request against Pai’k Ridge the relief in this Complaint’s “Relief’ Part.

COUNT 57: P.4RK RIDGE: ART, m. SEC. 3-102.4 STATUTORY DUTY TO MAINTALN
PROPERTY

The Plaintiffs restate the preceding paragraphs.1194.

1195. Article III, Section 102(a) (745 ILCS 10/3-102(a)) provides that a a local public entity 

has the duty to exercise ordinary care to maintain its property in a reasonably safe condition.

1196. Stormwater invaded from Pai'k Ridge’s defectively maiataiaed PCSS North

Development’s BaUard and Pavilion Basins and North Development Main Drain.

1 97. ■sewage.ui'inded' PaiTs-Pi-dge-Plai7

-------------j ,21 ....

1 98. The Plaintiffs’ damages set forth in the “Damage” Part of this Complaint were caused as 

a substantially direct and proximate result of Park Ridge’s conduct m failing to redesign its 

PCSS Properties after knowing that the design and constiuction was dangerous.

VvTIEREFORE, Plaintiffs request against PaiE Ridge the relief in this Complaint's “Relief’ rtait
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COmT 58: PARK RIDGE: ART, m. SEC. 103 STATUTORY DUTY TO REMEDY A
DANGEROUS PLAN

1199. The Plaintiffs restate the precedmg paragraphs.

1200. LPE-Approved Plan Creating Dangerous Condition: Article III, Section 102(a) of the

Tort-Immunity Act (745 ILCS 10/3-103(a)) provides that a local public entity is liable for an

approved plan, if after the execution of such plan or design, the planned improvement’s use has

created a condition that it is not reasonably safe.

1201. Park Ridge approved all Prah-ie Creek Stormv/ater System Plans mcluding the North

Development Main Drain with the Ballai’d and Pavilion Basin and the Dempster Basin Plan

1202. Park Ridge approved the RN Plat Plan and DN Plat Plan mcluding relating to stormwater

management.

1203. Park Ridge approved the Robin Neighborhood Main Drain, the Howard Court Culvert,

the luee Neighborhood Stoimwater Pipe per the RIn Plat Plan and uN Plat Pian^

1204, Park Ridge approved all other public improvements to the PCSS indudiag its Main Drain

and all tributary sewers

Park Kidge approved the kN Plat Plan and the uN Plat Plan in 1960-1961.1205.

1206. By September 13, 2008, it was open and obvious that its approved Plans for the Prairie

Creek Stormwater System’s public improvements including its initial approved original BaUard

Basin design and Pavilion uasin design were dangerously defective as ongoing flooding,

including home-invasive flooding in 1987 and 2002, and other land-invasive flooding before

September 13, 2008 had occun-ed.

1207. Pursuant to 745 ILCS 10/3-103, Pai'k Ridge owed a general duty to coirect known unsafe

conditions related to the design andbr engineering of the PCSS and breached these duties by not

ig its pisxis.
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Relating to its sanitary sewers, Park Ridge also knew' about inflow and infiltration1208.

including from stormwater inflow and iafiltration during prior stonns into its sanitaiy sewers but

failed to eliminate this source of stonnwater inflow and infiltration including from stormwater

surface flooding which occuixed September 13, 2008.

The Plaintiffs’ damages set forth in the “Damage” Part of this Complaint were caused as1209.

a substantially direct and proximate result of Park Ridge’s conduct m failing to maintain its

PCSS Improvements and its sanitary sewerage system.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs request against Park Ridge the relief in this Complaint’s “Relief’ Part.

.DISTfaCT.ayRIRHY
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COUNT 60: PARK RIDGE: ILLINOIS CONST. AUT. I SEC. 15: TAKING REAL AND
PERSONAL PROPERTY

1219. The Plaintiffs restate the preceding paragraphs.

1 oon Aiticie 1. Section 15 of the Illinois Constitution prohibits the taking of private property 

for public use without pawent of just compensation to the victims of the taking.

1221. Per ,4rticle I, Section 15 of the Illinois Constitution, Park Ridge was under a duty to 

provide just compensation to the Plaintiffs for its taking of Plaintiffs’ real and personal property . 

Park Ridge has proximately caused the Plaintiffs’ real properties including their homes to1222.

become partial and-or totally uni liable by its actions anO/'or inactions as set forth herein

resulting in invasive floodings into the Plaintiffs’ real properties including homes and residences.

The Plaintiffs’ damages set forth in the “Damage” Part of this Complaint were caused as 

a substantially direct and proximate result of Paik Ridge’s conduct in failing to redesign its 

PCSS Properties after knowing that the design and construction was dangerous.

1223.

Vv-TTEREFORIE, Plaintiffs request against Paik Ridge the relief in this Complaint’s “Rehef ’ Part
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COUNT 61: PAEK RIDGE: U.S. FIFTH AxMENPMENT: TAKING OF REAL AND
PERSONAL PROPERTY

The Plaintiffs incoiporate the prior averments in the Subpart entitled “Ulinois1224.

Constitution Ait. I, Sec. 15-Takmg of Real and personal property.”

The Fifth Amendment of the United States Constitution prohibits the taking of private1225.

property for public use without payment of just compensation to the citizen-victim of the taking

real and personal property.

Paik Ridge violated the U.S. Constitution’s Amended by its repetitive flooding, 

flooding some plaintiffs twice, three times and more, said repetitive floodings constituting a

1226.

taking of real and personal property.

The Plaintiffs’ damages set forth in the “Damage” Part of this Complaint were caused as1227.

a substantially direct and proximate result of Paik Badge’s conduct in failing to redesign its

PCSS Properties after knowing that the design and construction was dangerous

\^’HERE.FOBjE, Plaintiffs request against Park Ridge the rehef in this Complaint’s “Relief’ Part

COUNT 62: PARK RIDGE: 42 USC SEC. 1983

The Plaintiffs iacoiporate the preceding subpaits entitled: “U.S. Fifth Amendment-1228.

Taking of Real and pei-sonal property”, “U.S. Fifth Amendment-Taking of Personal Property”,

“Ill. Const, Art. I, Sec. 15-Takmg of Real and personal property” and “Ill.Const. Art. I, Sec. 15-

Takmg of Personal Property.”

Relating to 42 Section § 1983, Park Ridge was acting under color of law in violation of1229.

these constitutional provisions, thereby violating 42 U.S.C. Sec, 1983.

Park Ridge is a “person” as used in the phrase “(E)veiy person who, under color of any1230.

statute, ordinance, regulation, custom or usage..
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1231. Pai'k Ridges’ foregoing actions authorized under its enabling legislation and pursuant to a

chait and/or other enabling document with the force of la'w is acting “color of ...statute,

ordinance, regulation, custom or usage” of the State of Illinois.

1232. The Plaintiffs’ damages set forth in the “Damage” Part of this Complaint were caused as

a substantially direct and proximate result of Pai’k Ridge’s conduct in failing to redesign its 

PCSS Properties after knowing that the design and consti-uction was dangerous and repetitive

violation of the Plaintiffs’ rights not to have their properties taken for retention basins.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs request against Park Ridge the relief in this Complaint’s “Relief’ Part

COUWT 63: PARK RIDGE: EQUITABLE RELIEF PER TORT-IMMUWITY ACT
1233. Plaintiffs restate and incorporate all prior paragraphs within this Part as the first

paragraphs of this Count. The Plaintiffs incorporate Part Pvh Subpart AA “Irreparable Hai-m-

Equitable Rehef Legal Averments’.

ixuREFuRE, Piaiatiffs request against Defendani the relief in ihis Compiarni's “Rehef Pan.vy'
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PART X. CLAIM AGAINST MAINE. TOWNSHIP
A. FACTS RELEM4NT TO MAINE TOWNSHIP

1234. These avennents apply to Maine Township (herein “Maine").

1235. In the hours before the September 13, 2008, the Maine Township Highway Depaitment 

had mobilized and/'or readied tnicks for sand deliver}' to the Robin-Dee Neighborhood in 

anticipation of flooding from this storm. After the rain, Maine Township actual did send tracks 

with sand and sandbags to the Robin-Dee Community although too late, being sent after the 

flooding had already occuired.

1236. On many prior occasions, Maine Township was aware of the catastrophic flooding into 

the Robin-Dee Community and had mobilized its trucks and other- vehicles for sandbag delivery.

Maine Township before, during andAr after had plans developed to improve the Robm 

Neighborhood Main Drain. However, these Plans were abandoned, probably because they did 

not mcrease the capacity of the Dee Neighborhood Stormw’ater Pipe*.

Property under TIA: All PCSS Robin-Dee Community Segment Stonnwater 

Improvements (including the Howai'd Court Culvert and Dee Neighborhood Stormwater Pipe 

(which was the Robin-Dee Community Main Drain) and cormected stormwater structures and

1237.

1238.

di-ains) are within the jurisdiction of Maine Township and are pubhc improvements and 

properties as defined in TIA Article IH, Sec. 3-101. As used herein, stormwater is “property” 

“personal property” per Chapter 745, Act 10, Article III at Section 10/3-101.

or

1239. Maine is responsible for stormwater management within Maine as it supervises all 

stormwater management projects mcluding projects to pubhc improvements such as the PCSS's

Robm Neighborhood Main Drain (for which it drew up plans but abandoned these plans) and the 

Dee Neighborhood Main Drain (which is the 60” Dee Neighborhood Stormwater Pipe).
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1240. Control of PCSS Components within Maine: Maine had and has jurisdiction over the 

Prairie Creek Stoimwater System within Maine mcluding its real property public improvement 

components in Maine. By its undertaking and/or exercise of control (by statute, ordinance or

other act with the force of law besides actual control) and/or other acts of dominion, Maine

owned, possessed and/or controlled the PCSS’s Howard Court, Dee Neighborhood Stormwater 

Pipe and other related real property and related estates and interests in the Prairie Creek

Stormw'ater System stoimwater improvements within Maine.

1241. Drainage Planning and System Engineering: This Defendant planned or caused to be 

planned and designed or caused to be designed the public improvements of the PCSS stoimwater

structures within its jurisdiction.

1242. The StoiTQW'ater Plans resulting in the existing drainage design and operation of the 

Pmbm and Dee Neighborhood Main Drains and related drainage alterations was approved by

this Defendant before 2008.

1243. No construction changes to said structares have been planned by this Defendant since the

initial Howard Court and Dee Neighborhood Stoimwrater Pipe construction before or in the

1960s.

COUNT 64: MDHhlE TOWTISHIP: NEGLIGENCE: DOMINANT ESTP A nr-rv 
IXV

0\^RBUTRDENINCr
1244. Plaintiffs restate and incoiporate as the first paragraphs of this Count: (a) all prior

paragraphs of this Part and (b) all paragraphs set forth in the following Subparts: IV.A., IV.C.,

rV'.R, rV.G.,rV.I. andIV.AB.

1245. Defendant knew or should have knowm of the foreseeable harm of invasive flooding into

the Plaintiffs’ Ai'ca given Earlier Floodings and Earher Flooding Studies.
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1246. Defendant knew, agreed to and undertook to receive North Development and Upstream 

Praii'ie Creek Watershed stormwater into the Robin-Dee Community Main Drain between Points 

C1-C2 and Point J.

1247. Based upon this actual or constructive knowledge of reasonably foreseeable floodina 

harm to Plaintiffs as contiguous downstream property owners and possessors, Defendant owed 

non-delegable duties as a owner, manager and/br party in control of the PCSS Robin-Dee Main 

Drain within its jurisdiction and control to properly manage stonnwater under Defendant’s 

ownership, control, supervision, and/or management so as to prevent foreseeable overburdening 

harm to foreseeable plaintiffs from excessive, overburdening stormwater exceeding the capacity 

of its PCSS stormwater main drains and basins to capture and maintain storage of 

stonnwater

excess

1248, As an owner, possessor, operator, manager and party-in-control of the PCSS stor 

stmctures within its jurisdiction, this Defendant w.'as under a non-delegable duty not to increase 

or accelerate or the volume, flow, and other physical characteristics of stormwater from its 

property or otherwise overbm'den with stormwater the Plaintiffs’ homes and properties, either 

with overburdening its Property Stormwater, overburdening PWC Upstream Stonnwater

iiW'’ater

or

both.

1249. Defendant knew or should have known that the overburdening stormwater was generated 

by its tributary stonnwater sewer Stormwater and/or PWC North Development and Upstream 

Stonnwater and/or both combining entering the Robin-Dee Community Main Drain.

Before 9-13-2008, Defendant had reasonably adequate time, opportunity and ability to 

take conective measui'es to remedy andbr protect the Plaintiffs against the foreseeable

1250.
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dangerous conditions existing on its PCSS Improvements including the Howard Court Culvert 

and Dee Neighborhood Stormwater Pipe posed by excess stoimwater.

10^
1 On September 13, 2008, excess accumulated stormwater fi'om its PCSS property 

including its stormwater structures from these Basins catastrophically invaded the Plaintiffs.

Defendant breached its duty not to overburden downstream Plaintiffs including by the 

following omissions: (a) failed to plug the Robin Alley Culverts, (b) fading to erect flood 

protection barrier systems between Advocate North Development property and the Plaintiffs 

property and (c) failing to detain stormwater until it could safely dram to the Mam Drain.

As a proximate cause of these breaches of duties by Defendant, the Plaintiffs suffered and 

sustained actual injuries and damages set forth under in this Complaint’s “Damage” Part. 

WfllEREFORE, Plaintiffs request against Defendant the relief in this Complaint fr “Relief’ Part.

1.

1252.

1253.

Tf~s\' r\TCITTT>. 'Krco T T r"i~'N 'mr r-i ^ o T t i-rM-, r-fa i—

—tsf-s4 TIN- if .N r1 rxiC" all -f

pgmgxapbs.of'this Port -agdfrbj-aii-ptsugfapb. et.forth i ad-'Pv-.H.

1255. Eteteudast—owed' non dol^able • legal datiee— 1

Sreffmwater-imder Defendant’s ov sm-i:p-.--managsment, supewision and'or.e&ntrol so

ccabl: .yk’kitiffj such..as 'the..Plaintiffo fropre\unt for

ceedkg the copac ’Q-f-the PCS-S'S Robin Dee-Gogffimnit}’ Main Drain to safelyetermwatQj

___ X n ig into theRmbi:^'D#e--CemmuniF/.

1256. Befdre-Septgmfrer-l-fr TAno r-epport-uait^A andj

abifrtyrte ta1--. Al d'or "rctcct xN ;rr. gamcT the fbrcoccablor'

A o.-^c c Robin Deecvem

%s^e¥=b4feHf=©¥Sfra=pO&€4=Rr‘sl#Saa¥p6!te3f.
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-C.■3SSH±s-^4esa-^s¥a4@^^f«-¥€S3Ms1257. -.1. srS-^ae-tfee

11. .JL

.gg,gg ^

1258. ant ■breached'te.dat deluding but'iiGt'tenited'tc the fb :g-ae4jt-fa) failing to7

■CJ

.propertiegrfeteette

i-4e)-faa-Mg-4& €'aa&g"S4»i-ia¥^4-ef-^o 'be detahed.Gii"ibe-fi€-SS''

P-grel-ep’g^at-HBii 1.tht.R-e-fe "P s e C o Fa:Tiir!Ti-ty4.4ai: •ab"edtiM-5afely-¥( ive aad ccnve¥44-to

^ae’^#eF-SEFeel:--to'eafaea'''e'fthe"iNfeia--B'fQi
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r4 «4=aesi^i=©©fea4s5t ^1 44ei;#g4a4fe-€eisiakK54-#-^^R€44eP-PaF

€0"Ui^lT.68";. ..;......^.jg.Q.j^t.€:.£.AfGfe.main
the'fii'Gt ptga^graphs..d-f.this.GowfA:..(a) all..gidor

O-PER-GT:A A XTT^
-f

1260. Pteratifis.fegtale.sad..taegTJ?

of-ihiG' Port" uad'-(b)-'ail' 'paf ag? i g.get-fsildi ia-tlae.fe'llo^t’iag ^1.
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Foreoccable T 1 A .. Ai2XL£l.... a"'/ /'vJ ..Gamguon Megligent Stonsw^
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1262. 8€feB4a^='tefeafSbg44fee6€°4afees-4a€fet4-isg-ba4^ae^ ■ ^ #e44~ ®se#

Qge~Gemmug:4¥44aia Bras €=# .-5d-"-ri3-ae-^a4e -obctixetionc, (b) a-a-^i-misag-fiew^ufh-T.

U. - :d.Rohz isfeborhocdT riant cnc.nccrj— rp^

Mata-'-Braffiv failiag' to p'ump'"de\ the.Ea£;iriG befcre tlie Septerj (d)-■ ?

dees-stefie-fril’ Aife lew- ele/atio' -t-e-pfevent—hfeidha et£f=f J

Pe¥'e4ep»ent Stormwater \
•c?

’cs-bki Dee Mah: Draie'a:3CK-'it^r

ciniilrj'x&the’existhg IDMR 29Dl^des-iga:.

1263. fsflO'wmg r

1263.1. hlaaie To?.-naliip knew that "the Pk'*eti#s-¥.--eFe.Mglajy4ik-ely-t&-be.flee-ded-e-ti S ep-ter-Hfeer-

.j.. 200^ hlaix&-¥swrGhip raobilkcd traela.oad.mfmpo1 te-pid^'-ap.iiad-^-^ef-aand aa4

sead.leae: r. ^ ••■ef..ettfi^-ihe.. IL pfcjix: pTTx=f

jfig;

1263.2. T-hio.Defeadga# Emeraenc^ Maaeg#ae'Bt--B-i3'ector and presama1-.1mT

,. 4.U ,- The-Stegbed-Aet' elating to home laad'aecurityT

fgtd-dts.-falea..cnd'-TegnlaticnG'rdaumg todihece-ecaedneiitG and'or-undertcolr.thio dntieG bt'

‘agFe€B!teBt-wfe4fec-€<&tffl:t7y-StaEe-‘a54%a ’̂F€d8i^-§^wen ____ 1____I_____
•'niwULi^g.

1263.2.1. Thio Befendaat-’WGD'nnden-n rp

1

1263.2.2. %a4agl‘"¥p3s°’^B4e!Ha-dtrPv''"te..develop -aa-esaefgeeey- flood prctectteB'-readincsG;

se=aB4^f=e¥€sfeea-^tea;
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1263.2.3. 5=gld^r^fel§=Befe-s.^.a3r;.¥
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r j.-
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J
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'"'-i

lOAA
1167. 4'cestm? geaphs of th3» Hr
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J
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1169. 4e^4ge&efeed.-t-h.-ej-^'faTiej e^S-ept emb jT--r-Q^-g--£°5a»-fsA4a4fe-Pea»^-efefeg>

btrt-°ae-t-4jxa-i-t ed -t e.failisg.re-a ' ualiiCib t ¥€et=te=§teTm~i<^ai:er from i: ^4^T7

■PlaintifF3 prcpcrtics aad failfria t. ■stt^re PGSS.STormv/oter.
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M'^EPvE'FQRE, PlamfeiGG^eq;Be3t'''againGtOefenda!fr"the~i-elieffri''thfe-6empla4!&frG- rceiiefr'' Part.
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i:;74.

r^:-, j PCSS Rcbizxp^—, rtztxcrrprr

1275. B"£3ed.apea the 2002 Floodmg ar.d ©ther-iafa*^aafa#a;- ^ta^ef-ci d'at'v- dc

rgdsGlg'ri;,' C C e€t-5:&£i’'r'g’' l£: a^^-4Be-PCSS.

Il76. Sefesdasi breaclied thc3e dufetes.by {!)' failing to rcdcGign and rcconfi'tPj.ct the TCSS-

ftebiB -Bee'Main Drain and (ipfePing-te.€feate-'''Q''perniaaesf-bama=--baTR.bet^ eea-Robin .illc5

■S¥^&p5s€sT.

Ii77. A3.a proxiiiiate caiiGC^'-Q#-ihese.arid-eTfeey-bt-eacheG' ef dtitisc b}^ DefendaFit;.tl%e Plaintiffs

s^ffg?ed"3nd GUGtaiiig44h®4aji£ies and-damagec oet forth. 'iHider.tM a-age" Part.

WWfiftB'PQjR.E, Plaiutiffc request agaieGt Defen4^Hhc-#eteef"ia~4fe-€aiTrpdutrir"-3.ty^elieF' Pg-l.

COUNT 68: MAINE TO^VNSHIP: NEGLIGENCE: RES IPSA LOOUITUR-
STORMWATER

P Ismt 1 ft s r s s13.1 c •orr’*o-r^hc this Count: (a)ana mcciporate as tEe ruSt UX

pai'agraphs of this Part and (b) all paragraphs set forth m the Subparts pyhl. entitled “iV.J.

Common Negligence-Res Ipsa Loquitiir-Stormvvater System-Breaches of Duty-Legal

Avciiiients ’ and S ubpart ^sK. entitled ‘TvhK. Common Negligence-Res Ipsa Loquitur-JL V

Stormwater System-Within Jurisdiction of Maine-Brcaches of Duty Legal Averments”.

1279. This Defendant exclusive owned, controlled and operated the PCSS Robin-Dee

K^-Kjilxn I ui-LLt^ iviaiii j_/i acu ijj.u.iuu.m^ liiC xj.uvvaiu v_/uu.ii \_^uivcii oixu i_/cc iNCigiiUUiEiuuu. o iUiiiiW3.lCl

Pipe.

1280. The invasive floodmg suffered by the Plaintiffs would not have ordinarily occurred but

for the negligence of this Defendant relating tc iiiou'wi. 1 /^-n chi 1 ;ocuu-y.^ ia..' mamtenance,iJ.V-

design, engineering, and-'or operation of its exclusively controlled PCSS Improvements..
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1281. Maine’s operation of its exclusively controlled Robin-Dee Main Drain proximately

caused the flooding sustained by the Plaintiffs. The Plaintiffs did not contribute to the flooding.

1282. As a proximate cause of these breaches of duties by this Defendant, the Plaintiffs suffered

and sustained the injuries and damages set forth under the “Damage” Part of this Complaiat.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs request against Defendant the relief in this Complaint’s “Relief’ Part.

COUNT 69: MAINE TOWNSHIP: NEGLIGENT NUISANCE

Plaintiffs incorporate as the first paragraphs of this Count: (a) all prior paragraphs of this1283.

Part and (b) all paragraphs set forth in Part IV.O,

This Defendant owned, operated, managed, maintained and/or controlled the stormwater1284.

sewers within Maine and the PCSS Robin-Dee Community .Mam Drain.

As set out in the prior neghgence Counts in this Part, this Defendant fade1285. /A +
U I 0 reasonably

design, engineer, maintain, and'or operate the PCSS Robm-Dee Mam Drain.

This Defendant negligently caused an accumulation of stormwater from its PCSS Robin-1286.

Dee Mam Drain to invade and interfere with the Plaintiffs on 9-13-2008.

1287. By causing stormw'ater accumulated and controlled by this Defendant to physically

invade the Plaintiffs’ homes, this Defendant negligently created a dangerous nuisance of excess

accumulated stormwater which substantially and unreasonably interfered with all Plaintiffs.

As a proximate cause of these nuisances caused and/'or created by this Defendant, the1288.'

Plaintiffs suffered damages set forth under the “Damage” Part of this Complaiat.

WHEREFORE, the Plaintiffs request against Defendant the relief in the “Relief’ Complaint Part,

COUNT 70: MAEVE TOW’NSHIT: NEGLIGENT TRESPASS

Plaintiffs incorporate as the first paragraphs of this Count: (a) all prior paragraphs of this1289.

Pail and (b) all pai'agraphs set forth in the Subpart IV.R..
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1290. Because Defendant’s failed to act as set forth in this Part iacludiag but not limited to theo

failui'e to sandbag the Robin .AJley in all of its low elevations betw n Robin Alley and

Advocate’s North Development and failing to reconstract the Robin-Dee Community Main

Drain and Howard Court Culvert, this Defendant failed to reasonably manage stonnwater on

September 13, 2008, proximately causing the Plamtiffs’ invasive flooding.

1291. As a direct, immediate and foreseeable result of the foregoing acts and/or omissions of

this Defendant, this Defendant caused stonnwater to mvade all Plaintiffs’ persons and homes

either through surface water and/'or sanitary sewage containing stormwater.

1292. This Defendant had exclusive possession and control over the trespassing

■mstrumentalities of the PCSS’s excess accumulated stonnwater fi'om the Main Drain.

1293. The Plaintiffs were entitled to the exclusive enjo vment of then properties.

1294. This Defendant knew or should have known that its actions and'br inactions in failing to

control stonnwater from the Main Drain and the North Development would result in flooding.

1295. This Defendant negligently failed to monitor, investigate, study, inspect, clean, maintain,

repair, improve, design, redesign, plan andAr operate its PCSS Main Drain.

1296. As a direct and proximate result of the foregoing conduct by this Defendant, its

instramentality of excess accumulated stonnwater physically invaded all Plaintiffs’ homes on 9-

13-2008, proximately causing the Plaintiffs’ Damages set forth in the Damage Part.

1297. The Plaintiffs did not consent for its excess stonnwater water to physically invade and

interfere with the exclusive use and occupancy of the Plaintiffs’ homes and property.

1298. The Plaintiffs' injuries and damages were caused by the dangerous and calamitous

occuirence of invasive stonnwater floodinss on 9-13-2008 from Maine’s Main Drain.
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1299. Ttie excess accumulated stormwater which entered and physically invaded Plaintiffs’

homes and properties interfered with Plaintiffs’ interests in their homes’ exclusive possession.

1300. The excess accumulated stormw'ater w'hich entered, settled and physically invaded

Plaintiffs’ homes and property constituted a negligent trespass upon and into the Plaintiffs’

homes.

1301. This Defendant is liable to the Plaintiffs for negligent trespass because this Defendant

caused harm to the legally protected interests of the Plaintiffs mcluding harm to the exclusive,

quiet enjoyment of their land, homes and properties by causing instrumentalities, namely

Stomiwater” to enter upon the property of the PlainitfFs without their consent.

As a proximate cause of this trespass caused and/or created by this Defendant, the1302.

Plaintiffs suffered damages set forth under the “Damage” Part of this Complaint.

WPIERjii-ORii, the Plamtiffs request against Defendant the relief in the “Relief’ Complaint Part,

rc T’.

1303. Pkintiffb inccr all prior pai'agrqphG ofCixi.'*..

u ■Th-entitled

Negj%eneeAhO''latiom-°feegaT-AweinBeQts’f

fts..eets..asd-emisni&fLS.i-^vliere- eomr1304. jaihiliag-ataneeo

C'l d.fe-r.the.Rkhitigb' ■safety, which'acts =«#hi-4#=tet net'-limited t s.deliberate ands
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COUNT 72: MAINE- TOWNSHIP: INTENTIONAL NUISANCE

Plaintiffs incorporate as the fnst paragraphs of this Count; (a) ail prior paragraphs of this1305.

Part and (b) all paragraphs set forth in the Subpart Tv .0.

Defendant owned, operated, managed, maintained and/or controlled drainage components1306.

and/or drainage structures of the Robin-Dee Main Drain which the excess accumulated

stormwater nuisance invaded Plaintiffs’ persons and homes.

Defendant failed to reasonably design, engineer, maintain, andy'or operate the PCSS’s13,07.

Robin-Dee Main Drain (Points C1-C2 through Point J).

Defendant intentionally caused excess accumulated stormwater to invade from upstream1308.

stormwater invading and surcharging the Robin-Dee Main Drain..

As a direct and proximate result of the Defendant’s intentional failures to act to crreate a1309.

barrier of sand bags between the Dee-Robin Community and Advocate Development Property.

Plaintiffs suffered damage set out in this Complaint “Damages” Part.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs request against Defendant the relief in this Complaint’s “Relief’ Part.

COUNT 73: MAINE TOWNSHIP: INTENTIONAL TRESPASS

Plaintiffs incorporate as the fir-st paragraphs of this Count; (a) aU prior paragiraphs of this1310.

Pair and (b) all paragraphs set forth in the Subpaii IV.V.

Defendant knew to a substantial legal certainty and to a high degree of certainty that its1311.

actions and/or inactions would result in invasive flooding into the Plaintiffs’ homes during a

rainfall like the September 13, 2008 rainfall from the Ballard Basin and the Dempster Basin.

CQUTNT 74: MAINE TOWNSHIP: ART, m. SEC. 3-102A STATUTORY DUTY TO
MAINTAIN PROPERTY’

The Plaintiffs restate the preceding paragraphs.1312.
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1313. Article HI, Section 102(a) (745 ILCS 10/3-102(a)) provides that a a local public entity

has the duty to exercise ordinaiy care to mamtain its property in a reasonably safe condition.

1314. Stonnwater invaded from Maine’s defectively maintained PCSS Main Drain.

Sanitary sewage invaded by Maine’s defects in its sewers which allowed stormwater to1315.

invade and surcharge its sewers.

1316. The Plaintiffs’ damages set forth in the “Damage” Part of this Complaint were caused as

a substantially direct and proximate result of Defendant’s conduct in failing to redesign its PCSS

Main Drain after knowing that the design and construction was dangerous as lacking conveyance

capacity.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs request against Defendant the relief in this Complaint’s “Relief’ Part

COUT^T 75: MAINE TO’WNSHIP: ARTICLE IH. SEC. 103 STATUTORY DUTY TO
REMEDY A DANGEROUS PLAN

The Plaintiffs restate the preceding pai'agraphs.1317.

LPE-Approved Plan Creating Dangerous Condition: .4iticle III, Section 102(a) of the1318.

Tort-Immunity Act (745 ILCS 10/3-103(a)) provides that a local public entity is liable for an

approved plan, if after the execution of such plan or design, the planned improvement’s use has

created a condition that it is not reasonably safe.

This Defendant approved aU Prairie Creek Stormwater System Plans relating to Maine1319.

Township including the North Development Main Drain with the Ballard and Pavilion Basin, the

Robin Neighborhood Main Drain, the Howard Court Culvert, the Dee Neighborhood Stonnwater

Pipe and all other PCSS pubhc improvements including its Main Drain and tributary sew'ers *.

1320. By September 13, 2008, it was open and obvious that its approved Plans for the Prairie

Creek Stormwater System’s public improvements were dangerously defective as ongoing
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flooding, including home-invasive flooding in 1987 and 2002, and other land-invasive flooding

before September 13, 2008 had occun-ed.

1321. Pursuant to 745 ILCS 10/3-103, this Defendant owed a general duty to correct known

unsafe conditions related to the design andybr engineering of the PCSS and breached these duties

by not redesigning its plans.

The Plaintiffs’ damages set forth in the “Damage” Part of this Complaint were caused as1322.

a substantially direct and proximate result of Defendant’s conduct in faihag to maintain and

redesign its PCSS Robin-Dee Main Drain,

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs request against Defendant the relief in this Complaint’s “Relief’ Part.

COUNT 76: MAINE TO’WNSHIP: ILLLNOIS CONST. ART. I. SEC. 15: TAKING REAL
AND PERSONAL PROPERTY

1323. The Plaintiffs restate the preceding paragraphs.

1324 Amticle I, Section 15 of the Illinois Constitution prohibits the taking of private property

for public use without pa>ment of just compensation to the victims of the taking.

1325. Per ,^1icle I, Section 15 of the Illinois Constitution, this Defendant was under a duty to

provide just compensation to the Plaintiffs for its taking of Plaintiffs’ real and personal property.

1326. This Defendant has proximately caused the Plaintiffs’ real properties including then-

homes to become partial and'or totally uninhabitable by its actions and/or inactions as OWU J.Ui tJJ.

herein resulting in invasive floodings into the Plaintiffs’ real properties including homes and

residences.

The Plaintiffs’ damages set forth in the “Damage” Part of this Complaint were caused as1327.

a substantially dhect and pro.ximate result of Defendant’s conduct in fading to redesign its PCSS

Robin-Dee Main Drain and in failing to sand bag a baixier to North Development stonnw-ater

after knowing that the design and constiuction was dangerous.
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V^TiEREFORE, Plaintiffs request against Defendant the relief in this Complaint’s “Relief’ Part

COUNT 77: MAINE TOWNSHIP: U.S. FIFTH AMENDMENT: TAKING OF REAL
AND PERSONAL PROPERTY

1328. The Plaintiffs incoiporate the prior averments in the Subpart entitled “Illiaois

Constitution Art. I, Sec. 15-Taldng of Real and personal propeity” and IV.

The Fifth Amendment of the United States Constitution prohibits the taking of private 

property for public use without payment of just compensation to the citizen-victim of the taking. 

This Defendant violated the U.S. Constitution’s 5'^' Amended by its conduct.

The Plaintiffs’ damages set forth in the “Damage” Part of this Complaint were caused as 

a substantially direct and proximate result of Defendant’s conduct in failing to redesign its PCSS 

Properties after knowing that the design and construction was dangerous.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs request against Defendant the relief in this Complainf s “Relief’ Part

1329.

1330.

1331.

COUNT 78: M.4JNE TOWNSHIP: 42 USC SEC. 1983
-n --si The Plaintiffs incorporate the preceding subpaits entitled; “U.S. Fifth .Amendment- 

Taking of Real Property”, “U.S. Fifth Amendment-Taking of Personal Property”, “HI. Const. 

At. I, Sec. 15-Takmg of Real and personal property” and “Hl.Const. Art. I, Sec. 15-Taking of 

Personal Property.”

T nUoj. Relating to 42 Section § 1983, this Defendant was acting under color of law in violation 

of these constitutional provisions, thereby violating 42 U.S.C. Sec. 1983.

This Defendant is a “person” as used in the phrase “(E)veiy person who, under color of 

any statute, ordinance, regulation, custom or usage...”

This Defendants’ foregoing actions authorized under its enabling legislation and pursuant 

to a chaiter and-'or other enabling document with the force of law is acting “color of ...statute, 

ordinance, regulation, custom or usage” of the State of Illinois.

1334.

1335.
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1336. The Plaintiffs’ damages set forth in the “Damage” Part of this Complaint were caused as

a substantially direct and proximate result of Defendant’s conduct in fading to redesign its PCSS

Properties after knowing that the design and constiuction was dangerous.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs request against Defendant the relief in this Complaint’s “Relief’ Part

COUNT 79: MAINE TOWNSHIP: EQUITABLE RELIEF PER TORT-DVIMUNITY ACT

Plaintiffs restate and incorporate all prior paragraphs within this Part as the fh'st1337.

paragraphs of this Count.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs request against Defendant the relief in this Complaint’s “Relief’ Rail.

PART XI. CLAIM AGAINST GLENVIEW

A. 1 0\ERV1E’W’-GLENVIEW CAUSATION AND RESPONSroiLITA"

1338. Causation: Glenview faded to prevent stormwater fi'om invadina its local munici o1
lUClJ.

sanitary sewer subsystem to the District’s regional system by failing to fix its sewers and failing

to sandbag a stormwater barrier between Robin Alley and the North Development.

1339. Responsibility: Glenview operated the local municipal sanitary sewer system within

Maine Township in which the Robin-Dee Community Plaintiffs resides.

A B. FACTS RELEVANT TO THIS DEFENDANT
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COUNT 81: GLENVIEW: NEGLIGENCE: RES IPSA LOOUITUR-SANITARY
SEWERS

1353. Plaintiffs restate and mcoiporate as the first paragraphs of this Coimt: (a) all prior

paragraphs of this Part and (b) all paragraphs set forth in the =Subpaits IV.H.and IV.M..

1354. This Defendant negligently maintained it sewers by failing to eliminate holes in manholes 

and gaps in manholes and joints of the sanitary system permitting stormwater to invade the 

sanitary sewer system. The Defendant was also negligent by failing to sand bag to prevent 

invasive North Development stormwater fi'om invading its sanitary sewers.

This Defendant negligently operated its sanitary sewers systems by failing to prevent 

stoimwater from invading its sanitary sewer system.

This Defendant exclusive owned, controlled and operated the sanitary sewers servicing 

Maine residents.

1355.

1356.

1 '<1. The sewei'-water basement-floor invasive flooding suffered by the Plaintiffs would not

have ordmarily occuned but for the negligence of this Defendant relating to its negligent 

inspection, study, maintenance, design, engineering, and''or operation of its exclusively 

controlled sanitary sewers.

1358. Its operation of its exclusively controlled sanitary sewers proximately caused the invasive

flooding sustained by the Plaintiffs. The Plaintiffs did not contribute to the flooding.

1359. As a proximate cause of these breaches of duties by this Defendant, the Plaintiffs suffered

and sustained the injuries and damages set forth under the “Damage” Part of this Complaint. 

"WTIEREFORE, Plaintiffs request against Defendant the relief in this Complaint’s “Relief’ Part.

COUNT 82: GLENVIEW: NEGLIGENT NUISANCE

1360. Plaintiffs mcoiporate as the first par-agraphs of this Coimt: (a) aU prior paragraphs of this 

Part and (b) all paragraphs set forth in Part IV.P.
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1361. This Defendant owned, operated, managed, maintained and/or controlled the stonnwater

and sanitar}'' sewers-*¥itJii«=T»h othei-PGSS^ergy

v,=idlain its jui'i^diction.

1362. As set out in the prior neghgence Counts in this Part, this Defendant failed to reasonably 

design, engineer, maintain, and/'or operate the--PG' itn other

as^its sanitary sewers.
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1366. 4^ J l-hi-D..Defendant tc'¥atarGcv\'ci

pfaysieaH])- inendc the Part: Ridge.Plaintiffc’ hemeo, this Defendogt..aegligentle- created a

dgagei'om o-faanitar}''sewage v,'hich aubstantiall}' andmm~eansntifely--taterfered-'W-ith all

1367. As a proximate cause of these nuisances caused and/'or created by this Defendant, the

Plaintiffs suffered damages set forth under the “Damage” Part of this Complaint.

WHEREFORE, the Plaintiffs request against Defendant the rehef in the “Relief’ Complaint Part.

COUNT 83: GLENVIEW’: NEGLIGENT TRESPASS

1368. Plaintiffs incorporate as the fust paragraphs of this Count: (a) all prior paragraphs of this

Part and (b) all paragraphs set forth in the Subpait PV.S.
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Because Defendant’s failed to act as set forth in this Fail including but not limited to the1369.

sandbagging to prevent stonnwater invasions into its sanitary sewers before the stoim, this 

Defendant failed to reasonably manage stonnwater on September 13, 2008, proximately causing

the Plaintiffs’ invasive flooding.

Because Defendant failed to fix its sanitary sewers fi'om inflow/mfiltration and to stop1370.

stonnwater invasions, this Defendant caused sanitary sewage invasions into the Pai'k Ridge

Plaintiffs’ homes.

As a dhect, immediate and foreseeable result of the foregoing acts and/or omissions of1371.

this Defendant, this Defendant caused sanitary sewer water to invade some Plaintiffs’ persons

and homes through sanitary sewage containing stormwater.

This Defendant had exclusive possession and control over its sewers.1372.

The Plaintiffs were entitled to the exclusive enjojment of their properties.1373.

This Defendant knew' or should have known that its actions and/or inactions in failing to1374.

control stonnwater fi'om the Basins and North Development would result in invasive flooding.

This Defendant negligently failed to monitor, investigate, study, inspect, clean, maintam, 

repair, improve, design, redesign, plan and/or operate its sanitary sewers as set forth in this Part.

As a direct and proximate, result of the foregoing conduct by this Defendant, excess 

accumulated stormwater-sanitary sewer water physically invaded some Plaintiffs’ homes on 9- 

13-2008 through basement sew^ers, proximately causing the Plaintiffs’ Damages set forth in the

1375.

1376.

Damage Part.

conduct by this Defendant, itsAs a dii-ect and proximate result of the foregoin, 

instnimentality of sanitary sewage physically invaded Plaintiffs’ homes on 9-13-2008, 

proximately causing the Plaintiffs’ Damages set forth in the Damage Part.

1377.
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1378. The Plaintiffs did not consent for Glenview’s sanitary sewer water to physically invade

and interfere with the exclusive use and occupancy of the Plaintiffs’ homes and property.

1379. The Plamtiffs’ injuries and damages were caused by the dangerous and calamitous

occun-ence of invasive stormw-'ater floodings on 9-13-2008 into its sanitary sewerage system.

1380. The sanitary sew'er water which entered and physically invaded Plaintiffs’ homes and

properties interfered with Plaintiffs’ interests in the exclusive possession of their homes.

1381. The excess accumulated stoimwater which entered, settled and physically invaded

Plaintiffs’ homes and property constituted a negligent trespass upon and into the Plaintiffs’

homes.

1382. The sanitary sewer water which entered, settled and physically invaded Plaintiffs’ homes

and property constituted a negligent rtespass upon and into the Plaintiffs’ homes.

This Defendant is liable to the Plaintiffs for negligent trespass because this Defendant1 o 'n
OOJ.

caused hann to the legally protected interests of the Plamtiffs including harm to the exclusive,

quiet enjoyment of their land, homes and properties by causing instrumentalities, stormwater-

santiaiy sewer water, to enter upon the property of the Plainitffs without their consent.

1384. As a proximate cause of this trespass caused and'or created by this Defendant, the

Plamtiffs suffered damages set forth 'under the “Damage" Part of this Complaint.

WHEREFORE, the Plaintiffs request against Defendant the relief in the “Relief’ Complaint Part.
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COUNT 85: GLENVIEW: INTENTIONAL NUISANCE

1386. Plaintiffs incoiporate as the fest paragraphs of this Count: (a) all prior paragraphs of this

Part and (b) all paragraphs set forth ia the Subpart PV.W.

1387. As a direct and proximate result of the Defendant’s intentional failures to act, Plaintiffs

suffered damage set out in this Complaint “Damages” Part.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs request against Defendant the relief in this Complaint’s “Relief’ Part.

COUNT 86: GLENVIEW: INTENTIONAL TRESPASS

1388. Plaintiffs incorporate as the first paragraphs of this Count; (a) all prior paragraphs of this 

Part and (b) all paragraphs set forth in the Subpait fV.Z.

1389. Defendant knew to a substantial legal certainty and to a high degree of certainty that its 

actions andhr inactions would result in invasive flooding into the Plaintiffs’ homes during a 

ramfall like the September 13, 2008 rainfall from the Ballard Basin and the Dempster Basin,

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs request against Defendant the relief m this Complaint’s “Relief’ Part

COUNT 87: GLENVIEW ART. PI. SEC. 3-102A STATUTORY DUTY TO MAINTAIN
PROPERTY

The Plaintiffs restate the preceding paragiuphs.1390.

1391. Article HI, Section 102(a) (745 ILCS 10/3-102(a)) provides that a a local public entity

has the duty to exercise ordinary care to maintain its property in a reasonably safe condition.

1392. Sanitary sewer water invaded from Maine’s defectively maintained sanitary sewers as

there was no sandbagging.

Sanitary sewage invaded by Maine’s defects in its sewers w^hich allowed stormwater to1393.

invade and surchai'ge its sewers.
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1394. The Plaintiffs’ damages set forth in the “Damage” Part of this Complaint were caused as

a substantially dkect and proximate result of Defendant’s conduct in failing to redesign its P€-

Properties after knowing that the design and construction was dangerous.

'W'TCEREFORE, Plaintiffs request against Defendant the rehef in this Complaint’s “Relief’ Part
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COUNT 89: GLENVIEW: ILLINOIS CONST. ART. I. SEC. 15: TAXING REAL AND
PERSONAL PROPERTY

1404. The Plaintiffs restate the preceding paragraphs.

1405. Article I, Section 15 of the Illinois Constitution prohibits the taking of private property 

for public use without payment of just compensation to the victims of the taking.

Per Article I, Section 15 of the Illinois Constitution, this Defendant was irnder a duty to 

provide just compensation to the Plaintiffs for its taking of Plaintiffs’ real and personal property.

This Defendant has proximately caused the Plaintiffs’ real properties including their 

homes to become partial and/or totally uninhabitable by its actions and/or inactions as set forth 

herein resulting in invasive floodings into the Plaintiffs’ real properties including homes and 

residences.

1406.

1407.

1408, The Plaintiffs’ damages set forth in the “Damage” Part of this Complaint were caused as 

a substantially direct and proximate result of Defendant’s conduct in fading to redesign its PCSS 

Robin-Dee Main Drain and in failing to sand bag a barrier to North Development stormwater 

after knowing that the design and construction was dangerous.

’WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs request against Defendant the rehef in this Complaint’s “Relief’ Part

COUNT 90: GLENATEW: U.S. FIFTH AMENDMENT: TAKING OF REAL AND
PERSONAL PROPERTY

The Plaintiffs incorporate the prior averments in the Subpart entitled “Hlinois1409.

Constitution Art. I, Sec. 15-Taking of Real and personal property” and IV.

1410. The Fifth Amendment of the United States Constitution prohibits the taking of private 

property for pubhc use without payment of just compensation to the citizen-victim of the taking. 

This Defendant violated the U.S. Constitution’s 5* Amended by its conduct.1411.
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1412. The Plaintiffs’ damages set forth in the “Damage” Pait of this Complaint were caused as

a substantially dii'ect and proximate result of Defendant’s conduct in failing to redesign its after

knowing that the design and construction was dangerous.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs request against Defendant the relief in this Complaint’s “Relief’ Part

COUNT 91: GLENVIEW: 42 USC SEC. 1983

1413. The Plaintiffs incorporate the preceding subparts entitled: “U.S. Fifth Amendment-

Taking of Real Property”, “U.S. Fifth Amendment-Taking of Personal Property”, “Ill. Const,

Art. I, Sec. 15-Taldng of Real and personal property” and “Ill.Const. Art. I, Sec. Id-Taking of

Personal Property.”

1414, Relating to 42 Section § 1983, this Defendant was acting under color of law in violation

of these constitutional provisions, thereby violating 42 U.S.C. Sec. 1983.

T’nis Defendant is a “person” as used in the phrase “(Ejvery person who, under color of1415.

any statute, ordinance, regulation, custom or usage..

1416. This Defendants’ foregoing actions authoiized under its enabling legislation and pui'suant

to a charter and/'or other enabling document with the force of law is acting “color of ...statute,

ordinance, regulation, custom or usage” of the State of lUinois.

the Plaintiffs’ damages set forth in the “Damage” Part of this Complaint were caused as1417.

a substantially direct and proximate result of Defendant’s conduct in failing to redesign its PCSS

Properties after knowing that the design and construction was dangerous.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs request against Defendant the rehef in this Complaint’s “Relief’ Part

COUNT 92: GLENATEW TQ’W’NSHIP: EQUITABLE RELIEF PER TORT-IMMUNTTY
ACT

1418. Plaintiffs restate and incoiporate all prior paragraphs within this Part as the first

paragraphs of this Count.
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PART XII: CLAIMS AGAENST COUNTY

A. OF COUNTY CONDUCT AM) COUNTY RESPONSIBILITY

Causation: Operational Negligence: The County failed to prevent the flooding on1419.

September 12 and 13, 2008 by (a) failing to warn Plaintiffs about the certain failure of the PCSS

that would result in invasive flooding,-as .1- sole.eevern ith"-SU:p' •IGOfV

ftaldngsr.failing...to...deploy.fleed..preteetieaemerg

a;&-€#“6siilQi'' equipmeat.which w&ajdu—i--Q';0-Q0Aeu#'-°sga4=4sg-^

is.euN^erto.

Planning Negligence: The County also failed before 2004 to properly review and1419.1.

properly approve stonnwater management plans including failing to properly review the 1960

RN Plan, the 1961 DN Plan, the 1976 Advocate North Development Plan and other plans

relating to stormwater management for the PCSS North Development Segment and PCSS

Robin-Dee Community Segment and failing to require reconstruction of the Dee Neighborhood

Stormwater Pipe upon leaming its dangerous defectiveness.

flood.ppeyeafeenT1420. 7

floodes^gg-eacy fleed protectioa umd-and emargoncy saergaicy

preparation and planning.duties.kt"relatienship- a:. between the~F

.aad-Disfe4€t=s34-tbe Cc'unt\^ re 1

•en-cyA-fasagegteePAg

1420.1. Planning: The Cotmty had approval responsibility for stoimwater management before

this duty through at least the mid-1970s until these duties were assumed by the District at a

point in time currently unknown to Plaintiffs*.
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B. FACTS RELEVANT TO THE COUNTY

1421. £ •1 -■g.g-r, ey .MafSftgerflesT.■4;§ea€y-t=fe}€s=-a54=¥€f^tiGiig and“r

ttaderstniidme a:2feemear%fraa£;eiaeE[t bctVi-een'the Pist^iet cmd the Coiintr. the Count ot*
>j n i 1 '■ i

jF€tesed' recpcnoibHiiy.in" rel^ionGhip to e—EH-jrfk't.fer all" emers' .J

4»&'d..pfe^featioa-aiid cmcrgcac}- flood acti\-itio3 rclatiBg-to Dfeiae TeyrOS'hipemergeacJ

ia-g-:..jv'l ame-Te^;VB'3''’ ^eeq^er-at-ed and'under l-j-arif>dicti&g-e-f-€o'6k Countj-r

i'hccc duties included a dut}'to v/arn cf potential flocdi *: end.a dutj' tc ino'fefae-emcracacv

e.feefere flcodiiig mcted-iBg' Jandbaggmg'^

1421.1. r
■o

srtenj-sysreame’pi-event tlie flooding desplfe-thi'S.area keiiag.si.the-iep odor neai' the

p"Df an}' floodic-g pfeteedeg' Ojea-given' its r ■aa..beiag tke-isgst

.£1 .4: aa=fe=^##te=-©©«fi# go:- the beak: cf GP-aasa-g' fRC^Or -I'TYel''" '“Jr

i graeag'S" Ri\gr Rcgieaf-Plamtiffs are at least one mile east of the Des Plaines Eiver. The Des

Plaines River did not play any role in this invasive flooding.

T-22. ScrriGCj ■&

U^r/ the Districrg-ia:teFeeptef5--Trhieli" received sanit Frage..from either Glenvievr or Paik

Ritee-s-i I “Ti. ^ T~\:atfieh-vhieh=ate#-€>^i%^e4-€E[id operatecd the xere-eptorGDj-Crcwt

wfceh recg¥ the sewage from Iceaf-Ganitmy 4--L :ed-.and controlled bJ

Gleni'ic ,..v idge and trensport it-"fbr treatmestT^ of the DiGtrieth vaotevw

1423. ¥h#=^igri4et.ij-lia-blefor 'the s-e^^a~»4&ateps°h€#&tt6€-4fe»e4 ''©tF'5

aed;.if.the local Gevers cannot disehgreefnte ±U#°Sjgt¥»e#dateree&k:FO';.then sevnoc vill .1..ffr

the.Plaintiffb^ h
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1424. « / ■e4 #ysraa-ed—t-h-e.T»S€dry ■&

4ta7-«4¥sisr^ ieip£:r.S'e¥v=er& fei eh-d3^aBied4»4ie-- Dtofrtet-- D' Gg "'ist'ef cepto r3.

1425. The Bbtriet-recei^^es' agl°4e--^°eeiiri"aetual.LiUIi

ee-glFaefei:d'-?elaticnGbip-with.piamtifro.

1^-26. 44h&-’'BistrieT.fee eives' c G'iD:pgffigy.#s-je¥°^^te«Hg^^4^= iBi-'te.a

’“t

1427. Tfe:e-Bi-5tgiet'iG'ii-it’i!mat€ly'-aa'£’'Cclely''"e5pe'isible'foT'''3te'fm¥ra£gp‘-m'gB'agGiseBt''V^^ithiri Gock

€-0mi'ty-"b'afled"apO'n'Public i\ct 93 1 r Ji-i!

P-28. ¥be''B'istriet'aet'''fBilj^isrfee^0le''G0-uat>'"¥j^ater'^limag0aeat-P4aa-tteit"-\vaS'\’CGtcd with

4#&s-g0teiiag' tc> tke ■■steawrat er'inanag em cnt.pe’Wgr&-te.aS'SUre

1429. is.Pt-tric..-Ridge JErisdictioa:..As-.-P€S5' c=^51 "TO

aafer-^eyeea.. i3S^ Jj. Jfe-e^rzf=e=r frrr'^r

c ig°4~3H[=efil-pfef'^g4¥=yd3li»-^a*# €Baes!ifr-e-&zapeB-ea-5-&#^fr^%e?ep'fst

■■aieg.t-he-'Noith'Be\'elopment ^4airL' D^^^sj&=■^!l4=dse.g.as«s--■--&y-i^■S"UfldertalaR■g■.ead-'er e~-:#Feig==8

cf control (b> r. ■e.of IgA^'faeoidco actual'Cr e'l:ker'"ag •1. ■£t£d%fVi:u:L'u:i J

r l£:

j?^^€4=es?^€s=“^d-^ uf.:eTe^ify^ag^y-gti-aetai'ea'

adge-as.^etafled'''irr'tKi5'-€e'gtpl'airit.

P:30. €0-Htr0t-0f-P€-S-S-€a’ .inc Tow^oMp.JarisdktiQH-; ■Ag-P€SS o\\T.cr.

daa-sad-pefG d juirddicticn over the-Prairie Creek*uluciGcageiT ffi .eeatrob

S4efia¥F£feg=Sy§»ea3!=4°P6SS4°^^^^^^.~^ *§€*4 f¥#¥eeeet-e0sp0fieai5-H5-M€i=s€

itz undertaldnc and'ejs..taeted-iae-^he-ftebB Ti€#-M£iiu Oram, b

(by'"at-atute, erdinaiice or ether act ^^^i^bthe force ~ r 1 v-besidea-eetad'ccntrol) aud'cr othc: 6*3
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s#4©- aai€'eHfe=©€fea4«e*==€>"=¥3«4r^#6sesse4-es4%f»=€#fite©ft544fee-¥efii-f^epefl¥-^a4-#€i^e4

:,- r./^cc A 4fe#4rr^^rtiT'ef-i^mxete•'crb—irrr acjij

>-\ 1 ~-\xxvri'c-'rri.

1431. Drainage Planning and System Engineering; This Defendant planned or caused to be

planned and designed or caused to be designed the PCSS stormwater structures within its

jurisdiction.

1432. The Stormwater Plans for the North Development resulting in the existing drainage 

design and operation of the Ballard Basin, Pavilion Basin and Dempster Basin and related 

drainage alterations was approved by this Defendant prior to 2008 and any changes to said 

Plans were approved by this Defendant substantially before September 13, 2008.

.^0T r^.l'T HP NE'GLIGEMCE: D0>-1DL4NT-EST:AT5-^¥ERBUPDETTT[G'"i 1'.

1433 <1
-‘r

r xi_:^ T>.___
1 LAiidrO' "i C4.I'U”c1-2I

.4 n~ \ 1 i-. TT ' \ IT
JTTT. r

ppm.

hd4. D€feadaat’''Imgw=o#=gb€^jdAsvie45aew^mefnhe fo?edeesMe-laa #£4fi¥a&

me-’ /'vi'ca g4¥ea~EQi4ieF-El&ediage--an4-^arii^-Beefeg' Sfudies.

h-35. Deiendant imcv .1 ^ A A rteelt to rceei\=e UpotFeam-GGY",' stonnwat"aereo’’ m-se=aa#
’ !

1436. B^ed-upen.tide ’C, ’eenctruetive-faewledge’ of rca V

C prOpClG^' Tv efendant owednz'H’m-rc ""r'lLiuiLiiiA

ae-a-deregfifele duties as c A ! 1

da-..Dcf 1-; :€■£, audhr nii
j

6e#sM^#¥ei%s t. ^.A.........A -
prey Std3“"'ri-
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'?c'ee&feg-t-jae"e'apfteir/gc©¥ 4e-e'apture "OB^

Qx cXC£55 StQlmWClicr ^

1437. .p&sseGoer, opefaref..s3:aaa§ei--££!4.poit)" h eestrsl'ef'tlicr-Tr-CT

C'trjctLires.S'r'-tbe''PCS£ stoiTnvrc-ter ctiTictur -pgfs-aehes, -thi; T^-r. ■4se# es4e¥1

ae-B' -delegable dut-y-ae-t-.t-e..mcfea3€—ef-^-aec-elecale..er-..t: :e;..flO¥ ■ay.--.erher pbyeieal¥f

ete B-f-Bte-i-TB-wat-er-.feem.ito" propa7-y-fH^-B#i:eFf¥ige-e^.-‘ei%ar-deii' V'itli stotTQ-A^atcr the

BCG Cilid.-p-rS'pg?^i£' iitker- 'A^ith' %tgdeslsg' S10 i JJ-rft'C.T'0r;

'©Yerfaiirdai-iag.P¥7G.Upstr^

^•38. ^aa!-Igaew=e»-&b8'ri4-ha¥€4sBe^Y'iB-Tb[a.1:' ■o s~-

u? -tdHBW'ax'eF;"

Before1439. n, >8/'BefeadaBr-fradr-reftGo'Sfibly ©dequote tiisev epportunit}' end abilit'v' to

i. «€SS ry—CTiraTC•eeTfecte^e wdteef

daag^ets=eeBdM#fiS“e?as%Ba!g-§g°#B4^6S-S-j¥# Ar

i440. Oti..September 13.'300S. e.-’[ce3s-a©eiggalated—etO'KxiY-'ater uom ito PCSS prop€!4j

:___T,.•iH'CtUu-i: 1,4 1 ■1. jtructur eo

B41. Q,efe-Q'dast""b"eached its duty-aet.te..o-verkiirden deYrastfeesi Plamtiffc iacluding bv the

fedle-Yri: las-b#fo re" tko S cpt embep.IBA
5

^4. £1 feet'.G^een its propeit}' and the PlaintiP'J

propertieG and (c) faifegte..detaai GtGinKYSter-ienttl'it co 14 ^ 1 dfaiii'PG the Main Drain.

1-42. 3iate'"caase cfA ■„ .eee-bfeeefeee-GfdutisrkyDefeadaGt'r^^- ■■Plamtiffb caffered and7 i"4' -rr-pr-tr

ferttur" 'kij «4es-#a4-4a; =afe&-s#r-TO^^+»4aHa=daiS-€e^©iaffil~;©fea:ag€=P^.

^-^■BftEfQ'RBT'PIastiffb I'equeM.agaaGt.Befendant tbe^rfin-tms.€#^pte^-d.^^Relief Past.
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.
ipk of' prior

T’T' A
■r,^r.1^43. ^ ^.^4. -N +1- --o y w.'ULA CIS...lACr ?Trst

'flg6g?aphs=#j4gis-^ait ruad (b) all paL'agrapho set foith. in' the' f3iie=';viii-§-g44yF

-5 lig cut S te iTTi’i¥g|g}^S\'G't em -laiat en an c eg^pQa4g_^gjjlg^Q.t>4g,4^ /:i) “IVtG: xr
V

■eebte-Gfafr^egd X'-zemiantG”; (li) T.•L
•r“^^ -O—c

r

Tl7-€-egiffi:3ii' bIeg%eM’'5'tei"navratef"S-yst€j!&-^esig-B.---Bfeaeb&5-e€-’'Du'lyI'^x^ei^meatG’'- and- ;»■&V-

fc-eea-l'-A-i-ermenta'l

Dofendant '0'A''ed bQ'S. deieg-able legal-feies—to the-..-Plamtiffs--40..prsper4^_.= managoU44.

j

pfgreet..fei^^eeable..bai^ to foreoeeai ■e#E©esg4¥€

otei-^water eficeeding.tbs capacit}' cf the -PGSS-1 ipt^^gs-^torage m the-iBes4ae,te

13. dOCSr'DefeadantAada-O 1445. •p ‘5aS-Bly=€iflC'g&'a:t€“-TjiEa#r"-'5py€-gt^epteiafcg

ability.tc take ccn-ecta'e meaGurgs-te-^egied}’ and4r"pr3tect'tl' .U1

isg-a^^P€SS-#tgmvT*a^e^GtFttffteFefr^ftepeg|y'dofigeye-tas-ee;

:x"ig-efadingT 13;.rQQ-S-;.5teffflyrater--&&-Fa--its--"S-tef1446. vGta^.StT

tbe4h‘e‘Baijiiis4-#e4'-B'egt'pste¥--Sasl?w--&^astfepbi#rij-y-^^ ,^:ACr

it breached'-it3.d'ety43eki4iag'"bgr'-a&r--feB4ted te"the-fe4le?.'mg actoa'-^aj-lailicc toOefegd;4 47.

psaap-dewa-rke.Baama before th' #esap»Fai#g=&ep%gBriaey=4p=&Qg'"5 A
J

'in Allc)- aad'cr Pvobin Dee'Coaaf&gmty-and therj

detain all Thia Dcfcndani grep 04.C4.. 4uccur^G ciiTw TTCTv^y

r)7 A A-' T T^-.r V, feeaa4?40¥fa¥i^ter until the.I ouiaeatet ■i=€#ef¥€.

^iast€=e«ias#=©#4: r aes h\'' DefendcBt? -f-i- ~ ■feyed.and448.

Sii'0'Tti.''U'igt:tr 'iilC'tlia1' ' H'lj'li'rr gG'"U£[’d." d'tiniC:g"CG''Gct"'tu Hn ''IMluci" lul' tfa -. — i '? -n
p'e'ntptubill 'i> "' "LA r'Ui! i.
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LXZX i:...r n ^4ai£t-%--'-P.£licf' Pail.

Ng^'-9f:"GQU?[TY: ^JEGj:i€-ENCli^ 
ate as the Fii'St"paragiT,ph3 o

W-&>LVYCE /GfD Q^SftA^iON 
tfflr:.(a)'all prior1449. Pfeislife

aad.’(b) aH-f Qi-a§g l&ti#w»g-=gttfepai=t-o.i ftMltes# II

G-emmcn—'?"I-ggligarii £tc:~a-water Syctani' -MaateaciB^

/ 1 r Tf

Stef^water Syg&as.?> ip-

t-ii-i-).-4\9F. Commoa- .S'tO^ rrp

(^■7.“P/.'G. Goininor. Megligeat Stcnrxwatcr

©^©« x-apen Forepeaable H'ffi-a Lagi7

1450. Defendant luidcitock and agreed to c. non dclcgabl-e-duty-ef due- crj-e'tawai-d:; foreseeable 

pja^^tefte-t-e.'be-4eja!^ed==by°^¥eas#sQWe»faa-'i:r: isee-asg^apefarie-sal.pra^teiees.felatiag coth t#

<-U ^liiC" -1 d.pafelic iinpro ■eiie-3alIardr-P3:-'rili&a=as4■sate

Bempstgr Baams'.and other'PCSS St3iTavvat-er"StXTictiireG.

1451. e-datieo incIuduag-^Bt net.limitcato: (a) it faded tc ptimp de-x^-

/'

ntea#sm"i A1 g.PlaintifF G p?ep6ilies; ond (;"e3""it failed i'»-Sxei=pfe^raat' itG 'g

3-52. 4rir'.a.prosBa'are'-eaase.of-these..breaches of duties u^. [x-rtehe' GtOiTrA-Gatcr-

teleaoed by Defendant and cacaped Its TCSS-^-4#i^\rater'"Stractui'CG, in't'adki;

Ite-me.e-Teriand, then;..iavadins- g e-PlamtifF c hegies thi gh--the GanitigJ

irijgteaEing'bGth: Qtcmi-.vatcr and aanita:■V

1--, +fee ■Pte xTe-gaotaiiie-d-daieageG ae' A 4-u: 1 •r^

^^S^PQ^Haiatifib reqaes#^ 4feig=€# Pan.-ir^‘
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i'X'T’tt OPEFLiTr*4. XT ■¥ifE
pr'cc T>T M€.Bgl> O ^ 'lENT-ANB.NECLICE^^j’~r T?'",^.SftGfi^€¥42feO^

54, Ptei ,x.;rr< ^^€-€^^4-ke€i"pe-rei-e'"aG' the fn- to.of this Coiint.'-fe^-aar

all.p'Oragraphs-e ^ 4^,bith'i:^ SubpaitG IV.B., T/.C: andP/.G./

P-55. FercscoablO''PlainMffs;- Tlae ■■Pla-intiffc- efe..fereaeoabic pbintiffc aabject to

■esable hctiiiG i ■w-k4i-due eai'e in rslatioasfefp4^

pg#p€^-eyr-Ber3'' Gueti-^' ■■Pkmtiffe i fe-^aakitein'LQCC aato-e’pemtoen of the

e^i-ef^PG'S^-P^epeiiii es.

P-56. Befendaat broa.ched tPc^c duticG c Ssprcrabc;- 1 -? ^nno-^'b'U'O"' IQC': Vbut not ited tc: (a)znrnz

tt-.failed tg-putnp dovfa-A-e--BaGkiG before thi; 'V :-f- -T^; T.baiTkro to4=t€*p

Lte:a^e-gi-m\^a(fe^ ^'rjy ’i-e’eeiti-eji-a

diibO OVaG-d'- ^rm; r j-
-Jr

1 457.1. ~€e-untj' retained asd-4b act deleacrte-Te - the ■ Dstfiet -i

fte-ad-’-'ptonaiag. .. A 1>,•afHerae- '"' 2x11 ar

,1-
•*■'''• !

1457.2. -S^UFity' -retaigred—aia Aetega#e--4e - the Diatriaa-d-atteo..undaMbe—feeegat

r..- Fd-k^-a^d-atiag to hc-ac land 30^ id its rules and

1.. .4:■*'egidanonn

1457.2.1. Xae-Gotint deaetea^-aa emcrgcae gadffissa ©g©#fig€-a!fi4

pT°a¥8'gto6'Byatea;

1457.2.'" IQ2^:2_C_- A x. J,.x -1 J. a 4
r- -

00'and 0vei:t:0ii s-
t
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1457.2.3. ia-riie 'Jl0lu^s=€a4°^yi^l^efef-^Txa5-^^sl#js^-fee=66*B:

tfee-S-eptember 13, 200S Ge# SL°a^t3-"eB>a°geae}- m-atag 1

ifleludmg:

14; 7.2.3.1. ^.warn'PteatiffC'"odtbe-lilgelihced of flooding;

14:7.2.3.2. ¥©^ 1 itepiHe-p^-veEt.tlae-fieecfiEg' Gucb- ru iiig-benveen Rsfegt.Afl-ay-oad-^^*•£?&

dtbiia.the North~r.

alkig.Ae discharge cal^eftefaB'd■egeegdt:age-¥r4fe rr^-prrrc-

l.d7.2.4. TbC' Count-; ^aadef-ethef-tfetieS' pafsaant • to.itc.federal, E;.and couEtj-

2__d.

1^-58. ■x'he.Gouaty 'breached it;..duties-e-f 'emergenc)^ management flood..pyepai'e-

®efe4t :S.bat EOt limited.^ Ae ■feHovrine act;Tt."LXl'C'r

1458.1. .4i .>■ 4e^ ad-adeyr-af^e»a=g-§&6 ■ ■ rfgtre^r-SSEriggspT***?

^4-p¥#¥eea©52-^ige;

1458.2. Ifr4fe#4 -gRd-dayj.brfere ■tbiG s-terTfl, the Count}' failed to mslj ^-g..ihg.-ayg-'eapOBse

r-.-^ixeGseable.home inrEcir ri.-v■efeig" ■gr-tde-Robm Be: r- Ity before or ■dtirimg tb:C' iiU

a-.g.Q.Q.g..gtoixG per itD g- protection plan;

Rd8.2.i. ¥h'e""Go'anti,"^"fa# iM4iSx€G-t4teiiIceIi]ae»s4-d-f

eag8gefeprft€-ig;iSS-Er Jl. j:. r. -J 1 xe^rgse.04-l-Gl-6ad‘O

vrarmng sy 5

1458.2,2. The.Geardv failed.rg'-talee R-tfee-flocdingr •oc

d the blorth .'Vd^^ga^eRfspej^ ■€iS=t-«-efeal€-€t-fl##4'e©^«^eBs-a*e

-1 ^l. ;4r: 11 -T-

r' failed 'vc {c., der.sagd-'baa; b'om ec aes'onddr har-e oemd baa: a-railabic 3ii:h
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^sa-s-MpmentS'' c f 10,000" 4^&a£tifeaST€eea-€a°3asifeg

1.^-b'-)- 'pG5!jgSBSg~*#Tr‘¥€Si'ai'g' ■dbaggiag machme

aaadbaasAa ,b 'la-g a 0}-GtcisCVCi7

andar having a G^'ctc- "picee..aad'oT ' -irnpletBeating..as-'"emergency £teE:.fcr Tj

iOiadbagging.

1^-59. Aa-aproxi

T' ae-Gt agaiast-Deferidant' tbe relief in tlnaCompIa-i&t-%-“Pe:eli8f ’ Foil.

e0.t»IT 97:-€0-gNT¥:-NECLIGENT^E-SIGNi'FORESE-EABLE HdJAl DUTIES

1460. Plain4.:rr_
’rriT'D" "FeGtate and mcoiperate as the first-paragraphs OT-thiG Goant: (a) all pAef

is-Part and (bj all paragraph.a-tae SaPportG Rbl. and '‘r/.I.A”.aad 'dbbl.B:-”pafag

ijbl T"bic Dg' ■a-delegable 'duty tc Plai e-adeai'aat-el.-4 -tri-e-m C7a

Sagga^-B-aG-in. tPe-fedfees- 'a=€B4°4b6==S€gf&t'a:'..Baoin aB4-4»“Qdequatelv

Sffttateea..and'- to adequately..and..pi-eperi review:.Fej eet -vi ith nee eGGaiy-fe^^':7

.4-l> r.•»

Qer&lepment i

1462.

Snr^irs^es.ef-the-Prairie Creek Q±toiTira-ater Sj'Gtem including the-BalluFa-aad-PsTdli

pre-i'cat feteGeeablc iii\' .p^e-fleediag 1.
P

:€.0H(Tier3''£nd"Te5ieentGaa£b'e'ed'by'thi3 Segmcnta ofthe Praifie.Greek Stz: •%atem.

P-63 Befendaat' -br& but not i:. *€aAe5-¥ete»se-4©
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1464, A, .j-. 4&=0=

gggeelgar—F-ep I-ari, €eF¥e#--aad-''Femed.j ■d:efect3 iij the Daslas..and oth' <300Xl.

S'tx~tiaturc3.

1^-65. j Felatia- -te.the BaHard and Oeinpotcr■i?

....lO' feees-e-f-tbe" Baa‘as# ¥ert&

feehm-ge clc.-ationc, (ii) failmg-le create c peim'iii-eBt boirier bei-m bcto-eeB'-the 

aad'er Rcbic Dcc- CoiniauBir)- an.d tlic Stcr

u:.

^-ei'.S'' tieturea Propait}- perisaeter; and (iii) in

o 'O''*

1^-66,

4^^R£FOR£. riaiMiffa roq mst-Pefendcut' :exelicf in tdig-Pe'sap'tel Pe ’‘RcIicP

COUNT 98: COUNTY: NEGLIGENCE: RES IPSA LOOUTTUR-STORIVm^ATER

1467. Plaintiffs restate and incorporate as the fost paragraphs of this Count: (a) all prior 

paragraphs of this Part and (b) all paragraphs set forth in the Subparts IV.J. entitled 

Common Negligence-Res Ipsa Loquitur-Stonnwater System-Breaches of Duty-Legal 

AveiTQents” and Subpart RCK. entitled “IV.K. Common Negligence-Res Ipsa Loquitur- 

Stormwater System-Within Jurisdiction of Park Ridge-Breaches of Duty Legal Averments”.

This Defendant exclusive owned, controlled and operated the Ballard and Pavilion and 

connected stromwater systems withm its jurisdiction.

The invasive flooding suffered by the Plaintiffs would not have ordinarily occurred but 

for the negligence of this Defendant relating to its negligent mspection, study, maintenance, 

design, engineering, and-'or operation of its exclusively controlled Basins and other properties.

1468.

1469.
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1470. Its operation of its exclusively controEed Basins proximately caused the invasive

flooding sustained by the Plaintiffs. The Plaintiffs did not contribute to the flooding.

1471. As a proximate cause of these breaches of duties by this Defendant, the Plaintiffs suffered

and sustained the injuiies and damages set forth under the “Damage” Part of this Complaint.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs request against Defendant the rehef in this Complaint’s “Relief’ Part.

COUNT 99: COUNTY: NEGLIGENT NUISANCE

1472. Plaintiffs mcoiporate as the first paxagi'aphs of this Count; (a) all prior paragraphs of this

Pait and (b) all paragraphs set forth in Part “IV.N. Common Negligent Stormwater Nuisance

Violations-from Properties under Park Ridge’s Jurisdiction-Legal Averments.”

1473. This Defendant owned, operated, managed, maintained and/'or controlled the Basins and

other PCSS Stormwater Stmctures within its jurisdiction.

As set out in the prior neghgence Counts m this Part, this Defendant failed to reasonably

design, engineer, maiatain, and'or operate the Basins and its other propenv.

1475. This Defendant neghgently caused an accumulation of stormwater fi‘om the Basins and

its Stormwater Structui'es Property to invade and interfere with the Plaintiffs on 9-13-2008.

By causing stormwater accumulated and controlled by this Defendant to physically 

invade the Plaintiffs’ homes, this Defendant negligently created a dangerous nuisance of excess

1476.

accumulated stormwater which substantially and unreasonably interfered with Plaintiffs

1477. As a proximate cause of this nuisance caused and/or created by this Defendant, the

Plamtiffs suffered damages set forth under the “Damage” Part of this Complaint.

WHEREFORE, the Plamtiffs request against Defendant the rehef in the “Relief’ Complaint Pait.
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COUNT IQQ: COUWTY: NEGLIGENT TRESPASS

1478. Plaintiffs incorporate as the first paragraphs of this Count; (a) all prior paragraphs of this

Part and (b) all paragraphs set forth in the Subpart IV.Q.

1479. Because Defendant’s failed to act as set forth in this Part including but not limited to the

failure to discharge by pumping existing, accumulated stormwater before the storm, before the

MD Robin-Dee Segment rans full and before the surcharging of the Ballai'd, Pavilion and

Dempster Basins and Howard Court Culvert, this Defendant failed to reasonably manage 

stormwater on September 13, 2008, proximately causing the Plaintiffs’ invasive flooding.

1480. As a dii-ect, immediate and foreseeable result of the foregoing acts and/or omissions of

this Defendant, this Defendant caused stormwater to invade the Plaintiffs’ persons and homes.

1481. This Defendant is liable to the Plaintiffs for negligent trespass because this Defendant

caused harm to the legally protected mterests of the Plamtiffs mcluding harm to the exclusive, 

quiet enjoyment of their land, homes and properties by causing an instrumentality, namely 

“Stormwater”, to enter upon the property of the Plaioitffs without their consent.

1482. As a proximate cause of this trespass caused anddr created by this Defendant, the

Plaintiffs suffered damages set forth under the “Damage” Part of this Complaint.

WHEREFORE, the Plaintiffs request against Defendant the relief in the “Relief’ Complaint Part.

1483. tjxgte-asrthe.first.puragrqshri o f thio'Co LL. (y ali-pnoi p. iigraph.3 ■C'f' this

Part andCbj-"-a-h'pEragi^phs-5et foitii m the ■ £u T.tv

rRidfitife-refaest-agf r... : ^4 '̂
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COUNT 102: COUNTY: INTENTIONAL NUISANCE

1484. Plaintiffs incorporate as the first paragraphs of this Count: (a) all prior paragraphs of this

Part and (b) all paragraphs set forth in the Subpart IV,U.

1485. Defendant owned, operated, managed, maintained and/or controlled drainage components

andy'or drainage structures including the BaUard, Pavilion and Dempster Basins from which the

excess accumulated stoimwater nuisance invaded Plaintiffs’ persons and homes.

1486. As a direct and proximate result of the Defendant’s intentional failures to act to pump

down, the Basins, and to increase temporary storage through temporary barrier methods such as

sandbags, Plaintiffs suffered damage set out in this Complaint “Damages” Part.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs request against Defendant the rehef mthis Complaint’s “Relief’ Part,

COUNIT 103: COUNTY: INTENTIONAL TRESPASS

1487, Plaintiffs mcoiporate as the first paragraphs of this Count: (a) all prior paragraphs of this

Part and (b) all paragraphs set forth in the Subpart rV,U,’',

1488, Defendant knew to a substantial legal certainty and to a high degree of certainty that its

actions and/or inactions would result in invasive hooding mto the Plaintiffs’ homes during a

rainfall like the September 13, 2008 rainfall from the Ballard Basin and the Dempster Basin.

The Plaintiffs’ damages set forth in the “Damage” Pat of this Complaint were caused as1489.

a substantially direct and proximate result of Defendant’s intentional conduct by intentional

failing to collect the dangerous and calamitous storm occuiTcnce of the 9-13-2008.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs request against Defendant the rehef m this Complaint’s “Relief’ Part,

COUTN’T 106: COUNTY: ART. HI. SEC. 3-102A STATUTORY DUTY TO IMAINTAIN
PROPERTY

The Plaintiffs restate the preceding paragraphs.1490.
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1491. Article HI, Section 102(a) (745 ILCS 10/3-102(a)) provides that a a local public entity

has the duty to exercise ordinaiy care to mamtain its property in a reasonably safe condition. If

the District, and Maine Tov/nship are not deemed the owners and operators of the Robin-Dee

Community Main Drain and its components, then the County ovms and operates these PCSS

improvements. The Count breached its duties to main these PCSS public improvements.

1492. The Plaintiffs’ damages set forth in the “Damage” Part of this Complaint were caused as

a substantially direct and proximate result of Defendant’s conduct in fading to redesign its PCSS

Properties after knowing that the design and construction was dangerous.

’W'HEREFORE, Plaintiffs request against Defendant the relief in this Complaint’s “Relief’ Part.

COUNT 104: COUNTY: ARTICLE UL SEC. 103 DUTY TO REMEDY DANGEROUS
PLAN

1493. The Plaintiffs restate the preceding paragi’aphs.

1494. Article III. Section 102(a) of the Tort-Immumty Act (745 ILCS 10/3-103(a)) provides

that a local public entity is liable for an approved plan, if after the execution of such plan or

design, the planned improvement’s use has created a condition that it is not reasonably safe.

Before the District assume Plan Review for stormw'ater management, this Defendant1495.

approved aU Prairie Creek Stormwater System Plans including the Robin Neighborhood Main

Drain, the Howard Court Culvert, the Dee Neighborhood btormwater Pipe and all other public

improvements to the PCSS. This Defendant approved the RN and DN Plat Plans in 1960-1961.

By September 13, 2008, it was open and obvious that its approved Plans for the Prairie1496.

Creek Stoimwater System’s public improvements were dangerously defective as ongoing 

flooding in 1987 and 2002 and land-invasive flooding before 9-13-2008 had occurred.
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1497. Pm-suant to 745 ILCS 10/3-103. this Defendant owed a general duty to correct known

unsafe conditions related to the design ancf'dr engmeering of the PCSS and breached these duties

by not redesigning or compeling the redesign of its approved plans.

1498. The Plaintiffs’ damages set forth in this Complaint’s “Damage” Paid were caused as a

substantially proximate result of Defendant’s conduct in failing to maintain its PCSS Properties.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs request against Defendant the rehef in this Complaint’s “Relief’ Part.

COUNT 105: COUNTY: DL.LES'OIS CONST. ART. I. SEC. 15: TAKING REAL AM)
PERSONAL PROPERTY’

1499. The Plaintiffs restate the preceding paragraphs.

1500. Article I, Section 15 of the Illinois Constitution prohibits the taking of private property

for public use without payment of just compensation. This Defendant was under a duty to

provide just compensation to the Plaintiffs for its taking of Plaintiffs’ real and personal property.

This Defendant has proximateiy caused the Plaintiffs’ real1 sm roperties and personalTd

properties to become partial and'or totally uninhabitable and damaged by its conduct as set forth

herein resulting in invasive floodings into the Plaintiffs’ real properties including homes.

1502. The Plaintiffs’ damages set forth in the “Damage” Part of this Complaint were caused as

a substantially direct and proximate result of Defendant’s conduct in fading to redesign its PCSS

Properties after knowing that the design and construction was dangerous.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs request against Defendant the rehef in this Complaint’s “Relief’ Part

COUNT 106: COUNiTY: U.S. FIFTH AMENDMENT: TAKING OF REAL .AND
PERSONAL PROFERTT^

The Plaintiffs incoiporate the prior averments in the Subpart entitled “Illmois1503.

Constitution Art. I, Sec. 15-Taking of Real and personal property
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1504, The Fifth Amendment of the United States Constitution prohibits the taking of private 

property for public use without payment of just compensation to the citizen-victim of the taking 

including real and personal property. This Defendant violated the 5* Amended by its conduct.

The Plamtiffs’ damages set forth in the “Damage” Part of this Complaint were caused as1505.

a substantially direct and proximate result of Defendant’s conduct in fading to redesign its PCSS

Properties after knowing that the design and construction was dangerous.

■Vk-TTEPLEFORE, Plamtiffs request against Defendant the relief in this Complaint’s “Relief’ Part

COUNT 107: COUNTY: 42 USC SEC. 1983

The Plamtiffs incoiporate the preceding subpaits entitled: “U.S. Fifth Amendment-1506.

Taking of Real and personal property", “U.S. Fifth Amendment-Taking of Personal Property”,

“Ill. Const. Art. I, Sec. 15-Taking of Real and personal property" and “lU.Const. Ast. I, Sec. 15-

Taking of Personal Propert;

The County’s (a) failure to compel the redesign of the PCSS Public Improvements1507.

including the Robin-Dee Community & North Development Main Drains and Basins and (b)

failure to provide emergency response to Plaintiffs’ foreseeable flooding violated 42 USC §1983.

1508. The Plaintiffs’ damages set forth in the “Damage" Paid of this Complaint were caused as

a substantially direct and proximate result of Defendant’s conduct in failing to redesign its PCSS

Properties after knowing that the design and construction was dangerous.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs request against Defendant the rehef in this Complaint’s “Relief’ Part.

COUNT 108: EQUITABLE RELIEF PER TORT-IMMUTirrY ACT
Plamtiffs restate all prior paragraphs within this Part as the fust paragraphs of this Count,1509.

WHEREFORE, Plamtiffs request agamst Defendant the rehef in this Complaint’s “Relief’ Pait

PART XIH: DAMAGES
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This 'Part is refeixed to in other Parts as the “Damages” Pails. This Pait and all following1510.

averments ai'e incorporated into each Count of this Complaint in all Parts.

As set forth in this Part, each member of the Robin-Dee Community Area Plaintiff Class1511.

including each member of the Dee Neighborhood Plaintiff Subclass within the larger Robin-Dee

Community Area Plaintiff Class has suffered personal injury (“personal injury” refeixing herein

to a person’s stress, anxiety and annoyance and related emotions) and property damage.

All personal injury and property damage, sustained by the Robin-Dee Community Auea1512.

Plaintiff Class was the result of the sudden, dangerous and calamitous occwrence on September

13, 2008 resulted in personal injury and property damage when flooding stormwater violently

invaded each person’s land, residence and other property' and violently invaded each person’s life

and person, all such persons being members of the Robin-Dee Community A'ea Plaintiff Class.

As a direci and proximate result of the foregoing sudden, danserous and calamitousID lo.

2008 Invasive Floodings damaging and injuring each memberoccurrence of the September 1

of the Robin-Dee Community Area Plaintiffs’ Class, Plaintiffs’ persons, homes, residences, real

property and personal property were invaded by stormwater and the Plaintiffs suffering the 

foUow'ing damages set forth for purposes of description but not limitation and including, but not

limited to, the following damages:

Sti'ess, annoyance, inconvenience and related emotional harm, past, present and1513.1.

future;

Relating to inconvenience, the evacuation of Plaintiffs from their residences,1513.2.

mdudiag the related annoyance, stress and inconvenience and the resulting costs related

to hotels and other alternative housing and living expenses;
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1513.3. Relating to iaconvenience, the loss of use of all or part of their home for all or

part of their ownership or occupancy;

1513.4. Structural damage to the foundation and foundation walls of the homes, 

residences and properties;

1513.5. Damages to the interiors walls and partitions, flooring and/or ceiluig mcluding but 

not limited to basement floors, interior walls, interior partitions, interior drywall and/or

other wall coverings, flooring, ceflings, and floor joists, in many cases requiring 

complete tear-out of existing finished basement and''or lower-levels;

1513.6. Significant and/or total and/or partial destruction of vehicles of Plaintiffs which

vehicles were pai'ked within the Robin-Dee Community Area including on the Plaintiffs’ 

homes and properties;

1513,7. Significant damage and/or total destmction to some or all of the Plaintiffs’

ordinary personal belongings and other personal property mcluding but not limited to 

furniture, home electronics, clothing and/or other items of personal property;

Significant damage to and/or total destitiction of some or all of the Plaintiffs’1513.8.

sentimental personal belongings and other personal property including but not limited to 

photographs of loved ones, photographs of important moments in their hves, family 

heirlooms and other belongings having sentimental meaniag to Plaintiffs;

Significant expenditm-e of a substantial amounts of time, effort and money to 

clean their homes, residences, properties and/or vehicles due to the conditions caused by 

the invasive flooding into their residences, properties and/'or vehicles;

1513.9.

1513,10. Diminution and-'or total destruction in maiket value of their homes, residences and

properties;
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1513.11. Loss of use and enjoyment of then Residences, personal belongings, and property

in general;

1513.12. Defendant-caused increased insurance policy and/or premium costs included

relating to the repeated invasive floodings including either (a) a requhement from their

mortgage company to purchase flood insui'ance or, if flood insurance was purchased, 

increased costs for flood insurance; the FEMA Flood Plain Mapping herein is directly 

caused by the Defendant’s tortious conduct as there is no naPjral flood plain as required 

by FEMA and the existing Flood Plain Maps and related increased NFIP flooding 

insui-ance and other insurance premiums are directly related to this Defendant’s tortious

conduce in creating a man-mad, artificial Flood Plain contrary to law; and

1513.13. Other economic and non-economic losses, past, present and future.
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PART XIV; RELIEF

This Relief Part is iacorporate m aU the earlier Wherefore paragraphs in each County of1514.

this Complaint.

Wherefore, the proposed Representative Plaintiffs Dermis Tzakis, Cathy Ponce, Zenon Gil,

Zaia Ghiana, Julia Cabrales, and Juan Solis, on behalf of themselves and on behalf of all others

similarly situated, request the following relief against the Defendants Berger Excavating

Contractors, Inc., Advocate Health and Hospitals Corporation d/b/a Advocate Lutheran General

Hospital, Cook County, Gewalt Hamilton Associates, Inc., Village of Glenview, Maine

Township, Metropolitan Water Reclamation District of Greater Chicago, and the City of Park

Ridge, jointly and severally:

That this Court grant certification of this case as to the Robm-Dee Community1514.1.

.Area Piainiiff Class as to all defendants;

That, on behalf of the Robin-Dee Community Area Plaintiff Class, that this Court1514.2.

enter equitable relief against Defendants including but not limited to ordering

implementation of (a) temporarymumping stations, (b) temporary baixiers around

perimeters of the Basins and the North Development, and (c) temporary raising of the

discharge culverts until a peimanent plan can be implemented.

That this Couit enter a judgment awai'ding compensatoiy damages, actual1514.3.

damages, and incidental damages for all damages, damages and losses sustained by the

Plaintiff Classes:

That this Court awai'd prejudgmeni and post-judgment interest;1514.4.

That this Court order Defendants to pay aU court costs, court expenses, and1514.5.

related court fees;
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1514,6. That this Co ■ard Plaintiffs such other and further equitable and legal relief 

may be,^t and proper against the Defendants under the facts and circumstances of this

as

Phillip (VjBazzo,
Co-Coi^el for PIainti^f^<^ 
Pro Hac Vice Counsel 
2899 E. Big Beaver #250 
Troy, Ml 48083 
Ph; 248-321-8600 
Fx: 248-528-1047 
Member- Michigan Bar Only
Date: January 13, 2012

-Timothf K. OkM, Esq. 
Spina, McGui^ & Okal 
-Cfi:£liwnsel for Plaintiffs 
7610 West North Avenue 
Elmwood Park, IL 60707 
Ph: 708-453-2800 
Fx; 708-453-5088

Williajjff J. Sneckmberg, Esq. 
Sneckenberg, Thompson, Brody 
Co-Counsel for Plaintiffs 
161 N. Clark Street, Ste. 3575 
Chicago, IL 60601 
Ph: 312-782-9320 
Fx: 312-782-3787 
Cook Co, ID No. 26052
State Bar No, 266 0148

-
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ELECTRONICALLY FILED 
4/4/2017 4:12 PM 
2009-CH-06159 
CALENDAR: 14 

PAGE 1 of 2 
CIRCUIT COURT OF 

APPEAL TO ILLINOIS APPELLATE COURT, FIRST DI -' t'Ar i ICOUNTY, ILLINOIS 
ttINCERY DIVISION 

FROM THE CIRCUIT COURT OF COOK COUNTY, IL DOROTHY BROWN 
COUNTY DEPARTMENT, CHANCERY DIVISION 

DENNIS TZAKIS, ZENON GIL, CATHY PONCE, 
ZAIA GILIANA, JULIA CABRALES and JUAN 
SOLIS, ON BEHALF OF THEMSELVES AND ALL 
OTHER PERSONS SIMILARLY SITUATED, A 
Proposed Class Action, 

Plaintiffs, 
V. NO. 09 CH 6159 

BERGER EXCAVATING CONTRACTORS, INC. 
ADVOCATING HEALTH AND HOSPITALS 
CORPORATION d/b/a ADVOCATE LUTHERAN 
GENERAL HOSPITAL, COOK COUNTY, GEWALT 
HAMILTON ASSOCIATES, INC., VILLAGE OF 
GLENVIEW, MAINE TOWNSHIP, METROPOLITAN 
WATER RECLAMATION DISTRICT OF GREATER 
CHICAGO, and CITY OF PARK RIDGE, 

Defendants. 

Consolidated with 
10 CH 38809 
11 CH 29586 
13 CH 10423 
14 CH 6755 

NOTICE OF APPEAL 

NOW COME the Plaintiff-Appellants, DENNIS TZAKIS, ZENON GIL, CATHY 

PONCE, ZAIA GILIANA, JULIA CABRALES and JUAN SOLIS, ON BEHALF OF 

THEMSELVES AND ALLOTHER PERSONS SIMILARLY SITUATED and, pursuant to 

the Order entered March 10, 2017 by the Honorable Sophia H. Hall under Supreme 

Court Rule 304(a), hereby appeals to the Appellate Court of Illinois, First District, 

pursuant to Supreme Court Rule 301 and Rule 304(a) from the Order entered by Judge 

Sophia H. Hall on February 1, 2017 which reinstated the Order entered April 3, 2015 

granting Defendants METROPOLITAN WATER RECLAMATION DISTRICT OF 

GREATER CHICAGO, CITY OF PARK RIDGE, MAINE TOWNSHIP, COUNTY OF 

COOK and the VILLAGE OF NILES Motion To Dismiss Plaintiffs' Amended Fifth 

Amended Complaint and, thereupon, dismissed Plaintiffs' Amended Fifth Amended 

Complaint with prejudice as to those Defendants. 

On this appeal, the Plaintiff-Appellants will pray that the foregoing Orders entered 
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on April 3,2015 and February 1,2017 in favor of the Defendants METROPOLITAN 

WATER RECLAMATION DISTRICT OF GREATER CHICAGO, CITY OF PARK RIDGE, 

MAINE TOWNSHIP, COUNTY OF COOK and the VILLAGE OF NILES and against the 

Plaintiffs be reversed with directions that the Order entered by the Court on August 18, 

2016 granting Plaintiffs' Motion To Reconsider be reinstated with directions that the 

case be reinstated as to all said Defendants and that the Plaintiff-Appellants be granted 

such other or further relief as may be appropriate. 

SPINA, McGUIRE & OKAL, P.C. PHILLIP G. BAZZO 

By IS/ TIMOTHY H. OKAL 
7610 W. North Avenue 
Elmwood Park, IL 60707 
708-453-2800 
Attorney I.D. No. 00135 
tokal@smolaw.com  

IS/ PHILLIP G. BAZZO 
1515 FORT STREET, NO. 415 
LINCOLN PARK, MI 48146 
248-321-8600 
Attorney I.D. No. 58090 

PhillipGBazzoEsq@Comcast.net 
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No. ___ _ 
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OF THE STATE OF ILLINOIS 
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v. 
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Metropolitan Water Reclamation District of 
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10423, and 14 CH 6755, Hon. Sophia 
H. Hall, Judge Presiding. 
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hjablecki@ktjlaw.com 
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PRAYER FOR LEAVE TO APPEAL 

Pursuant to Illinois Supreme Court Rule 315 (eff. July. 1, 2018), Maine 

Township, the City of Park Ridge ("Park Ridge"), and the Metropolitan Water 

Reclamation District of Greater Chicago (the "District") (collectively Maine Township, 

Park Ridge, and the District are referred to as the "LPEs"), respectfully petition for leave 

to appeal from the Illinois Appellate Court's opinion finding that Coleman v. East Joliet 

Fire Protection Dist., 2016 IL 117952 should apply retroactively to this case where the 

rain event giving rise to the action occurred over seven years prior to the decision, and 

the claims were dismissed as to the LPEs over nine months before this Court issued the 

Coleman decision. The LPEs also request this Court review the opinion because it 

conflicts with the holding of in Sorrells v. City of Macomb, 2015 IL App (3d) 140763. 

JURISDICTION 

On May 30, 2019, the Illinois Appellate Court, First District, (the "First District") 

issued an opinion affirming in part and reversing in part the trial court's dismissal of 

Plaintiffs' case against the LPEs. In its opinion, the First District held that Coleman 

applied retroactively to claims arising in 2008 and found that Plaintiffs stated a takings 

claim. Plaintiffs filed a petition for rehearing on June 20, 2019, but that filing was 

rejected by the Clerk for the First District. So, no timely petition for rehearing was filed. 

STATEMENT OF POINTS RELIED UPON FOR REVIEW 

The LPEs seek relief from this Court because the First District failed to properly 

apply this Court's existing precedent regarding retroactivity, and unjustly rewarded 

Plaintiffs for a near decade-long delay caused by their repeated violations of Illinois 

pleading standards. Additionally, in holding that the Plaintiffs' Amended Fifth Amended 
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Complaint Amending the Complaint Only On Its Face ("A5AC") stated a claim for a 

taking, the First District created a conflict with the Third District's decision in Sorrells v. 

City of Macomb, 2015 IL App (3d) 140763. The resolution of this newly-created conflict 

is of significant importance not only to the LPEs, but also to the over 1,000 Illinois 

municipalities charged with the responsibility of managing stormwater and conveying 

and treating wastewater for the benefit of the people of the State of Illinois. 

First, the LPEs respectfully request this Court grant this petition under its 

supervisory authority to correct the First District's improper application of Coleman 

retroactively. Although the First District correctly determined that Coleman overruled 

clear past precedent in abandoning the public duty rule, the remainder of its analysis is 

contrary to this Court's precedent on retroactive application of new law. This Court 

should grant this petition to cure that error. 

Second, the First District's opinion created a conflict between it and the Third 

District in finding that flooding alleged to have been caused in whole or in part by a 

private entity could constitute an unconstitutional taking. This Court's resolution of this 

conflict is critically important to all Illinois municipalities charged with the responsibility 

of managing stormwater and conveying and treating wastewater for the benefit of their 

residents. If the First District's opinion is upheld, the LPEs and other municipal 

corporations will be forced to suffer the extraordinary expense of litigation every time a 

significant rain event causes water to breach private property, even if the injured property 

owners allege the water intrusion was due in part to private entities. 

For these reasons, the LPEs respectfully request that this Court grant this Petition 

for Leave to Appeal. 

2 
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STATEMENT OF FACTS 

In 2009, the Plaintiffs, a proposed class of individuals living in or near the City of 

Park Ridge, Illinois, filed a Second Amended Complaint1 against the LPEs and others for 

alleged overtopping of area waterways and sewer backup flooding into their homes 

during heavy rainfall occurring between September 12, 2008 and September 14, 2008. C 

10, 3160. Over the next three years, Plaintiffs filed a Third Amended Complaint, a Fourth 

Amended Complaint, a Fifth Amended Complaint, and an A5AC alleging several claims 

against the LPEs including negligence, violations of the Illinois Local Governmental and 

Governmental Tort Immunity Act, and a violation of the Illinois Constitution. C 18- 19, 

22, 27, 38, 55. In response to the filing of each amended complaint, one or more of the 

LPEs timely filed a combined motion to dismiss the respective complaints under Section 

2-619.1 of the Code of Civil Procedure (735 ILCS 5/2-619.1 (West 2019)), arguing, 

among other things, that the complaint was insufficient as a matter of law and should be 

dismissed under section 2-615 ofthe Code of Civil Procedure (735 ILCS 5/2-615 (West 

2019)) ("Section 2-615") based upon the public duty rule. C 3161, 56-58. 

The LPEs first asserted the public duty rule on March 25,2010. C 3161. The 

A5AC, the operative Complaint, was filed on January 20, 2012. C 55. In February 2012, 

the LPEs filed motions to dismiss the A5AC raising the public duty rule as a bar to 

liability. C 56-58. After the trial court entertained motion practice between Plaintiffs and 

other defendants, the LPEs filed amended motions to dismiss updating their public duty 

rule arguments. C 1071-83, 1099-113, 1118-484, 1092-94, 1486-505. 

1 Plaintiffs initiated this action on February 11, 2009. C 10, 3160. Plaintiffs filed an 
Amended Complaint on August 6, 2009. C 18. The LPEs were not named as defendants 
in the initial Complaint, and the record is unclear as to whether they were named as 
defendants in the Amended Complaint. 

3 
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On April 3, 2015, almost five years after the LPEs initially asserted the public 

duty rule, the trial court granted the LPEs' motions to dismiss under Section 2-615 

finding that the alleged unlawful conduct of the LPEs was a '"governmental service' 

subject to the Public Duty Rule," that the "Public Duty Rule applied to the allegations of 

the [LPES'] conduct in the A5AC," and that no special duty exception to the rule should 

be applied. C 1885-92. The trial court did not evaluate the other arguments raised by the 

LPEs in their motions to dismiss. !d. The LPEs sought a Supreme Court Rule 304(a) 

finding. C 1910-21, 2130-62. In June 2015, the trial court requested additional briefing 

on the applicability of its April 3, 2015 ruling on the claims against the LPEs under 

Article 1, § 15 of the Illinois Constitution (Ill. Const. 1970, art. I, § 15) (the "Takings 

Clause"). C 1924-25. The parties then engaged in briefing and oral argument on this 

issue. C 2217,2226-41,2305. 

On January 22, 2016, this Court in Coleman abolished the public duty rule. On 

August 18, 2016, the trial court granted Plaintiffs' Motion to Reconsider its dismissal of 

the LPEs in light of Coleman. C 2698. However, on February 1, 2017, the trial court 

vacated this reconsideration and reinstated its earlier dismissal of all claims against the 

LPEs based on the public duty rule. C 3159-63. Following Aleckson v. Village of Round 

Lake Park, 176 Ill. 2d 82, 87-88 (1997), the trial court determined that this Court's 

abolition of the public duty rule in Coleman did not apply retroactively to the 

circumstances in this case or to the consolidated cases.2 C 3162-63. Specifically, the trial 

court considered the procedural history, extensive motion practice, the LPEs consistent 

2 This matter, 2009 CH 6159, was consolidated for all purposes with the following cases 
in the Circuit Court of Cook County: 10 CH 38809, 11 CH 29686, 13 CH 10423, and 14 
CH 06755. 
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assertion of and reliance upon the public duty rule for six and a half years before its 

abolition, and the unjust burden to be borne by the taxpayers considering the unexpected 

reversal of longstanding law and the passage of time. C 3160-63. After a Rule 304(a) 

finding, Plaintiffs filed a Notice of Appeal on April 4, 2017. C 3203-04. 

On May 30, 2019, the First District affirmed the trial court's ruling in part and 

reversed it in part. A 02. In its opinion, the First District evaluated the same factors as the 

trial court, but found that Coleman applied retroactively to this case because "[i]n 

considering the three factors there is no clear-cut answer on either side * * * [T]he 

Aleckson factors do not tilt in any one direction." A 29-30. The First District affirmed the 

trial court's dismissal of certain counts, but concluded that Plaintiffs' claims for negligent 

nuisance, claim for negligent trespass, and violation of the Takings Clause "were 

sufficient to withstand dismissal under section 2-615", and that "most of [the LPEs'] 

claims of immunity under the Tort Immunity Act [did] not provide an alternate basis for 

dismissal of those counts under section 2-619." A 51. 

Under Illinois Supreme Court Rule 315 ( eff. July 1, 20 18), the LPEs now petition 

this Court for leave to appeal the First District's opinion, finding that Coleman should 

apply retroactively to this case, as an exercise of this Court's supervisory authority, in 

order to address a question of general importance to the people of the State of Illinois, 

and to address a conflict between opinions of two appellate courts. 

ARGUMENT 

This Court should grant this petition because the First District improperly applied 

Coleman retroactively. Coleman overruled clear precedent that the LPEs had steadfastly 

relied upon thereby creating inequity and hardship on the LPEs. Additionally, this Court 
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should grant the petition in order to resolve the conflict the First District created in 

holding that the A5AC sufficiently alleged a violation of the Takings Clause. 

I. COLEMAN SHOULD NOT BE APPLIED RETROACTIVELY TO THIS 
CASE, AND THE PUBLIC DUTY RULE BARS THE LPES FROM 
LIABILITY FOR PLAINTIFFS' CLAIMS. 

Although decisions in civil cases are generally presumed to apply both 

retroactively and prospectively, this Court has long recognized the need to avoid the 

retroactive application of a change in law that would cause undue hardship. Molitor v. 

Kaneland Comm. Unit Dist. No. 302, 18 Ill. 2d 11, 28 (1959). To prevent inequitable 

results, this Court has exercised its inherent power to determine whether one of its 

decisions should apply retroactively or only prospectively. See Bd. of Commissioners of 

Wood Dale Pub. Library Dist. v. Du Page Cty., 103 Ill. 2d 422,426 (1984). This Court 

has held prospective application can be announced of two ways: (1) when the issuing 

court expressly states so in the decision, or (2) when a later court declines to give the 

opinion retroactive effect with respect to the parties appearing before it. Aleckson v. 

Village of Round Lake Pk., 176 Ill. 2d 82, 86 (1997). In determining whether a decision 

should apply retroactively, 3 this Court considers three factors: 

"(1) whether the decision to be applied nonretroactively established a 
new principle of law, either by overruling clear past precedent on 
which litigants may have relied or by deciding an issue of first 
impression whose resolution was not clearly foreshadowed; (2) 
whether, given the purpose and history of the new rule, its operation 

3 Although certain decisions have suggested these factors only apply when a later court is 
tasked with determining retroactivity, this Court has long considered these factors 
whenever retroactivity is discussed. Compare Beastie v. Roberts, 226 Ill. 2d 515, 536 
(2007) (discussing factors only with respect to later court) with Bogseth v. Emanuel, 166 
Ill. 2d 507, 515-16 (1995) (considering same factors in determining whether decision 
should apply retroactively). Accordingly, this petition cites both cases in which the 
retroactivity analysis was done at the time the opinion was filed and cases in which the 
analysis was conducted by a later court. 
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will be retarded or promoted by prospective application; and (3) 
whether substantial inequitable results would be produced if the 
former decision is applied retroactively." Tosado v. Miller, 188 Ill. 2d 
186, 197 (1999) (citing Aleckson, 176 Ill. 2d at 92-94.). 

The first of these three considerations - whether the decision established a new principle 

of law- has been termed a "threshold requirement." Tosado, 188 Ill. 2d at 197 (quoting 

Aleckson, 176 Ill. 2d at 88.). Once the threshold is met, the Court turns to the next two 

factors. Elg v. Whittington, 119 Ill. 2d 344, 357 (1987). But where a new principle of law 

is announced, Illinois courts generally only apply the new principle prospectively unless 

equity overwhelmingly requires otherwise. Compare inter alia Elg, 119 Ill. 2d at 358-59 

(holding prospective application of new principle of law) with Tosado, 188 Ill. 2d at 197 

(finding retroactivity appropriate because no new principle was announced). Here, equity 

did not overwhelmingly require retroactive application of the Coleman decision. 

A. The Abolition of the Public Duty Rule Created a New Principle of 
Law Because It Overruled Clear Precedent Relied upon by the LPEs. 

The First District correctly found the Coleman decision represented a significant 

change in the law. A 20-23. Coleman abrogated the public duty rule - a doctrine that 

existed for over 100 years and this Court had recognized for over 40 years. Coleman, 

2016 IL 117952, ~~ 37-40 (detailing history of the rule), ~ 61 (abolishing the rule) 

(opinion ofKilbride, J.joined by Burke, J.). 

In fact, each Coleman opinion recognized the significant change in law the 

decision represented. The lead opinion in Coleman explored the history of the public duty 

rule at length including that the rule survived the abolition of sovereign immunity and the 

passage ofthe Tort Immunity Act. Coleman, 2016 IL 117952, ~~ 45, 52. The concurring 

and dissenting justices noted that the court was abandoning or abolishing the rule. !d. ~ 

67 ("the time has come for this Court to abandon the public duty rule and its special duty 
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exception") (Freeman, J., specially concurring, joined by Theis, J.) ~ 80 ("the court 

abandons these well-settled principles and abolishes the public duty rule") (Thomas, J., 

dissenting, joined by Garman, C.J. and Karmeier, J.). Given the clear significance the 

members of this Court placed on the Coleman decision, the First District easily found that 

the decision created a new principle of law. A 20-23. 

Critically, this new principle overturned an existing rule that the LPEs and other 

municipal corporations relied upon for decades. This reliance should be determinative of 

the retroactivity analysis because both the United States Supreme Court and this Court 

have emphasized reliance on the existing law when deciding whether to apply a new 

principle of law retroactively. Bd. of Commissioners of Wood Dale Pub. Library Dist., 

103 Ill. 2d at 427-28. The three-factor retroactivity analysis employed by this Court 

originated with the United States Supreme Court's decision in Chevron Oil Co. v. Huson, 

404 U.S. 97, 106-07 (1971). Aleckson, 176 Ill. 2d at 87-91. Later, the United States 

Supreme Court emphasized "judge-made rules of law are hard facts on which people 

must rely in making decisions and in shaping their conduct. This fact of legal life 

underpins our modern decisions recognizing a doctrine of nonretroactivity." Lemon v. 

Kurtzman, 411 U.S. 192, 199 (1973). Illinois decisions considering retroactivity have also 

focused on the degree to which parties relied on the rule that existed prior to it being 

overturned. See, e.g., Bd. of Commissioners of Wood Dale Pub. Library Dist., 103 Ill. 2d 

at 427-28. 

A decade before Chevron Oil was decided, this Court also focused on the 

"reliance test" in deciding that its abolition of local sovereign immunity should only 

apply prospectively. Molitor, 18 Ill. 2d at 28. This Court found that local governments 
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relied on that immunity by failing to adequately insure themselves or to adequately 

investigate past accidents. /d. at 28-29. The Court noted that great hardship could arise 

because of the municipalities' reliance on the immunity it was abolishing. !d. at 26-27. 

By abolishing local sovereign immunity, the Court fundamentally altered the potential 

liability municipal corporations faced. So, to avoid causing local public entities from 

suffering "undue hardship," the Court applied its decision prospectively. /d. at 28-29. The 

same should have occurred with the (abolition) of the public duty rule. 

As they had previously relied upon sovereign immunity, the LPEs and other local 

municipalities have been relying on the public duty rule for decades. A 21-22. As the 

dissent in Coleman noted, the public duty rule allowed local public the "flexibility to 

prioritize and respond to community emergencies without having their judgment 

questioned." Coleman, 2016 IL 117952, ~ 97. This allowed and encouraged 

municipalities to "provide needed services for their communities where the risk of 

potential liability to individuals would discourage local public entities from providing 

those services." /d. ~ 98. From the time it was first announced, municipalities relied upon 

the public duty rule to continue to provide services and avoid liability based on having 

their judgment questioned while providing those services to the community at large. See, 

e.g, Harinek v. 161 North Clark Street Ltd. Partnership, 181 Ill. 2d 335, 345 (1998); 

Town of Cicero v. Metropolitan Water Reclamation District of Greater Chicago, 2012 IL 

App (1st) 112164, ~ 41 n.4; Alexander v. Consumers Illinois Water Co., 358 Ill. App. 3d 

774 (3d Dist. 2005); Schaffrath v. Village of Buffalo Grove, 160 Ill. App. 3d 999, 1003 

(1st Dist. 1987). 
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Further, the LPEs first relied on the public duty rule repeatedly in this specific 

case beginning in 2010 - nearly six years before Coleman was decided. The LPEs first 

raised the issued when they filed their motions to dismiss the Third Amended Complaint. 

C 3161. They raised it again on numerous occasions and through numerous motions. See, 

e.g., C 209 (motions to dismiss Fourth Am. Compl.), C 56-58 (motions to dismiss the 

A5AC in February 20 12). Finally, they raised it again in their Amended Motions to 

Dismiss the A5AC in August 2014, which the Court ultimately granted. Park Ridge at C 

1071-83, 1099-113; District at C 1118-484; Maine Township at C 1092-94, 1486-505. 

The LPEs' reliance on the public duty rule was clear, substantial, and repeated. 

Unfortunately, the First District failed to give proper weight to the negative effect of the 

LPEs' decades-long reliance on the public duty rule. A 29-30. Had the LPES' reliance on 

the public duty rule had been given the proper weight, this Court's precedent supports not 

applying Coleman retroactively. 

When Illinois courts evaluate whether a new principle of law should be applied 

retroactively, they normally order prospective application. See, e.g., Bogseth v. Emanuel, 

166 Ill. 2d 507, 516-17 (1995) (prospective application of decision rejecting use of 

fictitious "John Doe" respondents-in-discovery); Deichmueller Construction Co. v. 

Industrial Comm 'n, 151 Ill. 2d 413, 416-18 (1992) (insufficiency of appeal bond signed 

by attorney); Elg, 119 Ill. 2d at 357-60 (new interpretation of Rule 304(a)); Sunich v. 

Chicago & North Western Transportation Co., 106 Ill. 2d 538, 545 (1985) (intrastate 

forum non conveniens); Bd. ofCommissioners ofWood Dale Public Library District, 103 

Ill. 2d at 431-32; Alvis v. Ribar, 85 Ill. 2d 1, 28 (1981) (comparative negligence); 

Renslow v. Mennonite Hospital, 67 Ill. 2d 348, 359 (1977) (liability for negligent 
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infliction of prenatal injuries); Molitor, 18 Ill. 2d at 26-29 (abolition of local sovereign 

immunity). In each of these cases, this Court determined that either the reversal of past 

precedent or the announcement of an unforeseen rule inherently causes hardship on those 

that relied on the prior state of the law. Here, the LPEs and other municipalities 

overwhelmingly relied upon the public duty rule for decades. Coleman represented a 

significant departure from an established rule. Under this Court's opinions, Coleman 

should not have been retroactively applied unless equity retroactive application strongly 

supported a different result. In this case, it does not. So, this Court should grant this 

petition to exercise its supervisory authority on this well-established rule of application. 

B. The Remaining Aleckson Factors Do Not Support Retroactive 
Application of Coleman. 

After determining that a decision announced a new principle of law, the 

remaining factors to be assessed when determining to apply that new rule retroactively 

are: (1) whether operation of the new rule will be retarded or promoted by prospective 

application given its purpose and history; and (2) whether retroactive application would 

be inequitable. Bd. of Commrs. of Wood Dale Pub. Library Dist., 103 Ill. 2d at 430. In 

this case, neither the second nor third factors support retroactive application. 

First, prospective application would not hinder the purpose of the Coleman 

decision. As the First District recognized, given the differences in the lead and concurring 

Opinions, "it is difficult to glean any overarching 'purpose and history of the new rule.' " 

A 23. It further noted that a prospective application would not hinder any purpose. A 26. 

Even so, the Court determined that this factor did not support a non-retroactive 

application because it could lead to confusion on future application of the rule based on 

the Second District's decision in Salvi v. Village of Lake Zurich, 2016 IL App (2d) 
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150249. /d. The First District's concern about creating a conflict is illusory. The Salvi 

decision did not undertake retroactivity analysis at all. A 25-26. It simply noted that the 

public duty rule had been abolished and continued with its analysis of the Tort Immunity 

Act. Salvi, 2016 IL App (2d) 150249, ~ 37. It is not clear that retroactivity was even 

raised in Salvi. A 26 ("we have no way of knowing what arguments were raised"). So, 

here, applying Coleman only prospectively does not create a conflict with silence of the 

Salvi court. There is no concern regarding "an increase in uncertainty." /d. Accordingly, 

because the purpose and history of the public duty rule's abolition would not be furthered 

by a retroactivity, the second Aleckson factor supports a prospective only application. 

Finally, the equities clearly support a non-retroactive application in this case. The 

First District understood that retroactive application would create a hardship for the 

LPEs: "[c]ertainly, if Coleman is applied to their case, [LPEs] will undergo significant 

hardship." A 27. The Court went on to state that for the entirety of the case, the LPEs 

were "operating in a legal universe that included the availability of the public duty rule 

and governed their actions accordingly." A 28. This is exactly the scenario in which this 

Court has cautioned against retroactive application of a new rule. See, e.g., Bd. of 

Commrs. ofWood Dale Pub. Library Dist., 103 Ill. 2d at 427-28; Molitor, 18 Ill. 2d at 28. 

The inequity in this case is even more apparent because if not for the Plaintiffs' failures, 

the issue would have been decided years prior to this Court's ruling in Coleman. 

As noted above, this case had a lengthy history at the trial court. The litigation 

was pending before the trial court for nearly a decade and had not advanced beyond the 

pleadings. Plaintiffs repeatedly filed complaints that failed to comply with the Illinois 

Code of Civil Procedure, and then filed amended complaints to cure these technical 
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defects (amendments that ultimately resulted in the pleading being reduced from 650 

pages to 299 pages). C 202, 234. Nine months elapsed from the filing of the Fifth 

Amended Complaint on April18, 2011 to the filing ofthe A5AC on January 20,2012, 

and all Plaintiffs did was strike through claims and allegations that had already been 

stricken, dismissed, or withdrawn. C 38, 55. Due to the Plaintiffs' failure to file a 

competent pleading and delays in the trial court's rulings on other parties' motions, the 

LPEs' Section 2-615 motions to dismiss were not adjudicated until April 3, 2015-five 

years after the public duty rule was initially asserted by the LPEs. Importantly, resolution 

of the Plaintiffs' claims against LPEs would not terminate this litigation. The Plaintiffs' 

claims against certain private entities continue. Accordingly, the third retroactivity factor 

tilts heavily in favor of a prospective application of Coleman. 

Considering all of these points, the Court should grant this petition, exercising its 

supervisory authority, to evaluate the First District's retroactive application of Coleman's 

abolition of the public duty rule. 

C. When The Public Duty Rule Is Applied to this Case, Respondents' Claims 
Against LPES Are Barred. 

The public duty rule precluded the LPEs from being found liable in this case 

because the A5AC did not contain any factual allegations showing that the LPEs owed 

Plaintiffs an individual duty. Under the public duty rule, as it existed prior to Coleman-

and as should be applied to this case - a municipality could not be held liable for its 

failure to provide adequate governmental services. Harinek, 181 Ill. 2d at 345. The 

rationale underlying the rule was that the duty of a municipality to provide governmental 

services to the public at large takes precedence over any duty owed to a particular 

plaintiff. !d. 
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As the First District correctly noted, the public duty rule had long protected the 

LPEs and other municipal defendants from flooding claims. See A 21-22 (citing two 

reported First District decisions, unreported First District decisions, and six trial court 

rulings that had so held). For example, in Town ofCicero, 2012 IL App (1st) 112164, the 

First District noted "the 'public duty rule' would appear to bar" any tort claims for 

flooding from June and July 2010 heavy rain events. !d.~ 41 n.4. 

Similarly, in Alexander, 358 Ill. App. 3d 774, the Third District held that, under 

the public duty rule, a municipality had no duty to individual plaintiffs to require that 

sewer lines be maintained to prevent the backup of sewage into the plaintiffs' homes. !d. 

at 779. There, the plaintiffs alleged that the Village of University Park should have 

mandated homeowners to keep their sewage lines cleared and maintained. By failing to 

issue such a mandate, even though it could have, the plaintiffs accused University Park of 

breaching a duty to the homeowners whose houses suffered sewage backup due to 

clogged lines. !d. at 777-78. The Court found that the public duty rule barred any liability 

against University Park for failing to prevent the sewer backups. !d. at 779.4 

Here, Plaintiffs claim that the LPEs failed to manage and control stormwater, to 

maintain improvements, and to provide flood prevention and relief services. E.g. A5AC ~ 

1247, ~ 1285, ~ 1290, ~ 1315, ~ 1321 and~ 1326. These claims are based solely on the 

performance of ordinary government functions. Just as the District was not liable because 

of the public duty rule in Town of Cicero for failing to "implement and activate 

4 As the First District referenced, a number of unreported cases also applied the public 
duty rule to bar claims arising from flood water or sewer management. E.g. River City 
Facilities Management Co. v. Metropolitan Water Reclamation District of Grater 
Chicago, 2012 IL App (1st) 120464-U, 1~ 25, 30, and Arezina v. City of Elmhurst, 2013 
IL App (2d) 120572-U, ~ 24. 
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procedures of handling excess stormwater before backup flooding occurred," the LPEs 

had no duty to implement and activate procedures for handling excess stormwater, 

including designing an adequate drainage system or providing sandbagging. Town of 

Cicero, 2012 IL App (1st) 112164, ~~ 39-41 n.4. Further, the LPEs did not have a duty to 

any individual to maintain or clear stormwater sewers during or before a rainfall, whether 

the LPEs ordinarily operate and maintain the sewers or not. Alexander, 358 Ill. App. 3d at 

779. 

II. THE FIRST DISTRICT CREATED A CONFLICT WITH THE THIRD 
DISTRICT BY INCORRECTLY FINDING THAT PLAINTIFFS STATED 
AT AKINGS CLAIM. 

The First District also created a conflict with the Third District's opinion in 

Sorrells, 2015 IL App (3d) 140763, when it incorrectly found Plaintiffs' A5AC 

sufficiently alleged a violation of the Takings Clause. In doing so, the First District 

ignored clear precedent regarding the allegations necessary to state a takings claim. This 

Court should grant this Petition to resolve the current split between the First and Third 

Districts. 

A. The First District Should Have Found That A Takings Claim Cannot 
Survive If A Private Entity Is Even Partially At Fault. 

To state a takings claim, a plaintiff must allege among other elements that the 

taking was either an intentional or foreseeable result of an authorized government action. 

Hampton v. Metropolitan Water Reclamation Dist. OfGreater Chicago, 2016 IL 119861, 

~25 (citing Arkansas Game and Fish Comm. v. US, 568 U.S. 23, 38-39 (2012)). The 

complaint must allege "the invasion is 'direct, natural, or probable result of an authorized 

activity and not the incidental or consequential injury inflicted by the action.'" Ridge 

Line, Inc. v. US, 346 F.3d 1346, 1355 (Fed. Cir. 2003) (quoting Columbia Basin 
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Orchard v. U.S., 132 Ct. C. 445, 132 F. Supp. 707, 709 (1955)). So, in order to state a 

takings claim, Plaintiffs were required to allege their property was taken due to the direct, 

natural, or probable result of the LPEs' direct actions as opposed to the actions of a 

private entity. 

Importantly, government inaction or failure to act cannot sustain a takings claim. 

St. Bernard Par. Gov't v. U.S., 887 F.3d 1354, 1361 (Fed. Cir. 2018), cert. denied, 139 

S.Ct. 796 (2019) (citing U.S. v. Sponenbarger, 308 U.S. 256 (1939)). The complaint must 

contain allegations as to what would have happened absent the specific government 

action. St. Bernard Par. Gov't, 887 F.3d at 1362. The takings claims in the A5AC do not 

contain those necessary factual allegations and would be properly dismissed on that basis 

as well. Despite these failures, the First District found that the A5AC stated a claim for 

violation of the Takings Clause because "plaintiffs allege much more hands-on 

involvement and ongomg responsibility from" the LPEs. A 43. This holding was 

erroneous, and it created direct conflict a prior decision from the Third District. 

In Sorrells, the Third District required that a property owner prove the alleged 

taking was solely the intended or foreseeable result of government actions. Sorrells, 2015 

IL App (3d) 140763, ,-r,-r 31-32. In that case, the plaintiffs were homeowners whose 

property was flooded when a private company developed the adjacent property into a 

subdivision and then dedicated the subdivision streets to the City of Macomb. !d. ,-r 1. 

After the streets were dedicated, plaintiffs filed a claim against the City of Macomb for 

inverse condemnation. !d. ~ 18. Plaintiffs alleged that water from the development, 

including from the streets, was channeled and directed by the streets to unreasonably 

discharge from two stormwater detention basins onto their land. !d. ~ 17. As a result, 
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plaintiffs alleged that the City of Macomb discharged surface water from the streets and 

other locations onto their land that "would not normally flow upon plaintiffs' lands." !d.~ 

18 (Internal quotation marks omitted.). The homeowners appealed after the trial court 

dismissed the claim against Macomb pursuant to Section 2-615 and granted Rule 304(a) 

language (since the developer remained as a defendant). !d. ~ 19. The Third District 

found the takings claim failed to state a cause of action because the homeowners had 

alleged "the private development as a whole caused the alleged unreasonable amount of 

surface water to drain onto their land from the detention and drainage basins." !d. ~ 30. 

As such, "the flooding as alleged in this case was induced by the private developers, not 

government action" !d. ~ 31. 

The Third District also noted that the plaintiffs' complaint failed to allege that the 

water intrusion on their land "was the intended or foreseeable result, in whole or in part, 

of the City's actions rather than that of the development." !d. ~ 32. It sustained the 

dismissal in part because "condemnation cases traditionally arise from government action 

alone; not from multiple causes that would include actions of private actors, as in this 

case where the water was from the whole development flowing into detention basins." !d. 

~ 33. The allegations contained in the A5AC fare no better. 

In this case, as in Sorrells, Plaintiffs allege that the flooding was induced, at least 

in part, by private development. Compare C 1135-281 with Sorrells, 2015 IL App (3d) 

140763, ~ 31. Plaintiffs allege that Advocate developed the property over the course of a 

few decades, changed the natural drainage patterns, and built insufficient detention 

basins. C 1164-70. The Plaintiffs allege that the flooding initiated from those privately 

held detention basins and then overwhelmed the entire system. This is nearly identical to 
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the type of claim the Sorrells court rejected because the flooding is caused, at least in 

part, by private actors. Sorells, 2015 IL App (3d) 140763, ~ 32. In fact, despite the First 

District's holding to the contrary, the allegations in this case are weaker than those 

rejected in Sorrells because Plaintiffs have failed to allege that the LPEs "owned" the 

entire system. 

Importantly, Plaintiffs' Takings Claims also fail because they do not contain 

sufficient allegations to show the flooding was the intended or foreseeable result, in 

whole or in part, of any particular LPE's actions. This failure should also have been fatal 

to the takings claims. Jd. Instead, the First District found that the alleged history of 

flooding indicates the LPEs "knew of the increased risk of flooding." A 43. A general 

knowledge that an area has flooded in the past does not indicate that the flooding is a 

direct or intended result of a particular government action. As the Sorrells court noted, 

more specific factual allegations are needed to tie a specific government action to the 

alleged injury. A flooding cannot constitute a taking by a government if other entities 

(whether private or public) contribute to the flooding. Cf St. Bernard Par. Gov't, 887 

F.3d at 1362 (holding causation for a taking claim require proof of what would have 

occurred absent government action). Each of the LPEs could not have individually 

effected a taking violation from overflows in their own jurisdiction if other LPEs are also 

alleged to own and control the system, and to have approved allegedly "defective" plans. 

The First District should have held that Plaintiffs' allegations were insufficient to state a 

takings claim and concurred with this Court's ruling in Hampton, 2016 IL 119861 and 

the Third District's holding in Sorrells, 2015 IL App (3d) 140763. Because it failed to do 
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so, this Court should grant this petition to evaluate this conflict between opinions of the 

First and Third Districts. 

CONCLUSION 

For all of the foregoing reasons, the LPEs respectfully request that this Court 

grant this petition, and review the First District's opinion involving questions of general 

importance to all Illinois municipal corporations charged with the responsibility of 

collecting and treating wastewater for the benefit of the people of the State of Illinois. 

WHEREFORE, LPEs, Maine Township, City of Park Ridge, and the 

Metropolitan Water Reclamation District of Greater Chicago pray that under Illinois 

Supreme Court Rule 315 ( eff. July 1, 2018), this Court grant this petition, reverse the 

Illinois Appellate Court's decision that this Court's holding in Coleman v. East Joliet 

Fire Protection District, 2016 IL 117952 should be applied retroactively and affirm the 

decision of the Circuit Court of Cook County dismissing Plaintiffs' claims against the 

LPEs. In addition, LPEs pray that this Court reverse the Illinois Appellate Court's 

holding that the Amended Fifth Amended Complaint Amending the Complaint Only on 

Its Face only properly stated a claim for a taking under the Illinois Constitution. Further, 
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the LPEs pray for such other relief in this matter as this Court deems just and appropriate. 

Dated: July 3, 2019 

MAINE TOWNSHIP 

/s/ Benjamin Jacobi 
Benjamin Jacobi 
O'Halloran, Kosoff, Geitner & Cook, LLC 
Edens Corporate Center 
650 Dundee Road, Fourth Floor 
Northbrook, Illinois 60062 
847.291.0200 
bjacobi@okgc.com 

METRO POUT AN WATER RECLAMATION 
DISTRICT OF GREATER CHICAGO 

/s/ Susan T. Morakalis 
Susan T. Morakalis, General Counsel 
Ellen M. A very 
Anastasios T. Foukas 
100 East Erie Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60611 
312.751.5929 
Morakakaliss@mwrd.org 
Atty. No.: 28138 
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Respectfully Submitted, 

CITY OF PARK RIDGE 

/s/ Howard C. Jablecki 
Howard C. Jablecki 
Klein, Thorpe & Jenkins, Ltd. 
20 North Wacker Drive, Suite 1660 
Chicago, Illinois 60606 
312.984.6400 
hcj ab lecki @ktj law. com 
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SUPREME COURT RULE 341(c) 
CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE 

I, Susan T. Morakalis, certify that this brief conforms to the requirements of Rules 
341 (a) and (b). The length of this brief, excluding the pages containing the Rule 341 (d) cover, 
the Rule 341 (c) certificate of compliance, the certificate of service, and those matters to be 
appended to the brief under Rule 342(a), is 20 pages. 

Dated: July 3, 2019 By: Is/ Susan T. Morakalis 
Susan T. Morakalis 

Attorney for Defendant/ Appellee/Petitioner, 
Metropolitan Water Reclamation District of 
Greater Chicago 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

Under penalties as provided by law pursuant to Section 1-1 09 of the Code of Civil 
Procedure, the undersigned certifies that the statements set forth in this instrument are true 
and correct, and that she is one of the attorneys for Defendant/ Appellee/Petitioner 
Metropolitan Water Reclamation District of Greater Chicago and that she electronically filed 
on July 3, 2019 Maine Township, City of Park Ridge and Metropolitan Water Reclamation 
District of Greater Chicago's Petition for Leave to Appeal with the Clerk of the Illinois 
Supreme Court and will send copies of said filing to the following attorney( s) of record: 

Attorney for Plaintiffs: 
Phillip G. Bazzo 

Flood Law Institute 
1515 Fort St., No. 415 

Lincoln Park, MI 48146 
phillipgbazzoesq@comcast.net 

Attorney for Maine Township: 
Benjamin Jacobi 

O'Halloran Kosoff Geitner & Cook, LLC 
Edens Corporate Center 

650 Dundee Road, Fourth Floor 
Northbrook, Illinois 60062 

Bjacobicmokgc.com 

Attorneys for City of Park Ridge 
Everett M. Hill, Jr. 
Howard Jablecki 

Klein, Thorpe and Jenkins, Ltd. 
20 N. Wacker Drive, Suite 1660 

Chicago, IL 60606 
hcjablecki@ktjlaw.com 

via email on July 3, 2019. 

------ --. - -

By: /s/ Susan T. Morakalis 
Susan T. Morakalis 
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2019ILApp(lst) 170859 

No. 1~17-0859 

Fourth Division 
May 30,2019 

IN THE 
APPELLATE COURT OF ILLINOIS 

FIRST DISTRICT 

DENNIS TZAKIS, ZENON GIL, CATHY PONCE, ) 
ZAIA GILIANA, .nJLIA CABRALES, and JUAN SOLIS, ) 
on Behalf of Themselves and All Other Persons Similarly ) 
Situated, a Proposed Class Action, ) 

) 
Plaintiffs-Appellants, ) 

v. ) 
) 

BERGER EXCAVATING CONTRACTORS, INC.; ) 
ADVOCATE HEALTH AND HOSPITALS ) 
CORPORATION d/b/a Advocate Lutheran General ) 
Hospital; COOK COUNTY; GEW AL T HAMILTON ) 
ASSOCIATES, INC.; THE VILLAGE OF GLENVIEW; ) 
MAINE TOWNSHIP; THE METROPOLITAN WATER ) 
RECLAMATION DISTRICT OF GREATER CHICAGO; ) 
THE VILLAGE OF NILES; and THE CITY OF PARK ) 
RIDGE, . ) 

) 
Defendants ) 

) 
(The Metropolitan Water Reclamation District of Greater ) 
Chicago, The City of Park Ridge, and Maine Township, ) 

) 
Defendants-Appellees). ) 

Appeal from the Circuit Court 
of Cook County. 

Nos. 2009 CH 6159 
ro CH 38809 
11 CH 29586 
13 CH 10423 
14 CH 6755 
(cons.) 

The Honorable 
Sophia H. Hall, 
Judge Presiding. 

JUSTICE GORDON delivered the judgment of the court, with opinion. 
Presiding Justice McBride and Justice Reyes concurred in the judgment and opinion. 

OPINION 

~ 1 The instant appeal arises from a lawsuit filed by plaintiffs concerning property damage to 

their homes resulting from sto1m water flooding. Plaintiffs, who reside in Maine Township, 
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allege that defendant, Advocate Health and Hospitals Corporation (Advocate), which 

operates a hospital adjacent to plaintiffs' neighborhood, constructed its hospital in such a way 

that the hospital's storm water drainage system discharged onto plaintiffs' properties and 

caused flooding. Plaintiffs further allege that the local public entities, namely, the Village of 

Glenview (Glenview), Maine Township, the Metropolitan Water Reclamation District of 

Greater Chicago (District), the Village of Niles (Niles), and the City of Park Ridge (Park 

Ridge), 1 breached a variety of duties owed to the homeowners with respect to the drainage 

system. The defendants participating in the instant appeal-Park Ridge, the District, and 

Maine Township-sought dismissal of the complaint on the basis of the public duty rule, 

claiming that they did not owe a duty to any individual plaintiff but only to the community at 

large. In 2015, the trial comt dismissed the complaint pursuant to .section 2-615 of the Code 

of Civil Procedure (Code) (735 ILCS 5/2-615.(West 2014)), finding that the public duty rule 

applied. However, in 2016, the Illinois Supreme Court abolished the public duty rule in 

Coleman v. East Joliet Fire Protection District, 2016 IL 117952, and the trial court granted 

plaintiffs' motion to reconsider. Six months later, however, the trial court vacated its order 

and reinstated the dismissal. Plaintiffs now appeal, arguing that the supreme court's decision 

should be applied retroactively and the public duty rule is not available to defendants, and 

further arguing that no other basis existed for dismissing their complaint. For the reasons that 

follow, we affirrD: in part and reverse in part. 

1Cook County was also named as a defendant, but plaintiffs voluntarily dismissed the counts 
aimed at the county without prejudice on Aprii2S, 2013. Glenview was voluntarily dismissed from 
the case with prejudice on December 12, 2014. Niles is not a party to the instant appeal, but the trial 
court's dismissal expressly encompassed Niles, as well. 
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,2 BACKGROUND 

, 3 We considered the complaint with respect to defendant Advocate in Tzakis v. Advocate 

Health & Hospitals Corp., 2015 IL App (1st) 142285-U. As it is the same complaint at issue 

in both appeals--plaintiffs' "amended fifth amended complaint"-we incorporate our prior 

description of the allegations where applicable in the instant appeal. 

, 4 Plaintiffs filed their amen~ed fifth amended complaint on January 20,2012. According to 

the complaint, Park Ridge, Cook County, Maine Township, and the District, "among other 

local public entities," in coordination with private partners, developed the Prairie Creek 

Storm water System, which was a manmade storm water system of drains, retention basins, 

and stonn water sewers, and the local public entities controlled the development of the 

system beginning with the original 1960 plat approvals. The Prairie Creek Stormwater 

System received most of the storm water runoff within the Prairie Creek Watershed, a 

watershed of over one inile, extending upstream from plaintiffs' homes. Advocate acquired a 

parcel of real property adjacent to plaintiffs' neighborhood some time prior to 1976, which 

was also located within the watershed; as one of the parties admitted in oral argument, the 

property was on a flood plain. In 1976, Advocate submitted a development plan to Park 

Ridge that proposed modifications to Advocate's drainage system. Park Ridge approved the 

plans and they were subsequently implemented. In October 1976, the Illinois Department of 

Transportation issued a report stating that "a large portion of the subdivision set out in 

[Advocate's development plan]," including plaintiffs' neighborhood, "was and is subject to 

flood risks." 

According to the complaint, in 1987, plaintiffs' neighborhood sustained catastrophic 

flooding, in response to which Park Ridge, Maine Township, and Glenview, "along with 
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other entities," hired Harza Engineering Services (Harza) to investigate the flooding. In 1990, 

Harza issued a report that identified design and maintenance defects in Advoc~te's drainage 

system, including the portions adjacent to plaintiffs' properties. The report indicated that 

these defects impaired the system's drainage capacity to a level "substantially below any 

reasonably safe standard." Plaintiffs allege that Harza's report placed Park Ridge, Maine 

Township, and Glenview and "possibly other [defendants]" on actual or constructive 

knowledge of the flood risk to plaintiffs' homes. 

The complaint alleges that sonietime after 1987 but before 2002, Advocate hired Gewalt 

Hamilton Associates, Inc. (Gewalt), an engineering firm, to draft and implement a 

development plan for the hospital property that included modifications to the drainage system 

and topography that altered the propetty's "natural drainage areas." In August 2002, a 

rainstorm caused storm water to accwnulate within the hospital's drainage system. Plaintiffs 

allege that an "undersized" discharge component caused water to build up arid 

'"catastrophically overflow" the drainage system, again flooding plaintiffs' homes. 

The complaint alleges that in 2002 or 2003, the Illinois Department of Natural Resources 

conducted a study in response to the 2002 flooding in conjunction with local municipal 

authorities, includ~g Park Ridge, Maine Towns~p, and Glenview. The study found 

"numerous bottlenecks and obstructions to flow as the causes of the invasive flooding." The 

study also detailed potential remedies, including specific iinprovements to Advocate's 

drainage system. After 2002 but before September 13, 2008, Advocate and Gewalt developed 

plans to modify the hospital property's drainage system, including components identified as 

problematic in the 2002 study. However, plaintiffs allege that, on information and belief, 

Advocate's plan did not inch.lde modifications to three undersized components of the 
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drainage system, despite Advocate's knowledge of the flood risk these components posed to 

plaintiffs. On September 13, 2008, storm water overwhelmed the hospital's drainage system 

and caused the flooding in plaintiffs' homes and property, leading to the instant lawsuit.
2 

With respect to the District, the complaint all~g;ed that the District was the regional local 

public entity charged with multijurisdiction operation of storm water management and "owns 

and/or controls all drains, basins, structures, components and other stormwater 

improvements" within the Prairie Creek Stotmwater System. The complaint ~rther alleged 

that the District owned and operated the interceptors that received sewage from local sanitary 

sewers owned and controlled by Glenview and Park Ridge and transported it for treatment to 

one of the District's wastewater treatment plants. With respect to Park Ridge, the complaint 

alleged that Park Ridge had the most actual knowledge of Advocate flooding and was in the 

best position to make changes to Advocate's plans for its drainage system but failed to 

demand that Advocate ~ake the necessary changes. The complaint further alleged that Park 

Ridge did not advise the District of the flooding problems and that Park Ridge deployed its 

police and/or department of public safety to the area dul"ing instances of flooding. With 

respect to Maine Township, the complaint alleged that the Maine Township Highway 

Department had mobilized and readied trucks for sand delivery to pl~ntiffs' neighborhood in 

anticipation of the September 13, 2008, flooding and had provided sandbags "[o]n many 

prior occasions" when there had been catastrophic flooding. The complaint further alfeged 

that Maine Township was responsible for storm water management within its jurisdiction and 

supervised all storm water management projects and that, through its exercise of control, 

2While the lawsuit at issue in the instant appeal is limited to the September 13, 2008, flooding, 
four other lawsuits were filed after subsequent flooding events; these four lawsuits were consolidated 
for all purposes with the instant lawsuit, and the trial court's dismissal expressly applied to all of the 
lawsuits. 
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Maine Township "owned possessed and/or controlled" the portions of the Prairie Creek 

Storm water System within its jurisdiction. 

The complaint alleged similar causes of action against all three defendants.3 Counts XXV 

(against the District), XLV (against Park Ridge), and LXIV (against Maine Township) were 

for "negligence: dominant estate overburdening stormwater" and alleged that defendants 

knew or should have known of the foreseeable harm of invasive flooding into plaintiffs' 

neighborhood given the history of flooding, and that defendants owed nondelegable duties to 

properly manage the storm water so as to prevent harm to plaintiffs from excess stonn water 

overburdening the drainage system. Counts XXXI (against the District), Lll (against Park 

Ridge), and LXIX (against Maine Township) were for "negligent nuisance" and alleged that 

defendants negligently caused an accumulation of water from the drainage system to invade 

and interfere with plaintiffs' property. Counts XXXII (against the District), Llil (against Park 

Ridge), and LXX (against Maine Township) were for "negligent trespass" and alleged that, 

due to defendants' failure to properly manage the storm water systems, water invaded 

plaintiffs' property. Counts XXXVI (against the District), LVII (against Park Ridge), and 

LXXIV (against Maine Township) were for "statutory duty to maintain property" and alleged· 

that section 3-102(a) of the Local Governmental and Governmental Employees Tort 

Immunity Act (Tort Immunity Act) (745 ILCS 10/3-102(a) (West 2012)) set forth a duty for 

a local public entity to exercise ordinary care to maintain its property in a reasonably safe 

condition, which defendants did not do. Coilllts XXXVII (against the District), LVIII {against 

Park Ridge), and LXXV (against Maine Township) were for "duty to remedy dangerous 

plan" and alleged that section 3-103 of the Tort Immunity Act (745 ILCS 10/3-103 (West 

3The complaint also contained a number of additional counts against defendants, but plaintiffs 
voluntarily dismissed several of them and, in response to defendants' motions to dismiss, indicated 
that they would be "proceeding only upon" the counts we discuss herein. 
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2012)) set forth a duty for a local public entity to correct known unsafe conditions related to 

the design and/or engineering of an approved plan, which defendants did not do. Counts 

XXXIX (against the District), LX (against Park Ridge), and LXXVI (against Maine 

Township) were for "taking real and personal property" and were based on article I, section 

15, of the Illinois Constitution (Ill. Const. 1970, art. I, § 15), which prohibited the taking of 

private property for public use without the payment of just compensation. 

~ 10 On August 15, 2014, Park Ridge, the District, and Maine Township each filed motions to 

dismiss plaintiffs' amended fifth amended complaint.4 Each .of the motions to dismiss 

claimed that the complaint should be dismissed under section 2-615 of the Code because 

plaintiffs' claims were barred under the public duty rule and plaintiffs had failed to allege the 

existence of any duties owed to them. Each of the motions to dismiss further claimed that the 

complaint should be dismissed under section 2-619 of the Code because defendants were 

immune from liability pursuant to several sections of the Tort Immunity Act. 

~ 11 On April 3, 2015, the trial court granted defendants' motion to dismiss pursuant to 
I 

section 2-615 based on the public duty rule. The court found that the public duty rule applied 

to all of defendants' alleged conduct, and that no special duty exception applied. 

Accordingly, the court found that plaintiffs had not alleged sufficient facts to infer the 

existence of an actionable duty on the part of defendants and granted the motions to dismiss. 

~ 12 On May 4, 2015, defendants filed a motion for a finding that there was no just reason to 

delay enforcement or appeal from the trial court's April 3, 2015, order. In response, plaintiffs 

4The District and Maine Township each filed a combined motion to dismiss pursuant to section 2-
619.1 of the Code (735ILCS 5/2-619.1 (West 2012)), while Park Ridge filed two separate motions to 
dismiss, one based on section 2-615 (735lLCS 5/2-615 (West 2012)) and one based on section 2-619 
(735 ILCS S/2-619 (West 2012)). 
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claimed that the trial court's order did not encompass its counts concerning the takings 

clause, and the parties engaged in briefing and oral argument on the issue. 

, 13 On January 22, 2016, the Dlinois Supreme Court issued a decision in Coleman, 2016 IL 

117952, in which it abolished the public duty rule. On February 8, 2016, plaintiffs filed a 

motion for reconsideration of the dismissal of the complaint based on Coleman. Plaintiffs 

claimed that, as an interlocutory order, the ttial court was pennitted to review, modify, or 

vacate such an order at any time. In response, defendants argued that the new law established 

in Coleman should not be applied retroactively. 

~ 14 On August 18, 2016, the trial court granted plaintiffs' motion for reconsideration and 

vacated its April 3, 2015, order. Defendants filed a motion requesting that the trial comt 

certify the issue for interlocutory appeal. On February 1, 2017, in its order on that motion, the 

trial court "on its own motion, reconsider(edJ its order of August 18, 2016." The court noted 

that, in their briefing on the issue of certification, defendants included arguments that had not 

been presented in the briefing on plaintiffs' motion to reconsider and found that "[t]hose 

additional arguments have persuaded this Court to vacate paragraph 1 of the August 18, 2016 

order and reinstate its decision of April 3, 2015 dismissing [defendants]." The court found 

that the new law set forth in Coleman should not be retroactively applied to the instant case. 

The court noted that defendants had been raising the public duty rule since their initial 

motion to dismiss in 2010 and continued to raise the issue in subsequent motions to dismiss 

and found that retroactive application of the law would involve substantially more litigation 

preparation than could have been predicted. The court found that "[t]his is a hardship on the 

[defendants] and their taxpayers considering the unpredictable and unexpected reversal of 

longstanding law, the complexity of the case, and the passage of time.'' 
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~ 15 On February 14, 2017, defendants filed a motion for a finding pursuant to Illinois 

Supreme Court Rule 304(a) (eff. Mar. 8, 2016) that there was no just reason for delaying 

enforcement or appeal ofthe February 1, 2017, order reinstating the dismissal ofplaintiffs' 

complaint with respect to defendants; this motion was granted on March 10, 2017. Plaintiffs 

filed a notice of appeal on April4, 2017, and this appeal follows. 

, 16 ANALYSIS 

, 17 On appeal, plaintiffs claim that the trial court erred in finding that Coleman should not 

apply retroactively to their claims. Additionally, plaintiffs claim that, in the absence of the 

public duty rule, there was no alternate basis for dismissing their complaint. 

~ 18 I. Standard ofReview 

~ 19 The trial court's dismissal of plaintiffs' complaint was based on section 2-615 of the 

Code. A motion to dismiss under section 2-615 of the Code challenges the legal sufficiency 

of the complaint by alleging defects on its face. Young v. Bryco Arms, 213 Ill. 2d 433, 440 

(2004); Wakulich v. Mraz, 203 Ill. 2d 223, 228 (2003). The criticat inquiry is whether the 

allegations in the complaint are sufficient to state a cause of action upon which relief may be 

granted. Wakulich, 203 lll. 2d at 228. A cause of action will not be dismissed on the 

pleadings unless it clearly appears that the plaintiff cannot prove any set of facts that will 

entitle it to relief. Board of Directors of Bloomfield Club Recreation Ass 'n v. The Hoffman 

Group, Inc., 186 Ill. 2d 419, 424 (1999). In making this determination, all well-pleaded facts 

in the complaint and all reasonable inferences that may be drawn from those facts are taken 

as true. Young, 213 Ill. 2d at 441. In addition,_ we construe the allegations in the complaint in 

the light most favorable to the plaintiff. Young, 213 Ill. 2d at 441. We review de novo an 

order granting a section 2-615 motion to dismiss. Young, 213 Ill. 2d at 440; Wakulich, 203 
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Ill. 2d at 228. De novo c~nsideration means we petform the same analysis that a trial judge 

would perform. Khan v. BDO Seidman, LLP, 408 Ill. App. 3d 564, 578 (2011). Additionally, 

even if the trial court dismissed on an improper ground, a reviewing court may affirm the 

dismissal if the record supports a pmper ground for dismissal. See Raintree Homes, Inc. v. 

Village of Long Grove, 209 Ill. 2d 248, 261 (2004) (we can affirm "on any basis present in 

the record"); In reMarriage of Gary, 384 Ill. App. 3d 979, 987 (2008) ("we may affirm on 

any basis supported by the record, regardless of whether the trial court based its decision on 

the· proper ground"). 

~ 20 Additionally, each defendant also file4 a motion to dismiss the amended fifth amended 

complaint pursuant to section 2-619 of the Code. A motion to dismiss under section 2-619 

admits the legal sufficiency of all well-pleaded facts but allows for the dismissal of claims 

barred by an affirmative matter defeating those claims or avoiding their legal effect. Janda v. 

United States Cellular Corp., 2011 IL App (1st) 1 03 552, ~ 83 (citing DeLuna v. Burciaga, 

223 Ill. 2d 49, 59 (2006)). When reviewing a motion to dismiss under section 2-619, "a court 

must accept as true all well-pleaded facts in plaintiffs' complaint and all inferences that can 

reasonably be drawn in plaintiffs' favor." Morr-Fitz, Inc. v. Blagojevich,.231 Ill. 2d 474, 488 

(2008). Additionally, a cause of action shou1d not be dismissed under section 2-619 unless it 

is clearly apparent that no set of facts can be proved that would entitle the plaintiff to relief. 

Feltmeier v. Feltmeier, 207 Ill. 2d 263, 277-78 (2003). For a section 2-619 dismissal, our 

standard of review is de novo. Solaia Technology, LLC v. Specialty Publishing Co., 221 ill. 

2d 558, 579 (2006); Morr-Fitz, Inc., 231 Ill. 2d at 488. As noted, de novo consideration 

means we perform the same analysis that a trial judge would perform. Khan, 408 Ill. App. 3d 

at 578. 
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II. Public Duty Rule 

In the case at bar as noted the trial court's dismissal was based on its finding that , ' . 

defendants owed no duties to plaintiffs due to the public duty rule. Accordingly, it is helpful 

to begin with an overview of the public duty rule and the impact of the supreme court's 2016 

decision in Coleman. The common law public duty rule provides that local governmental 

entities do not owe any duty to individual members of the general public to provide adequate 

governmental services, such as police and fire protection. Coleman, 2016 IL 117952, ~ 37. 

"The long-standing public duty rule is grounded in the principle that the duty of the 

governmental entity to preserve the well-being of the community is owed to the public at 

large rather than to specific members of the community." (h1temal quotation marks omitted.) 

Coleman, 2016 IL 117952, 1 38. An exception to this mle is the "special duty exception," 

where the local governmental entity owes a special duty of care to a particular individual that 

is different from the duty it owes to the general public. Coleman, 2016 IL 117952, 1 41. 

, 23 In its analysis, the Coleman court traced the origins of the public duty rule to either an 

. · 1855 United States Supreme Court case or to an 1880 treatise on tort law. Coleman, 2016 IL 

117952, m 39, 40. The court further noted that the doctrine "was widely accepted in most 

jurisdictions." Coleman, 2016 IL 117952, 141. The Coleman court noted that the Illinois 

Supreme Court first acknowledged the public duty rule and its special duty exception in 

1968. Coleman, 2016 IL 117952,,42. The court further noted that the public duty rule 

"existed '[i]ndependent[ly] of statutory or common-law concepts of sovereign immunity.' '' 

Coleman, 2016 IL 117952, , 44 (quoting Huey v. Town of Cicero, 41 Ill. 2d 361, 363 

(1968)). The court, thus, noted that "[w]e have consistently held that the public duty rule 

survived the abolition of sovereign immunity and passage of the Tort Immunity Act." 
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Coleman, 2016 IL 117952, 152. Nevertheless, the Coleman court held that ''the time has 

come to abandon the public duty rule and its special duty exception."5 Coleman, 2016 IL 

117952, , 52. Accordingly, the court held that "in cases where the legislature has not 

provided immunity for cel1ain governmental activities, traditional tort principles apply." 

Coleman, 2016 IL 117952,,61. 

As an initial matter, in the case at bar, plaintiffs present shifting arguments concerning 

the applicability of the public duty rule to the. creation and operation of municipal sewer and 

drainage systems. We note that most of these arguments are raised for the fitst time in 

plaintiffs' reply brief and, in some cases, at oral argument. It is well settled that points not 

argued in the appellant's brief are forfeited. Lebron v. Gottlieb Memorial Hospital, 237 Ill. 

2d 217, 253 (2010); Ill. S. Ct. R. 34l(h)(7) (eff. May 25, 2018) ("Points not argued [in the 

appellant's brief] are forfeited and shall not be raised in the reply brief, in oral argument, or 

on petition for rehearing."). Accordingly, any arguments not raised in plaintiffs' initial brlef 

are not properly before this court. Nevertheless, we will briefly address some of those 

arguments below. 

, 25 In their briefs, plaintiffs argue that the public duty rule is inapplicable because it is 

preempted by the Tort Immunity Act. However, our supreme coul1 has repeatedly maintained 

that the public duty rule and the Tort Immunity Act may properly coexist. See, e.g., 

Coleman, 2016 IL 117952, , 52; Zimmerman v. Village of Skokie, 183 Ill. 2d 3 0, 45 ( 1998); 

Harinekv. 161 North Clark Street Ltd. Partnership, 181 Ill. 2d 335,346 (1998); Huey, 41 Ill. 

5While we refer to the "Coleman court," the decision in Coleman was a split one, with no 
majority opinion. Four justices concurred in the judgment, agreeing to abolish the public duty rule. 
However, the lead opinion was joined by the author and another justice, with two other justices 
joining in a special concurrence. Three justices dissented, believing that the public duty rule should 
not be abolished. For purposes of this appeal, however, the only relevant fact is that the public duty 
rule has been abolished. 
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2d at 363. Additionally, in their reply brief, plaintiffs argue that the public duty rule has 

"never been applied to [a local public entity] which actually owned the sewer or drain." 

(Emphases omitted.)6 Even assuming arguendo that plaintiffs are correct, plaintiffs fail to 

explain the relevance of defendants' ownership of the pipes. We note that our supreme court 

has found that the distinction between a governmental unit's governmental and proprietary 

functions was abandoned upon the abolishment of sovereign immunity. In re Chicago Flood 

Litigation, 17 6 Ill. 2d 179, 192 ( 1997). Accordingly, we cannot find that the ownership of the 

pipes would have any impact on the applicability of the public duty rule? Plaintiffs then 

argue that operation of stmm water sewer systems is not considered" 'flood prevention' or 

'flood relief' services." Again, even assuming arguendo that plaintiffs are correct, it is 

irrelevant to the question of whether the public duty rule applies, as the rule is not limited to 

flood prevention or flood relief services. See, e.g., Harinek, 181 ill. 2d at 345 ("the public 

duty rule*** prevents [governmental] units from being held liable for their failure to provide 

adequate governmental services")~ 

, 26 In their reply brief, plaintiffs next claim that the 1897 supreme court case of City of 

Chicago v. Seben, 165 Ill. 371 (1897), provides that "a [local public entity] acts ministerial 

without immunity when constructing, maintaining and operating sewers in executing its 

plan." However, whether a governmental entity's action is discretionary or ministerial is an 

issue with respect to application of the Tort Immunity Act, as plaintiffs themselves implicitly 

6 In their opening brief, plaintiffs also argue that the supreme court has never applied the public 
duty rule to "trespassory water invasion" as part of their argument for retroactive application of 
Coleman. We discuss that argument later in our analysis on the retroactivity issue. 

7 We note that our supreme court has suggested that an exception to the public duty rule may 
apply where the government is acting in a private, as opposed to a governmental, capacity. Burdine v. 
Village of Glendale Heights, 139 Ill. 2d 501, 508 (1990), overruled in part on other grounds, McCuen 
v. Peoria Park District, 163 Ill. 2d 125 (1994). However, plaintiffs do not claim that defendants in the 
case at bar were acting in a private capacity. 
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recognize through their reference to "immunity." Our supreme court has made clear that 

"[t]he existence of a duty and the existence of an immunity *** are separate issues." Village 

of Bloomingdale v. CDG Enterprises, Inc., 196 Ill. 2d 484,490 (2001); see also Van Meter v. 

Darien Park District, 207 Ill. 2d 359, 370 (2003); Harinek, 181 Ill. 2d at 346; Zimmerman, 

183 TIL 2d at 46. The cowt first determines whether a duty exists, then addresses whether the 

governmental entity is immune from liability for a breach of that duty. Village of 

Bloomingdale, 196 Ill. 2d at 490; Harinek, 181 Ill. 2d at 346 ("the question of whether the 

City owed plaintiff a duty under the special duty doctrine has no bearing on the separate 

question of whether the [Tort Immunity] Act immunizes the City from liability for plaintiff's 

injuries''); Zimmerman, 183 Ill. 2d at 46 ("The distinction between an immunity and a duty is 

crucial, because only if a duty is found is the issue of whether an immunity or defense is 

available to the governmental entity considered ***."). Thus, whether an action is 

discretionary or ministerial has no impact on whether a duty exists in the first instance. 

~ 27 Moreover, plaintiffs' reliance on Seben shifted during oral argument. There, plaintiffs' 

counsel stated that "the public duty rule has been rejected by the supreme court explicitly in 

Seben in 1898 [sic] when they rejected the Michigan rule." As noted, points not argued in the 

appellant's brief are forfeited. Lebron. 237 Ill. 2d at 253; Ill. S. Ct. R. 341(h)(7) (eff. May 25, 

2018) ("Points not argued [in the appellant's brief] are forfeited and shall not be raised in the 

reply brief, in oral argument, or on petition for rehearing."). Consequently, the argument 

plaintiffs raised for the first time ·at oral argument is not properly before this court. 

Furthermore, plaintiffs' counsel vastly overstated the Seben court's findings. In that case, the 

supreme court affirmed the trial court's refusal to give jury instructions providing that the 

City of Chicago could not be held liable for an injury caused by the plaintiff's stepping into a 
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sewer inlet where the sewer was constructed as part of a plan that was devised through no 

error in judgment. Seben, 165 Ill. at 3 83. The court found that the proposed jury instructions 

focused on only the initial construction of the sewer, and not on whether it was properly 

maintained. Seben, 165 Ill. at 383. In its discussion, the supreme court rejected the city's 

reliance on the "Michigan doctrine," \Vhich provided that where an injury was caused by the 

implementation of a plan that would render the work dangerous when completed, the fault 

lay with the legislature and that a "suit grounded upon it is grounded upon a wrong 

attributable to the legislative body itsel£" Seben, 165 Ill. at 380. The court further noted that 

Michigan had adopted ·the public duty rule--although it did not use that term-and did not 

draw a distinction between the liability of cities and the liability of towns and counties. 

Seben, 165 Ill. at 380. 

, 28 The Seben court's discussion of these latter two points highlights the flaws with 

plaintiffs' characterization of the case at oral argument. As noted, Seben was decided in 

. 1897, and the law in Illinois at that time was significantly different than it is today. As the 

Coleman court explained, the public duty mle originated in either 1855 or 1880, and our 

supreme court first expressly recognized the rule in 1968. Coleman, 2016 IL 117952,, 39-

40, 42. Thus, at the time that the Seben coutt issued its decision, the public duty rule itself 

was comparatively recent law, and the supreme court had never discussed it, much less 

"rejected" it "explicitly," as plaintiffs' counsel suggested at oral argwnent. Additionally, at 

that time, Illinois still retained local govemmental tort immtmity, which remained the state of 

the law until it was abolished in 1959. See Coleman, 2016 IL 117952, ~ 30-33 (discussing 

the history of local govenunental tort immw1ity). Thus, the liability of a local governmental 

entity established by the State differed from the liability of a municipality. Coleman, 2016 IL 
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117952, 1~ 33.8 In its analysis, the Seben court appropriately made note ofthese differences 

from Michigan law, which recognized the public duty rule and did not maintain local 

govemmental tort immunity, in determining that the appellant's arguments advocating for the 

'
4Michigan doctrine" were not persuasive. Seben, 165 Ill. at 380. This in no way suggests, 

however, that the Seben court was considering the issue of the public duty rule-or local 

governmental tort immunity, for that matter-and "reject[ing]" it. Furthermore, even. if the 

case could be interpreted in that way, any "reject[ion]" of the public duty mle would have 

only lasted until 1968, when .the supreme comt expressly recognized the rule in Huey v. 

Town q(Cicero, 41 III. 2d 361, 363 (1968). 

1 29 Finally, plaintiffs' counsel at oral argument also claimed that the public duty rule has 

never been applied to a "public improvement." Again, as this argument was first raised at 

oral argument, it is not properly before this court. Moreover, as we noted with respect to 

plaintiffs' earlier arguments, plaintiffs' focus on whether a particular category of 

governmental service has or has not been considered with respect to the application of the 

public duty rule is not dispositive of the issue. Our supreme court has made clear that "[t]he 

public duty rule is a long-standing.precept which establishes that a governmental entity and 

its employees owe no duty of care to individual members of the general public to provide 

governmental services, such as police and fire protection." Zimmerman, 183 Ill. 2d at 32. 

Courts have applied this rule to a variety of "govermnental services." See DeSmet v. County 

qf Rock Island, 219 Ill. 2d 497, 508 (2006) (noting that the mle has been applied "in various 

contexts" (citing Sims-Hearn v. Office of the Medical Examiner, 359 Ill. App. 3d 439, 443-46 

8 The Coleman court suggested that the existence of local governmental tort immunity explained 
the lack of earlier cases discussing the public duty rule-while the immunity existed, the public duty 
rule "remained in abeyance," since the immunity stood as an absolute bar to the enforcement of any 
civil liability arising from a breach of any duty. Coleman, 2016 IL 117952,, 42. 
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(2005), and Alexander v. Consumers illinois Water Co., 358 Ill. App. 3d 774 (2005))). For 

instance, the public duty rule has been applied to bar liability for "a general duty to the public 

to prevent *** sewer back-ups'' (Alexander, 358 Ill. App. 3d at 779), for performance of 

autopsies (Sims-Hearn, 359 ill. App. 3d at 445), for administration of a 911 emergency 

telephone system (Donovan v. Village ofOhio, 397 Ill. App. 3d 844, 850 (2010)), for failure 

to administer a vaccine (Taylor v. Bi-County Health Departmen_t, 2011 IL App (5th) 090475, 

1 36), and for failure to properly inspect a porch that subsequently collapsed (Ware v. City of 

Chicago, 375 Ill. App. 3d 574, 581 (2007)). Thus, it is apparent that the public duty rule has 

been found applicable to a wide variety of governmental services. 

~ 30 Nevertheless, based on our research, plaintiffs' counsel appears to be correct in the claim 

that the public duty rule has not been considered in the context of a public improvement. The 

closest analogue would be in Alexander, where the court applied the public duty rule in the 

context of the village's duty to prevent sewer back-ups. Alexander, 358 Ill. App. 3d at 779. 

We also note that the Seventh Circuit, applying Illinois law, has observed in dicta that there 

is no duty to provide uninterrupted water service for :firefighting pmposes. Remet Corp. v. 

City of Chicago, 509 F.3d 816, 820 (7th Cir. 2007). Thus, there are arguments to be made 

concerning whether the public duty rule is appropriate in considering the governmental 
\ . 

entity's duty with respect to such improvements, given the lack of case law on the issue, and 

the issue could have been further developed by both parties had plaintiffs properly raised it 

on appeal. However, we have no need to reach an answer to the question 6f the applicability 

of the public duty rule because our conclusion on the issue of retroactivity is dispositive. We 

turn, then, to consideration of that question. 
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, 31 We note that this appears to be a case of first impression, as we have discovered no case 

law expressly considering the retroactive applicability of Coleman. There is one case, 

involving storm water runoff and flooding, in which the public duty rule has been raised 

post-Coleman. See Salvi v. Village of Lake Zurich, 20 I 6 IL App (2d) 150249. However, after 

noting that the defendant village had invoked the public duty rule, the court in that case 

simply noted that "our supreme court has recently abolished the public duty rule" and 

proceeded to consider the defendant's arguments under the Tort Immunity Act without any 

discussion of whether the new law should apply retroactively. Salvi, 2016 IL App (2d) 

150249, 137. Thus, from our research, we are the ftrst court to consider whether Coleman. 

should apply retroactively. 

132 Generally, when a court issues an opinion, its decision is presumed to apply both 

retroactively and prospectively. Tosado v. Miller, 188 Ill. 2d I86, 196 (1999). However, our 

supreme court has set forth two ways for that presumption to be overcome. Aleckson v. 

Village of Round Lake Park, I 76 Ill. 2d 82, 86 (1997). First, the presumption is overcome 

when a court expressly states that its decision will be applied prospectively only. Tosado, 188 

Ill. 2d at 196-97. Second, "a later court may, under certain circumstances, override the 

presumption by declining to give the previous opinion retroactive effect, at least with respect 

to the parties appearing before the later court.'' Aleckson, 176 Ill. 2d at 86. This authority is 

not limited to the supreme court; an appellate court has the authority to detennine whether a 

previous decision should be applied prospectively with respect to a case before it. Aleckson, 

176 Ill. 2d at 91; see also Aleckson, 176 Ill. 2d at 89 (noting that the supreme court had 

previously implicitly recognized this authority when it cited an appellate court's prospective 

application of Illinois Supreme Court and United. States Supreme Court case law). 
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~ 33 Our supreme court has identified three factors in determining the question of prospective 

application: 

"(1) whether the decision to be applied nonretroactively established a new principle 

of law, either by overruling clear past precedent on which litigants may have relied or 

by deciding an issue of first impression whose resolution was not clearly 

foreshadowed; (2) whether, given the purpose and history of the new rule, its 

operation will be retarded or promoted by prospective application; and (3) whether 

substantial inequitable results would be produced if the former decision is applied 

retroactively." Tosado, 188 Ill. 2d at 197 (citingAleckson, 176 Ill. 2d at 92-94). 

~ 34 ln the case at bar, the Coleman court did not expressly address whether its decision would 

be prospective only. Plaintiffs claim that, because the Coleman dissent made reference to a 

case in which the court considered the retroactive application of a statutory amendment, the 

fact that the Coleman court did not specifically address the prospective application of the 

new law "buttresses the conclusion that the Coleman Court intentionally chose not to give 

prospective only effect." We find this argument unpersuasive. First, the case was one of nine 

cases cited in a string cite to support the dissenting justice's argument that the supreme court 

routinely engaged in an " 'even if' approach to decisionmaking" by deciding dispositive 

issues first in the interests of judicial expediency. Coleman, 2016 IL 117952, ~ 85 (Thomas, 

J., dissenting, joined by Garman, C.J., and Kanneier, J.). Additionally, the case cited by the 

dissent concerned the retroactive effect of a statute, not a court decision, which is subject to 

an entirely different analysis. See, e.g., People v. Hunter, 2017 IL 121306 (discussing 

standards to be applied in determining retroactive effect of statutory amendment). Thus, we 

cannot find that the mere use of the words "prospectively" and "retroactively" in a 
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parenthetical in this string cite in any way indicates that "certainly bells went off in the minds 

of the seven justices as to whether prospective only application of Coleman should be given.'' 

The court was silent on the issue. All that this silence indicates is that the presumption of 

retroactivity has not been overcome by an express statement by the court. 

~ 35 Thus, we must consider whether the factors set forth in Aleckson lead us to give the law 

armounced in Coleman retroactive effect. As noted, the first factor is whether the decision 

established a new principle of law, either by overruling dear past precedent on which 

litigants have relied or by deciding an issue of first impression whose resolution was not 

clearly foreshadowed. Alecks·on, 176. Ill. 2d at 92. We agree with defendants that Coleman 

clearly established a new principle of law. The court was explicit in the fact that it was doing 

so and was overruling past precedent; the lead opinion contains a discussion of stare decisis 

and the dissent also focuses its analysis on that issue. See Coleman, 2016 IL 117952, ~~ 53-

54 (lead opinion); Cf.?leman, 2016 IL 117952, ~~ 84-96 (Thomas, J., dissenting, joined by 

Garman, C.J., and Kamieier, J.). Most clearly, all three opinions in that case refer to the 

outcome as "abandon[ing]" or "abolish[ing]" the public duty rule. See Coleman, 2016 IL 

117952, ~52 (lead opinion) ("the time has come to abandon the public duty rule and its 

special duty exception"); Coleman, 2016 IL 117952, ~54 ("We believe that departing from 

stare decisis and abandoning the public duty rule and its special duty exception is justified 

for three reasons"'**."); Coleman, 2016 IL 117952, ~ 61 ("we hereby abolish the public duty 

rule and its special duty exception"); Coleman, 2016 IL 117952, ~ 64 ("We abolish the public 

duty rule and its special duty exception."); Coleman, 2016 IL 117952, 167 (Freeman, J., 

specially concurring, joined by Theis, J.) ("the time has come for this court to abandon the 

public duty rule and its special duty exception"); Coleman, 2016 IL 117952, , 77 ("I agree 
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that the public duty rule and its special duty exception must be abolished"); Coleman, 2016 

IL 117952, 180 (Thomas, J., dissenting, joined by Garman, C.J., and Karmeier, J.) ("Today 

the court abandons these well-settled principles and abolishes the P. ublic duty rule."); 
' 

Coleman, 2016 IL 117952, 196 ("I find no compelling legal rationale to ovarule this 

precedent and abolish the public duty rule.") There is no way to read Coleman without 

concluding that the supreme court was making new law by overturning longstanding 

precedent 

, 36 Plaintiffs argue that Coleman did not announce a new rule because the supreme court had 

never previously applied the public duty ruie to water-damage litigation and because the 

supreme court in Coleman described the jurisprudence concerning the rule to be "muddled 

and inconsistent," meaning that the past precedent was not "clear." We do not find these 

arguments persuasive. First, the question we must answer is not whether Coleman established 

a new principle of law in the specific context of water-damage litigation; the question is 

whether Coleman established a new principle of law, period. As noted, the Coleman court 

clearly and expressly overruled what it tenned "a long-standing common-law rule'' 

(Coleman, 2016 IL 117952, ~ 42 (lead opinion)). Additionally, the fact that the supreme court 

has not spoken on a particular issue does not mean that litigants are acting in a vacuum; 

appe1late court and trial court decisions can provide guidance as to the cuiTent state of the 

law even in the absence of a supreme court ruling on a particular factual scenario. For 

instance, in the case at bar, several appellate court cases, both reported and unreported,9 

supported defendants' claim that the public duty rule would apply to water-damage litigation. 

9While, of course, unreported decisions cannot be cited by the parties and have no precedential 
value, even unreported cases are publicly available and their existence can guide attorneys seeking to 
draft the best arguments to advance their clients' positions and permits them to view analysis found 
persuasive by other courts. 
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See, e.g., Town of Cicero v. Metropolitan Water Reclamation District of Greater Chicago, 

2012 IL App (1st) 112164, ~ 41 n.4 (suggesting without deciding that the public duty rule 

would appear to bar claims concerning adequacy of storm management against the District); 

Alexander, 358 Ill. App. 3d at 779 (finding that the public dl,lty rule would bar village's 

liability for sewage system back-ups); Remet Corp., 509 F.3d at 820 (in dicta, observing that 

the public duty rule meant that the city had no duty to provide uninterrupted water service for 

firefighting purposes). Additionally, in support of its motion to dismiss, the District attached 

six trial court decisions in storm management and sewer-backup cases in which it had been a 

defendant, all of which dismissed the plaintiffs' claims against the District due to the public 

duty rule. Thus, it was eminently reasonable for defendants to rely on the public duty rule in 

challenging plaintiffs' claims against them, and there is no basis for claiming that Coleman 

did not represent a change in law by "overruling clear past precedent on which litigants have 

relied." Aleckson, 176 Ill. 2d at 92. 

~ 37 We are also unpersuaded by plaintiffs' argument that past precedent was not "clear" 

because the primary opinion in Coleman refen·ed to the jurisprudence concerning the public 

duty rule as "muddled and inconsistent." First, we note that the opinion in which this 

language appears was joined by only one justice in addition to the author, meaning that it 

does not carry the weight of a majority-or even a plurality-opinion. Additionally, the 

reason the opinion characterized the jurisprudence in that way was based on the interaction 

between the public duty rule and statutory immunities. See Coleman, 2016 IL 117952, ~~55-

57. The opinion did not indicate that the existence of the public duty rule itself was not 
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"clear." Accordingly, we find that, under the first factor, the Coleman court established a new 

principle of law by overruling clear p&St precedent on which litigants have relied. 10 

, 3 8 The second factor we must consider is "whether, given the purpose and history of the 

new rule, its operation will be retarded or promoted by prospective application." Tosado, 188 

Ill. 2d at 197. As noted, the ultimate holding of Coleman-the abolition of the public duty 

rule-was the result of two opinions, each of which was joined by two justices. Thus, it is 

difficult to glean any overarching "purpose and history of the new rule" (Tosado, 188 Ill. 2d 

at 197). The primary opinion provided three reasons for abolishing the public duty rule: 

~'(1) the jurisprudence has been muddled and inconsistent in the recognition and 

application of the public duty rule and its special duty exception; (2) application of 

the public duty rule is incompatible with the legislature's grant of limited immunity in 

cases of willful and wanton misconduct; and (3) determination of public policy is 

primarily a legislative fi.mction and the legislature's enactment of statutory 

immunities has rendered the public duty rule obsolete." Coleman, 2016 IL 117952, 

By contrast, the specially concurring opinion reasoned that the public duty rule should be 

abolished because it was predicated on the same basis as the concepts underlying local 

governmental immunity and, when the constitution was amended to abolish all forms of 

10Piaintiffs also argue that Coleman did not establish new law because the Tmt Immunity Act 
"foreshadowed the abolition" of the public duty rule. Leaving aside the fact that Coleman court 
expressly recognized that "[w]e have consistently held that the public duty rule survived the abolition 
of sovereign immunity and passage ofthe Tott Immunity Act" (Coleman, 2016 fL 117952,, 52), we 
have no need to address this argument. The fir~ factor asks whether the new decision established a 
new principle of law "either by overmling clear past precedent on which litigants have relied or by 
deciding an issue of first impression whose resolution was not clearly foreshadowed." (Emphases 
added.) Aleckson, 176111. 2d at 92. AI; noted, we have determined that the first applies-the court 
overruled clear past precedent on which litigants had relied-and so we have no need to discuss the 
second, other than to observe that it would appear almost impossible for something to be "an issue of 

· first impression" when it is expressly ovenuling long-standing law. · 
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nonstatutory governmental immunity, "the judiciary's power to apply the public duty 

doctrine ceased to exist as a means of assessing municipal tort liability." Coleman, 2016 IL 

117952, 1 68 (Freeman, J., specially concurring, joined by Theis, J.). 

1 39 In the case at bar, defendants argue that, under the facts of the instant case, a prospective 

application of the new law set forth in Coleman would not frustrate the concerns set forth by 

the Coleman comt. First, they note that the litigation history of this case renders it unique-

the flooding occulTed in 2008, and defendants first asserted the application of the public duty 

rule in 201 0 and continued asserting it through the filing of a number of amended complaints, 

culminating in the amended fifth amended complaint. They finally obtained a dismissal on 

that basis on April 3, 2015, five years after they first asserted the applicability of the public 

duty rule. Had they obtained a dismissal when they first sought it in 2010, the judgment 

would have been final and appealable well prior to the supreme court's January 22, 2016, 

decision in Coleman and we would not be considering the applicability of the public duty 

rule today. 11 

1 40 Our supreme court in Aleckson found that where the court below "noted that it was 

applying [the new law] prospectively to the parties because the facts of the inst'ant case and 

its timing vis a vis [the case establishing the new law] are so unique" that ''the nonretroactive 

application was expressly limited to the facts of the case and could not have 'retarded' the 

future operation of' the new case. (Internal quotation marks omitted.) Aleckson, 176 Ill. 2d at 

93. Similarly, in the case at bar, the facts of the instant case and its timing vis-a-vis Coleman 

is unique; it is only through an accident of timing that Coleman was decided while this case 

11 However, we note that a decision normally has retroactive application to any causes pending at 
the time the decision is announced, including cases on appeal in the appellate court. Beastie v. 
Roberts, 226 Ill. 2d 515, 535 (2007). Thus, if the case had been pending on appeal, plaintiffs could 
have conceivably raised the retroactivity issue at that point. 
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was still active before the trial court. This would weigh in favor of a nonretroactive 

application of Coleman. 

~ 41 Defendants further argue that a nonretroactive application of Coleman in the instant case 

would also have limited impact due to the statute of limitations. Under the Tort Immunity 

Act, any civil action against a local governmental entity must be commenced within on~ year 

from the date that the cause of action accrued. 12 7 45 ILCS 1 0/8-1 01 (a) (West 20 16). Thus, 

any claim against a local governmental entity that is filed subsequent to our opinion must 

have accrued no earlier than May 2018. By May 2018, Coleman and its abolition of the 

public duty rule was settled law. A fmding that the new law does not apply to the instant 

action would have no impact on such a lawsuit, which would be filed well after the date the 

law had changed. Thus, the only impact a nonretroactive finding could have would be upon 

cases that are cWTently pending before the trial or ~Wpellate courts, which· would be a small 

subset of cases at most, if any. 

~ 42 However, we must also note the existence of Salvi, in which the Second District applied 

the new law set forth in Coleman retroactively. Salvi, 2016 IL App (2d) 150249, ~ 37. There, 

the flooding at issue occurred in 2013 (Salvi, 2016 IL App (2d) 150249, ~ 13), the plaintiff's 

amended complaint was filed in 2014 (Salvi, 2016 IL App (2d) 150249, ~ 3), and the 

defendant village raised the issue of the public duty rule in a motion to dismiss (Salvi, 2016 

IL App (2d) 150249, ~ 20). Thus, as in the case at bar, the flooding, the lawsuit, and the 

motion to dismiss based on the public duty rule all predated Coleman. 13 Despite these facts, 

12The exception is for actions for damages based on injury or death arising out of patient care, 
which have a two.., year statute of limitations. 745 ILCS I 0/8-10 I (b) (West 20 16). 

13 Although the opinion does not indicate the date of the defendant village's motion 'to dismiss, we 
know that the motion was also filed plior to the 2016 Coleman decision because the appeal in Salvi 
was filed in 2015, as evidenced by the appeal number. Thus, Coleman would have been decided while 
the Salvi appeal was pending. 
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the Salvi court applied the new law retroactively. Salvi, 2016 IL App (2d) 150249,,37. As 

noted, the Salvi court did not engage in a discussion of whether the law should be applied 

retroactively or prospectively; thus, we have no way of knowing what arguments were raised 

before it by the defendant village. Nevertheless, the fact remains that the Salvi court did 

expressly apply Coleman to the case before it. Salvi, 2016 IL App (2d) 150249, ~ 37 ("[O]ur 

supreme court has recently abolished the public duty rule. [Citation.] Thus, we will proceed 

to the Tort Immunity Act."). 

~ 43 The existence of Salvi is relevant to the instant discussion because a prospective 

application of Coleman to the instant case would mean that two cases with similar facts 

would be applying two different versions of the law. We are not obligated to follow the Salvi 

court's decision if we disagree with it. See Deutsche Bank National Trust Co. v. Jordanov, 

2016 IL App (1st) 152656, ~ 44. However, in considering the second factor of the 

retroactivity analysis, reaching a decision that would lead to conflicting case law would 

appear to feed into the "muddled and inconsistent" jurisprudence surrounding the public duty 

rule that was of concern to several justices in deciding Coleman. See Coleman, 2016 IL 

117952, ~ 54. Thus, while it would not hinder the operation of the new law, a prospective 

application of Coleman in the instant case would certainly not promote the operation of the 

new law and could even lead to an increase in the uncertainty surrounding the application of 

the rule. 

1 44 The final factor to be considered is "whether substantial inequitable results would be 

pt·oduced if the former decision is applied retroactively." Aleck:ron, 176 Ill. 2d at 93. In the 

case at bar, the trial court found that "[t]he retroactive application of the Coleman decision 

dramatically changes the considerations concerning the possible course of litigation of the 
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instal'lt case in the future." On appeal, defendants focus on similar considerations in arguing 

that the equities favor a prospective application of the new law. Defendants claim that they 

have "endured nine years of litigation and risk exposure, waiting patiently for their time to be 

hear? on the Public Duty Ru1e, and now must contend with the Supreme Court's abolishment 

of the Public DutyRu1e altogether," which they argue is "not fair." Defendants further claim 

that if Coleman applies retroactively, they will be forced to reevaluate defense and indemnity 

exposure and will endure significant litigation costs and time commitments that they 

otherwise would not have needed to endure. Certainly, if Coleman is applied to their case, 

defendants will undergo significant hardship. Any additional litigation necessarily involves 

additional time and expense. This additional expense is especially fraught when dealing with 

a governmental entity, as it is taxpayers, not a private party, who are responsible for the 

expenses. As the trial court noted: 

"The consequence to the [defendants] of the abolition of the Public Duty Rule as a 

defense is financial. Every public entity has a responsibility to its taxpayers to 

estimate budgets and to tax its citizens reasonably. Predicting legal expenses is 

difficu1t because the entity does not know whether litigation will be filed. Once filed, 

the entity then must budget for the potential expenses of the litigation based on a 

prediction of the legal and factual issues which might be involved. Legal issues, to be 

determined based on facts alleged in pleadings .taken as true, such as the application 

of the Public Duty Rule, involve different legal expenses than the expenses necessary 

to prepare for class certification, prove the availability of immunities under the To1i 

Immunity Act, and defend against assertions of wrongdoing." 
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~ 45 In the case at bar, at the time of the flooding, at the time of the filing of the complaint, 

and at the time of dismissal of the amended fifth amended complaint, defendants were 

operating in a legal universe that included the availability of the public duty rule and 

governed their actions accordingly. Then, the supreme court overruled long-standing 

precedent-which it had expressly reaffirmed as recently as 1998-and abolished that rule, 

shifting the legal ground on which defendants stood. "Local government officials, like other 

people, are entitled to rely on (existing law] when 'making decisions and in shaping their 

conduct.' " Board of Commissioners of the Wood Dale Public Library District v. County of 

Du Page, 103 Ill. 2d 422, 429 (1984) (quoting Lemon v. Kurtzman, 411 U.S. 192, 199 

(1973)). By applying the new law retroactively, defendants and their taxpayers would be 

forced to incur additional unexpected expenses in litigating this case, which could prove 

substantial, as it has been pending for 10 years to date and has yet to proceed beyond the 

pleading stage. 

~ 46 However, we note that these additional expenses and time commitments are not 

-

necessarily predicated solely on Coleman. Defendants' argument presupposes that their 

actions were, in fact, covered by the public duty rule. Under defendants' argument, in the 

absence of Coleman, the public duty rule would apply, marking the end of litigation. 

However, that overlooks the fact that it is not beyond dispute that the public duty rule would, 

in fact, apply. Plaintiffs likely would have appealed the trial court's April 3, 2015, dismissal 

even in the absence of Coleman, and we would have been asked to determine whether the 

public duty rule applies to the circumstances present in the case at bar. As discussed earlier in 

our analysis, this is not a question that has been considered by our supreme court, nor is it an 

area that has a clear answer at the appellate level. If plaintiffs had prevailed in that appeal, 
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d~fendants would find themselves in exactly the same position as they are now---:-forced to 

litigate the remainder of the case. Thus, while we recognize defendants' understandable 

frustration at the unexpected change in the legal universe, the additional expenses that would 

be incuiTed by continuing to litigate the instant case should not have been entirely 

unexpected, as defendants should have been prepared for the contingency of a loss on appeal. 

,[ 47 Plaintiffs, by contrast, argue that a prospective application of Coleman would be 

inequitable to them because they would lose the ability to have their day in court. We note 

that, unlike in the case relied on by plaintiffs, Oak Grove Jubilee Center, Inc. v. City of 

Genoa, 347 Ill. App. 3d 973 (2004), this is not a case in which the plaintiff had a viable cause 

of action that would be lost by retroactive application of the new law. Here, plaintiffs had a 

cause of action that had already been.dismissed, which would be revived by the retroactive 

application of the new law. In either case, though, the question is the same: applying the new 

law one way results in an active lawsuit, while applying it the other way results in the 

termination of that lawsuit. Thus, our decision has very real consequences to plaintiffs, as 

well as to defendants. We also note that, in some respects, plaintiffs are a victim of timing in 

much the same way as defendants are-if the supreme court had abolished the public duty 

rule earlier, defendants would not have been able to raise the rule in response to plaintiffs' 

complaint and the complaint would not have been dismissed on that basis. Thus, there are 

equitable arguments to be m~de on both sides of the equation. 

, 48 In considering the three factors, there is no clear-cut answer on either side. The only clear 

answer is with respect to the first factor: Coleman made new law by abolishing the public 

duty rule. With respect to the second factor, prospective application of the new rule would 

have minimal impact on the rule's future applicability, as the· unique facts of the instant case 
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and the Tort Immunity Act's statute of limitations necessarily limit the scope of our holding. 

However, prospective application would result in a direct conflict with the Second District, 

given its retroactive application of Coleman in Salvi, which would further muddy the 

jurisprudence concerning the applicability of the public duty rule. Finally, with respect to the 

third factor, retroactive application of the new law would cause hardship to defendants and 

their taxpayers, as defendants relied on the long-standing law concerning the existence of the 

public duty mle and their taxpayers would be forced to absorb the additional litigation costs. 

On the other hand, such additional litigation costs should not be entirely unexpected, as 

defendants should have been prepared for the contingency of a loss on appeal even if the 

public duty rule remained in effect. By contrast, prospective application of the new law 

would result in plaintiffs being prevented from pursuing their claims against defendants. 

Thus, there are equitable considerations in favor of both parties. 

1 49 As noted, when a court issues an .opinion, its decision is presumed to apply both 

retroactively and prospectively, unless that presumption is overcome by either an express 

statement by the court or through the consideration of the factors set forth in Aleckson. 

Tosado, 188 Ill. 2d at 196-97. Here, there is no express statement by the supreme court and 

the Aleckson factors do not tilt in any one direction. Consequently, we cannot flnd that the 

presumption of retroactivity has been overcome, and therefore, the new law set forth in 

Coleman should have been applied retroactively to the instant case. Accordingly, the trial 

court erred in limiting the new law set forth in Coleman to apply only prospectively to the 

instant case, and we must reverse the trial cowt's dismissal of plaintiffs' complaint based on 

the public duty rule. 
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1 50 III. Alternate Bases 

, 51 Our decision concerning the public duty rule does not end our analysis, however, because 

we may affinn the trial court's dismissal on any basis supported by the record, even if the 

trial court did not base its decision on that ground. See Raintree Homes, 209 ill. 2d at 261 

(we can affirm "on any basis present in the record"); In reMarriage of Gary, 384 IlL App. 3d 

at 987 ("we may affirm on any basis supported by the record, regardless of whether the trial 

court based its decision on the proper ground"). In the case at bar, plaintiffs alleged causes of 

action based on the Tort Immunity Act, based on the common law, and based on the lllinois 

Constitution. We consider each of these counts in turn, discussing whether they should have 

been dismissed under section 2-615 of the Code. If any of these counts should have survived 

dismissal based on section 2-615, we then consider whether they should have been dismissed 

under section 2-619. 

~52 As an initial matter, defendants make an overarching argument concerning all. of 

plaintiffs' counts that are based on negligence-they claim that plaintiffs failed to plead that 

defendants' conduct proximately caused plaintiffs' damages. Since this argument applies to 

many of plaintiffs' causes of action, we address it first. "To recover damages based upon a 

defendant's alleged negligence, a plaintiff must allege and prove that the defendant owed a 

duty to the plaintiff, that defendant breached that duty, and that the brea:cfl was the proximate 

cause of the plaintiffs injuries." First Springfield Bank & Trust v. Galman, 188 Ill. 2d 252, 

256 (1999) (citing Thompson v. County ~(Cook, 154 Ill. 2d 374, 382 (1993)). Our supreme 

court has explained the proximate· cause element as follows: 

"The proximate cause element is a factual question for the juzy to decide and has 

two components: cause in fact and legal cause. [Citations.] 'Cause in fact' is 
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established where there is reasonable certainty that the injmy would not have 

occurred 'but for' the defendant's conduct or where a defendant's conduct was a 

'substantial factor' in bringing about the harm. [Citation.] Le&al cause, however, is 

essentially a question of policy, i.e., 'How far should a defendant's legal 

responsibility extend for conduct that did, in fact, cause the harm?' (Internal quotation 

marks omitted.) [Citation.] Legal cause, therefore, is established only when it can be 

said that the injury was reasonably. foreseeable. [Citations.]" Stanphill v. Ortberg, 

2018 IL 122974,,34. 

1 53 In the case at bar, defendants claim that plaintiffs failed to allege the "cause in fact" 

component of proximate cause. In support, they point to the trial court's dismissal of a 

negligence count against Gewalt, the engineering firm that worked with Advocate to develop 

a drainage plan in 2002; in that dismissal, the court found that plaintiffs had not alleged that 

Gewalt's conduct after 2002 was a cause in fact in bringing about the September 2008 

flooding. However, Gewalt's position in the litigation differs quite significantly from 

defendants' position. Indeed, in its dismissal, the trial court specifically pointed to the fact 

that "plaintiffs alleged a host of other components of the [Prairie Creek Stormwater System] 

that con,tributed to the 2008 flooding, all of which existed prior to Gewalt's post-2002 

designs on the Dempster Basin." Plaintiffs' allegations against defendants go far beyond the 

2002 allegations against Gewalt. They allege that plaintiffs were involved in approving the 

drainage and sewer systems as far back as the 1960s and were ·aware of the undersized 

drainage capacity of certain portions of the systems. They further allege that defendants 

approved of Advocate's flawed plans for its drainage system and that defendants nevertheless 

approved them. Finally, they allege that defendants were aware of the serious design and 
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maintenance defects with the Prairie Creek Stormwater System based on the persistent 

flooding and failed to remedy those defects or to take measures to prevent the flooding. Thus, 

we cannot agree with defendants that plaintiffs have failed to allege sufficient facts that 

defendants' conduct was a "cause in fact" of plaintiffs' damages. Instead, at least at this stage 

of the proceedings, plaintiffs' allegations are sufficient_to withstand a motion to dismiss. We 

turn, then, to consideration of each of plaintiffs' causes of action individually. 

1 54 A. Tort Immunity Act Counts 

1 55 With respect to the Tort Immunity Act, plaintiffs set forth causes of action for statutory 

duties pursuant to sections 3-1 02(a) and 3-103 of the Tort Immunity Act. Plaintiffs alleged 

that defendants breached a duty to maintain their property in a reasonably safe condition 

pursuant to section 3-102(a) and that defendants breached their duty to correct known unsafe 

conditions relating to the design of the Prairie Creek Stormwater System pursuant to section 

3-103 by not compelling Advocate to redesign its drainage plans. 

156 1. Section 3-102(a) 

157 Section 3-102(a) ofthe Tort Immunity Act provides: 

"Except as otherwise provided in this Article, a local public entity has the duty to 

exercise ordinary care to maintain its property in a reasonably safe condition for the 

use in the exercise of ordinruy care of people whom the entity intended and permitted 

to use the property in a manner in which and at such times as it was reasonably 

foreseeable that it would be used, and shall not be liable for injury unless it is proven 

that it has actual or constructive notice of the existence of such a condition that is not 

reasonably safe in reasonably adequate time prior to an injury to have taken measures 

to remedy or protect against such condition." 745 ILCS 10/3-1 02(a) (~est 2012). 
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In counts XXXVI (against the District), LVII (against Park Ridge), and LXXIV (against 

Maine Township), plaintiffs alleged that defendants breached a "statutory duty to maintain 

property" pursuant to this section. Defendants argue that these counts were properly 

dismissed because there is no such "statutory duty to maintain property." 

~ 58 Defendants are correct that the Tort Immunity Act does not create any new duties. Our 

supreme court has made clear that "[t]he Tort Immunity Act grants only immunities and 

defenses; it" does not create duties." Village of Bloomingdale, 196 Hl. 2d at 490; see also 

Barnett v. Zion Park District, 171 Ill. 2d 378, 386 (1996) Cit is settled that the Tort 

Immunity Act does not impose on a municipality any new duties."). Instead, "the [Tort 

Immunity] Act merely codifies those duties existing at common law, to which the 

subsequently delineated immunities apply." Barnett, 171 lll. 2d at 386; Monson v. City of 

Danville, 2018 IL 122486, ~ 24 ("the courts of this state have w1ifonnly held that section 3-

1 02(a) merely codifies the common-law duty of a local public entity to maintain its property 

in a reasonably safe condition"). Thus, a court must look to the common law and other 

statutes to determine whether the defendant owes the plaintiff a duty. Barnett, 171 Ill. 2d at 

386. Once the court determines that a duty exists, then it examines whether the Tort 

Immunity Act provides immunity for a breach of that duty. Village of Bloomingdale, 196 Ill. 

2d at 490. "In other words, because the Act implicitly recognizes duties which already exist 

at common law, we may refer to the common law to determine the duties a local public entity 

holds. But to determine whether that entity is liable for the breach of a duty, we look to the 

Tort Immunity Act, not the common law." Village of Bloomingdale, 196 Ill. 2d at 490. 

~ 59 In the case at bar, plaintiffs have styled these counts as arising under a "statutory duty to 

maintain property," which suggests that the basis of the duty is the statute, not the common 
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law. It is on this basis that defendants argue that the counts should be dismissed. However, 

our supreme court "has emphasized that 'the character of the pleading should be determined 

from its content, not its label.'" In re Parentage of Scarlett Z-D., 2015 IL 117904, , 64 

(quoting In re Haley D., 2011 IL 110886,, 67). Thus, the title of the count does not control 

over the substance of its claim. Papadakis v. Fitness 19 IL 116, LLC, 2018 IL App (1st) 

170388, ~ 32. Here, the substance of these counts of the complaint can be interpreted as 

alleging negligence based on a breach of defendants' common-law duty to maintain their 

property in a reasonably safe condition. 

, 60 However, plaintiffs have foreclosed this interpretation by making it clear in their reply 

brief that they are asserting a "separate, independent, stand-alone cause-of-action imposing 

[a] duty owing to individual citizens for [a local public entity] to maintain its property." 

Plaintiffs further claim that "(c]odified duty is still enforceable, individual duty separate from 

common law." Thus, plaintiffs have expressly stated that they believe that there are two 

separate, independent, duties: a common-law duty and a statutory duty. This is simply not the 

case. Even Wagner v. City of Chicago, 166 III. 2d 144, 150 (1995), a case relied on by 

plaintiffs, makes tllis clear:" 'Th[e] limitation on the scope ofthe duty in section 3-102(a) is 

in keeping with the scope of that duty as it existed at common law. The Tort Immunity Act 

creates no new duties but merely codifies those existing at common law. [Citations.] At 

common law, a municipality had a duty to maintain its property in a safe condition***.' " 

(quoting West v. Kirkham, 147 Ill. 2d 1, 14 (1992)). The statutory duty is the common-law 

duty, simply published in statutory form. Plaintiffs' insistence otherwise requires us to affirm 

the trial cowi.'s dismissal ofthese counts. 
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~ 61 2. Section 3-103 

~ 62 Similarly, counts XXXVII (against the District), LVIII (against Park Ridge), and LXXV 

(against Maine Township) were for "duty to remedy [a] dangerous plan" and allege that 

section 3-103 of the Tort Immunity Act set forth a duty for a local public entity to correct 

known unsafe conditions related to the design and/or engineering of an approved plan, which 

defendants did not do. Section 3-103(a) provides: 

"A local public entity is not liable under this Article for an injury caused by the 

adoption of a plan or design of a construction of, or an improvement to public 

property where the plan or design has been approved in advance of the construction 

or improvement by the legislative body of such entity or by some other body or 

employee exercising discretionary authority to give such approval or where such plan 

or design is prepared in conformity with standards previously so approved. The local 

public entity is liable, however, if after the execution of such plan or design it appears 

from its use that it has created a condition that it is not reasonably safe." 745 ILCS 

10/3-103(a) (West 2012). 

~ 63 Again, as with section 3-102(a), section 3-103(a) "codifies [the] common-law duty of 

care in the making of public improvements." Salvi, 2016 IL App (2d) 150249, ~ 43; see also 

O'Brien V. City of Chicago, 285m. App. 3d 864, 871 (1996) ("Sections 3-102(a) and 3-

103(a) codify [common law] duties but do not impose any new obligations on local 

governments."); Horrell v. City of Chicago, 145 Ill. App. 3d 428, 435 (1986) ("[T]he 'duties' 

*** that are found _in section 3-103(a) regarding the execution of a plan[] are derived from 

the basic common law duty articulated in section 3-102."). At common law, a municipality 

had a duty to maintain its property in a safe condition, but this duty did not extend to creating 
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or erecting public improvements. West v. Kirkham, 147 lll. 2d 1, 14 (1992). Once a public 

improvement was actually constructed, however, the municipality has a duty to maintain it in 

a reasonably safe condition~ West, 147 Ill. 2d at 14. 

, 64 In the case at bar, again, while the substance of these counts could be interpreted as 

alleging negligence based on a breach of defendants' common-law duty in the making of 

public improvements, plaintiffs have foreclosed this interpretation in their reply brief by 

making clear that they are alleging that section 3-1 03(a) "declare[s] [a] separate and 

independent dut[y]" and that this "statutory dut[y] [is a] separate and independent, individual 

dut[y] from the common law." Accordingly, we must affirm the trial court's dismissal of 

these counts. 

~65 B. Common Law Counts 

1166 Next, plaintiffs alleged several counts based on common law negligence. 

1. Dominant Estate Overburdening 

Counts XXV (against the District), XLV (against Park Ridge), and LXIV (against Maine . . 

Township) were for "negligence: dominant estate overburdening storm water" and alleged 

that defendants knew or should have known of the foreseeable harm of invasive flooding into 

plaintiffs' neighborhood given the history of flooding and that defendants owed nondelegable 

duties to properly manage the storm water so as to prevent harm to plaintiffs from excess 

storm water overburdening the drainage system. On appeal, plaintiffs "abandon their 

Dominant Estate Overburdening claim" but argue that the facts alleged in these counts give 

rise to an '•adjacent property owner" claim. 

1 69 Generally, a landowner owes no duty to adjoining landowners for dangerous natural 

conditions present on the land, but may owe a duty if the condition is artificial or where a 
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natural condition is aggravated by the owner's use of the area. See Dealers Service & Supply 

Co. v. St. Louis National Stockyards Co., 155 IlL App. 3d 1075, 1079 (1987); Choi v. 

Commonwealth Edison Co., 217 Ill. App. 3d 952, 957 (1991). Additionally, a local public 

entity bears a common law duty not to increase the natural flow of surface water onto the 

property of an adjacent landowner. Van Meter v. Darien Park District, 207 ill. 2d 359, 369 

(2003). Defendants claim that, because they were not ''adjacent landowners," these counts 

should be dismissed. We agree. 

~ 70 In the case at bar, plaintiffs have not alleged that defendants are landowners, much less 

landowners adjacent to plaintiffs' property. Plaintiffs have alleged that defendants own the 

sewers and the drains, but have not alleged that defendants own the real propetiy under 

which those sewers and drains run. Instead, they allege that defendants were the holders of 

easements for the purpose of drainage and sewers, which ran through plaintiffs' 

neighborhood, and that it was these systems that overflowed and damaged plaintiffs' 

property. The only adjacent landowner plaintiffs identify in their complaint is Advocate. 

1 71 Given the status of defendants as easement holders, not landowners, the appropriate cause 

of action would be for the overburdening of their easement. Ho~ever, plaintiffs have 

expressly abandoned that claim on appeal. In the absence of that legal framework, we fmd no 

basis for applying "adjacent property owner" liability to defendants; plaintiffs have cited no 

authority applying such -a duty without first establishing that the defendant was actually a 

landowner. Accordingly, we must affirm the dismissal of these counts.· 

~ 72 2. Negligent Nuisance 

~ 73 Counts XXXI (against the District), LII (against Park Ridge), and LXIX (against Maine 

Township) were for "negligent nuisance" and alleged that defendants negligently caused an 
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accumulation of water from the drainage system to invade and interfere with plaintiffs' 

property. "A private nuisance is a substantial invasion of another's interest in the use and 

enjoyment of his or her land. The invasion must be: substantial, either intentional or 

negligent, and unreasonable." In re Chicago Flood Litigation, 176 Ill. 2d at 204. The 

standard for determining if particular conduct constitutes a nuisance is its effect on a 

reasonable person. In re Chicago Flood Litigation, 176 Ill. 2d at 204. Our supreme court has . 

explained the difference between the type of invasion that nuisance protects as compared to 

the type of invasion that trespass protects: 

" 'A trespass is an invasion of the interest in the exclusive possession of land, as by 

entry upon it.*** A nuisance is an interference with the interest in the private use and 

enjoyment of the land, and does not require interference with the possession.' " In re 

Chicago Flood Litigation, 176 Ill. 2d at 204 (quoting Restatement (Second) of Torts 

§ 8210 cmt. d, at 101 (1979)). 

~ 74 In the case at b~, the complaint alleges that defendants negligently permitted an 

accumulation of storm water runoff in their drainage and sewage systems due to their 

management of the systems, which caused flood water to invade and interfere with plaintiffs' 

property on September 13, 2008. The complaint further alleges that such interference was 

substantial and unreasonable. These allegations are sufficient to state a cause of action for 

negligent nuisance so as to withstand dismissal pursuant to section 2-615. 

~ 75 3. Negligent Trespass 

~ 76 Counts XXXII (against the District), LIII (against Park Ridge), and LXX (against Maine 

Township) were for "negligent trespass" and alleged that, due to defendants' failure to 

properly manage the storm water systems, water invaded plaintiffs' property. A trespass is an 
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invasion in the exclusive possession and physical condition of real property. Millers Mutual 

Insurance Ass'n of Illinois v. Graham Oil Co., 282 Ill. App. 3d 129, 139 (1996). "[O]ne can 

be liable under present-day trespass for causing a thing or a third person to enter the land of 

another either through a negligent act or an intentional act." Dial v. City of O'Fallon, 81 Ill. 

2d 548, 556-57 (1980). 

177 In our prior decision concerning Advocate, we found that the complaint adequately 

alleged that Advocate could be liable for intentional trespass based on its conduct with 

respect to its drainage system. See Tzakis, 2015 IL App (1st) 142285-U, 1r 74. We found: 

"Taken as a whole, [plaintiffs'] allegations are far from mere conclusory 

allegations. Plaintiffs identify numerous examples that suggest [Advocate] was aware 

of the flooding problem, and knowingly took inadequate measures to correct it. 

Plaintiffs' allegations identify specific components of [Advocate's] drainage system 

as deficient, and demonstrate multiple instances where [Advocate] had occasion to 

address the problems and failed to do so adequately. As with the examples of piling 

sand adjacent to another's property, or erecting a dam to alter the flow of a stream, 

plaintiffs' allegations regarding [Advocate's] conduct are sufficient to show that 

[A~vocate] acted with a high degree of certainty that its modifications to the drainage 

system would cause or fail to prevent flooding to plaintiffs' homes." Tzakis, 2015 IL 

App (1st) 142285-U, 174. 

1 78 In the case at bar, plaintiffs are not alleging intentional trespass as they did against 

Advocate. 14 Thus, they are not required to allege the high degree of certainty required by an 

intentional trespass claim. However, the allegations against Advocate, which we found 

14We note that plaintiffs did, in fact, originally include counts for intentional trespass, but those 
counts were voluntarily dismissed and.are not at issue on appeal. 
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satisfied such a high bar, also apply in large part to defendants, as they are alleged to have 

approved all of Advocate's plans. Thus, our prior decision is certainly instructive to the 

analysis in the instant appeal. In the case at bar, plaintiffs have alleged that there was an 

invasion in their properties due to the excess sto1m water runoff. Plaintiffs have further 

alleged that this invasion was caused by defendants' negligent design and operation of their 

drainage and sewer systems. These allegations adequately set forth causes of action for 

negligent trespass against defendants so as to withstand a section 2-615 motion to dismiss. 15 

1 79 C. Takings Clause 

1 80 Finally, plaintiffs claimed that the flooding of their property was an unconstitutional 

taking that violated the Illinois Constitution. The takings clause of the Illinois Constitution 

provides that "[p ]rivate property shall not be taken or damaged for public use without just 

compensation as provided by law. Such compensation shall be determined by a jury as 

provided by law." Ill. Const. ~ 970, art. I, § 15. Our supreme court has defined a "taking" as 

"a physical invasion of private property or the radical interference with a priv~te property 

owner's use and enjoyment of the property." Hampton v. Metropo#tan Water Reclamation 

District, 2016 IL 119861, 1 24. The supreme court has further indicated that "a taking occurs 

when real estate is physically invaded 'by superinduced additions of water **"' so as to 

effectually destroy or impair its usefulness.'" Hampton, 2016 IL 119861, 124 (quoting Horn 

v. City of Chicago, 403 Ill. 549, 554 (1949)). Our supreme court has recently made explicit 

that a tempQrary flooding may constitute a taking. Hampton, 2016 IL 119861, ~ 22; see also 

15 At the end of their brief, plaintiffs include a brief paragraph concerning "equitable relief." It is 
not apparent what argument they are attempting to make, and plaintiffs do not tie this request into any 
pa1ticular cause of action. As it has not been properly developed, we do not consider this argument. 
See Lebron, 237 Ill. 2d at 253; III. S. Ct. R. 34 J(h)(7) (eff. May 25, 2018) ("Points 1'1ot argued [in the 
appellant's brief] are forfeited and shall not be raised in the reply brief, in oral argument, or on 
petition for rehearing."). 
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Pineschi v. Rock River Water Reclamation District, 346 Ill. App. 3d 719, 727 (2004) 

(temporary flooding caused by backup of sewer system may constitute a taking). 

~ 81 Our supreme court has also found instructive additional factors set forth by the United 

States Supreme Court in detennining whether a temporary flooding constitutes a taking; 

"[t]h~se factors include the time and duration of the flooding, whether the invasion of the 

property was intentional or whether it was a foreseeable result of an authorized government 

action, and the character of the land and the owner's reasonable investment-backed 

expectations regarding the land's use." Hampton, 2016 IL 119861, , 25 (citing Arkansas 

Game & Fish Comm 'n v. United States, 568 U.S. 23, 38-39 (2012)). 

~ 82 In the case at bar, defendants claim that plaintiffs' takings clause claims must fail because 

the water oved1ow was the result of Advocate's conduct, not theirs. "To constitute a 

goverrunent taking or compensable government action, the water overflow must be the result 

of a structure or action imposed by the governmental entity***." Sorrells v. City of Macomb, 

2015 IL App (3d) 140763, ~ 33. In Sorrells, the plaintiff homeowners filed suit against a 

developer who was developing adjacent property in a way that the plaintiffs alleged altered 

the natural drainage of surface waters and caused an increase of water drainage onto their 

property. Sorrells, 2015 IL App (3d) 140763, , 4. The plaintiffs also included an inverse 

condemnation claim against the defendant city, which the plaintiffs alleged had approved the 

construction and design of the developer's plans, and to whom the streets and drainage 

system had been dedicated. Sorrells, 2015 IL App (3d) 140763, ,~ 17~18. The plaintiffs 

alleged that the city's actions constituted a taking under the takings clause of the Illinois 

Constitution. Sorrells, 2015 IL App (3d) 140763,, 18. 
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~ 83 On appeal, the Sorrells court affirmed the trial court's dismissal of the counts aimed at 

the city. The court first noted that the plaintiffs alleged that the private development as a 

whole caused the allegedly unreasonable surface water drainage, not the streets that belonged 

to the city. Sorrells, 2015 IL App (3d) 140763, ~ 30. The cout1 found that the complaint 

"makes clear that the water allegedly invading the plaintiffs' property was drainage from two 

[private] storm water detention basins or other drainage basins." Sorrells, 2015 IL App (3d) 

140763, ~ 31. The court further found that the plaintiffs failed to allege that this unreasonable 

water draining from the development onto their land "was the intended or foreseeable result, 

in whole or in part, of the City's actions rather than that of the development." Sorrells, 2015 

IL App (3d) 140763, ~ 32. 

~ 84 The Sorrells court also noted that condemnation cases "traditionally arise from 

government action alone; not from multiple causes that would include actions of private 

actors, as in this case where the water was fi·om the whole development flowing into 

detention basins." Sorrells, 2015 IL App (3d) 140763,,33. In the case before it, the court 

found that "the alleged flooding of the plaintiffs' land was from the overflow of drainage and 

detention basins, not fi·om the City's actions." Sorrells, 2015 IL App (3d) 140763, ~ 33. 

Consequently, the court affirmed the dismissal ofthe inverse condemnation claim. 

~ 85 In the case at bar, contrary to defendants' claim, we cannot agree that the situation is 

analogous to that present in Sorrells. The instant case is not one in which Advocate 

developed its property, then later dedicated the streets and drainage system to defendants. 

Instead, plaintiffs allege much more hands-on involvement and ongoing responsibility from 

defendants. Additionally, plaintiffs allege a history of flooding prior to the 2008 flooding at 

issue, indicating that defendants knew of the increased risk of flooding. Finally, plaintiffs 
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point to numerous areas in which defendants were allegedly negligent, including through the 

use of undersized drains. We note that we are not asked to determine whether plaintiffs will 

be successful in ultimately proving their takings claim-at this stage of the proceedings, a 

cause of action will not be dismissed ·on the pleadings unless it clearly appears that the 

plaintiff cannot prove any set of facts that will entitle it to relief. Board of Directors of 

Bloomfield Club Recreation Ass 'n, 186 Ill. 2d at 424. Under the facts as alleged by plaintiffs, 

their claims under the takings clause are sufficient to satisfy this hurdle. 

~ 86 D. Section 2-619 Motions to Dismiss 

1 87 As explained above, we have determined that the counts concerning negligent nuisance, 

negligent trespass, and the takings clause (1) should not have been barred by the public duty 

rule and (2) are sufficient to withstand dismissalunder section 2-615 of the Code. However, 

these counts were also subject to motions to dismiss pursuant to section 2-619 of the Code. 

Thus, we must consider whether they should have been dismissed under that section in order 

to determine whether there remains an alternate basis for affmning the trial court's judgment. 

1 88 On appeal, defendants claim that plaintiffs' causes of action against them should have 

been dismissed pursuant to several sections of the Tort Immunity Act. The Tort Immunity 

Act was enacted in 1965 in response to the supreme court's abolition of sovereign immunity. 

Monson, 2018 IL 122486, 1 15. It protects local public entities and their employees from 

liability arising from government operations. Monson, 2018 IL 122486,1 15; 745 ILCS 1011-

101.1(a) (West 2006). The purpose of the Tort Immunity Act "is to prevent the dissipation of 

public funds on damage awards in tort cases." Monson, 2018 IL 122486, ~ 15. "Since the 

[Tort Immunity] Act was enacted in derogation of the common law, it must be strictly 

construed." Van Meter, 207 Ill. 2d at 368; Monson, 2018 IL 122486, ~ 15. "Unless an 
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immunity provision applies, municipalities are liable in tort to the same extent as private 

parties." Van Meter, 207 TIL 2d at 368-69; Monson, 2018 IL 122486, , 15. "Because the 

immunities afforded to governmental entities operate as an affirmative defense, those entities 

bear the burden of properly raising and proving their immunity under the [fort Immunity] 

Act. It is only when the governmental entities have met this burden that a plaintiff's right to 

recovery is baned." Van Meter, 207 Ill. 2d at 370. 

189 1. Sections 2-109 and 2-201 

, 90 Defendants first rely on sections 2-109 and 2-201 of the Tort Immunity Act. Section 2-

109 provides: 

"A local public entity is not liable for any injury resulting from an act or omission of 

its employee where the employee is not liable." 745 ILCS 10/2-109 (West 2006). 

Section 2-201 provides: 

"Except as otherwise provided by Statute, a public employee serving in a position 

involving the determination of policy or the exercise of discretion is not liable for an 

injury resulting from his act or omission in determining policy when acting in the 

exercise of such discretion even though abused." 745 ILCS 10/2-201 (West 2006). 

Our supreme court has observed that "[s]ection 2-201 extends the most significant protection 

afforded to public employees under the [Tort Immunity] Act." Van Meter, 207 Ill. 2d at 370. 

Read together, sections 2-109 and 2-201 immunize a public entity from liability for the 

discretionary acts or omissions of its employees. Monson, 2018 IL 122486, 1 16. 

, 91 In order for immunity to attach, a court must conduct a dual-prong inquiry. See 

Van Meter, 207 Ill. 2d at 373. First, a defendant claiming immunity under section 2-201 must 

establish that its employee held either a position involving the determination of policy or a 
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position involving the exercise of discretion. Monson, 2018 IL 122486, ~ 29. Additionally, 

Himmtmity will not attach unlds the plaintiffs injury results from an act performed or 

omitted by the employee in determining policy and in exercising discretion." (Emphasis in 

original.) Harinek, 181 Ill. 2d at 341 (1998). Thus, while under the statute, the employee's 

position may be one which involves either determining policy or exercising discretion, in 

order for immunity to apply, the act or omission itself must be both a detennination of policy 

and an exercise of discretion. Harinek, 181 Ill. 2d at 341. 

~ 92 Our supreme court has defined'' 'policy decisions made by a municipality'" as" 'those 

decisions which require the municipality to balance competing interests and to make a 

judgment call as to what solution will best serve each of those interests.'" Harinek, 181 Ill. 

2d at 342 (quoting West, 147 Ill. 2d at 11). With respect to discretionary decisions, "the 

distinction between discretionary and ministerial functions resists precise formulation, and 

*** the determination whether acts are discretionary or ministerial must be made on a case

by-case basis." Snyder v. Curran Township, 167 Ill. 2d 466, 474 (1995). Our supreme court 

has defined the terms as follows: 

"[D]iscretionary acts are those which are unique to a particular public office, while 

ministerial acts are those which a person performs on a given state of facts in a 

prescribed manner, in obedience to the mandate of legal authority, and without 

reference to the official's discretion as to the propriety of the act." Snyder, 167 lll. 2d 

at 474. 

Additionally, discretionary decisions "'involve the exercise of personal deliberation and 

judgment in deciding whether to perfmm a particular act, or how and in what manner that act 
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should be performed.'" Monson, 2018 IL 122486, ~ 30 (quoting Wrobel v. City ofChicago, 

318 Ill. App. 3d 390,395 (2000)). 

~ 93 In the case at bar, plaintiffs have alleged a number of actions and omissions that they 

claim subject defendants to liability. While defendants are undoubtedly correct that at least 

some of these actions would fall under the purview Of section 2-201 immunity, we cannot 

agree with their position that they are wholly irrunw1e from liability such that dismissal is 

warranted. 

~ 94 For instance, one of the allegations against defendants is that the drainage and sewer 

systems represented a dangerous condition and that defendants failed to correct that condition 

by, inter alia, not pumping down the retention basins prior to the September 2008 storm. Our 

supreme court has recognized that decisions involving repairs to public property can be a 

discretionary matter subject to immunity under section 2-201. Monson, 2018 IL 122486, 

~ 33. However, "a public entity claiming immunity for an alleged failure to repair a defective 

condition must present sufficient evidence that it made a conscious decision not to perfonn 

the repair. The failure to do so is fatal to the claim." Monson,2018 IL 122486, ~33. Here, 

there has been no showing that it was a conscious decision npt to pump down the basins prior 

to the stonn. Accordingly, that decision would not be subject to section 2-201 immunity. 

, 95 As noted, "[s]ection 2-201 extends the most significant protection afforded to public 

employees under the [Tort Immunity] Act." Van Meter, 207 Ill. 2d at 370. Thus, we must be 

especially careful when speaking broadly about sweeping all of defendants' alleged conduct 

with the same brush. In the case at bar, plaintiffs have alleged acts and omissions by 

defendants that would not be subject to section 2-201 immunity. Accordingly, it is 

inappropriate to wholly dismiss the counts aimed at defendants on the basis of that immunity 
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and we cannot find that section 2-201 immunity serves as an alternate basis for dismissal of 

plaintiffs' complaint at this· time. 

, 96 2. Section 2-105 

~ 97 Defendants next claim that they are immune under section 2-105 of the Tort Immunity 

Act, which provides: 

"A local public entity is not liable for injury caused by its failure to make an 

inspection, or by reason of making an inadequate or negligent inspection, of any 

property, other than its own, to determine whether the property complies with or 

violates any enactment or contains or constitutes a hazard to health or safety." 745 

ILCS 10/2-105 (West2006). 

, 98 In the case at bar, plaintiffs allege that all three defendants own and operate various 

portions of the drainage and sewer systems at issue. We agree with defendants that, under 

section 2-105, each defendant is immune from liability for a failure to inspect any property 

that is not determined to belong to that defendant. However, at this point in the litigation, we 

must take the allegations of the complaint as true (Morr-Fitz, Inc., 231 Ill. 2d at 488), and 

therefore must accept plaintiffs' allegations that defendants own the property at issue. 

Accordingly, section 2-105 does not provide an alternate basis for dismissal of the complaint. 

~ 99 3. Section 2-l 04 

~ 100 Next, defendants Park Ridge and the District claim that they are immune under section 2-

104 of the Tort Immunity Act. 16 Section 2-104 provides: 

16While the three defendants tiled a joint brief on appeal and do not specify which defendants are 
making this at·gument, the motion to dismiss filed by Maine Township before the trial court does not 
list section 2-104 as a basis for dismissal. Accordingly, we consider this section with respect to Park 
Ridge and the District alone. 
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"A local public entity is not liable for an injury caused by the issuance, denial, 

suspension or revocation of, or by the failure or refusal to issue, deny, suspend or 

revoke, any permit, license, certificate, approval, order or similar authorization where 

the entity or its employee is authorized by enactment to determine whether or not 

such authorization should be issued, denied, suspended or revoked." 745 ILCS 10/2-

104 (West 2006). 

~ 101 In the case at bar, plaintiffs allege that these defendants should be held liable for 

plaintiffs' flooding damage in part because they approved Advocate's plans for its drainage 

system. We agree with defendants that, to the extent that plaintiffs claim that their injury was 

caused by defendants' approval of Advocate's plans, the plain language of section 2-104 

immunizes defendants from liability for such claims. However, such immunity is limited to 

injw·ies caused by the approval itself-where defendants' actual actions or omissions are at 

issue, section 2-104 immunity would not apply. See Salvi, 2016 IL App (2d) 150249, ~ 46 

(denying section 2-104 immunity where the village's actions in reconstructing a pond and 

developing a parcel were at issue, as opposed to its issuance of permits or approvals). 

Therefore, dismissal at this time is not warranted. 

~ 102 4. Section 3-110 

~ 103 Finally, defendants Maine Township and Park Ridge claim that they are immune from 

liability under section 3-110 of the Tort Immunity Act. 17 Section 3..: 11 0 provides: 

"Neither a local public entity nor a public employee is liable for any injury occuning 

on, in, or adjacent to any waterway, lake, pond, river or stream not owned, 

17The District's motion to dismiss did not raise section 3-110 as a basis for dismissal, and 
accordingly, we consider the section with respect to Maine Township and Park Ridge alone. 
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supervised, maintained, operated, managed or controlled by the local public entity." 

745 ILCS 10/3-110 (West 2006). 

~ 104 In the case at bar, these defendants argue that all injury resulted from flooding that came 

from a waterway-the Prairie Creek Stormwater System-and that pl:;ti.ntiffs did not allege 

facts supporting their claim that Maine Township or Park Ridge owned, supervised, 

maintained, operated, managed, or controlled any component of that system. We do not find 

this argument persuasive. First, the Prairie Creek Stonnwater System as a whole would not 

be considered a ''waterway" for purposes of section 3-110. As defined in the complaint, the 

Prairie Creek Stormwater System is a system of public improvements consisting of (1) .open 

drains, (2) enclosed pipes, (3) retention basins, and ( 4) tributary storm water sewers that run 

under the streets. While the retention basins would arguably fall under section 3-llO's 

definition of a "pond," the remainder of the system would certainly not be _considered a 

"waterway." See Black's Law Dictionary 1623 (8th ed. 1999) (defining ''waterway" in the 

same way as "watercourse": "A body of water, [usually] of natural origin, flowing in a 

reasonably definite channel with bed and banks. The term includes not ju~t rivers and creeks, 

but also springs, lakes, and marshes in which such flowing streams originate or through 

which they flow."); American Heritage Dictionary 1367 (2d College ed. 1985) (defining 

"waterway" as "[a] navigable body of water, such as a river, channel, or canal"); Oxford 

Living Dictionaries, https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/waterway (last visited May 

10, 20 19) [https://perma.cc/NU2H-L WK.W] (defining ''waterway" as "[a] river, canal, or 

other route for travel by water"). Thus, section 3-110 immunity would not apply. 

, 105 Furthermore, plaintiffs' complaint alleges that both defendants bore responsibility for the 

portions of the system falling within their jurisdictions. While defendants point to a comment 
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by plaintiffs' counsel that they claim constitutes an admission that Maine Township did not 

"own" the system, even if that comment is read in the way defendants wish, section 3-110 

limits immunity not only for owners but also for those who "supervise[], maintain[], 

operate[], manage[] or control[]" such waterways. 745 ILCS 10/3-110 (West 2006). As 

noted, the complaint alleges that defendants bore such responsibility over the system. In the 

case at bar, then, section 3-110 does not serve as an alternate basis for dismissal of plaintiffs' 

complaint. 

, I 06 CONCLUSION 

, 107 For the reasons set forth above, the trial court erred in applying Coleman prospectively 

and, accordingly, erroneously granted defendants' section 2-615 motion to dismiss on the 

basis ofthe public duty rule. However, the counts based on violations of the Tort Immunity 

Act and for adjacent property owner liability were nevertheless properly dismissed under 

section 2-615 because plaintiffs failed to state causes of action with respect to each of those 

counts. The counts based on negligent nuisance, negligent trespass, and the takings clause 

were sufficient to withstand dismissal under section 2-615, and most of defendants' claims of 

immunity under the Tort Immunity Act do not provide an alternate basis for dismissal of 

those counts under section 2-619. Accordingly, we reverse the trial court's dismissal of . 

plaintiffs' complaint with respect to defendants Park Ridge, Maine Township, and the 

District on those counts. 

, 1 08 Aff1lllled in part and reversed in pait. 
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must be filed.

Very truly yours,

R _ .
Clerk of the Supreme Court —
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